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3/4. 0 APPLICABILITY 

BASES 3891002560 
Specifications 3.0.1 through 3.0.4 establish the general requirements applicable 
to Limit1ng Conditions for Operation. These requirements are based on the 
requfrements for Limiting Conditions for Op'eration stated in the Code of 
Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2): · · · 

· 
11 Limiting Conditfons for operation are the lowest functi.onal capability 
or performance 1eve1 s of equipment re qui red for safe operation o.f the 
facility. When a limiting condition for operation of a nuclear' reactor 
is not met, the licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow any 
remedial action permitted by the technical specification until the 
condition can be met. 11

· 

Specification 3.0.1 establishe.,s the Applicability statement within-each 
lndividual specification as the requirement for when (i.e., in whi~h 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions) conformance to the 
Limiting Conditions for Operation is required for safe operation of the 
facility. The ACTION requirements establish those remedial measures that 

· must be taken within specified time limits when the requirements of a 
Limiting Condition for Operation are riot met. It is not intended that the 
shutdown ACTION requirement be used as an operational convenience which 

·permits (routine) voluntary removal of a system(s) or component(s) from 
service in lieu of other alternatives that would not result in redundant 
systems or components being inoperable·. 
There are two basic types of ACTION requirements. The first spei:ifies the 
remedial measures that permit continued operation of the facility whi~h is not 
further restricted by the time limits of the ACTION requirements. In this 
case, conformance to the ACTION ·requirements provides an acceptable level of 
safety for. unlimited cont.inued operation as long as the ACTION requirements 
continue to be met. The second type of ACTION requirement specifies a time 
li!llit in which conformance to the conditions of the Limiting Condition for 

· . Operation must be met. Thh time limit is the allowable outage time to 
· · restore an i noperab 1 e system or component to OPERABLE status or for restoring 

parameters within specified limits. If these actions are not completed within 
the allowable outage time Hmits, a shutdown is required to place the facility 
Hi an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition. in whiCh the specifi-. 
cation no longer applies. · · ' · . · · · · . . 

The specified time liarits of the ACTION requirements are a13pHcable from the 
point of. time .it iis identified that a Limiting Condition for Operation is not 
met. The time limits of the ACTION requirements are also applicable when a 

·. syst~m or component is removed from service for survei 11 a nee testing or 
investigation of operational problems. Individual specifications may include 
a specified time limit fo~ the completion of a Surveillance Requirement when 
equipment is.removed from service. In this case, the allowable outage time 
limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable when this limit expires if 
the surveillance has not been completed. When a shutdown h .required to comply 
with ACTION requirements, the plant may have entered an OPERATIONAL CONDITION 
in which a new specification becomes applicable. In this case, the time limits 
of the ACTION requirements would apply from the point in time that the new 
specification becomes applicable if the requirements of the Limiting Condition 

·for Operation are not met. · · 

LIMERICK ~ UNIT 1 B 3/4 0-1 ·Amendment No. 11 
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S~ecification 3.0.2 establishes that no~compliance with a specification exists 
w en the requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not met and 
the associated ACTION requirements have not been implemented withtr. the 
specified time interval. The purpose of this specification is to clarify that 
(1) implementation of the ACTION requirements within the specified time inter
val constitutes compliance with a specification and (2) completion o,f. the 
remedial measures of the ACTION requirements is not required when compliance 
with a Limiting Condition of Operation is restored within the time interval 
specified in the associated ACTION requirements. 
Specification 3.0.3 establishes the shutdown ACTION requirements that must be 
iJl.lpleJnented when cv.limiting Condition:tfor Operation i~;IAOt~met' al)d,the con-

. dition is not specifically addressed by the associated ACTION requireme"'.ts. · 
The purpose of this specification is to delineate the time limits for placing. 
the unit in a safe shutdown CONDITION when plant operation cannot be maintained 
within the ,limits for safe operation defined by the Limiting Conditions for 

· Operation and its ACTION requirements. It is not intended to be used as an 
operational convenience which permits (routine) voluntary removal of redundant 
systems or components from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not 
result in redundant systems or components being inoperable. One hour is 
allowed to prepare for an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in plant 
operation. This time permits the operator to coordinate the reduction in 
electrical generation with the load dispatcher to ensure the stability and 

·availability of the electrical grid. The time Hmits ·specified to reach lower 
CONDITIONS of operation permit the shutdown to proceed in a controlled and 
orderly nianner that is well within the specified maximum cooldown rate and 
within the cooldown capabilities of the facility assuming only the minimum 
requfredequipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal stresses on components of 
the primary coolant system and the potential for a plant upset that could 

. challenge safety systems under conditions.for which this specification applies. 
If remedial measures permitting limited continued operation of the facility 
under the provisions of the ACTION. requirements are completed, the shutdown . 
may be terminated.· The time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable 
from the point in time there was a failure to meet a Limiting Condition for 
Operation. Therefore, the shutdown may be terminated ff the ACTION require-
111ents have been.met or time limits of the ACTION.requirements have not ,xpired, 
thus pro.viding an allowance for the completion. of the required· actions. 
The time limits of Specification 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for the plant to be in .. 
COLD SHUTDOWN when a shutdown is required during POWER operation. If the plant. 
is in a lower CONDITION of operation when a shutdown is req,,dred, the time · 
limit for reaching the. next lower CONDITION of operation applies. However, if.. 
a lower. CONDITION of operation is reached in less time than allowed, the total 
allowab.le time to reach COLD SHUTDOWN, or other OPERATIONAL CONDITION, is not . 
reduced~ ·For example, .if STARTUP. is reached in 2 hours, the time allowed to 
reach HOT SHUTDOWN is the next 11.hours because. the total time to reach HOT. 
SHUTDOWN is not ·reduced from the allowable limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if 

·remedial measures are completed that would permit .. a return to POWER operation, . 
a penalty is not incurred by having. to .reach a lower CONDITION of operation in 
less· than the total Ume allowed •. · 

... 

LIMERICK ~·UNIT 1 83/40-2· . . 
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The same principle applies with regard to the allowable outage time limits of 
the AC~ION requirements, if compliance with the ACTION requirements for one 
specification results in entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or condition of 
operation for another specification ih which the requirements of the Limiting 
Cbndition for Operation are not met. If the new specification becomes appli
cable in less time than specified, the difference may be added to the allowable 
outage time limits of the second specification. However, the allowable outage 
time limits of ACTION requirements for a higher CONDITION of operation may not 
be used to extend the allowable outage time that is applicable when a Limiting 
Condition for Operation is not met in a lower CONDITION of operation. · 

The shutdown requirements of Specification 3.0.3 do not apply in CONDITIONS 4 
and 5, because the ACTION requirements of individual specifications define the 
remedial measures to be taken. 

Specification 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
or bther specified conditions in the Applicability when a Limiting Condition for 
Operation is not met. It allows placing the unit in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or 
other specified condition stated in that Applicability (e.g., the Applicability 
desired to be entered) when unit conditions ~re such that the requirements of the 
Limiting Cond~tion for Operation would not be met, in accordance with 
Specification 3.0.4.a, Specification 3,0.4.b, or Specificatibn 3.0.4~c. 

Specification 3.0.4.a allows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other . 
specified condition in the Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation 
not met when.the. associated ACTION requirements to be entered permit continued 
operationin.the OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the 
Applicability for an unlimited period of time. Compliance with ACTION 
requiremehfs that permit continued operatton of the unit for an unlimited period 
of time in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or. other specified condition provides an 
acceptable~~vel of safet~ for continued operation. This is without regard to the 
status· of the unit before or after the OPERATIONAL CONDITION change. Therefore, 
in such cases, entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in 
the Applicability may be made in accordance with the provisions of _the ACTION 
requirements~ . 

Specification 3,0.4.b allows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified ccindition.in the Applicab.ility with theLimiting Condition for Operation 
not met after performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and 
components, consideration of the results, determination.of the acceptability of 
entering. the OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other. specified con di ti on in the 
Applicability, and establishment of risk management actions, if appropriate. 

' .. '·. ' .. 

The risk assessment may" use quantitative, qualitative, or blended ~pproaches, and 
the risk assessment ~ill be conducted using the plant program, procedures, arid 
criteria in-place to implement 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4), which requires that risk 

. impacts of maintenance activities be assessed and managed. The risk assessment,-· 
for the purposes of Specification 3.0.4.b, must take into accourit all inoperable 
Technical Specification equipment regardless of whether the equi~ment is included 

· in the normal 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4) risk assessment scope. The risk assessments will 
be conducted using the·protedures and guidance endorsed by Regulatory Guide 1:182, 
"Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Activities at Nuc 1 ear Power ·. · 
Plants." Regulatory Guide 1.i82 endorses the guidance in Section Hof NUMARC 93-

. 01~ "Indtistrj Guidelin~ for Monitoring the Effectiveness of Maintenanc~ at Nuclear 
. Power Pl ants." Tbese documents addres.s genera 1 guidance for conduct of_ the· risk 

LIMERICK UNIT i B 3/4 0-3 Amendment. N_o. ll, ~. :):69 
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asses~ment, quantitative and qualitative guidelines for establishing risk 
management actions, and example risk management actions. These include actions to 
plan and conduct oth~r activities in a manner that controls overall risk, 
increased risk awareness by shift and management personnel, actions to reduce the 
duration of the condition, actions to minimize the magnitude of risk increases 
(establishment of backup success paths or compensatory measures), and· 
determination that the proposed OPERATIONAL CONDITION change is acceptable. 
Consideration should also be given to the probability of completing restoration 
such that the requirements of 'the Limiting Condition for Operation would be met 
prior to the expiration of the ACTION requirement's specified time interval that 
would require exiting the Applicability. ' 

Specification 3.0.4.b may be used with single, or multiple systems and components 
unavailable. NUMARC 93-01 provides guidance relative to consideration of 
simultaneous unavailability of multiple systems and components. 

The results of the risk assessment shall be corisidered in determining the 
. acceptabi 1 ity of entering the OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition 
in the Applicability, and any corresponding risk management actions. The 
Specification 3.0.4.b ris~ assessments do not have to be documented. 

The Technical Specifications allow continued operation with equipment unavailable 
in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 for the duration of the specified time interval. Si nee 
this is allowable, and since in general the risk impact in that particular 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION bounds the risk of transitioning into and through the 
applicable OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions in the 
Applicability of the Limiting Condition for Operation, the use of the 
Specification l.0.4.b allowance should be generally acceptable, as long as the 
risk is assessed and managed as stated above. However, there is a small subset of 
systems and components that have been determined to be more important to risk and 
use of the ·Specification 3.0.4.b allowance is prohibited. The Limiting Condition 
for Operations governing these system and components contain Notes prohibiting the 
tise of Specification 3.0~4~b by stating that Specification 3.0.4.b is not 
applicable. · 

....... 

Specification 3.0.4.c allows entry into a OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition in the Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation not met 
based on a Note in the Specification which states Specification 3.0.4.c is 
applicable. These specific allowances permit entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or 
other specified conditions in the Applicability when the associated ACTION 
requirements to be entered do not provide for continued operation for an unlimited 
period of time and a risk assessment has not been performed. This allowance may 
apply to all the ACTION requirements or to a specific ACTION requirement of a 
Specification .. · The risk assessments performed to justify the use of 
Specification 3.0.4.b usually only consider systems and components. For this 
reason, Specification 3.0.4.c is typically applied to Specifications which 
describe values and parameters (e.g;, Reactor Coolant Specific Activity), and may 
be applied to other Specifications based on NRC plant-specific approval. 

The provisions of this Specification should not be interpreted as endorsing the 
failure to exercise the good practice of restoring systems or components to 
OPERABLE status befo~e entering an associated OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition in the Applicability. 

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS or other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to 
comply with ACTION requirements ... In addition, the provisions of Specification 
3.0.4 shall not pre.vent changes .in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified 

_LIMERICK ~- UNIT l B 3/4 0-3a Amendment No. ±-±, -±-€i-&, 169 I 
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conditions in the Applicability that result from any unit shutdown. In this 
context, a unit shutdown is defined as a change in OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition in the Applicability associated with transitioning from 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2, OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 to 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3, and OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4. 

Upon entry into an OPtRATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the 
Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation not met, Specification 
3.0.l and Specification 3.0.2 require entry into the applicable Conditions and 
ACTION requirements until the Condition is resolved, until the Limiting Condition 
for Operation is met, or until the unit is not within the Applicability of the 
Technical Specification. 

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated inoperable equipment 
(or on variables outside the specified limits), as permitted by Specification 
4.0.1. Therefore. utilizing Specification 3.0.4 is not a violation of 
Specification 4.0.l or Specification 4.0.4 for any Surveillances that have not 
been performed on inoperable equipment. However, SRs must be met to ensure 
OPERABILITY prior to declaring the associated equipment OPERABLE (or variable 
within limits) and restoring compliance with the affected Limiting Condition for 
Operation. 

Specification 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment to service 
under administrative controls when it has been removed from service or declared 
inoperable to comply with ACTIONs. The sole purpose of this Specification is to 
provide an exception to Specifications 3.0.l and 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with 
the applicable ACTION(s)) to allow the performance of required testing to 
demonstrate: · 

a. The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to service, or 

b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment. 

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is returned to service 
in conflict with the requirements of the ACTIONs is limited to the time necessary 
to perform ihe required testing to demonstrate OPERABILITY. This Specification 
does not provide time to perform any other preventive or corrective maintenance. 

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to 
service is reopening a containment isolation valve that has been closed to comply 
with required ACTIONs and must be reopened to perform the required testing. 

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is taking an 
inoperable channel or trip system out of the tripped condition to prevent the trip 
function from occurring during the performance of required testing on another 
channel in the other trip system. A similar example of demonstrating the 

·oPERABILITY of other equipment is taking an inoperable channel or trip system out 
of the tripped condition to permit the logic to function and indicate the 
appropri·~te response during the performance of required testing on another channel 
in the sa~e tri~ system. 

LIMERICK·- UNIT 1 B 3/4 0-3b . Amendment No. -±-±-.~.±6-9.. 
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Specification 3.0.6 establishes an exception to Specifications 3.0.1 and 3.0.2 for 
supported systefus that have a support system Limiting Condition for Operation 
specified in the Technical Specifications (TS). The exception to Specification 
3.0.1 is provided because Specification 3.0.1 would require that the ACTIONs of 
the associated inoperable supported system Limiting Condition for Operation be 
entered solely due to the inoperability of the support system. This exception is 
justified because the actions that are required to ensure the plant is maintained 
in a safe condition are specified in the support system Limiting Condition for 
Operation's ACTIONs. These ACTIONs may include entering the supported system's 
ACTIONs or may specify other ACTIONs. The exception to Specification 3.0.2 is 
provided because Specification 3.0.2 would consider not entering into the ACTIONs 
for the supported system within the specified time intervals as a TS 
noncompliance. 

When a support system is inoperable and there is a Limiting Condition for 
Operation specified for -it in the TS, the supported system(s) are required to be 
declared inoperable if determined to be inoperable as a result of the support 
system inoperability. However, it is not necessary to enter into the supported 
systems' ACTIONs ·unless directed to do sob~ the support system's ACTibNs. The 
potential confusion and inconsistency of requirements related to the entry into 
multiple support and supported systems'- Limiting Condition for Operations' ACTIONS 
are eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary to ensure the plant 
is maintai.ned in a safe condition in the support system's ACTIONs. 

However, there are instances where a support system's ACTION may either direct a 
supported system to be declared ~no~erable·o~ direct entry into ACTIONS for the 
supported system. This may occur immediately or after some specified delay to 
perform some other ACTION. Re.gardless of whether it is immediate or after some 
delay, when a support system's ACtION directs a supported system to be declared 
inoperable or directs entry into ACTIONs for a supported system, the applicable 
ACTIONs shall be entered in accordance with Speci.fj ca ti on 3. O .1. 

Specification 6 .. 17, "Safety Fu~ctioh Determination ~rogram (SFDP)," ensures loss· 
of safety function is detected and appropriate· actions are taken .• - Upon entry into 
Specificati6n~.0.6, an evaluation shall be made to determine if loss of safety 
function exists; Additionally, other limitations, remedial actions, or 
compensatory actions may be .identified as a .resuJt of the support system 
i noperabi l ity 'and· correspond i n9 exception 'to entering supporte.d ·system ACTI ONs . 

. The SFDP implem_ents the requirements of Specificati0n•3.0.6. 

The following examples use Figure B 3.0~1 to. illustrate loss of-safety function 
conditions that may result when· a JS support_ system is in9perable. In. this 
figure; the fi-fteen syste.ms t:ha't. comprise Train A afe independent. and redundant to · 
the fifteen systems th'at ·comprise ·Train B: Jo correi:tly'use the figure to_ . 
illustrate the-SFDP provisions for a cross· train check', :the figure establishes a 
relationship-between support and supported systems as follows: the figure shows 
System 1 as a support system for System 2 and·System 3; System 2 as a support 
system. for Sys fem. 4 and Syst~m. 5; and Sy"stem 4 as a support system for System 8 
and System 9 .. Specifically,' a loss of safety function 'may .exist when a support 
system is -i rioperable ahd: · · ·· · · · --. · · 

a. A' system redundant' to ~ystem(s) _supported by. the inoperable support 
syst_em is.also inoperable (EXAMPLE B 3.0.6--1), 

- . 
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b. A system redundant to system(s) in turn supported by the inoperable 
supported system is also inoperable (EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-2), or 

c. A system redundant to support system(s) for the supported systems (a) 
and (b) above is also inoperable (EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-3). 

For the following examples, refer to Figure B 3.0-1. 

EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-1 
If System 2 of Train A is inoperable and System 5 of Train B is inoperable, a 
loss of safety function exists in Systems 5, 10, ·and 11. 

EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-2· 

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 11 of Train B is inoperable, 
a loss of safety function exists in System 11. 

EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-3 

If System 2.of Traih A i~ inoperable, and System 1 of Train B is inoperable, a 
loss of safety function exists in Systems 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10 and 11. 

TRAINA 

System 2· . 

System 1 , 

System4 

1 S,•Oom• 

. System 9 

I 
.. sy.stem· 1··.o 

Systems. . 

. SVstem6 

.system 11 

I 
System 12 

System 13 ·: • ·' ·, 

. · .,.·~, 1 S,•OomH 

. System.15 

System 1 . 

. . Figure B 3.0-1 

TRAIN B 

System 2 

System 3. 

Configuratlon of Trains and Systems 

I"'-· 
System 9 

System4 

System 5 
I "'-m" 

System 11 

system 6 . I "''.'"m" 
System 13. 

I "''Nm" • · . 

System 15 · 

. · System 7 

If an evaiuati
0

~hdetermines:that·a loss of safety function exists, theappropriate 
ACTIONs .. Qf the Limitjng Conctitlon for Operation in which the Joss of safety . . 
function ·exists are required to beenterecL. This lOss of safety function does hot. 
require the assumption of ad.djtional single failures or loss of offsite power. 
Since operations are being restricted in accordanc·.e with· the ACTIONs of the 
support system; any .resulting :temporary lo.ss of redundancy or single failur~ 
protection is·tak.en into account. · · · -

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 B 3/4 0-3d .Associated with Amendment No. 2l9 .I 
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When loss of safety function is determined to exist, and the SFDP requires entry 
into the appropriate ACTIONs of the Limiting Condition for Operation in which the 
loss of safety function exists, consideration must be given to the specific type 
of function affected. Where a loss of function is solely due to a single 
Technical Specification support system (e.g., loss of automatic start due to 
inoperabl.e instrumentation, or loss of pump suction source due to low tank level), 
the appropriate Limiting Condition for Operation is the Limiting Condition for 
Operation for the support system. The ACTIONs for a support system Limiting 
Condition for Operation adequately address the inoperabilities of that system 
without reliance on entering its supported system Limiting Condition for 
Operation, When the loss of function is the result of multiple support systems, 
the appropriate Limiting Condition for Operation {s the Limiting Condition for 
Operation for the supported system. 

Specification 4.0.1 through 4.0;5 establish the general requirements applicable 
to .Surveillance Requirements .. These requirements are based on the Surveillance· 
Requirements. stated in the Code of Jedera.l Regulations 10 CFR 50.36(c)(3): 

"Surveillance requirements are requirements relating to test, calibration, 
or inspection to ensure that the necessary quality of systems and components 
is maintained, that facility operation will be within safety limits, and that 
the l i mit i ng conditions of operation wil l be niet. " 

. ' . 

Specification 4.0.l establishes the requirement that SRs must be met during the 
OPERATIONAL-CONDITIONS or other specified conditions.in the Applicability for which 
the requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation apply, unless_otherwtse 
spec~fied 1~ the individ0al SRs. This Specification is to ensure·that . 
Surveillances are performed to.verify.the OPERABILITY of systems·and components, 
and that variables are within specified limits. Failur~ to meet~ Surveillance 
within the specified Sur~eillance time interval and allowed extensi6n, in 
accordance with Specification 4.0.2, constitutes a failure to meet the Limiting 
Condition for Operation. 

Systems and components are ass.urned to be OPERABLE when the associated SRs have 
been .met. · Noihing i~ this Spetification) ·however, is to be construed as implying 
that system·s or components are OPERABL.E_ when:·· 

a. .The systems or com·ponents are knowri tq ·be.inoperable, al t:hough sti 11 
meeting.the SRs; or 

b: The require'ments oJ·the Surveillance(s) are. known to be not met 
. between required Surveillan~i perfdr~ances. 

Survei 11 ani:es do not have to be performed when the unit is i h .an OPERATIONAL 
··CONDITION or. other specified condition for which the requirements ·o.f the 
associate~:Limiting Cori.di ti on for Operation are' not applicable, .unless otherwise 
specified~ The SRs associated>with'a· Special Test Exception Limiting Conditi.on 
for Operation are onl_y applicabl~·whe.n the Special Test Exception Limiting 
Condition for Operation is ·used as ari allowable exception to the requirements of a. 
Specificaticrn. 

' ' ' 

"".: "; . -. 

. -.··· ' - ··: . ·. 
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Unplanned events may satisfy the requirements (including applicable acceptance 
criteria) for a given SR. In this case, the unplanned event may be credited as 
fulfilling the performance of the SR. This allowance includes those SRs whose 
performance is normally precluded in a given OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition. · 

Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by ACTION requirements, do not have 
to be performed on inoperable equipment because the ACTIONS define the remedial 
measures that apply. Surveillances have to be met and performed in ~ccordance with 
Specification 4.0.2, prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE status. 

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenance testing is required 
to declare equipment OPERABLE. This incl~des ensuring applicable Surveillances 
are not failed and their most recent performance is in accordance with 
Specification 4.0.2. Post maintenance testing may not be possible iri the current 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified conditions in the Applicability due to 
the necessary unit parameters not having been established. In these situations, 
the equipment may be considered OPERABLE provided testing has been satisfactorily 
completed to the extent possible and the equipment is not otherwise believed to pe 
incapable of performing its function. This will allow operation to proceed to an 
OPERATIONAL .CONDITION or other specified condition where other necessary post 
maintenance tests can be completed. 

Some examples of this process are: 

a. Control Rod Drive maintenance during refueling that requires scram 
testing at> 950 psi. However, if other appropriate testing is . 
satisfactorily co~pleted and the scram time t~sting of Specification 
4.1.3.2 is satisfied, the control rod can be considered OPERABLE. 
This allows startup to proceed to reach 950 p~i to perform other 
necessary testing. 

b. High.pressure coolant injection (HPCI) maintenance during shutdown 
that requires system functi anal tests at· a specified. pressure. 
Provided other appropriate testing is satisfactorily completed, 
startup can proceed with HPCI considered OPE~ABLE. This allows 
operation to reach the specified pressure to complete the necessary 
post maintenahce testing. · 
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3/4.0 APPLICABILITY 
BASES 

Specification 4.0.2 establishes the limit for which the specified time 
interval for Surveillance Requirements may be extended. It permits an 
allowable extension of the normal surveillance interval to facilitate surveil
lance scheduling and consideration of plant operating conditions that may not 
be suitable for conducting the surveillance; e.g., transient conditions or 
other ongoing surveillance or maintenance activities. It also provides 
flexibility to accommodate the length of a fuel cycle for surveillances that 
are performed· at each refueling outage and are specified with an 24-month 
surveillance interval. It is not intended that this provision be used 
repeatedly as a convenience to extend the surveillance intervals beyond that 
specified for surveillances that are not performed during refueling outages. 
Likewise, it is not the intent that REFUELING INTERVAL surveillances be performed 
during power operation unless it is consistent with safe plant operation. The 
limitation of Specification 4.0.2 is based on engineering judgment and 
the recognition that the most probable result of any particular surveillance 
being performed is the verification of ~onformance with the Surveillance 
Requirements .. This provision is sufficient to ensure that the reliability 
ensured through surveillance activities is not significantly degr~ded beyond 
that obtained from the specified surveillance interval. 

Specification 4.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring affected 
equipment inoperable or an affected variable outside the specified limits when a 
Surveillance has not been completed within the specified Surveillance time interval 
and allowed extension. A d~lay period of up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the 
specified Surveillance time interval, whichever is greater, applies from the point 
in time that it.is discovered that the Surveillance has not been performed in 
accordance with Specification 4.0.2, and not at the time that the specified 
Surveillahce time interval and allowed extension was not met. 

Thi~ delay ~eridd provides adequate time to complete Surveillances that have been 
missed. This delay period permits the completion of a Surveillance before 
complying with ACTION requirements or other remedial measures that might preclude 
completion of the Surveillance. 

The basis for.this d~lay period includes consideration of unit conditions, adequate 
·planning, availability of personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance, 
the safety signifitance of the delay in completing the required Surveil~ance, and 
the recognition that the most probable result of any particular SOrveillance being 
performed is.the verification of conformance with the requirements.· When a 
Surveillance with a Surveillance time interval based not dn time intervals, but 
upon specified unit conditions, operating situ~tions, or requirements of 
regulations~ (e.g., prior to entering OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 after each fuel 
loading, or in acc.ordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as modified by approved 

. exemptions, etc.) is discovered to have rtot been performed when speci_fied, 
• Specificatioh 4.0.3 alldws for the full delay period of up to the specified 

Surveillance time'. interval to perform the Surveillance. However, since there is 
not a time int~rval specified, the missed S0rveillance sho~ld be petformed at the 

.. first reasonable opportunity.· 
. . . . .. -

. . . 

Specification 4,0;3 provides a time limit fob, and allciwances for the performance of, 
Surveillances that become applicable as a consequence of OPERATIONAL CONDITION changes 
imposed by ACTION requirements. 

Fa-ilure to comply with specified Surveillance time intervals and allowed extensions 
for SRs is expected to be an infrequent occurrence~· Use of the delay· period · 
established by Specification 4.0.3 is a"flexibility which i~ not intended to be 
used as an operatiorial convenience to. extend SurVeillance intervals. 
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3/4.0 APPLICABILITY 
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While up to 24 hours or the limit of the specified Surveillance time interval is 
provided to perform the missed Surveillance, it is expected that the.missed 
Surveillance will be performed at the first reasonable opportunity. The determina
tion of the first reasonable opportunity should include consideration of the impact 
on plant ris_k (from delaying the Surveillance as well as any plant configuration 
changes required or shutting the pl ant down to perform the Survei 11 ance) and impact 
on any analysis assumptions, in addition to unit conditions, planning, availability 
of personnel, and the time required to perform the Surveillance. This risk impact 
should be managed through the program in place to implement 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4) and 
its implementation guidance, NRC Regulatory Guide 1.182, 'Assessing and Managing 
Risk Before Maintenance Activities at Nuclear Power Plants.' This Regulatory Guide 
addresses consideration of temporary and aggregate r-isk impacts, determination of 
risk management.action thresholds, .and risk management action up to and including 
plant shutdown. The missed Surveillance should be treated as an emergent conditiol'.I 
as discussed in the Regulatory Guide. The risk evaluation may use quantitative, 
qualitative, _or bl ended methods. The degree of depth and rigor of the evaluation 
should be conmensurate with the importance of the component. Missed Surveillances 
for important components should be analyzed quantitatively. If the results of the 
risk evaluation determine the risk increase is significant, this evaluation should 
be used to determine the safest course of action. All missed Surveillances will be 
placed in t_he Corrective Action Program. · 

If a Surveillance is not c;ompleted within the allowed delay period, then the 
equipment is considered inoperable or the variable is considered outside the 
specified limits and the ACTION requirements for the applicable Li1iliting Condition 
for Operation.begin irrmediately upon expiration of the delay ·period.· If a 

·Surveillance is failed within the delay period or the variable is outside the 
specified limits, _then the equipment is inoperable and the Completion Times of the 
Required Actions for the applicable lCO. Conditions begin inmediately upon the 
,failure of the Survei lla_nce~ · · -

Completion of the Surveillance within the delay period allowed by this 
Specification, or within the allowed times specified in the ACTION requirements, 
restores compliance with Specification 4.0.1.. · -

Specification 4.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs must be . 
met before entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified con di ti on in the 
Applicability. ··· ·. · -__ ·· ·· ·.- .--_ 

.·.. - . . . :· .· . 
. . . . 

_ . This Specification ensures that system and component OPERABILITY requ'i rements and 
: variable limits are met before entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other · 
~pecified conditions in the Applicability for whic;h these systems and components 

. ensure safe operatiQn of-the unit. The provisions of this Specification should 
·-_not be interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the good practice of _ .. _ 

restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status before entering an assoc-ated 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability. 

A provision is included to allow entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
-specified condition in the Applicability when a Limiting Condition for Operation 

. is not met_ due . to a Survei 11 ance. not being -met in _accordance with Speci fi cat-ion 
:.3 .. 0.4~ ' . . -

H~wever, in ce-rtain circumstances, failing to. meet an SR will not- result in 
Specification 4.0.4 -restricting an· OPERATIONAL CONDITION· change or other specified 
condition change. When a system, sut>system, divisfon, component, device, .or · 
variable is inoperable or outside its ·specified limits, the associat~d 

. ·. . 
- ' ' 
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· 3/4.0 APPLICABILITY 

SR~s).are not required to be performed, per Specifftation 4.0.1, which states that 
surveiJlances do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment. Wheri equipment 
is inoperable, Specification 4.0.4 does not apply to the associated SR(s) since 
the requirement for the. SRC s r to be performed is removed. The ref.ore, fai 1 i ng to 
perform the Survei 11 ance( s) within the specified Survei 11 ance ti me i nterva 1 does 
not result in a Specifitation 4.0.4 restriction to changing OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
or other·specified conditions of the Applicability. However, since the Limiting 
Condition for Operation is not met in this instance, Specification 3.0.4 will 
govern any restrictions that may (or may not) apply to OPERATIONAL CONDITION or 
other specified condition changes; Specification 4.0.4 does not restrict changing 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions of the-Applicability when a 
Surveillance has not been performed within .the specified Surveillance time 
interval_, provided the requirement to declare the Limiting Condition for Operation 
not met has been delayed in.accordance _with Specification 4.0.3. 

. . . . 

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 shall not prevent entry into OPERATIONAL 
CONDITIONS or'other specified conditions in the Applicability that ~re required to 
comply with ACTION requirements. In addition, the ~rovisions of Specification 
4. O .4 shall not prevent changes in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified 
tonditions in the Applicability that result from any unit shutdown. In this 
context, a unit shutdown is defined as a change in OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition in the Applicability associated with transitioning from 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2, OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 to 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3, and OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4. 

Specification 4.0.5 establishes tbe requirement that inservice inspection of ASME 
Code Class·1, 2 and 3 components and inservice testing of ASME Code Class l, 2 and 
3 pumps and valves _shall. be performed in accordance with a periodically. updated 

. version of Section XI of the ASME Boil er and Pressure Vesse 1 Code and Addenda, and the 
ASME Code for Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants CASME OM Code) and· 
applicable Addenda .as required by 10 CFR 50.SSa .. Additionally, the Iriservice Inspection 
Program conforms to the'NRC staff positions identified iri NRC Generic Letter 88-01, "NRC 

.Position.on I~SCC in BWR Austinetic Stainless.Steel Piping," as approved in NRC Safety 
Evaluations dated March 6,_ 1990 and October 22, 1990, o·r in accordance with alternate 

·measures approved by the NRC staff~ · 
.•. : . - . . . : . 

This spe~ificaiion includes a tJarification of the frequencies for performing 
the fnservice irispec:tion and testing activities required by Section XI of the 

· ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and applicabl_e Addenda, and the ASME Code for 
Operation and Maintenance of Nuclear Power Plants CASME OM Code) and applicable 
Addenda. This clarification is provided to ensure consistency in surveillance 
intervals throughout the Technical Specifications and to remove any ambiguities 
relative to the frequencies for performing the required inservice inspection and 
testing activities~ 

Under th~ terms of this specification, the more restrictive requirements of 
the Technical Spetific-ations take precedence over the ASME Code and applicable 

· Addenda. The requirements of Specification 4.0.4 to perform surveillance 
activities before entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION.or other specified· 
condition take~ precedence over the ASME Code provision that allows pumps and 
.valves to .be tested up to one week after return to normal operation. The 
Technical.Specification definition of OPERABLE does not allow a grace period 
before a ~omponent, which is not· capable of performing its specified fuhction, is 
declared i nope'rable and takes- prec:edence over the ASME Code provision that al 1 ows 
a val~e.to be incapable of performing its specified furiction·for u~ to 24 hours 
before being. d¢clared inoperable .. 
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3/4.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3/4. 1. 1 . SHUTDOWN MARGIN 

· A suffi dent SHUTDOWN -MARGIN ensures that ( 1) the reactor can be made 
subcritical from all operating conditions,. (2) the reactivity transients . 
associated wtth postul~ted accident ~onditions are ~ontrollBble ~ithin 
acceptable limits, and (3) the reactor wi-11 be maintained suffici~ntly 
subcritical to p~eclude inadvertent criticality in the sh~tdown condition. 

Since core reactivity values will vary through core life as a function of 
fuel depletion and poison burnup, the demonstration of SHUTDOWN MARGIN will be 
performed in the cold~ xenon-free condition and shall show the core to be 
subtritical by at .least R + 0.38% A k/k or R +.0;28% A k/k~ as appropriate. 
The 0.38% A k/k includes uncertainties and calculation biases. The value of R 
in units of%~ k/k i~ the difference between the calculated value of minimum 
shutdo~n margin durin~ the operating cycle and the calculated shutdown margin 
at the.time of the shutdown marg1n test at the beginning of cycle. The value 
of R must be positive.or zero and must be determined for each fuel loading cycle. 

: . . . . . . 

Jwo different values. are supplied in the Limiting Condition for Operation 
to provide for the different methods of demonst~ation. of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN. 
The highest worth rod may be determined analytically or by test. The SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN is demonstrated by Can insequence) control rod withdrawal at the 

·.beginning of life fuel cycle conditions, and, if necessary, at a.ny future time 
in the cycle if the first demonstration ind1cates that the required margin could 
be reduced as a function of exposure. Observation of subcriticality in.this 
condition.assures subcriticalit~ with the most reactive control rod fuily 
withdrawn. · · 

. . This reactivity characteristi:c has been a basic assumption.in the analysis 
. of pi ant ~erfor~ance and ·can be best demonstrated at the time of fueJ loading, 
·but the margin must also .be determined anytime a control rod is incapable of 

1.nsertion. 

3/4.l.2. REACTIVITY ANOMALIES 
. . - . . - . 

·.. · .. -' 

. Since t_he 'SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirement for the reactor is small, a careful 
check on actual cohditibns to the predicted conditions is necessary, and the 
changes in re(lctivity can be inferred from these comparisons of core keffective 

C keft-L _Since .the comparisons are easily done, frequent checks are not an 
imposition oh normal operations. ·A 1% change is larger than is expected for 
nrirmal operation so a change of this magnitude should be thoroughly evaluated. 

· A change as large as 1% would not exceed the design conditions of the reactor 
and is on t~e safe side of the postulated transients~ 

, .. · 

. . ' . 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

. 3/4.1.3 CONTROL RODS 

The· specification of this section ensure that Cl) the minimum SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN is maintained, (2) the control rod insertion times are consistent with 
those used in.the accident analysis, and (3) the potential effects of the rod 
drop accident are.limited~, The ACTION statements permit variations from the basic 
requirements b~t at the same time impose more restrictive criteria for continued 

·operation. A limitation on inoperable rods is set such that the resultant effect 
on total rod worth and scram shape will be kept to a minimum. The requirements 
for the various scram time measurements ensure .·that a·ny inqication of systematic· 
problems with rod drives will be investlgated on a timely basis. 

'·, . . . . . . . . 

Damage within the control rod drive mechanism could be a generic problem, 
therefore with a control rod immovable because of excessive friction or 
mechanical interference, operation of the reactor is' limi'ted to a time period 
which is reasol'.li;ible to determine t~e cause of the iiioperability and at the same 
time prevent operation with a~large n~mber of inoperable control rods. 

Control rods that are inoperable for other reasons are permitted to be 
taken out of ~ervice provided that those in the nonfully~inserted position are 
consistent with the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements.· 

. Th~· number of control r~ds permitted to be inoperaple could be more than 
the eight allowed by the.specification, but the occurrence of eight inoperable 

·.rods could be indicative of· a gen~ri.c problem and t.f'le reactor must be shutdown 
for investfga~ion and. resolufton of the. problelJI. · 

The control .rod systern-,i s desi gried to bri rig the reactor subcritiCal at a · 
rate fast ·e'riough to prevent. the_ MCPR- from becomi n"g less than the fuel cladding.· 
safety limit d!lrihg the limiting power transient· analyzedjn Section 15.2 of the .. 
FSAR. This ari·alys is shows that. the :'negat,i v.e reacfivi ty :rates resulti'ng frorri· · . 

· the scram with 'the average• l"espc)nse·~o·f all the· dr.ives as given. in the specifi ~-
_ catirin~. provide~ the retjui~ed prote~tion and~CPR remains greater than the fuel ... 
·cl add fog saf etyJ i mi t. The otcu rrence of<scf'.am ti mes l anger then ·-.those. specified 
sh.ould be.vieweci as an .indicatioii.of 9 systemic problem withthe rod ·drives arid. 

·therefore the .survei ll an·ce :intervaJ _is ri;!duce·d; i IJ order to<p'revenfoperati Orl of 
the ·reactor fcir,Jong perlods pf ~ti_.me" with--.a.pote_ntially ser:1ous p"rohlem:.. . 

' . . ' . . . .. . - . '·. .. ·. . .. 
,_ .. 

. Scram t;i me .festi hg a( zero pS:i g. reactor -_coolant· }ll~·essure isO:adequate _to -·. . . . 
ensur:ethatthe ·sontrol ro~;w~:11_.-P7rform:_}ts in~e_n.ded'scram fLinc,tionduring:startup ... 

. of the pJant until scram t,ime_testing·at 9SO .. ps1g:reactor·coolant pr:es~ure is pe.rformed .-
priOr: to excee~inQAO% -~-.at,~d cqt~ th7rmi3l p~w~r:;, · ;... ····•· ·. ·_ .. .: . · · •.. · •. -. _ .. 

. ' . . 
", .. · 

The .·sctam,discharge, volt.iin~ Js:requi:red "io .be CJPERAB,LE so that ·iewi11 be 
avail'able when ;n~eded to accept disch.arg~· water from the control rods di.iring a 
reactor scram and wilJ . i.sol ate the··reactor coolant system from' the contai nmerit. 
when .req~iied·... .. _ .· " ...... ···· ·. ··- _-. _ . · ' · .... · · 

--Th,e OPERABILI'TY .. of,';a'll·•sbv ~~nt and drai·:·n.valyes ensu·r:esthat.the SDV vent and'·· 
. drain va 1 ves 'wil;l clo~e during· a.· scram to contain pE!ai::tor water discharged tci the sov 
- piping._ The, Sf>V hqs_ ·one common: drai_fr line and one common Vent lin~. Slnce the ·vent and 

· drain Ji.l'les are -pr6ilide.d with twcf·valves i.n series, the single .failure of·one·valv'e- in · 
: . . . ~... .,. . . ~-.. . ' ~ . 
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REACTI V ITV CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B E 

CONTROL RODS. (Continued) 

the open position will not impair the isolatiori function of the system. Additionally~ 
the valves are required to open on scram reset to ensure that a.path is available for 
the SDV piping to drain freely at other times. 

. When one SDV vent or ~rain ~alve is inriperable in one -Or more lines, the valves· 
must .be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days~ The allowable outage time is 

· reason ab 1 e, given the· l eve 1 of redundancy in the .1 i nes and the .1 ow probabi 1 i ty of a 
scram occurring while the valve(s) are inoperable. The SDV is still isolable since 
the redundant valve in the affected line is OPERABLE. During these periods, the 
single failure criterion may not be .Preserved, and a higher risk exists to allow 
reactor water out of the primary system during a scram. 

If both valves in a line. are:· inoperable, the. line must be is~lat.ed to contain 
the reactor coolant dur.ing a scrarri •. When a line is is'olated, the potential for an 
inadvertent scram .due to high SDV 1 evel is increased. ACTION "e" is modified by a 
note ("****")that allows perfodic draining and. venting of the SDV when a line is 
isolated~ D~ring the~e .periods, the line may be ~nisrilated unde~ admi~istrative 
control~ This i3llows. any accumulated .water in the lJne to be drained, to preclude a 

, . reactor scram on SDV high level. This. is acceptable since the administrative controls 
· ... ensure the valve can be .closed: quickly, by' a dedicated operator, if a scram occurs 

with the valve open. The 8 hour allowable outage time: to isolate the line: is based on 
.... the 1 ow probabil:ity of a scram occurring 1r1hi 1 e the line is not isolated and the · 
· .. un 1 i ke lihood of si gtiificant C~D seal 1 eakage .. > · · · 

Control ~~ds with :inoperable: a~ccumu]at~rs are d·~_cla recj inoperable and · 
·· Specificat1on·3·;l.3.1 then ·applies;· This prevents .. a pattern ofinop~rable · 

acc1,1mul ators ·that. would fesul t · i.n less rea.cti vi ty i risertfon on ·a "scram than 
. has .been analy~ed even though confrol rods witfi' irioperabl e accumLil .a tors may . ·. .. . . • 
. ·· .. · sti 11 be irlser.ted .1r1ith nornial dri.ve wa'ter<pressure. · The drive water jfressure normal . 

·.operating range 'is·. spetifi ed. in: shfem operating procedures which proviqe ranges for .. 
~ystem !!ligTlment .and contr.ol rod moti.on (e}(erci.s-i rig) .•. Operability of the .. 
accumulator ensures that there is: a means available to insert the control rods 
even under th.e lllost unfavorab 1 e d.erires·sur.i zati.o.n of· the re.actor .• > A co·ntrol . roq is· .. ·.· .. · .. 
considered tripp.able if it. :i's i:ap~ble of-fully inserting as·rJ resul.t of a> scram signal. 
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REACTIVITY.CONTROL SYSTEMS .· 

B 

CONTROL RODS (Continued) 

Cont~oi rod coupling integrity is requir~d io ensure compliance with the 
analysis of the rod drop accident in the FSAR. The overtrave.l position feature 
provides the only pbsitive means of determining that a rod is properlj coupled 
and therefore this check ~u~t·be performed prior to achieving criticality after' 
completing CORE ALTERATIONS that could have affected the control rod coupling 
integrity. The subsequent che:ick is performed as a.backup to the initial demon-
stration. · 

Iri order to e~sure th~t the control rod patterns can be foll owed and there
fore that other parameters are within their limits, the control rod position 
indication syst~m must be OPERABLE.· · · 

The c:ontrol rod housing ~upp~rt restricts the outward movem~nt of a control 
rod t() less than 3 inches. in the event of a· housing failure. The amount of 
rod reactivity which could be added. ,by this small amount of rod ·withdrawal is 
less than· a ncirrnal whhdrawal. increm~nt and will not contribute to any damage· 
to the primc;iry cool ant system.·. The support is not required when there is no 
press~re to''act as-a driv.irig. force to rapidly eject a drive housing.· · 

.. The r~quired s~rveiliances are adeq~ate to~determine that the rods are 
OPERABLE antj not·so frequent as to cause excessive.wear on the system components. 

3/4.1.i ·CONTROL. ROD• PROGRAM CONTROLS.· 

. · Control rod withdrawal and insertion seque~·ces are established to assure 
that. the max1mum insequence )ndi vidual .control. rod pr control rod segments which '' 
are withdf'.aWn .. 'at·ariy tiine during the fuel cycle could not be worth enbughto -" 
result i,.na peak fuel enthalpy.greatE!r than 2.80 cal/gm in the event of a control 
rod drop 'a.cci denL .· The speci fi eq sequences.are charaeteri zed by homogeneous, . 
scatterE!d'patterns of control.r9d withd.rawaT. Whe.n lHERMAl POWER is grE!ater 
than 10% -of RATED THERMAL POWER, ·there is. nc(.possi ble rod worth_ which;. i.f 
dropped.<•at the desi gri rate of the velocity l imitE!r, coUl d result ·in ·a -peak 
en.thal py of 280 cal/gm. · 'Thus fequiri,ng the RWM to be OPERABLE when THERMAL .. 
·POWER is le.ss th'an ·or equal tcJ 10% of ,RATED THERMAL POWER provides adequate · 
control . · ·· ·. ; · : .: : . , . · . ·· · · ·· 

· .. Jhe RWM'P.~~vidE!s autom'ati~~ .. ~Jp~rvisio~ to·.~s;ur.ethat out~·df~,:.· ,····· 
sequence: rods/will ~at be'.withdr.awn. or in~·erted ~: ' ''' . ' 

. ~ ' '. ; -· 

... The :~~a ly~ is of the ·:·rod: qtap i3ct1 dent Js "pre~ented:j n Secti arr lS.4. 9 of.. . .. ·. 
the fSAR and'. . .the techniques·of.theanalysis·'are iJ.res~nted'in a topic:aJ :report; .• 

... Referen.ce 1, and two supplements·;: References· 2 and. 3. ·Additional· p~rti nent 
··analysis 1s"also contained in .Ame.ndmentlT'to the Reference 4 topi9al j~~port .. 

- . . .. . - - . ' .-. : ; ·' '·· ... - ' .. _· . 

. • ··-.· The·.RBt~t'is Qesigned io .automa.tica)l.Y:prevent~fuel .. di3mage in :the.event: of 
erroneous. rod' withdr.i3wa1::fr'om Toca:tiqns ·af:· hi 9h power. density .. over the rarige of .. 
power.operati9n. ·· Jw() channels• a·r.e:.Pl'.'()Vid~d; Trippi.ng:.one _of the:cha.nnel$ will .: . 
block erroneous. rod withdrawal to prevent fu·e1 damage:~. Jhis system b_acks ·up the 1 · 

·· . written· .. _-~eqiie-~;ce. -~s~d by ··_.-the·. P.~~~-r~·~a:r. ··yo.r_~- w~rthd-~_awa-J-·-·._:9.f·:·._c~nt.r..<;>l .-·r:a_d:s_· .. ·~---··.~eM -OPERA;~:· ·-· - , 
·BILIT't' is reqlii,red when the. lirrii.ting:cond,i_ti.011.desc:ribed'i~ Specfficat;o·n.3;1.4.3 ~xists .• 

.... \~'' .·, ,_ · .. ·.~ < .. ' ,, ' ':' 
• ,.> ,. •• .·.: •• •• "·.· •·•• 

- '. . ·~ ; :. ,·" .· .... 
. · >. :·. .- ... _,. . .. - -·,. ··.··' 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3/4~1.5 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM 

. The standby 1 iquid control system provides a. backup cap~bility for bringing · 
the reactor from full power to a cold, Xenon-free shutdown, assuming that the 
withdrawn control rods remain fixed in the ·rated power pattern .. To meet this 
objective it is necessary to inject a quantity of boron which .. produces a concen
tration of 660 ppm in the reactor core and other piping systems· connected to 

.the reactor vessel.. to allow for potential leakage and improper mixing, this. 
concentration is increased by 25%. The required concentration is a.chieved by 
having availabl~ a minimum·quantity of 3,160·~alldns of sodium pentaborate 
solution containng a minimum of· 3,754 lbs of sodium pentaborate having the 
requisite Boron-10 atom % enrichment of 29% as determined from Reference 5. 
This quantity of so.l uti on ·is a net amount which is above the pump suction 
shutoff level setpoint _thus allowin.g for the portion which cannot be injected. 

. T~e above quantities calculated at 29%Boro~-l0 enrichment have. been 
demonstrated by analysis to: provide a Boro.n-10 weight equivalent of 185 lbs in. 
the sodiDm pentaborate soluti-0n. Maintaining t~is Boron-10 weight in the n~t 
tank contents ~nsures a sufficient quantity of boron to bring the reactor to a 
cold, Xenon~fr~e shutdown. 

. . . The pumping rate of 4L2 gpm provides a negative reactivity insertio~ rate 
·over the permissible solution vol um~ range, which ~dequately compensates foi the 

positive-reactivity effects due to elimination of steam voids; increased water 
· density from hot to cold, reduced doppl er effect in uranium, reduced neutron 

leakage from boiling to cold, decreased. control rod worth as the moderator cools, 
· and xenon decay. The tempefature requirement· ensures that the sodium pentaborate 

always remains .in sqlutton~ · 

.. . With_ ·redundant pumps and e?lplosive injection valves and with a' highly 
reliabl~ control rod:scram~system, oper~tion.of the reactor is permitted to 
cmitinu·e for short .periods of .time with ttie system inoperable or for longer 

··• peri o~s'.of' time :with one• of the• redundant components inoperable I• •• 

.. _ .. ·· :The SLCS .. system consists .of three separate and i ndependerit pumps and · 
explosive valves. Two of the separate and independent pumps and explosive 

.·.valves are required- to meet the minimum requirements ·of this technical· 
· specifitatibn ancj, :where applicable, satisfy the single fail u.re·criterion. To· 
. ensu·re tbat SLCS-pump discharge pressure does not exceed the SLCS relief valve 
.setpoint during· operation follOwihg an antidpated transient without scram (ATWS) 
event·, no more than two. pumps shall _be aligned for automatic operation fo . . 

\ 
\ 

OPERATI.ONAL CONDITIONS.l; 2, and 3. This maintains the equivalent control capacity 
to satisfy 10 CFR 50.62 (Requirements ·for reduction. cif·risk from antfcipated . 
transients ·without scra~.CATWS)~ With three pumps aligned for ~utomatfc operation, 
the sy~tem is inoperable· and ACTION statement (b) applies. · · · 

.. . . The SLCS must have an equivalent tonfrol capacity o.f .86 gpm ·of 13% .· 
wei·ght sodium pentaborate in order to satisfy 10 CFR 50.62; - As part of the 
ARTS/MELLL program the ATWS an~lysis was updated to reflect the new rod 
1 i ne .. •As ·a result.· of this it. was determined that the Bo.ran 10 enrichment 
was requi.red to be increasedto 29% to prevent exceedirig a suppr·ession pool 
temperatu.re of 190°F.· .. · This equiva.lency requirement is fulfilled by having a 

·. system which .satisfies. the equationc given in 4.L5.b.2~ ·. - · · 

... '. The upper limitconcentration Of n~·a%has been establ.ished as a 
. ·•· reasonable limit fo prevent precipitation of sodium pentaborate fo the event 

of a 1 ass ,of tank. heating. which all o·w the solut1 Qn to Cool I . • .. 

--··· 

- I 

.. ~· ;_; 
. ··. ' 

· ... ' 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM (Continued) 

Surveillance requirements are established on a frequency that assures a 
high reliability of the system. Once the solution is established, boron con
centration will not vary unless more bor6n or water is added, thus a check on 
the temperature and volume assures that the solution is available for use. 

Replacement of the ex~losi~e charges in the valves will assure that these 
valves will not fail because of deterioration of the charges. 

The Standby Liquid Control System also has a post~DBA LOCA safety function 
to buffer Suppression Pool pH in order to maintain bulk pH above 7.0. The 
buffering of Suppression Pool pH is necessary to prevent iodine re-evolution to 
satisfy the methodology for Alternative Source Term. Manual initiation is used, 
and the minimu~ amount of total boron required for Suppression Pool pH buffering 
ts 256 lbs. Given that at least 185 lbs of Boron-10 is maintained in the t~nk, 
the total boron -in the tcin~ will be greater than 256 lbs for the range of 
enrichments from 29% to 62%. 

ACTION Statement Ca) applies only to OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2 because 
a single pump can satisfy bpth the reactor contro.l function and the post-DBA LOCA 
function .to. control Suppression Pool pH si nee boron injection is not required 
until 13 hours post-LOCA. ACTI°ON Statement Cb) applies to OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
1, 2 and 3 to address the post-LOCA safety functton of the SLC system. 

L c. J. Paone, R. C'. Stirn and J. A. Woolley, "Rod Drop Accident Analysis 
fo~ L~rg~ BWR's," G. E. Topical Report NEDO~l0527, March 1972. 

2. C. J. Paone, R. C. Stirn, and R. M. Young, Supplement 1 to NED0-10527, July 
1972. 

3. J .. M. Haun, C. J. Paone, and R~ C. Stirn, Addendum 2, "Exposed Cores," 
Supplement 2 to NED0-10527, January 1973. 

4. Amendment 17 to General Electric Licensing Topical Report NEDE-24011-P-A, 
"General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel." 

5. "Maximum Extended Load Line Limit _and ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for 
Limeritk Generating Station Units 1 and 2," NEDC-32193P, Revision 2~ October 

. 1993. . 
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3/4.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

BASES 

3/4.2.1 AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE 

This specification assures that the peak cladding temperature (PCT) 
following the postulated design basis Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) will not 
exceed the limits specified in 10 CFR 50.46 and that the fuel design analysis 
limits specifi~in NEDE-24011-P~A (Reference 2) will not be exceeded. 

Mechanical Design Analysis: NRC approved methods (specified in Refer
ence 2) are used to demonstrate that all fuel rods in a lattice operating at 
the bounding power history, meet the fuel design limits specified in Reference 2. 
No single fuel rod follows, or is capable of following, this bounding power 
history. This bounding power history is useo as the basis for the fuel design 
analysis MAPLHGR limit. 

LOCA Analysis: A LOCA analysis is performed in accordance with 10 CFR 50 
Appendix K to demonstrate that the permissible planar power (MAPLHGR) limits 
comply with the ECCS .limits specified 1n 10 CFR 50.46. The analysis is performed 
for .. the most limiting break size, break location, and single failure combination 
for the plant, using the.evaluation model described in Reference 9. 

The MAPLHGR limit as shawm in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT is the most 
limiting composite of the fuel mechanical design anaylsis MAPLHGR and the ECCS 
MAPLHGR limit. 

Only the most limiting MAPLHGR values are shown in the CORE OPERATING 
LIMITS REPORT for multiple lattice fuel. Compliance with the specific lattice 
MAPLHGR operating limits, which are available in Reference 3, is ensured by use 
of the process computer~ 

As a result of no longer utilizing an APRM trip setdown requirement, additional 
constraints are placed on the MAPLHGR limits to assure adherence to the fuel-mechanical 
design bases. These constraints are introduced through the MAPFAC(P} and MAPFAC(F) 
factors as defined in the COLR. 

LIMERICK ~ UNIT 1 B 3/4 2-1 Amendment No. 7, 3~, 37, 66 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

BASES 

3/4.2.2 CDELETEDl 
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POWE~ DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

BASES · · 

3/4.2.3 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO 

. The required ope.rating limit MCPRs at steady-state operating conditions· 
as specified in Specification 3.2.3 are derived from the established fuel 
cladding integrity Safety Limit MCPR, and an analysts of abnormal opera ti on al 
transients: For any abnorma1 operating transient analysis evaluation with the 
initial condition of the reactor being at the steady.:.state operating limit, it 
is required that less than 0.1% of fuel ~ods-in the core are susceptible to 

·transition boiling or that the resulting MCPR~oes not decrease below the Safety 
Limit MCPR at any time during the transient assuming instrument trip setting 
given .in Specification 2.2; · 

, ·. To assure that the fuel cJ adding integrity Safety Limit is not exceeded 
during any anticipated abnormal operational 'transient, the most limiting tran

... sients have been analyzed to determine which result in the largest reduction 
in· CRITICAL POWER RATIO (CPR). The type of transients evaluated were los~ of 
f)Ow; increase in pressure·and power, positive reactivity insertion, and 
coolan't temperature decrease. · · -

. ·, . . ~ .• 

. The evai uati on of a given transient begins with _the system initial para
meters shown in -FSAR Table. 15. 0-2 that a re.input to a BWR system dynamic behavior 
transi eht. computer pro.gram. The codes used to evaluate transients are discussed 
in Reference 2. -· · ·· · · · · · 

' .... 

, The.MCPRoperating Hmits- der_ived Jroin· th_etrans.ient·ana.lysis are dependent· 
on the operating core fl ow ::and power state (MC PR ff),· and MC PRC PJ, respectively) to · 

-ensure adherence to -fUel design limits. ·during.the- worst transient·that occurs· 
wi_th moderate :frequenc:y CReL 6) .. · Flowdep~ndentMCPR limits CMCPRCF)} are · 
determined by steady state :thermal hydrau] ic methods with· key phys.ics response 
inputs benchmarked using· the three dimensfoY1al BWR simulator code (Ref; 7) to 
analyze sJow fl ow runout transi.e11ts, · · · ··. · . '' . . . . ,. .. . .,. 

··':··:· 

. Pbw~r dependent MCPR;limi-tsCMCPRCP)l~r~ deterrhined by the_ ~odes used to·· _-,_ 
evaluate transients as described in Reference 2; Due to the sensitivity of the 
transi E;!nt response -to ipitial core fl ow levels_ at power 1 eve ls befow those at 
which the turbine sto'p ·valve closure. and turbine control valve .fast- closure scrams 
are bypassed, high and low:flow M~P_R(PJ, operating .limits are provided for 
operating-between 25% RTP and.30%; RTP·S/ , : 

, : . -_· Th~-:MCPR .operating. limits spe~iJf~d/i n,fhe COLRare .the' r_esult of the 
Design BasisAccidenf,·CDBAJ-;~ndtrarislent .. analysts. · The· operat;ing lilTlit MCPR··-·· 

·· is·determi.ned by the _larger.: oft.tie MCPRCF), arid MCPR(P) 1.1mits~ .·. 
·.·· ~··.:··} 

·, .... 

:··:.: .·._.., ,,,,, , _,.:. 

. ; ....... . 

. _ .. , .. 

·. "· 

... ·.:: 
.. :.: . -. :. ·.~ . 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

BASES 

MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (Continued) 

At THERMAL POWER levels less than or equal to 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER, 
the reactor will be operating at minimum recirculation pump speed and the 
moderator void -eontent will be very small. For all designated control rod 
patterns which may be employed at this point, operating plant experience indi
cates that the resulting MCPR value is in excess of requirements by a considerable 
margin. During initial start-up testing of the plant, a MCPR evaluation will 
be made at 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER level with minimum recirculation pump 
speed. The MCPR margin will thus be demonstrated such that future MCPR evaluation 
below this power level will be shown to be. unnecessary. The daily requirement 
for calculating HCPR when THERMAL POWER is greater than or equal to 25% of 
RATED .THERMAL POWER is sufficient since power distribution shifts are very slow 
when there have not been significant power or control rod changes. The require
ment for calculating MCPR when a limiting control rod pattern ts approached 
ensures that MCPR will be known following a change in THERMAL POWER or power 
shape, regardless of magnitude, th~t could place operation at a thermal limit. 

3/4.2.4 LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE 

. This sp~cification assures that the Linear Heat Generation Rate {LHGR) in 
ariy rod is less than the design linear heat generation even if fuel pellet 
densifitation is postulated .. ·. 

Reference: 

1. Deleted. 

2.. "General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel, 11 

NEDE.,.;24011-P-A {latest approved revision). 

3. "Basis of MAPLHGR Technical Specifications for Limerick Unit 1, 11 

NED0~31401, February 1987 {as amended). · 

4. Deleted 

5. Increased Core Flow and Partial Feedwater Heating.Analysis for 
L imeritk Generating Stati.on Unit .1 Cycle 1, NEOC-31323, October 1986 

-.. including Errata and Addenda·· S~eet No. 1 dated November 6, 1986. 

6.-·-. ·_ NEDC-32193P; "Maximum Extended Load·Lirle Limit and ARTS Improvement 
Program Analyses:for Limerick Generating Station Units 1 and 2," Revi_sion · 
2, October 1993~ · · 

7. NED0-30130-A, _~Ste~dy State Nucl ~ar Methods," May 1985. 
. . . ' 

·.::· 
NED0-24154·, "oual ification of the One-Dimensional Core Transient Model for· 
Boiling Water Reactors, ".October 1978 •. · · 

9.. NEDC-32l70P, "Limerick Generating Station Units 1 and 2 SAFER/GESTR-LOCA 
Loss-of.;.Cool ant -Accident. Analysts,". June 1993. ·· 

· LIMERIC~: UN1T 1 .· B 3/4 2-5 Amendmiant No. l~ 19, ~7. 66 
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3/4~3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.l REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

The reactor protect1on system automatically init1ates a reactor scram to: 

a. Preserve the integrity of the fuel cladding. 

b. Preserve the integrity of the reactor cool ant system. 

c. Min1mize the energy which must be adsorbed following a 
loss-of-coolant accident, and 

d. Prevent inadvert~nt criticality. 
. . 

This specificatiori provides the limiting conditions for operation 
necessary to preserve the ability of the system to perform its intended 
furiction even during periods when instrument channels may be out of service 
because of maintenance. When necessary, one channel may be made inoperable 
for brief intervals to conduct required surveillance. 

The reactor protection system is made up of two independent trip systems. 
There are usually four channels to monitor each parameter with two channels in each 
trip system. The outputs of the channels in a trip system are combined in a logic so 
that either channel will trip that trip system.- The tripping of both trip systems 
will produce a reactor scram. The APRM system fs divid~d into four APRM channels and 
four 2~0ut~Of-4 Voter channels. Each APRM channel provides inputs to each of the 
four voter channels. The four vot"E~r channels are divided into two groups of two 
each~ with each group of two providing inputs to ohe. RPS trip system. The system is 
designed to allow one APRM channel, but no vot~r channels, to be bypassed. 

. The system meets the intent of IEEE-279 for nuclear power plant protection 
systems. Survei 11 a nee intervals a re determined in accordance with the Survei 11 ance 
Frequency Control Program and maintenance outage times have been determined in 
~ccofdance with NEDC-30851P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement Analyses for BWR 
Reactor Protection System" a_nd NEDC-32410P-A,. "Nuclear Measurement Analysis and 
Control Power ·Range Neutron Monitor CNUMAC PRNM) Retrofit Plus Option III Stability 
Trip F1,.1nction." The bases for the trip settings of the RPS are discu.ssed in the 
bases for Specif1c~tion.2.2.l. · · · · 

The APRM Functions include five Functions·accomplished by the four APRM 
channels (Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c. 2~d, and 2.f) and one accomplished by the four 
2-0ut-Of-4 Voter channels (Function 2.e). Two of the five Functions accomplished by 
the APRM channels are based on neutron fluxonly <Functions 2.a and 2.c), one 
Fu~ction is based on neutron flux and recirculatio~ drive flow (Function 2.b) and 
one is based on equipment status (Function 2.d). The fifth Function accomplished by 
the APRM channels is the Oscillation Power Range Monitor COPRM} Upscale trip 
Function 2.f, which is based on detecting oscillatory ~haracteristics in the neutron 
flux. The OPRM Upscale Function is also dependent on average neutron flux 
(Simulated Thermal Power) and recirculation drive flow, which are used to 
auto~atically enable the output trip. 

The Two .. Q1,1t-Of-Four Logic Module includes 2-0ut-Of-4 Voter hardware and the 
APRM Interface ha.rdware. - The 2-0ut-Of-4 Voter Function 2.e. votes APRM Functions 2.a, 
2:b, 2ic, and 2.d independently of Function 2.f~ This voting is accomplished by the 
2-0ut-Qf;.4 Voter hardware in the· Two-Out-Of-Four Logic Module. The voter includes 
~eparate outputs.to RPS for the two independently voted.sets of Functions, each of . 

- which is redundant (four total outputs). The analy_sis in Reference 2 took credit. for 
this redundancy>in the justification of the 12-:hour allowed out-of-ser_vice time for 

LIMERICk - UNIT 1 B 3/4 ·J~l Amendment No .• _ Y-. -8Q.; ~. ~. +7+. 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 
. -

- 3/4.3.1 _--REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUME~TATION (continued) -- ~-

Action b, so the voter Function 2.e must be declared inoperable if any of its_.--
functionality is inoperable. The voter Function ~.e does not need to be declared 
inope~able due to any failure affecting only the APRM Interface hardware portion of-
the· Two-Out-Of-Four logic Module. - _ -- · _ 

Three of the four APRM channels and a-11 four .of the voter channels are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure will preclude a scram on a -
valid signal._ To. provide adequate coverage of the entire core, consistent with the 

_design bases for the APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, and 2.c~ at least 20 LPRM inputs, with 
at least three LPRM inputs from each of the four axial levels at which the LPRMs are 
located, must be operable for each APRM channel. In addition, no more than 9 LPRMs 
may be bypassed b~tween AP.RM calibrations (weekly gain adjustments). For the OPRM 
Upscale Function 2.f, LPRMs are assigned to "cells" of 3 or 4 detectors._ A minimum 
of 23 cell_s (Reference 9), each with a minimum of 2 OPERABLE LPRMs, must be OPERABLE 
for each APRM channel for the OPRM Upscale Function 2.f to be OPERABLE in that . 
channel. LPRM gain settings aredete~mined from the local flux profiles measured by 

th_e TIP system. This establishes the relative local flux profile fqr app.ropriate 
representative npµt to the APRM System.· The 2000 EFPH frequency is based on 
operating ex per ence with LPRM sensitivity changes. · 

.· ·. ·. . . . 

.References 4, 5 and 6 describe three algorithms for detecting thermal - _ _ 
hydraulic instability related neutron flux oscillations:_ the period based detection. -. a 1 gorithm, the amplitude b<Jsed a 1 gori thm, and. the ·growth rate al gorithin •. All three .-_. 
are implemented_ in the QPRM_Upscale FuncUon, but the safety analysis takes credit 

·only for the period based d_etection algorithm. The remaining algorithms provide · 
defense iri depth and additiunal pfotection against unanticipated oscillations. OPRM 
Upscale.Function OPERAB!UTY for,Technical .Specification purposes is based only on 
~he period based detection.algorithm~ -

~n OPRM Upscal~ trip is issued from an AP.RM channel when t_he p,eriod based __ 
detection algorithm in that channel detects osci 11 atory changes in the r)eutron flux, _ 
inciicated·b~ the combined signals of the LPRM detectors in any cell, with period · 
confirmatfons'and·re_lative cell amplitude exceeding-specified setpoints. One or more· 

. __ cells in a chaqnel exceeding the trip conditions will result tn a channel trip. An 
-__ --_ OPRM. Up seal e 't_ri p ·is ~Tso issued from ~he cha~nel if either· th-; growth rate or_ - __ -·__ . 

amplitude b_ased· algorithms· detect growing oscillatory changes in the neutron flux for --
._one _or mor_e cells in tha~ channel. · - · · · 

_ - Ttie OPRM ·upscale Function is required to be OPERABLE when the pl ant is at 
;:: 25% RATED:JHERMAL POWER .. The ·25% RATED THERMAL POWER 1 evel - is _selected to pro'l.i de . 
margin in theunlik'e:ly event_ that a reactor pciwerintrease transient occurring while 
the plant is .o_ p_erating below_ 29_.--_5% RATE_D TH~RMAL_- POW~R- c:auses a ,power. i ncr_e_ a_se t_o_ or · --1 
beyond the 29.5% ~ATED_THERMAL POWER OPRM Upscale trip.auto-enable polnt without · 

· : __ . --- operator a_cti on.· This OPERABILITY requirement assures that the OPRM Upscale. trip · 
automat_it~enabl e _function will be O~ERABLE when-required .. - .- • - . -_ -__ -

,~ . 

_ _____ ·Aeti ans :a.· b and- c·. define the Action(;s> -requi'~ed whe_n RPS· channels are _. ___ .-
. di·scovered to be inoperab·le. F.9r th_ose Actions, separate entry cqnditio11 is allowed 
·_-for each_ inopera91e RPS channel; _Separate ~ntry nieans ~hat the_a1l6wable time-_--_ . 
cl ock(s) for Act10ns a, b or c start upon di.scovery of rnoperabi lrj:y for that -.. . . . 

. specific cl)annel; •Restoration of- an inoperable RPS channel satisfies only the action --.-
statements for ·that pa rti cul a r ch_annel . Action statement( sJ 'for remaining inoperable· 
.~hannel (s):must be. met according to their original entry time. .- > _ • -. · · . · __ . 

----_ · · _ - Bec~use 9.fth~ diversity~of sensors. available to provide trip signalS and the-- __ -
> reoundancy of the RPS design,·anallowable_o_ut of service time of 12 hours has·:been .-
- _:>shown to b,e .a_cceptqble .(NEDC~3Q~51P~-A _and NED,G-324lpP-A) to permit rest()ration of any: o -

inoperable i:hannel to OPERABLE.:status; -. However,·this dµt of service time is only · ; •-
~cceptabJe provide9_.that the-associati;d_ func~ion·~_-. (identified as a _"Fun~tiona1 Unit" 

·in Table 3.3.1-1) inoperable;channel is in one trip.system and_the Function still 
.-·faainta·insRPStrip,capabilit.y~·- · ---- · · · · 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

The requirements of Action a are intended to ensure that appropriate actions 
are taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped channels within the same trip system for 
the same Function result in the Function not maintaining RPS trip capability. A · 
Function is considered to be maintaining RPS trip capability when sufficient channels 
are OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip system is in trip), such that both 
trip systems will generate a trip signal from the given Function on a valid signal. 
For the typical Function with one-out-of-two taken twice logic, including the IRM 
Functions and APRM Function 2.e (trip capability associated with APRM Functions 2.a, 
2.b, 2.c, 2.d, and 2.f are discussed below), this would req~ire both trip systems to 
have one channel OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip system in trip). 

For Function 5 (Main Steam Isolation Valve--Closure), this would require both 
trip systems to have each channel associated with the MSIVs in three main steam lines 
(not neces~arily the same main steam lines for both trip systems) OPERABLE or in trip 
(or the associated trip system in trip). 

For Function 9 (Turbine Stop Valve-Closure), this would require both trip 
systems to have three channels, each OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip 
system in trip). · 

The completion time to satisfy the requirements of Action a is intended to 
allow the operator time to evaluate and repair any discovered inoperabilities. The 1 
hour Completion Ti~e is acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for 
restoration or tripping of channels. 

With trip capability maintained, i.e., Action a satisfied, Actions band c as 
applicable ~ust still be satisfied. If the inoperable channel cannot be restored to 
OPERABLE status wi.thih the allowable out of service time, Action. b requires that the 
channel or the associated trip system must be placed in the tripped condition. 
Placing the inoperable channel in trip (or the associated trip system in trip) would 
conservatively compensat~ for the inoperabilityj restore capability to accommodate a 
single failure, and allow operation to continue. · 

. As noted, placing the trip system in trip is not applicable to satisfy Action 
b for APRM functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, 2.d, or 2.f. Inoperability of one required APRM 
channel affects both trip systems. For that condition, the Action b requirements can 
o~ly be satisfied by placing the inoperable APRM channel in trip. Restoring 

. OPERABILITY or placing the inoperable APRM channel in trip are the only actions that 
will restore capability to accommodate a single APRM channel failure. Inoperability 
of more than one required APRM channel of the same trip function results in loss of 
trip capability and the requirement to satisfy Action a. 

The requirements of Action c must be satisfied when, for any one or more 
Functions, at least one required channel is inoperable in each trip system. In this 
condition, provided at least one channel per trip system is OPERABLE, normally the 
RPS still maintains tfip capability for that Function, but cannot accommodate a 
single failure in either trip system (see additional bases discussion above related 
t6 loss of tri~ capability and the requirements of Action a, and special cases for 
Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, 2.d, 2.f, 5 and 9). 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

The requirements of Action c limit the time the RPS scram logic, for any 
Function, would not accommodate single failure in both tip systems (e.g., one-out
of-one and one-out-of-one arrangement for a typical four channel Function). The 
reduced reliability of this logic arrangement was not evaluated in NEDC-30851P-A for 
the 12 hour Completion Time. Within the 6 hour allowance, the associated Function 
must have all required channels OPERABLE or in trip (or any combination) in one trip 
system. · 

Completing the ~ctions required by Action c restores RPS to a reliability 
level equivalent to that evaluated in NEDC-30851P-A, which justified a 12 hour , 
allowable out of service time as allowed by Action b. To satisfy the requirements of 
Action c, the trip system in the more degraded state should be placed in trip or, 
alternatively, all the inoperable channels in that trip system should be placed in 
trip (e.g., a trip system with two inoperable channels could be in a more degraded 
state than a trip system with four inoperable channels if the two inoperable channels 
are in the same Function while the four inoperable channels are all in different 
Functions); The decision of which trip syste~ is in the more degraded state should 
be based on prudent judgment and take into account current plant conditions Ci .e., 
what OPERATIONAL CONDITION the plant is in). If this action would result in a scram 
or RPT, it is permi~sible to place the other trip system or its inoperable channels 
in trip. 

The 6 hour allowable out of service time is Judged acceptable based on the 
remaining capability tci trip, the diversity of the sensors available to provide the 
trip signals, the low probability of extensive numbers of inoperabil·ities affecting 
all diver~e F~nctions, and the low probability of an event requiring the initiation 
of a scram. 

' ' 

·As noted, Action ·c: is riot applicable for APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, 2.d, or 2.f..I 
Lnoperability.of an APRM channel affec::ts both trip systems and is not associated with 
a specific trip system as are the APRM 2-0ut-Of~4 voter and other non-APRM channels 
for which Action c applies~ For an inoperable APRM channel, the requirements of 
Acti.on b can only be satisfied by tripping the inoperable APRM channel. Restoring 
OPERABILITY or placing the inoperable APRM channel in trip are the only actions that 
will restore capability to .accommodate a single APRM channel. failure . 

. If it is not desfr~d to ·place th~ chann'el Cor· trip -system) in trip to satisfy· 
. the requirements of Action a, Action b or Action c (e.g., as in the case where 

placing the; inoperable channel in tri~ would result in a full scr~m), Action d 
requires that the Attion defined by Table 3~3.1~1 f~r the applicable Function be 
initiated immediately upon expiration of the al.lowable out of service .time. 

- . - . :1 

Table 3.3:1-1, Function 2;f,- r~ferences·Actio~ 10, which defines the action 
required iLOP.RM Upscale trip c9pability is n'Ot maintained. Action lOb is required 
to address identified equipment,failures. Action lOa is to address common mode 
vendor/ind~stry identified issues that re~der all ~our OPRM channels inoperable at 
once. For thi~condition, Referentes 2 and 3 justified use of alternate methods to 
detect· and suppress oscillations- for a l i mi. ted period .of ti me, up to -120 days. The 
alternate _methods are procedurally established consi~stent with the guidelines . 
identified :fo Refer,ence 7 requiri'ng manual operator··-action to scram the plant if 
certain predefined events occ_ur. The 12-hou.r allo_wed compJetion time to implement 
the alternate methods is based on engineering judgment to allow orderly transition 

·to the alternate methods while _limiting the period of.time during which· rio automatic 
or alternate detect and suppress frip capability. is formally in place. ·The 120-day 
perio.d during which use of alternate methods is all owed is intended .to be an outside . , 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.l REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

limit to allow for the case where design changes or extensive analysis ~ight be 
required to understand or correct some unanticipated characteristic bf the 
instability detection algorithms or equipment. The evaluation of the use of 
alternate methods concluded, based on engineering judgment, that the likelihood 
of an instability event that could not be adequately h~ndled by the alternate· 
methods during the 120-day period was negligibly small. Plant startup may 
continue ~hile oper~ting within the allowed compl~tion time ~f Action lOa. The 
primary purpose of this is to all6w an orderly completion, without undue impact 
·on plant operation, of design .and verification activities in the event of a 
required design change to the OPRM Upscale function. This exception is not 
intended as an alternative to restoring inoperable equipment to OPERABLE status 
in a timely manner. 

Action lOa is not intended and was not evaluated as a routine alternative 
. to returning failed or inoperable equipment to OPERABLE status. Correction of 

routine equipment failure or inoperability is expected to be accomplished within 
the completion times allo·wed for LCO 3.3.1 Action a or Action b, as applicable. 
Action lOb applies when routine equipment OPERABILITY cannot be restored within 
the allowed completion times Of lCO 3.3.1 Actions a or b, or if a common mode 
OPRM deficiency cannot be cortected and OPERABILITY of the OPRM Upscale Function 
restored within the 120-day allowed completion time of Action lOa. 

The OPRM 8pscale trip output shall be automatically enabled (not-bypassed) 
when APRM Si~ul~ted Thermal Powet is ~ 29.5% and recirculation drive flow is < 60% 
as indicated by APRM measured ~ecirculation drive flow. NOTE: 60% recirculation 
~drive fl9w is the recirculation drive flow that corresponds to 60% of rated core 
flow. This is the operating region where a~tual thermal-hydraulic instability 
and related rieutron flux oscillations may occur. As noted iri Table 4.3.1.1-1, 
Note c, CHANNE~ CALI~RATION for the OPRM Upscale trip Function 2.f includes 
confirming that the auto-enable (not-bypassed) setpoints are correct. Other· 
surveillances ensure that the APRM Simulated Thermal Power properly correlates 
with THERMAL· POWE~ (Table 4.3.1.1-1, Noted) and that recirculation drive flow 
properly correla~es with core flow (Table 4.3.1.l~l, Note g) . 

. If any OPRM Upsc~le trip auto-enable setpoint is exceeded and the OPRM 
Upsc~le trip. i~ not enabled, i.e., th~ OPRM Upscale trip is bypassed when APRM 
Simulated Thermal Power is~ ~9.5% and recirculati.on drive flow is < 60%, then 
the affected channel is considered inoperable for the OPRM Upscale Function. 
Alternatively, :the OPRM Upscal~ trip auto~enable setpoint(s) may be adjusted to 
place the channel in the enabled condition (not-bypassed). If the OPRM Upscale 
trip i~ placed in the. enabled condition, the surveillance requirement is met and 
the channel is considered OPERABLE. 

As noted in Table 4.3.l.1-1, Note g, CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the APRM 
Simulated Thermal P6wer - Upscale Function 2.b and the OPRM Upscale Function 2.f, 
includes the recirculation drive flow input function. The APRM Simulated Thermal 
Power - Upscale Function and the OPRM Upscale Function both require a valid drive 
flow signal ... The APRM. Simulated Thermal Power - Upscale Function uses drive flow 
·to vary the trip setpoint. The OPRM Upscale Function uses drtve flow to 
automatically enable or bypass the OPRM Upscale trip output to RPS. A CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION of .the APRM recirculation drive flow input function requires both 
calibrating the drive flow transmitters and est~blishing a valid drive flow f 
core flowreJationsh.ip·. The drive flow I core flow relationship is established 
once per refuel· cycle, while operating within 10% of rated core flow and within 

. - .. 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.l REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTAIJON· (continued) 

10% of RATED THERMAL POWER. Plant operational experience has shown that this 
flow correlatibn methbdology is consistent with the guidance ahd intent in 
Reference 8. •Changes throughout the cycle in the drive flow I core flow 
relationship due to the changing thermal hydraulic operating conditions of the 
core are accounted for i~ the margins included in the bases or analyses used to 
establish the setpoints for the APRM Simulated Thermal Power·- Ups~ale Function 
and the OPRM UpsGale Function.· · 

For the Simulated Ther~al .Power - Upscale Function (Function 2.b), the CHANNEL 
CALIBRATION surveillance requirement is modified by two Notes. The first Note requires 
evaluatio"n of channel performance for the condition where the as-found setting for the 
channel setpoint is outside its.as-found tolerance but conservative with respect to the 
Allowable·Value. Evaluatjon of channel performance will verify that the channel will 
continue to behave in accordance with safety analysis assumptions and the channel 
performance assumpti ans in the set point methodbl ogy. The. purpose of the assessment is to 
eniure confidence in th¢ channel· performance prior to returning the channel to service. 

·For ~hannel~'determined to be~OPERABLE but degraded; after returning the channel to 
serVice the performance bf these channels will be evaluated under.the plant Corrective . 
Action Program. Entry into the Corrective Action Program will ensure re~uired review and 
documentation of the condition. The second Note requires that the as-left setting for 
the channel be within the as~left tolerance ·of the Trip Setpoiht. The· as-left and as
found tolerances~ as applicabl~~ will be appljed to the surveillance procedure setpoint; 

. This will ensure .that sufficient margin to the Safety Limit anq/or Analytical Limit is 
maintained~ ·.u the as-left channel setting cannot b.e returned to a setting within.the 
as-left toler9nce of the trip .Setpoint, ·theh the channe_l shall be declared inoperable .. 
The as-left tolerance for. this function fs calculate.d using the square-root~sum-of~ · 
squares of.the reference accuracy and the m~asurement and test- equipment errbr Cin<::ludi 
readabil ityJ> The as ..:found t.oJ er.ance for this functfon is calculated using the square-
root-sum"ot' ~squares of the reference ac·curacy, instrument drift', and the measurement arid 
tes.t equi pmen.t error Ci ricl udi ng ·re?dabn ity >. .··. · •. · · ·.·. . . .... ·-··· . · 

As hoted in Tabl~ •3.3.i··~2,,Note "*';,the redundant outputs. from .the 2~out- · 
.· Of-4 Voter channel are .considered part of. the same channel, but the OPRM and .APRM 
. outputs are considered tO be.:separate. channels, so N ~ 8 tod·etermine the· 

.. ·interval between tests for app·licatiori of.Speci_ficatiori 4.3.1_.3 (REACTOR 
.. ·PROTECTION SYS.HM RESPONSE TI.ME) .. The note flfrther req,ui res :that testing of OPRM 

and APRM outputs .. sha l1 be alternated .. · : ". .. .. . . . 

. · ... ·Each, testof ·an ·OP.RM <lr iPRM'outpul telsts e~ch of the -reduridant·outputs·. 
from· .the 2~.0ut.~of..:4 Voter ·chan.nel for• that·.fUnCti on; . and -ea.ch of the . : . , .. ·. · 

. correspohdi hg re:1 ays: i.n the. ~RPS~ : -Crihsequentl)'., eacti of the RPS relays is. tested 
everY:fourth cycle~' T.his .t_estirigJrequency. is twice the, frequency justifie'd by 
Refer.ences.:2 ·and 3 .. < :,., ., · .·· ,_,, ·;_.. · ,; . <, · ··.·. -

·· ·· Autb~afi c. reactor trip upon. recei:pt of a high~ hi.gh radi a£fon signal from 
the Main .Steani Line Radiation Mo_riiforing'-System was .removed as. the result of an 
analysis performed.by Gene·ral .. El¢ctric·ifr NED0-3J400A:· I.he NRC~ approved the· .. 
results of· this: analysis as (:ldcuiil~ntedfn·the.·?EB (lettE;?r•to ~eorge J .. "Beck, BWR. 
Ow_ner'.s G_ro_up. fr?m ~/~--'. T~adanF, 'NRC dated May 15; -1991) .. · . . · . 

,,- -.:: . . . " ·: 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4. 3 .1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

The measurement of response time at the frequencies specified in the 
Surveillance Frequency Control Program provides assurance that the protective 
functions associated with each channel are completed within the time limit assumed in 
the safety analyses. No, credit was taken for those channels with response times 
indicated as not applicable except for the APRM Simulated Thermal Power - Upscale and 
Neutron Flux - Upscale trip functions and the OPRM' Upscale trip function (Table 
3.3.1-2, Items 2.b, 2.c, and 2.f). Response time may be demonstrated by any series 
of sequential, overlapping or ~otal channel test measurement, provided such tests 
demonstrate ~he total channel response time as defined. Sensor response time 
verification may be demonstrated by either (1) inplace, onsite or offsite test 
measurements, or (2) utilizing replacement sensors with certified response times. 
Response time testing for the sensors as noted in Table 3.3.1-2 is not required based 
on the analysis in NED0-32291-A. Response time testing for the remaining channel 
components is required as noted. For the digital electronic portions of the APRM 
functions, performance characteristi.cs that determine response time are checked by a 
combination of automatic self~test, calibration activities, and response time tests 
of th~ 2~out-Of-4 Voter (Table 3~3.1-2, Item 2.e). 
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INSTRUMENTATION . 

BASES 

3/4.3.2 ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

Thi~ specification ensures the effectiv~ness of the instrumentation used to 
mitigate the consequences of atcidents by ,prescribing the OPERABILITY trip 
setpoints and response times for isolation of the reactor systems. When· · 
necessary, one channel may be inoperable for brief intervals. to tonduct required 
surveillance. · · ·· 

Surveillance inter~als a~e detefmined in acco~dance with the ~urveillance ·I 
Frequen~y Control Program a"d maintenance outage times have been determined in 
accordance with NEDC-30851P, Supplement 2, "Technical Specification Improvement 
Analysis for BWR Instrumentation Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation" as .· 
approved by the.NBC and documented in the NRC Safety Evaluation Report (SER) 

· (letter to~D.N .. Grace from C.E. Rossi dated January 6, 1989) and NEDC~31677P-A; · 
· "Techn_ical. Specification Improvement Analysis for BWR. Isolation Actuation 
Instrumentation," as approved ~Y the NRC a_nd documented in the NRC SER (letter to· 
S.D. Floyd fromC.E.Rossi dated June 18,1990).· · · 

Automaticclosure of the MSIVs upon receipt of a high-high radiation 
signal from th~ Main Steam Line Radiation Monitoring System was removed as the 
resu.lt of an analysis performed by Genera.l Electric in NED0-31400A. The NRC 
approved the results of this analysis as documented in the SER (letter to 
Geor_ge J_. Beck, BWR Owner's Group_ from A. C. Thadani , NRC, dated May 15 ~ 1991). 

Some· of the trip settings may have tolerances explicitly stated where both 
the high and low values are criticaland may have_ a substantial eff.ect on 
safety~ The setpoints of other instrumentation, w_here only the high or. low erid 
of the setting.have a direct bearing on safety, are established at a level away 
from the normal operating-range to prevent inadvertent actuatiOn of the systems 
involved. · . . . . . . · . · 

·· . Except for the MSIVs, the _safety ~nalysis. does n~t addres;S individual. s.ensor .. ,.:;I 
response~i~es or the response times of the logic ~ystems to which the sensors 
are connected .. For .. o.c; operated·valves., a 3. second delay is assumed before the 
valve starts. to move; For A.C operated valves, it is assumed that the A~C~ 
power supply is 1 o~t and is res!ored by startup of the emerge_ncy diesel · · . 
generators~- In this event, ~ time. of 13 seconds lS assumed before the valve 

·. starts to move> In addition to the pipe .break, the failure of the D_.C. operated 
. valve is ~ssumed; thus the signal delay Csen~or response) is conc~rrent.with the 
· 10-second di.esel startup and the .3 second load cen~er loading delay. The safety 

.·· .· .. analys·is considers an allowable inventory loss in each case whic'h in·turn ·· . 
determines the valve speed in.conjunction with the13-second delay •• It follows 

'·. · that checking the Valve speeds and the 13- .second ti me for emergency power · 
estab1 ishment wi l1 establ i-Sh the response time for the i sol ati on functions. 

·· .· .·• ·. Resfonse ti.me testing for sensors are not required based o~ the analysis in 
. _NEDD 3229. -A. Response time ·testing bf the remaining channel components is · 
·~required as noted in Table_3.3.2-3. , . · .. · . · .. · · · 

Operation with a tri.p set less conservative than i.ts Trip Setpotnt but 
within its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis. that the 
difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is an allowance 
for instrument drift.specifically allocated for each trip in the safety 
arialys.es~ Primary containment i~olation valves that .are _actuated by the isolation 
signa1s specif~ed in Technical Specification Table 3.3.2-1 are identified in 
Technical Requi.rements M~nualTable 3.6.3-1.~ .·.. · · . . 

3/4,3j EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION: INSTRUMENTATION·.·. 

, .. · .Jh~ emergency core cooling system ac:fuationiristrumentation is provided to · 
. initiate acti ans to mi ti'gate the consequences of accidents that are beyond the • .· 
ability of the operator to c:ontrol ~ This specification provides the OP~RABILITY 
-requirements, ·trip setpoi nts ·and· response t:ime,s that. wi 11 · ensure ieffecti veness 

. oLthe, systems to. provide the design protection~ .Although the lnstr.uments are · 
,'fisted:_by'-'system~ -in some cases.the' same instr~mentJnay be usea ta··send the '.• .. 
attuati on signal to .more ·than one system at the. same time. · · · 

:· . ,_. . . . . . ... .· 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES·· 

3/4.3.3 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) 

Surveillance interv~ls are ~etermined in accordance with the Surveillance 
Frequency Control Program qnd maintenance outage times have been d.etermihed in 

·accordance with NEDC-30936P. Parts 1 and 2. "Technical Specification Im~rovement 
·Methodology. (with Demonstration for BWR ECCS Actuation Instrumentation)." as 
approved by the NRC and documented in the SER (letter to D. N. Grace from A. C. 
Thadani dated December 9. 1988 (Part 1) and letter to D. N. Grace from C. E. 
Rossi dated December 9. 1988 (Part 2)). 

. . 

Successful operation of the required safety functions· of the Emergency Core 
Cooling~Systems CECCS) is dependent .upon the avai.lability of adequate power for · 
energizing yarious components such as pump motors, motor operated valves~ ~nd the 
associated control components .. If the loss of power instrumentation detects that 
voltage levels are too low. the buses are disconnected from the offsite power 

. sources and ,connected to the onsite diesel generator COG) power sources. The loss 

.1 · 

· of power relays in each channel have sufficient overlapping detection . 
_'char~cteristics and functionality to permit operation subject to the conditions in 

Action Statement 37. Bases 3/4.8.1. 3/4.8.2. and 3/4.8.3 provide discussion 
regarding parametric bounds for determining operability of the offsite sources. 

_.Those Bases assume that· the ]_ass of power relays are operable.· With an inoperable. 
127Z-11XOX relay, the grid voltage is monitored to 230kV (for the 101 Safeguard -

. Bus .Source l or 52?kV (for the 201 Safeguard Bus Source) to increase the margin for 
the operation of the 127Z-11XOX relay. · · · 

'\ : . . . .. . 

· O~eration with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpo~nt but within 
its specified.Allowable Value is acceptable ori the basis that the difference 
between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is an allowance for 

-··instrumeriLdrift specifiCaily allocated f.or each trip in the safety analyses.· 

3/4, 3. 4 REClRCULATION PUMP TRI p ACTUATION' INSTRUMENTATION 
.· . . . ·. . . . . 

The anticipated. transient w-ithout_ ·scram CATWSJ recirculati_on pump trip 
· system provi-des a ·means of 1 imiting the consequences of the unlikely occurrence 

of a failure to scr~m duririg ~n anticipated transient.· The response of the. 
·· plant to this postulated ev,ent falls within the envelope of study events iri 

General Electric Company Topical Report NED0-10349·, dat~d March.1971, NED0-
24222, dated December 1979, and Section 15.8 of the FSAR. - . - ·-·· . · · · 

' . The ~mi-of-cycle reci-rculatian· pump trip (~OC~RPT) system i~ a supplement to 
the reactor trip. During turbine trip and generator load rejection events, the 
EOC~RPT will--redtic~ ~he likelihood of reactor vessel lev~l ~ecreasing to.level · 
2. -Each- EOC-RPT systemlr{ps both recirculation pumps, reaucing coolant flow in 
order to reduce the void collapse-in the core during two of the most limiting _ 
pressuriiation~events. The' two events_for·wnich the EOC-RPT protedive feature 
will functioQ are closure 6f the turbine stop v~lves and fast -closure of 'the · 
turbine control valves. · . · . · · 

. · . A fast ·c:1 osure sensor from ~ach of two turbine control vafves .provide~ input -
to the rnc..:RPT system; a fast- closure sensor from each of the other two turbine 
control val~es_pl"ovides input· to_t~e secon~ EOC~RPT sy~tem.- SimtlarlY~ a _ 
position switch for each -of two turbine st9p valves ·provides input to one EOC-

. . RPT system; -a position swi tch;from each· of. the other two stop v.a 1 ves ·provides · - .:· ... _ ... 
input to the other EOC-·RPT system;. For each EOC-RPT system; the -sensor -relay '. r'· 

contacts are arranged to form a 2-0Ut-of-2 logiC-_fbr the fast closure ·Of turbine .. --
_control 'valves and a 2-out-of~.2 logic for the turbine stop valves. The .. -
operat'ion of ~ith~r logic will actuate the EOC-RPT system ana trip both 
recirculation -pumps. __ · · · ·· · · · , .· -:~ 

-.-,-
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES • ==----------------t 
3/4.3.4 RECIRCULATION PUMP IRIP ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) 

Each EOC-RPT system may ~e manually bypassed by use of a keyswitch which is 
administrativ~ly controlled. The manual bypasses and the autom'atic Operating 
Bypass at 1 e:ss than 29. 5% of RATED THERMAL POWER are annunciated in the control 
room. 

The EOC-RPT system resporise time is the time assumed in the analysis between 
initiation of valve motion and complete suppression of the electric arc, i.e., 
175 ms. · Included in thts time are: the response time ~f ~he sensor, the time 
allotted for breaker arc suppression, and the iesponse time of the system logic . 

. , ·- .. · .. 

• 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.4 RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) 

Surveillance intervals are determined in accordance with the Surveillance 
Frequency Control Program and maintenance outage times have been determined in 
accordance with GENE-770-06-1, "Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test Intervals and 
Allowed Out-of-Service Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical Specifications," as 
approved by. the NRC and do~umented in the SER (letter to R.D. Binz, IV, from C.E. Rossi 
dated July 21, 1992). 

Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but 
within its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the 
difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is an allowance 
for instrument drift specifically allocated for each trip in the safety 
analyses. · 

3/4.3;5 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTAT10N 

The reactor core isolation cooling system actuation instrumentation is 
provided to initiate actions to assu-re adequate core cooling in the event of 
reactor isolation from its primary heat siok and the loss of feedwater flow to 
the reactor vessel. This instrumentation does not provide act~ation of any of 
the emergency core cool.ing ~quipment. 

Surveillance intervals ~re determined in accordance with the Surveillance 
Frequency Control Program and maintenance outage times have been specified in accordance 
with recommendations made by GE in their letter to the BWR Owner's Group dated August 7, 
1989, SUBJECT: "Clarification bf Technical Specificatio~ changes given in ECCS Actuation 
Instrumentation Analysis." · 

Operation with a trip.set less conservative thah its Trip Setpoint but 
within its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the 
difference between e.ach Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value i's an allowance 
for instru~ent drift specifically allocated for each.trip in the safety 
analyses. 

3/4~3.6 CONTROL_ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION 

The control rod block furictions:are.provided:conststent with the 
requirements of the specifications in.Section 3/,4.L4; Control Rod Program 
Controls and S~ction 3/4.2 Power Distribution Limits a~d Section 3/4.3 . 
Instrum~ntati~n. The trip logi~ is arranged sci th~t a trip in any orie of the 
inputs will result in a control rod block. 

. Survei 11 ance intervals are ·.determined in accordance with the Survei 11 ance . 
Frequency Control Program an~ maintenance outage times have·been determined in ·accordance 
with NEDC-30851P, Supplement l;-nTechni cal Specification Improvement Analysis for BWR 
C(:mtrol Rod .Block Instrume_ntati on," as approved by the NRC and documented in the SER · 
(letter· to D .. N. Grace from C. E·; Rossi dated September 22, 1988). 

. . - . 

Operation with a trip setless conserv_ati.ve than:its Trip. Setpoint but 
within its ip~cified All6wable Value is acceptable on the basis that the 
difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Al.lowable Value is a,n allow9nce 
for instrument drift specifical~j allocated for· each trip in the safety· 
analyses. · · 

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 B 3/4 3~4 · Amendment No. 4-g, .e.J, -7-0, 18 6 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.7 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.1.1 RADlATION MONitORING INSTRUMENTATION 

The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring instrumeritation. ensures that: 
(1) the r~diation levels are continually measured in the areas· served by ·the: 
ind1vidual channels, and (2) the alarm or automatic action is initiated when the 
radiation_ level trip setpoint is exceeded, and (3) sufficient information is 
available ori selected plant parameters to monitor and assess these variables 
following an accident. This capability is consistent with 10 CFR Part 50, 
Appendix A, _General Design Criteria 19, 41, 60, 61, 63, and 64. 

The ~urveiilarice interval for the Main C6ntrol Room Normal Fres~ Air ~upply 
Radiation Monitor is deter~ined·in accordance with the Surveill.ance Frequehcy Cpntrol 
Program~ · · · ' · 

. . . ·. . . 

3/4.3.7.l (De~eted).- INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE UFSAR; 

3/4.3.7.3 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 
. . 

. 3/4.3;7.4 REMOTESHUTDOWN SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS 
'. 

. . The OPERABILITY of the re111ote shutdown system instrumentation and. controls . . .· 
.··· . ensures. that sufficient capability is available to permit shutdown and maintenance of.· 

.. ; HOT SHUTDOWN. of the unit from locations outside of the control room; This capability 
I · is requ1red in the event control room habitability is -1 ost and is consistent with 

.. ·_ '. 

.i ... 

..... ; 

General Design· Criterion 19 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. 

· .• 3/4.3.7;5 ACCIDENT MQNITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

. ·.~he OPERABILITY of the accident monitorirlg instrumentation ensures that 
•. sufficient information i~ available on sel~cted _plant parameters to monitor and . 

... assess important variables following an accident.· This capability is consistent with . 
the rec'cimmendati ans of Regulatory Gui de 1.97, "Instrumentation fat Light Water Cooled .·•· 
Nuclear·f>ciwerPlants to Assess•Plant Conclitioris During and Following.an Accideht,"··· 
December· 1975 and NUREG~0737 / "Clari fi cahbn of TMI Action Pl an Requirements," 

. November< 1980~ · ·· · · ·· · · -.· · · 

. - Table·~ J.·3. 7. 5~1. Accident Morlitori ng· Instrumentation, Item 2_, requi r.es two 
OPERABLE. channels of Reacto·r v·essel -_Water Level monitoring from each of two _ ---·. . ··- __ 
overlapping ; nstrumentati on 'loops' to eils,ure m,ohi:tori ng· Of Reactor Vessel Water Levef. 
over the range of. -350 inches to +60 inches. : Each channel is cpmpri sed of one .... -_ _ _ -__ . 
OPERABLE Wide_ ~ange Level. instrument loop (-150 inches~ to. +60 'inches) and one OPERAB_LE:, , __ . 
Fuel Zone Range instrument 1 oop < -350 inches to -100 inches). Both instrument ·1 oop·s'; -· 
Wide Range and, Fuel Zone Range, are recj_uired by- Tech; ·spec. 3.3J.5 to provide · · 
sufficient overlap to bound th~ required ~ange~as ~e~cribed_ in UFSAR Sect1o~~7.5.-

-- Act.ion 80 is appi i cable if_ the required .numb~r of instrunient loops per channel CW.i.de 
Range and Fuel Zone Range) is not maintained._ · · , 

-·· . 

. •.,' .. : 

, .LIMERICK' - WNlJ 1 . B 3/4 3-5' _ . Amendment No. ~;~.+G.~.~; 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.7.5-ACCIDENI MONITORING I~STRUMENTAIION (continued) 

Table 3.3.7.5-li Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, Item 13, requires two 
OPERABLE channels .of Neutron ~lux monitoring from each of three overlapping 
instrumentation 1 oops to ensure monitoring of. Neutron Flux over the- range of 10"6% to 
100% fuli power·. Each cha_nnel is comprised of one OPERABLE SRM (10"9% to 10"3% power), 
one OPERABLE IRM (10"4% to 40% power) and one OPERABLE APRM (0% to 125% power). All 
three instrument loops, SRM~ IRM and APRM, are required by Tech. Spec. 3.3.7.5 to 
provide sufficient overlap to bound the required range as described in UFSAR Section 
7.5. Action 80 is applicable if the required number· of irstrument lriops per channel 
CSRM, IRM, and APRM) is not maihtained. · 

3/4.3.7.6 SOURCE RANGE MONITORS· 

The source range moriito~s provide the operator with information of the status 
of the neutron· level in the core at very low power levels during startup and shutdown. 
At these power 1 evel s, reacti yity additions shali not be made without this flux 1 evel 
ihformation available to the operator. When. the inter~ediate range monitors are on 
scale, adequate informatibn is ~vailable without the SRMs and they can be retracted. 

. - - . -

.·LIMERICK -~- UNIT 1 .' B 3/4 3-5a Amendment No. 4&,~.+G-,.7-9-,-1-9± 
ECR LG 09-00585 



INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.7.7 <Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE TRM. 

3/4.3.7.8 CHLORINE AND TOXIC GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS 

The OPERABILITY of the chlorine and toxic gas detection systems ensures 
that an accidental chlorine and/or toxic gas release will be detected promptly 
and the necessary protective actions will be automatically initiated for chlo
rine and manually initiated for toxic gas to provide protection for control 
room personnel. Upon detection of a high concentration of chlorine, the control 
room emergency ventilation system will automatically be placed in the chlorine 
isolation mode of operation to provide the required protection. Upon detection 
of a high conc~ntration of toxic gas, the control. room emergency ventilation 
system ~ill manually be placed i~ the chlorine isolation mode of operation to 
provide the required protection: The detection ~ystems required by this speci
fication are consistent with the-recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.95, "Pro
tection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Operators against an Accidental 
Chlorine Release," February 1975.' 

Ther~ are three toxic gas detection subsystems. The high toxic chemical 
concentration alarm in the Main Control Room annunciates when two of the three 
subsystems detect a high toxic gas concentration. An Operate/Inop keylock switch is 
provided for each subsystem which allows an individual subsystem to be placed in the 
tripped condition, Placing the keylock switch.in the INOP position initiates one of 
the two inputs required to initiate the alarm in the Main Control Room . 

. Surveillance intervals are determined in accordance with the Surveillance 
Frequency Control Program and ma~ntenance outage ti~es have been determined in 
accordanc~ with GENE-770-06-1, "Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test Intervals 
and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical 
Spetific~tions-," as approved by the NRC and documented in the SER (letter to R.D. 
Binz, IV, from C.E. Rossi dated July 21, 1992). 

3/4.3.7.9 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE TRM. 

B 3/4 3-6 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.7.10 (Deleted) 

3/4.3.7.11 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 

3/4.3.7.12 OFFGAS MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

This instrumentation includes provisions for monitoring the 
concentrations of potentially explosive gas mixtures and noble gases in the 
off-gas system. 

3/4.3.8 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE UFSAR. 

3/4.3.9 FEEDWATER/MAIN TURBINE TRIP SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

The feedwater/main turbine trip system actuation instrumentation is 
provided to initiate action of the feedwater system/main turbine trip system 
in the event of failu~e of feedwater controller under maximum demand. 

BIH_EJ_ti_CES.: . 

1.. NEDC-30851P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement Analyses for 
BWR Reactor Protection System," March 1988. 

2. NEDC-32410P-A, "Nuclear Measurement Analysis and Control Power 
Range Neutron Monitor CNUMAC PRNM) Retrofit Plus Option III 
St~bility Trip Function," October 1995, 

3. NEDC-32410P-A, Supplement l, "Nuclear Measurement Analysis and 
Control Power Range Neutron Monitor CNUMAC PRNM) Retrofit Plus 
Option III Stability Trip Function," November 1997. · 

4. NED0-31960-A, "BWR Owners' Group Long-Ter~ Stability Solutions 
Licensing Methodology," November 1995. 

5. NED0-31960-A, Supplem~nt l, "BWR Owners' Group .Long~Term Stability 
Solutions Licensing Methodology;" November 1995. · 

6. NED0-32465-A, "Reactor Stability Detect and Suppress Solutions 
Licensing Basis Methodology for Reload Applications," August 1996 .. 

7. Le:tter, L.A. England CBWROG) toM. J. Virgilio, "BWR Owners' 
Grbup Guidelines for Stability Interim Corrective Action," June 6, 
1994. 

8. .GE Service Information Letter No. 516, "Core Flow Measurement - GE 
BWR/3, 4, 5 and 6 Plants," July 26, 1990. 

9. GE Letter NSA D0-433, Aian Chung (GE) to Sujit Chakr~bortY CGE), . 
"Minimum Number of Operable OPRM Cell~ for Option III Stability at 

·.Limerick 1 & 2," May :02, 2001. · 
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3/4.4.REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.1 RECIRCULATION SYSTEM 

The impact of single recirculation loop operation upon plant safety is 
assessed and shows that single-loop operation is permitted if the MCPR fuel 
cladding safety limit is increased as noted by Specification 2.1.2, APRM scram 
and control rod block setpoints are adjusted as noted in Tables 2.2.1-1 and 
3.3.6-2, respectively. 

An inoperable jet pump is not, in itself, a sufficient reason to declare 
a recirculation loop inoperable, but it does, in case of a design-basis-accident, 
increase the blowdown area and reduce the capability of reflooding the core; thus, 
the requirement for shutdown of the facility with a jet pump inoperable. Jet pump 
failure can be detected by monitoring jet pump performance on a prescribed 
schedule for significant degradation. 

Additionallyr surveillance 'on the pump speed of the operating recirculation 
loop is imposed to exclude the possibility of excessive internals vibration. 
The surveillance on differential temperatures below 30% RATED THERMAL POWER or 
50% rated recirculation loop flow is to mitigate the undue thermal stress on 
vessel nozzles, recirculation pump and vessel bottom head during ihe extended 
operation of the single recirculation loop mode. 

Surveillance of recirculatfon loop flow, total tore flow, and diffuser-to
lower plenum differential pressure is designed to detect significant degradation in 
jet pump performance that precedes jet pump failure: This surveillance is required 
to be performed only when the loop has forced recirculation flow since- surveillance 
checks and measurements can only be performed during jet pump operatiDn. The jet 
pump failure of concern is a complete mixer displacement due to jet pump beam 
failure. Jet pump plugging is.also of concern since it adds flow resistance to the 

·recirculation lobp. Significant d~gradation is indicated if the specified criteria 
confirm unacceptable deviations from establish~d patterns or relationships. Since 
ref~eling activities (fuel assembly replacement or shuffle, as well as any 
modifications to f~el support orifice size or core plate bypass flow) can affect 
th~ rel ati onsbi p qetween core -fl ow; jet pump fl ow, and reci rcul ati on loop fl ow, 
these relationships may need to be re-established each cycle. Similarly, initial 
entry into extended single loop operationmay also>requir~ establishment of these 
re-lationships. During the initial weeks of operation under such conditions, while 
base~liningriew "established patterns," engineering judgment of the daily 
surveilla~~e~results is-_used to dete2t significant ~bn6rmalities which ~ould 
indicate a jet pump failure. -

' - ' 

The r;ecirculati_on pump speed operating characteristics (punip flow and loop 
flow versus- pump speed) are determined by> the flow resistance from the loop 
suction ~hrough the jet punip nozzles. A change in the relations~ip indicates a 
plug, flow restriction, Joss _in pump hydraulic performance, leakage, or new flow 
path between the recircul at1oh_ pump di scharg!= and j~t pump nozzl~. For this
criterion, the pu~p flow and fopp flow versus pump speed relatiohship must be 
verified. · -

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 B 3/4 4~1 Amendment No. -W:,w,.i++; 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.1 RECIRCULATION SYSTEM (continued) 

Individual jet pumps in a recirculation loop normally do not have the same 
flow. The unequal flow is due to the drive flow manifold, which does not distribute 
flow equally to all risers.· The flow (or jet pump diffuser to lower plenum 
differential pressure) pattern or relationship of on·e jet pump to the loop average 
is repeatable. An appreciable change in this relationship is an indication that 
increased (or reduced) resistance has occurred in one of the jet pumps. This may be 
indicated by an increase in the relative flow for a j~t pump that has experienced 
beam cracks. 

The deviations from normal are considered indicative of a potential problem 
in the recirculation drive flow -0r jet pump system. Normal flow ranges and 
established jet pump fl ow and differential pressure patterns are established by 
plotting-historical data. · · 

Recirculation pump speed mismatch limits are i~ compliance with the ECCS 
LOCA analysis design criteria for two recirculation loop operation. The limits 
will ensure an adequate core flow coastdown from either recirculation loop 
following a LOCA. In the case where the mismatch limits cannot be maintained 
during two lo6p operation, continued operatio~ is permitted in a single recir
culation loop mode. · · 

In order to prevent undue stress on the vessel nozzles and bottom head region, 
the recfrculati,on loop temperatures shall be within 50°F of each other prior to 
startup of an idle loop. The loop temperature must also be within 50°F of the 
reactor pressure vessel cool an~ temperature to prevent thermal shock to the 
recircul~tion pump and recirculation noz~les~ Sudden equalization of a temperature 
difference> 145°F petweeri the reactor vessel bottom head coolant and the coolant 
in the upper region of the reactor vessel by increasing core fl ow rate would cause 
undue stress in the reactor vessel bottom head. 

3/4.4.2 SAFETY/RELIEF VALVES 

. The safety .valve function of the safety/relief valves operates to prevent 
the reactor coolant system from being pressurized above the Safety Limit of 
1325 psig in accordance with the ASME Code. A total of 12 OPERABLE safety/ 
relief valves is ~equired to limit reactor pressure to within ASME III allow
able values for the worst case upset transient. 

Demonstration of the safety/relief valve lift settings will occur only 
during shutdown. The s.afety/relief valves will be removed and either set 
pressure tested or replaced with spares which have been previously set pres
sure tested and stored in accordance with manufacturers recommendations at the 
frequency specified in the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. 

LIMERICK c_ ,UNIT 1 .; :: B 3/4 4~2 
· Corrected by Ltr. ·Dated 3/10/00 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

. 3/4.4.3 'REACTOR COOLANT SYStEM LEAKAGE 

3/4.4.i.1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND 

UFSAR Safety Design Basis (Ref. 1), requires means for detecting and, to the extent 
practical, identifying the location of the source of Reactor Coolant System CRCS) · · 
PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45, Revision 0, (Ref. 2) describes · 
acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection systems. ·· 

Limits on .leakage from the reactor coolant pressure boundary <RCPB) are required so 
.that appropriate action can be taken before the int~grity of the RCPB is impaired (Ref. 
2) .. Leakage detection systems for the RCS are provided to alert the operators when 

: leaka~e rates.above normal background levels are detected and also to supply 
quantitative measurement of leakage rates. In addition to meeting the OPERABILITY . 

·· r~quirements, the monitors are typically set to provide the most sensitive response 
without causing an excessive number of spurious alarms. .. . .· .· . · ·· .... · .. · .. · 

Systems for quantifYirig the leakage are necessary to provide prompt and quantitative 
information to the operators to permit them to take immediate corrective action. 
Leakage from the RCPB inside· the drywell is detected by at least one of four (4) 
independently monitored variables which include drywell sump flow monitoring.·· .. 
eguipment with the required RCS leakage detection instrumentation (i.e., the drywell. 
flogr drain· sump flgw monitoring system, or,,the drywell equ1pment drain sump · • · 
monitoring ,system with the drywell floor drain sump overflowing to the drywell · ··•· 
egui pment drain sump), drywell gaseous radi cacti vity, drywell unit cool er condensate. 
flow rat~~nd drywell pte~sure/temperature lev~ls .. The primary ~eans of qUantifying1 

. 

leakage in.the drywell is the drywell sump monitoring system for UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE I 
and the drywe.11 .equipment drain tank flow monitoring system for IDENTIFIED LEAKAGE~ . 
IDENTIFIED. 1 eakage is not ger:mane to th.is Tech Spec and the associated drywell . 
equipment~rain tank flow monitoring syste~ is not included. . .. · . .· 

·The· .drywell ·floor drain sump flow monitoring system monitor~ UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE. ·· . 
collected in the floor drain sump. UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE consists 6f leakage from RCPB 
component~ inside the dry~ell which·. are not normall.y subject tg leakage and ot~erwise 
routed, to· the drywell equipment drain sump. The primary containment floor: dram sump . 
has transm.itters that·suP.ply_level iridiCationto the main control room via the plant .· · ...... . 

. · mgnitoring_ system: The floor drain sump level_ transmitt_er;s are associated~with • .. · -· ... · 
High/Low level switches that open/close the sump tank drain valves automatically. The 

~. level instru.ment P.rocessing unit calculate.s an average leak rate (gpm) for a given . 
measurerrent p~riod w~i ch• resets whenever th~ sump drain. valve .·c1 o~es_. The l_evel > 
processing unit provides an alarrn to the main. control. room each time the average leak· 
rate changes by a predetermined value since· the last time .the alarm was reset.·. _For the 
qrywell floor drain .sump flow ·monitoring.system, the setpoint ba.sis .is- a 1 g_pm change 
in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE~ _ . . ·.·. . .· . · - . · . - .· ·• . 

·.An alternate to the drywell floor drain. sump flow rrionitoting system for quantHying 
UNIDENTIFIED. ·. LEAKAGE· ts t.he. drywell equi:pment drain. sump monito.ri ng system, . if ... ·• the .·.. -
drywell floor drain sump is overflowing to the.drywell equipment drai.n sump~ In this. 
configuration-, the p,rywell e_quipment drain sump collects all lea~a9e into the dry\oJell 
~qui pment drarn~sump ,and. the ove~fl ow from ~he. drywell floor drai r:i sump. T~erefore, 
1f: the drywelJ_ .. fJoor drair:i sump is oyerf}owrng to thE! drywell equipment.drain sump, 

._ the drywell equipment 'drain ~ump mor:ii to ring system can be used to quantify .· · .·· · ... · 
·UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE.~ In this condition, all leakage measured by- the drywell: •. ·· 
- equipment drain sump. monitoring system i-s assliined to be UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE. ·•The··. 

leakage determination process, including the transition .to and use of the alternate .· 
.. method: is-described in station procedures .. The alternate method would only_ be used· 

when the drywell floor,drain sump flow monitoring system is unavailabl_e. · ··· ·· .. ·· .. ' ·· 

.·. In addi.tiof.to .. t~~ drywell SUf!lP moni_tor:i·n·g system desc~ibed above~ th~ discharge.of· -····.I 
. each sump is inomtored by an .. rndeP.endentflowe1ement. The measured·flow rate from . 
. the flow ·element is -integrated and recorded~ · A main control room :al a rm is also : · ..... 
· 'provided Jo indicate· a.n .excessi ye~ sump discharge rate measured via the flow el emen:t. · 

.· This<system, r:eferredto as. the "drywell floor drain flow totalizer", is not credit!;!d . 
. _for drywel,l floor drain ·sump flow monitoring system operability. , · · · •·· ·· · ',<-: ' . . - . . . . .. . . 

LIMERICK UNIT l ··<· B 3/4 4-3 . . Amendment No. 44, 49-,·.±4-Q, 
· · Associated' with AIJleridment No.. ~ •. 208 



REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND Ctontinuedl 

The primary containment atmospheric gaseous radioactivity monitoring system 
continuously monitors the primary containment atmosphere for gaseous radioactivity 
levels. A sudden increase of radioactivity, which may be attributed to RCPB steam or 
reactor water leakage, is_ annunciated in the main control room. 

Condensate from the eight drywell air coolers is routed to the drywell floor drain sump 
and is monitored by a series of flow transmitters that provide indication and alarms in 
the main control room .. The outputs from the flow transmitters are Bdded together by 
summing units to providea total continuous condensate drain flow rate. The high flow 
alarm setpoint is based oh condensate drain flow rate in excess of 1 gpm over the 
currently identified preset 1 eak rate. The drywell air cool er condensate fl ow rate 
monitoring system serves as an added indicator, but not quantifier, ·of RCS UNIDENTIFIED 
LEAKAGE (Ref. 4) . - -

. . 

The d~fwell temperature ~nd p~essure monitorinef systems ~rov1de an indirect method for 
detecting RCPB leakage. A temperature and/or pressure rise 1n the drywell above normal 
levels may be indicative-of a reactor _coolant or steam leakage (Ref. 5). 

APPLICABLE SAFETY-ANALYSES 

A threat of sigriificantcompromise to the RCPB exists if the barrier contains a crack 
that is large enoughto propagate rapidly.· Leakage rate limits are set low enough to 
detect the 1 eakage emitted from a single crack in the RCPB (Refs. 6 and 7). -

- A control room ·alarm allows the operators to ev~luate the significance of the indicated 
Jeakage and, if necessary, shut down the reactor for further investigation-and 

-·corrective action. The allowed leakage rates are wen below the rates predicted for 
critical _crack sizes (Ref. 7). Therefore, these actions provide adequate responses 
before a si gni fi cant break. in the RCPB can occur. · 

._RCS leakage detection instrumentation satisfies Criterion 1 of the NRC Policy 
Stateinent. : · · · · 

-_ UMITINGCON-DITION FOR OPERATION (LCOl. 

--- This.LCD req~lres. -instruments of diverse monitoring principies to -be OPERAB~E t9 · 
provide confidence that small amounts of UNIDENTIFIED.LEAKAGE are detected in time to 

- allow actions. to place the plant i_n a safe condition, when RCS leakage indiCates 
possible RC_PB degradation. -_ · ____ · ... ___ -_-._- _ · _ _ 

The LCO requires four instruments .to _be OPERABLE. . 

The-requi~ed i~s-trumentation to quantify UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the RCS consists of 
either the drywell floor drain sump flow monitoring system, or~ the dryWell equipment 
·drain sump monitoring system with· the drywell floor drain sump overflowing to the 
drywelLequipment drain sump. For either system to be considered operable, the flow · 
:~onitoring portion of the.system must be operab1e. - Th~ identification of an increase _ 
in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE wi 11 be delayed by the time requi rect for the UNIDENTIFIED -
LEAKAGE to travel to_the drywell floor drain sump and it may take longer than one hour 
to detect a 1 gpm increase in UNIDENUFIED LEAKAGE, depending on the origin and .-
magnitude of-the leakage. This sensitivity is acceptable for containment sump monitor 
OPERABILITY. -- _.· __ - . · . - · 

: •· The reactor_ coolant contiins radioactivity that, when released to the p~imary 
containment-, .cari be detected by the gaseous- primary containment atmospheric · 

_·- radioactivi:ty monitor. A radioactivity detection system is included for monitoring 
. gaseous activities because of its sensitivity and rapid response to RCS leakage, but it 
·has_ retognized limitations. Reactor coolant radioactivity levels will be low during 
1nitial re~ctor.startup and for~ few weeks thereafter~ until activated corrosion . 
. products have been formed and; fission products appear from Juel element cladding · 
contamination or cladding defects~ If there are few fuel element cladding defects and 
low levels of activation products, it may not b~ possible for the gaseous primary 

'._·-•·LIMERICK ~-.UNIT 1- B _3/4 4-3a_ Amendment No. ~. 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION CLCO) (Continued) 

containment atmospheric radioactivity monitor to detect a 1 gpm increase within 1 hour 
~uring normal nperation. However, the gaseous primary containment atmospheric 
radibactivity monitor is OPERABLE.when it is capable of detecting a 1 gpm increase. in 
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE within 1 hbur given an RCS activity equivalent to that assumed in 
the design calculations for the monitors (Reference 9). 

The LCO is satisfied when monitors of diverse measurement means are available. Thus, 
the drywell floor drain sump monitoring system in combination with a gaseous primary 
containment atmospheric radioactivity monitor,. a primary containment air cooler 
tondensate flow rate monitoring system, and a primary containment pressure and 
temperature monitoring system provides an acceptable minimum. 

APPLICABILITY 

't~ ·OPERATI~NAL·CtiNDITIONS-1, 2, and 3, l~akage detectinn .systems are required to be 
OPERABLE to support LCO .3.4.3.2. This applicability is consistent with that for LCO 
3.4:3.2.· ' -

ACTIONS 

. A. With the primary containment atmosphere gaseous monitoring system inoperable, grab 
samples of the primar~ containment atmosphere must be taken and analyzed to provide 
periodi~ leakage information. [Provided a sample is obtained and analyzed once eve~y 
12 hours, the pl ant may be operated for up to 30 days to all ow restoration of the 
radioactivity monitoring system. The plant ~ay continue operation since other form~ 
of drywen leakage dete~tion are available.] 

; . . . . . 

The 1~ hour interval provides periodic information that is adequat~ to detect 
leakage. Thi JO day Completion Time for ,Restoration recognizes other forms of 
leakage detection are available .. 

B. ··With r~quired drywell suinp monitoring system inoperable, no other -form of sampling 
can provide the equivalent information to quantify ·leakage at the required 1 
gpm/hour sensitivity. However, the primary containment atmospheric gaseous monitor · 

·[and the primary containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitor] will provide 
indication of changes in leakage. -

· Withrequireddrywell sump monitoring system inoperable, drywell condensate flow 
rate rilonjtoring frequen~y incr~ased from 12 to every 8 hours,. and UNIDENTIFIED 
LEAKAGE and total leakage being determined every 8 hours <Ref. SR 4.4.3.2.1.b) 
op~ration may continue for 30 d~ys. To the extent practical, the surveillance 
frequency change associated with the drywell condensate flow rate monitoring 
system, makes up for the'loss of the drywell floor drain monitoring system which had -
a normal surveillance requirement to monitor leakage every 8 hours. Also note that in 
this instance, the drywell floor drain tank flow totalizer will be used to comply 
with SR 4.4.3.2.1.b .. The 30 day Completion Time of th.e required ACTION is· 
acceptable, based.on operating experience, considering the multiple forms of 
leakage detectioh that are still available. 

'• . - .· '.. . . . . - . . . . . 

C. With the requ.ired primary containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitoring .

1 

system inoperable, SR 4A.3.1.a must be performed every. 8 hours to provide periodic 
in.fof'mation of activity in the primary containment of more frequent interval than 

·the routine frequency of.every 12 hours; The 8 hour interval provides periodic-
; nformati on. that. ; s adequate. to detect. 1 ea kage and recognizes that -other forms of 
leakage detection are available. The required-ACTION has been clarified to state 

. . . . ·' .·. 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

ACTIONS CConti~ued) 

. that the additional ~urveillance ~equirement is not applicable if the required 
primary containment atmosphere! gaseous radioactivity monitoring system is also 
inoperable. Consistent with SR 4.0.3, surveillances are not required to be 
performed on inoperable equipment~ In this ca~e. ACTIO~ Statement A. and E. 
requirements apply.. · 

o; With the primary containment pressure and .temperature monitoring system 
inoperable, oper~tion may continue for up to 30 days given the. system's indirect 
capability to detect RCS leakage. However,: other more limiting Tech Spec 
requirements associated.with the primary containment pressure/temperature 
monitoring system will still apply. 

· E. Wi.th both the primary containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitor and the 
primary containment air cooler condensate flow r.ate mon,itor inoperable, the only 
nieans of detecting leakage is the drywell floor drain sump monitor and the drywell 
pressure/temperature inst_rumentation. Thi"s cohdition•does not provide the required 
diverse means ·of leakage 'detection.·· The required ACTION is to restore either of the 
inoperable monitors tci OPERABLE status with.in 30 days to regain the intended leakage 

.·detectiOn'diversity. The 30dayCoinpletion Ti.me ensures that the plant will not be 
operated 'in a degraded configuration for a lengthy time period. While the primary 
containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitor is INOPERABLE, primary 
contai nlTient. atmospheric grab s.9mpl es will be taken and analyzed every 12 hours Si nee 
ACTION Statement A. requiremerrts also appl,y. · · · · 

:,·.·-·· "',·. 

F. With the drywei l floor drain, ~u~p rnonito~i.l'.lg system inoperable and the drywell ·:unit 
coolers coridensate.:flow rate monitor.Jog system inoper·able, one of t.he two remaining 
means of· detecting leakage· is the primary containment atmospheric gaseous radiation 
monitor;. · .Jhe primary ·.contai nrrien_t· atmospheric gq~eous··· radi at,; on monitor.typically 
cannot de~tecf a 1 gpm leak~with.ir1 one hour wh~n RCS acti.vity is low .. Incfirect· 

... methods of mpnitoring RCS l~akage mll·st bE! implemented. ·Gr.ab .?amples of the primary 
·containment atmosphere:must be taken and .ana lyzeg and monitoring of RCS leakage by 
qdmi.ni strati ve means .must be performed everY 12 hours.to provide alternate per.iodi c 
inform·atibn.· · · · · · · , 

.,'. · .. ;:.·· 

. Admi ni:strati ve means of moniiori ng_ RCS leakage incl ude(mon,i taring and frendi ng '. 
parameters that may ·-indi cate.,an increase· in RCS .1.eakage· ... There 'a·re· di verse -. · 

··-al tern at i ve · mecharii sms frofu whj ch .·appropri ·ate . i ndi,cators ·may b~ ·selected· based on 
.·plant .co·ndjtions. ·1tis.ni:itnecessarylo util1ze~al(.of these methods~- but.a·· ... · 
method or.: methods should .. be s_el ect¢d/ corsidering the cur.rent p.la'nt conditi.ons and .... · .· . 
hi stOri cal: or.· expected sources ·of. UNIDENTlFIEO LEAKAGE; The admiritstrati ve methods·.· -
are 'the. drywel l cooling, fari/Jn.l~t/outlet ·.t~mperature's, drywel l equipment draih' sump 
temp.erature ,indicator.( dryweH\equipmerit,.drai.n tank ~i tempe,rature indtcatqr, and. 
drywell equipnie_nt droain tank'·flow indicator. These indications, ·coupled with the 
atmospheric: grab samples, are; Su·fficienLto ,alert the operating .staff to an ' .· .. 
unexpe,cted• increase· in UNIDENT1fIED LEAKAGL. • •.. ··.· , .. ·.· · ·· .. > . ' · . · 

:. -:- .· .. : _,< .. _ -· 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BA 

ACTIONS CContin~ed) 

The 12 hour interval is sufficient to detect increasing RCS leakage. The Required 
Action provides 7 days to restore another RCS leakage monito~ to OPERABLE status 
to regain th~ intencied' leakage detection diversity. The 7-day Co~pletion Time 
ensures that the plant will not be operated in a degraded cbnfiguration for a 
lengthy time period. · · 

G. If any required ACTION of Conditions A, B, C, D, E or F cannot be met within the 
associ~te~ Completion Time, the plant mµst be brought to an OPERATIONAL CONDITION 
in which the LCO does not apply. To achiev~ this statu~. the plant must be brought 
to at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and _COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 
hours. The allDwed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, 
to perform the ACTIONS in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS. 

SR 4.4.3.1.a 
This SR is for the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK of the required primary containment 
atmospheric monitoring system. The check gives reasonable confidence that. the channel 
is operating properly. 

SR 4.4.3~1.b . 
This.SR is for the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL.TEST of the required RCS leakage 
d~tection instrument~tion. The test ensures that the monitors can perform their 

~function in the desired manner. The test also verifies the alarm setpoint and rel~tive 
accuracy of'the instrument string. 

SR4.4.3.l.c 
The SR is for the performance of a CHANNE_L CALIBRATION of required 1 eakage detection·· 
instrumentation channels. The calibration verifies the accuracy __ QJ the instrument 
~tring, including the instruments located -inside containment. -

SR 4.4~3.l.d 
This. SR provides a routi~e check of primary contaihme~t pressure and.t~mperature f6r 
indirect evidence· of RCS 1 eakage . 

. REFERENCES 
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3. LGS UFSAR, Sect.ion 5.2.5.2.1.3. 
4~ LGS UFSAR, Section 5:2.5.2.1.4 .. 

. 5. LGS UFSAR, Section 5.2.5.2.1.1(2). 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.3.2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE 

The allowable leakage rates from the reactor coolant system have been based on the 
predicted and expe~imentally observed behavior of cracks in pipes. The normally 
expected background leakage due to equipment design and the detection capability of the 
instrumentation for determining system leakage was also considered. The evidence 
obtained from experiments suggests that for leakage somewhat greater than that 
specified for UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE the probability is small that the imperfection or 
crack associated with such leakage would grow rapidly. However, in all cases, if the 
leakage rates exceed the values specified or the leakage is located and known to be 
PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, the reac'tor will be shutdown to a 11 ow further i nvesti gati on 
and corrective action. The limit of 2 gpm increase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE over a 24-
hour period and the monitoring of drywell floor drain sump and d~ywell equipment drain 
tank flow rate at least once every eight (8) hours conforms with NRC staff positions 
specified in NRC Generic Letter 88-01, "NRC Position on IGSCC. in BWR Austenitic 
Stainless Steel Piping," as revised by NRC Safety Evaluation dated March 6, 1990. The 
ACTION requirement for the 2 gpm.increase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE limit ensures that 
such leakage is identified or a plant shutdown is initiated to allow further 
investigation and corrective.action. Once identified, reactor operation may continue 
dependent· upon the impact on total leakage.. · 

The function of Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valves (PIVs) is to 
separate the high pressure Reactor Coolant System from an attached low pressure system. 
The ACTION requirements for pressure isolation valves are used in conjunction with the 
system specifications for which PIVs are listed in the Technical Requirements Manual 
and with primary containment isolation valve requirements to ensure that plant 
operation is appropriately limited. 

The Surveillarice Requirements for the RCS pressure isolation valves provide added 
assuranc~ of valve integrity thereby reducing the probability of gross valve failure 
and consequent intersystem LOCA. Leakage from the RCS pressure isolation valves is 
riot included in any, otherallowable operational leakage specified in Section 3.4.3.2. 

3/4.4.4 (D~letedi INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE TRM 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

3/4.4~4 (Deleted) INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE TRM 

3/4.4.5 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

The limitations 6n the s~ecific activity of the primary coolant ensure that 
the 2 hour thyroid and whole bridy doses resulting from a main steam line failure 
outside the containment during steady state operation will not exceed small 
fractions of the dose guidelines of 10 CFR Part 100; The values for the limits on 
specific activity represent interim limits based upon a parametric evaluation by 
the NRC of typical site locatio~s. These values are conservative in that specific 
site parameters, such as SITE BOUNDARY location and meteorological conditions, 
were not considered in this evaluation. · 

The ACTION statement permitti~g POWER OPERATION to continue for limited time 
periods with the primary coolant's specific .activity greater than 0.2 microcurie 
per gram DOSLEQUIVALENT I-131, but. less than or equal to 4 microcuries per gram 
DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131, accommodates possible iodine spiking phenomenon which may 
occur fo 11 owing changes i ri the THERMAL POWER. This .action is modified by a Note 
that permits.the use of the provisions of Specification 3.0.4.c. This allowance 
permits entry into the applicable OPERATIONAL CONDITION CS) while relying on the 
ACTION require-ments. Operation with specific activity levels exceeding 0.2 
microcuri~ per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 but less.· than or equal to 4 microcuries 
per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 ~Llst be restricted since these activity levels 
increase the 2-hour thyroid dose at the SITE BOUNDARY following a postulated steam 
line rupture. 

. . - . . ; ' 

Closing the main steam line isolatibn valves prevents the release of activity 
to the en vi roris should a steam line rµpture occur ~otitsi-de contai nmerit. The 
surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance-that excessive specific 
activity" level's in the reactor coolant will be defected in sufficient time to take 
corrective action. 

314 .4. 6 PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS 

All ~o~ponents ~n the re~ctcir coolant syste~ are designed to withstand the 
.effects.of.cyclic loads due to system temperature and pressure changes .. These 
cyclic loads are introduced by nor-mal. load transients, reactor trips, and startup· 
and shutdown op~rations. · The various categories of iqad cycles u_sed for design 
purposes are provided in Section 3.9 of the FSAR. During startup arid shutdown, 
the rates o.f temperature and pressure changes are limited so that the maximum: 
specified heatup and cooldown rates _are consistent with the desigri assumptions and 
satisfy t.he .stress limits for cyclic operat_ion. ·_ · · · 

' -- . .• 
' ' 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

. PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE UM ITS. (Continued) 

The operating l.imit curves of Figure 3.4.6.l-1 are derived from the fracture. 
toughness requirements of 10 CFR50 Appendix G andASME Code Section XI, 
Appendix G .. The cur~es are based on the RTNITT ~nd stress intensity factor 
informatioh for the reactor vessel components! Fracture toughness limits and 

·the basis for compliam:e are more fully discussed in FSAR Chapter 5, Para-
graph 5 .. 3.L.5, "Fracture·Toughness." · 

. . 

·.The reactor vessel materials have bee~ tested to determine. their initial 
RT001 • The results o~ these tests are shown i~ Table B j/4.4.6~1~ Reactbr 
operatton (ind resul ta.nt ·fast neutron, E greater than 1 MeV, i rradi ati on wi 11 
cause· an increase in· the! RTNoT· Therefore, an adjusted reference temperature, 

. based ·upon the fl uence, nickel content ·and. copper content of the material . 
in question, can be predicted using Bases Figure B 3/4.4~6-1 and the recommenda-

. tions of Regulatory Guide 1.99, Revision 2i "~adiation Einbrittl.einent of Reactor 
Vessel MateH al s." The pressure/temperature 1 ilnit curves, Figure 3 .4. 6.1~1, 
include a shift in RTNor for condltions at 32 EFPY .. The· A, Band C lirriit curves. are 
predicted to be bounding for all areas of the RPV until 32 EFPY. In addition, an 
intermediate A curve was previously provided for 22 EFPY .. · However, Unit 1 
exceeded 22. EFPY during C.Ycle:l4; Therefore, the A22 curve identified in Tech. 
Spec:·Figure 3.4.6.1-1 (Pressure/Temperature Curves) can no longer be used when 
performing th·e Reactor Vessel Pressure Test for Unit 1. · · 

The pressure-temperature limit Jines shown in. Figures 3.4.6.1-l, curves 
C, ar:icjA; for reactor ·critical'ity and for'. :inservice leak· arid hydrostatic testing· 
.~ave been provided. to as.sure.compliance· with the .. mini mum temperature requirements 
of. Appendix G to 10 CFR Part 50 for reactor criticality and for inservice leak · 
~nd hydrostatic te~ting. ·· 

_:·. ' 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.7 MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES 

Double isolation valves are provided on each of the main steam 11nes to 
minimize the potential leakage paths from the containment 1n case of a line break. 
Only one valve in each line 1s required to maintain the integrity of the 
containment, however, single failure consideration$ require that two valves be 
OPERABLE. The surveillance requirements are based on the operating history of 
this type valve. The maximum closure time has been selected to contain fission 
products and to ensure the core is not uncovered following line breaks. The 
minimum closure time is consistent with the assumptions 1n the safety analyses to 
prevent pressure surges. 

3/4.4.8 CDELETEDl 

3/4.4.9 . RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL 

The RHB system 1s required to remove decay heat and sensibJe heat in order to 
maintain the temperature of the reactor cool ant .. RHR shutdown cooling is comprised of 
four (4) subsystems which make two (2) loops. Each loop consists -0f two (2) motor 
driven pumps, a_heat exchanger, and associated piping and valves. Both loops have a 

. common suction from the same recirculation loop. ·Two (2) redundant, manually · 
controlled shutdown cooling subsystems of the RHR System can provide.the required decay 
heat removal.capability. Each pump discharges the ·reactor coolant, after it has been 
cooled.b~ circulation through the respective heat exchangers, to the reactor via the 
associated reci~culation loop or to the reactor vfa the low pressure coolant injection 
pathway. The RHR heat exchangers transfer heat to the RHR Service Water System. The_ . 
RHR ~hutdown cooling _mode is manually controlled. 

An OPERABLE RHB shutdown cooling subsystem consists of an RHB pump, a heat 
exchanger, valves, piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an OPERABLE flow path .. 
In HOT SHUTDOWN condition, the requirement to maintain OPERABLE two (2) independent RHB 
shutdown cooling subsystems means· that each subsystem considered OPERABLE must be 
associated with a different heat exhanger loop, i.e., the "A" RHR heat exchanger with 

·the "A" RHR pump or. the "C" RHR pump, .and. the "B" RHB heat exchanger with the "B" RHR 
·.pump or the "D" RHB pump are two (2) independent RHB shutdo~n cooling subsystems. Only 

one Cl) of the two,(2) RHR pumps associate4 with each RHR heat exchanger loop is · 

. . 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BA E 

3/4.4.9 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL (Continued) 

required to be OPERABLE for that independent subsystem to be OPERABLE. During COLD 
SHUTDOWN and REFUE(ING conditions, however, the subsystems not only have a common 
suction source, but are allowed to have a common heat exchanger and common discharge 
piping. To meet the LCD of two (2) OPERABLE subsystems, both pumps in one (1) loop or 
one Cl) pump in each of the two (2) loops must be OPERABLE. Since the piping and heai 
exchangers are passive components, that are assumed not to fail, they are allowed to 
be common to both subsystems. Additionally, each RHR shutdown cooling subsystem is 
considered OPERABLE if it can be manually aligned (remote or local) in the shutdown 
cooling mode for removal of decay heat. Operation (either continuous or intermittent) 
of one Cl) subsystem can maintain and reduce the reactor coolant temperature as 
required. However, to ensure adequate core flow to allow for accurate average reactor 
coolant temperature monitoring, nearly continuous operation is required. Management I 
of gas voids is important to RHR Shutdown Cooling System OPERABILITY. . 

Alternate decay heat removal methods are available to operators. These alternate 
methods of d~cay heat removal cah be verified availabl~ either by calculation (which 
includes. a review of component and system availability to verify that an alternate 
decay heat .remoVal method is availabl.e) or by demonstration, and that a method of 
coolant mixihg be operatiohal. Decay heat. removal capability by ambient losses can be 
considered in evaluating alterhate decay heat removal capability. 

RHR Shutdciwn Coolin~ System pi.ping and components have the potential to develop 
·voids and pockets of entrained gas~s. Preventing and· managing gas intrusion and 
accumulation is necessary for proper operation of the RHR shutdown cooling subsystems 
and may al so prevent water hamme.r, pump cavitatton, and pumping of non-condensabl e gas 
into the· reactor vessel. This· survei 11 ance verifies that the RHR. Shutdown Cooling 
System piping is sufficiently filled with water prior. to initially placing the system in 
operation d~ring reactor shutdown. The RHR Shutdown Cooling System is OPERABLt when tt 

. is sufficiently filled with water to erisure that it can reliably perform its intended 
function. · 

The RHR Shutdown Cooling System js a manually initiated mode of the RHR System. 
whose use is typically preceded by system piping fJushes that disturb both the RHR pump 
suction. and discharge pi ping. RHR Shutdown. Cooling System i 5: flushed and manually . 
aligned for service using systerri operating procedures .that ensure the RHR shutdown 
cooling sucti.on and discharge flow paths.are·sufficient.ly filled with water. In the 

·.event that RHR Shuh;Jown Coollng is require~ for emergency service; the system operating 
procedures that ·align and 'start the RHR System in· shutdown cooling mode include the 
flexibillty to· eliminate p_ipingfl.ushes while majntaining minimum requirements to ensure 
that the suction and discharge flow paths are sufficiently filled with water .. The RHR 
Shutdown Cooling.System surveillance.is met through the performance of the operating 
procedures thaFinitia-lly place the. RHR shutdown c9oling sub-system in. service. 

This surv.eillance requir:ernentis modifie<;l by_a Note allowing sufficient time (12 · 
hours) to a'li gn the RH~ System for Shutdown Cooling opera ti on after. reactor dome pressure 
is less than the RHR,cut-in permissive set point. . 
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BELTLINE 
COMPONENT 

Plate 

Weld 

WELD SEAM I.D. 
OR MAT'L TYPE 

HEAT/SLAB 
OR 

HEAT/LOT 

SA-533 Gr. B,CL. 1 . C 7677-1 

AB (Field Weld) 640892/ 
J424B27AE 

NOTES: * Based on il0% of original rated power. 

BASES TABLE B 3/4.4.6-1 
REACTOR VESSEL TOUGHNESS* 

STARTING 
cu (%) Ni (%) R'I'tmr (OF) 

.11 .5 +20 

.09 1. 0 -60 

AR.Ttmr **(OF) 

+35 

+58 

MIN.UPPER 
SHELF 

(LFT-LBS) 

NA 

NA 

ART (OF) 

+89 

+54 

** These values are given only for the benefit of calculating the end-of-life (EOL/32 EFPY) R'!'Nor 

NON-BELTLINE 
COMPONENT 

Shell Ring 

Bottom Head Dome 

Bottom Head Torus 

Top Head Dome 

Top Head Torus 

Top Head Flange 

Vessel Flange 

Feedwater Nozzle 

Weld 

LPCI Nozzle*** 

Closure Studs 

MT'L TYPE OR 
WELD SEAM I.D. 

SA 533, Gr. B, CL. 1 

SA-508, CL. 2 

Non-Beltline 

SA-508, CL. 2 

SA-540, Gr. B-24 

HEAT/SLAB OR 
HEAT/LOT 

C7711-1 

C7973-1 

C7973-1 

A6834-1 

B1993-1 

1238195-289 

2V1924-302 

Q2Q22W-412 

All 

Q2Q25W 

All 

HIGHEST STARTING 
R'I'Nor (°Fl 

+20 

+12 

+12 

+10 

+10 

+10 

-20 

-20 

-12 

-6 

Meet requirements of 45 ft-lbs 
and 25 mils Lat. Exp. at +10°F 

Note: *** The design of the LPCI nozzles results in their experiencing an EOL fluence in excess of 
1017 N/Cm2 which predicts an EOL (32 EFPY) R'I'Nor of +41°F. 
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

BA 

3/4.5.l and 3/4.5.2 ECCS - OPERATING and SHUTDOWN 

The core spray system (CSS), together with the LPCI mode of the RHR system, 
is provided to assure that the core is adequately cooled following a loss-of
coolant accident and provides adequate core cooling capacity for all break 
sizes up to and including the double-ended reactor recirculation line break, 
and for smaller breaks following depressurization by the ADS. Management of gas 
voids is important to ECCS injection/spray subsystem OPERABILITY. 

The CSS is a primary source of emergency core cooling after the reactor 
vessel is depressurized and a source for flooding of the core in case of 
accidental draining. 

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that the tss will 
be OPERABLE when required. Although all active components are testable and 
full flow can be demonstrated by recirculation through a test loop during 
reactor operation, a complete functional test requires reactor shutdown. 

The low pressure coolant injection CLPCI) mode of the RHR system is 
provided to assure that the core is adequately cooled following a loss-of
coolant accident. Four subsystems, each with one pump, provide adequate core 
flooding for all break sizes up to and including the double-ended reactor 
recirculation line break, and for small breaks following depressurization by 
the ADS. . . 

The surveillance requirements provide adequate· assurance that the LPCI 
system will be OPERABLE when required. Although all active components are 
testable and full flow can be demonstrated by recirculation through a test 
loop during reactor operation, a complete functional test requires reactor 
shutdown. · · 

. . . - . . . 

T~e high pressure coo~ant ~nje~fion CKPCI) System is provided to assure 
that the reactor core is ad~quately ~ool~d t6 limit fuel clad te~peratu~~ in 

·.the event of~ small break in the reattor coolant system and lo~s of coolant 
which does not result in r~pid depressurization of the reactor vessel. The 
HPCI system ~e~mits the reactor to be shut down whil~ mairitaining sufficient 
reactor vessel water level ·inven.tory·until. the vessel is depl;essuri·zed. The 
HCPI system confinue·s to operate unti 1 reactor v.essel · pressure is.below the 
pressure at whi~h CS~ 6perafi-0n Dr LPCI mode.of ·the RH~ system operBtioh · 
maintains cor~ cooling. · 

Trie c~0acity ~f the·system.is ~elected t6 provi~e the requi~ed core cooling. 
The H.PCI pump js designed .to deliver· great'er than or equa·l_to 5600 gpm at ·reactor 
pressures between 1182 and 200· psi_g and is ca pa bl e of de.livering at least· 5000 gpin 
between 1182and·1.205 psig. In the system's normal alignment, water from the 
condensate stofage tank is used inst~~d of injecting water from the suppressicin 
pool into ·the reaCtor, but no credit is taken ih the safety analyses for the 
condensate storage tank water. · · 
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

B SE 

ECCS " OPERATING and SHUTDOWN (Continued) 

·.With the HPCI system inoperable, adequate core cooling is assured by the 
OPERABILITY of the redundant and diversified automatic depressurization system 
and both the CS and LPCI systems. In addition, the reactor core isol~tion 
cooling (RCIC) system, a system for which no credit is taken in the safety 
analysis, will automatically provide makeup at reactor operating pressures on 
a reactor low water level co~dition. The HPCI out-of-service pericid of 14 days 
is based on the demonstrated OPERABILITY of redundant and diversified low 
pressure core cooling systems and the RCIC system. The HPCI system, and one LPCI 
subsystem, and/or one CSS subsystem out-of-service period of 8 hours ensures that 
sufficient ECCS, comprised of a minimum of one CSS subsystem, three LPCI subsystems, 
and all of the ADS will be available to 1) provide for safe shutdown of the 
facility, and 2) mitigate and control accident cond1tions within the facility. A 
Note prohibits.the application of Specification 3.0.4.b to an inoperable HPCI 
subsystem. There is an increased ri$k associated with entering an OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION or other specified condi.tion in the Applicability with an inoperable HPCI 
subsystem and the provisions of Specification 3.0.4.b, which allow entry into an 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the Applicability.with the 
Limiting Condi.ti on for Opera ti on. not ·met after performance of a risk assessment 
addressing inoperable systems and components, should not be applied in this 
circumstance. 

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that the HPCI 
system will be OPERABLE when required. Although al~ active components are 
testable .and full fl ow can be demonstrated by recfrcul ati on through a test loop 
during reactor oper~tion, a comp1ete functiorial test.with reactor vessel 
injection requires reactor shutdown. 

The ECCS injection/spray subsystem flow path p1p1ng and components have the 
potenti~l to develop voids and ~ockets of ent~ained gases. Preventing and managing 
gas intrusion and accumulation is necessary for proper operation of the ECCS 
injection/spraY subsyste~s and may al~o prevent a 0ater hammer, pump cavitation, and 
pumping of noncond_ensible gas into the reactor vessei: 

Selection of ECCS injection/spray subsystem locations susceptible to gas 
accumulation is based on a review of .system design i.nformation, including piping and 
instrumentation drawings, isomefric dfawings, plan and elevation drawings, and 
cal~ulations ... The des~gn review is supplemented by~~~stem walk downs to validate the' 
system high pciints and to confirm the'location arid orientation of important 
components that can.become sources of gas or ~ou1d ot~erwise cau~e gas to be trapped 
or difficult.to remove during system maintenance or restoration. Susceptible 
locations depend on plant and system configuration, sut_h as stand-by versus operat.ing 
conditi6ns.. · · · · · 

The ECCS injectio)'l/spray subsystem i.s OPERABLE when it is sufficiently filled 
with water.· Acceptance criteria are es ta bl ished for the volume of accumulated gas at 
susceptible locations. If.accumulated gas is discovered that exceeds the acceptance 
criteria for :.the susceptible location (or the volume Of accumulated gas at one or 
more susceptible l oc.ati oils exceeds·· aw acceptance criter_i a for gas volume at the 
suction or discharge of a pump), the Surveillance is not met. Accumulated gas should 
be elimin.ated ·or brought withih the acceptance criteria limits. ECCS injection/spray 
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

B SE 

ECCS - OPERATING and SHUTDOWN (Continued) 

subsystem locations susceptible to gas accumulation are monitored and, if gas is 
found, the gas volume is compared to the acceptance criteria for the location. 
Susc~ptible locations in the same system flow path which are subject to the Same gas 
intrusion mechanisms may be verified by monitoring a representative subset of 
susceptible locations. Monitoring may not be practical for locations that are 
inaccessible due to radiological or environmental conditions, the plant 
configuration, or personnel safety. For these locations alternative methods (e.g., 
operating parameters, remote monitoring) may be used to monitor the susceptible 
location. Monitoring is not required for susceptible locations where the maximum 
potential accumulated gas void volume has been evaluated and determined to not 
challenge system OPE~ABiiITY. The accuracy of the method used for monitoring the 
susceptible locations and trending of the results should be sufficient to assure 
system OPERABILITY during the Surveillance ~nterval. 

Surveillance 4.5.1.a.1.b is modified by a Note which exempts system vent flow 
paths opened under administrative control. The administrative control shduld be 
proceduralized and include stationing a dedicated individual at the system vent flow 
path who is in continuous communication with the operators in the control room. This 
individual will have a method to rapidly close the system vent flow path if directed. 

·Upon fail·ure of the HPCI system to function properly after a small break 
loss-of-coolant accident, the automatic depressurizatinn system CADS) automa
tically causes selected safety/relief valves to open, depressurizing the reactor 
so that flow from the low pressure core cooling systems can enter the core in 
time td limit fuel claddihg temperature to less than 2200°F. ADS is conserva
tively required to be OPERABLE whenever reactor vessel pressure exceeds 100 psig. 
This press~re is substantially below that for which the low pressure core cool
ing systems 6an provide adequate core cooling for events requiring ADS. 

ADS automatically coritrols fiye sel~tted safety-relief valves. The safety 
analysis assumes all five are operable. The. allo0ed out-of-service time for one 
valve for Gp td fourteeh days is determined in a similar mann~r to other ~CCS 
sub-system 6ut-of-service time allowances'. 

Verificatjon that ADS accumulator gas supply header pressure is ;::.:90 psig 
ensures ade~0ate ga~ pressure ~or· reliible ADS op~ration. Jhe actumulator on each, 
ADS valve provides pneumatic pressure for va1~e actuation. ·Jhe d~sign pneumatic 
supply pres~Ure require~ent~ for the accum~lator are such that, following~ 
fa H u r e o f t h e p n e um a t i c s up p l y t o · ·t he a cc um u l a t or at l e a s t two v a l v e a ct Li a t i on s 
can occu~ with the drywell at 70% of design pressure. The ECCS safety analysis 
assume~ only one _actuation to achieve the depressurization requited for operatibn _ 
of the 16w pressu~e ECCS. This minimum required pressure of ;::.:90 p~ig is provided 
by the PCIG supply. . 
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

BASES 

ECCS - OPERATING and SHUTDOWN (Continued) 

3/4.5.3 SUPPRESSION CHAMBER 

The suppression chamber is required to be OPERABLE as part of the ECCS to 
ensure that a sufficient supply of water is available to the HPCI, CS and 
LPCI systems in the event of a LOCA. This limit on suppression chamber minimum 
water volume ensures that sufficient water is available to permit recirculation 
cooling flow to the core. The OPERABILITY of the suppression chamber in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION l; 2, or 3 is also required by Specification 3.6.2.1. 

Repair work might require making the suppression chamber inoperable. This 
specification will permit those repairs to be made and at the same time give 
assurance that the irradiated fuel has an adequate cooling water supply when 
the suppression chamber must be made inoperable, including draining, in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 or 5. 

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 and 5 the suppression chamber minimum required 
w~ter volume is reduced betause the reactor coolant is maintained at or below 
200°F. Since pressure suppression is nrit required below 212°F, the minimum 
water volume is based on NPSH, recirculation volume and vortex prevention plus 
a safety margin for conservatism. 

LIMERICK - UNff 1 B 3/4 5-4 Amendment No. -±-9--& 
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT 

3/4.6.1.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY ensures that the release of radioactive mate
rials from the cont~inmerit atmosphere will be restricted to those leakage paths 
and ass~ciated leak rates assumed in the safety analyses. This restriction, 
in conjunction with the leakage rate limitation, will limit the SITE BOUNDARY 
radiation doses to within the limits of 10 CFR Part 100 during accident conditions. 

3/4.6.1.2 PRIMARY CONTAI~MENT LEAKAGE 

The limitations on primary containment leakage rates ensure that the total 
containment leakage volume will not exceed the value calculated in the safety 
analyses at the design ba~is LOCA maximum peak containment pressure of 44 psig, Pa. As 
an added conservatism, the measured overall integrated leakage rate (Type A Test) is 
further limited to less than or equal to 0.75 .La during performance of the periodic 
tests to account for possible degr~dation of the containment leakage barriers between 
1 eakage tests. · 

Operatirig experienc~ with the main steam line isblation valves has 
indicated that degrad~tion has occasionally occurred in.the leak tightness of. 
the valves; therefore the special requirement for testing these valves. 

The .survei 11 a nee testing for measuring 1 eakage rates is consistent.with 
the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. 

3/4.6.1.3 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR ~OCK 

The limitations on clo$ure and leak rate for the primar~ containment air 
lock are required to meet the restrictions on PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 
and the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Progra~. Only one closed door in 
the air-1ock is r~quired.to maintain the integrity of the containment. 

3/4.6.1.4 · MSIV LEAKAGE ALTERNATE DRAIN PATHWAV 
. . . 

CaJ culated doses r'esulti ng from the maximum 1 eakage allowances for the 
main steamline. isolation valves .in the postulated LOCA situations will not 
exceed the cri.teria of 10 CFR Pa~t 100 guidelines, provided the main steam line 
system from the isolation valves up to and including ~he turbine condenser remairis 
intact. Operating experience ~as indicated that degradation has otcasionally 
occurred in the leak tightness of the MSIVs such that the specified leakage 
requirements have not always been continuously maintained. The requirement for 
the MSIV Leakage Alternate Drain Pathway serves to ~educe the offsite dose. 

. - . . 
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

BA E 

3/4.6.1.5 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY 

This limitation ensures that the structural integrity of the containment 
will be maintained comparable to the original design/standards for the life of 
the unit~ :Structural integrity is required to ensure that the containment will 
with~t~nd-~he maximum.calculated pressur~ in the event of a LOCA. A visual 
inspection ih accordance with the Primary Containment Leakag~ Rate Testing_-
Program is sufficient to de~onstrate this capability. · 

3/4.6.1.6 DRYWELL AND SUPPRESSJON CHAMBER INTERNAL PRESSU~E 

_ The l~mitations ~n drywell and suppression chamber internal pressure ensure 
that the ca_lculated cpntainment peak pressure does not exceed the design·. . .. 
pressure of 55 psig cjuring LOCA conditions or that-the external pressure differ-: 
ential does·,not exceed the design maximum _external pressure differentii31 of 

_ 5: .. 0 psid~ _ The limit of ~ 1.0 to+ 2.0 psig for initial containment pressure 
will limit the ~otal pressure to s 44 psig which is less than the design 
pressure and is consistent with the safety analysis; 

3/4.6.1.7. DRYWEfL AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE 
. : .· ' .. · . 

The li-iTii tati o~ on dry~eli a~erage air temperature ensures that the con
tainment peak· air ·temperature does not exceed- the design temperature of 340°F . 

· 'during :;team line break conditions and is consistent with the safety analysis~ 

- 8/4.6.1.8 DRYWELL AND SUPPRESSION CHAMBER PURG[ SYSTEM 

__ The drywell _,ancj ~uppressi on. chamber purge supply .and exhaust i soi ati on · 
· valves. are' requi r·ed to be closed during pl ant operation except as required for ·_ < 
_ jherting;:.deinerting~ pressure control, ALARA cir air quality considerations for - -· 

·- p~rs.onnel entry, or SurvE!ill ances that require 'the valves to l:>e .open. Umiti ng ·· 
the use .of.th_e drywelJ and suppression chamber purge systemto specific criteria 
is imposed to protect. the .integrity of the SGTS fHters. Analysts indi ccites 
that.should a LOCA occur while this pathway is being uti 1 i zed,· the assocfa,ted 

_ pressure surge thr_ough the(18 or 24") purge 'lines will adyersely affect the 
integrity _of SGTS .. This condition_ is not imposed on the 1 and 2 inch· valves used 

.. for pressure control si nee' a sur:ge through these' lines. does rtot· tnreaten th~ 
.•.. operab1lHy of SGTS~ · · · ·· · · · · · · - · · · .. · 

·.surveillance reqi.lirement-4'~6d.8'~nsures that the primary.containment purge· 
valves· are clo.sed. as required or, if open, open- for an· allowable reason. If ·.' . 

·a r)'ur_ge v'alve is op:en in vioJ_:ation of this SR; the valve. i's considered inoperable. · 
The SR is modlfi ed b.Y ;{Note stating that primary containment purge valves · · 
a.re only requir~d to ·bE; closed in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2 and 3. ·The SR 
is also,niod.i'fied by a NOte stating that the SR is not required to be met when 

... · the purge Va·l ve-s are open .for th.e stat_ed reasons: The Note s'tates that these· 
---•-valves may be. opened .for jnerting, deir:ierting, pressure control, AlARA. or air 
_ quality cons:iderati ons for p.ersonneJ entry, or Surveillances that· r~qui re the 
·valves to be ope,n;· The 18 or,24 inch purge valves are capable of closing in 

. the --environrneof following a. LOCA; Therefore; these valves are. a.Hawed to be 
-- · _. open for· l imitec;!-peri qds of _time. . · - " ·· · · · ·· : 

,.·.·.·· .· 

···' .. ,. 
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CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

BA E 

3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS 

The specifications of this section ensure that the pr~mary containment
pressure will not exceed the design pressure of 55 psig during primary system 
blowdown from full operating pressure. Management of gas voids is important to 
Suppression Pool Cooling/Spray Subsystem OPERABILITY. 

The suppression chamber water provides the heat sink for the reactor coolant 
system energy release following a postulated rupture of the system. The 
suppression chamber water volume must absorb the associated decay and structural· 
sensible heat released during reactor coolant system blowdown from 

. rated conditions. Si nee all of the gases in the drywel l are purged into the 
suppression chamber air space duting a loss-of-coolant accident, the pressute 
of the suppression chamber air spac~ must not exceed 55 psig. The design volume 
of the supp~ession chamber, water and air, was obtained by considering that the 
total volume of reactor coolant is discharged to the suppression c~amber and 
that the diywell volume is purged to the suppression chamber. 

Using the minimum or maxi~um water volumes given in this specification, 
suppression p~ol pressure during the design basis accident is below the design 
pressure, Maximum water volume of 134,600 ft 3 results in a downcomer submergence 
of 12'3" and the minimum volume of 122,120 ft 3 results in a submergence approximately 
2'3'' less. The majority of the Bodega tests were run with a submerged length of 4 
f~et and with.complete tondensation. Thus, with respect to the downcomer submergence, 
~his specification is adequate. The maximum temperature at the end bf the 
blowdown tested during the Humboldt Bay and Bodega Bay tests was 170°F and this 
is conservatively taken to be the limit for complete condensation of the reactor 
coolant, although condensation would occur for temperature above 170°F . 

. Should it be necessary to make the suppression chamber inoperable, thi~ shall 
only be done as specified in Specification 3.5.3. 

Under full power operating conditions; blowdown through safety/rel.ief. valves 
assuming an initial suppression ch.amber water temperature of 95°F results in a 
bulk water temperature of approximately 140°F immediately following blowdown 
whi~h is below the· 190~F bulk temperatu~e limit Dsed fof complete condensation 
via T-quencher devices.· At this temperature and atmospheric ptessure, the 
available NPSH exceeds that required by both the RHR and core spray pumps; thus 
there is ho dependenty on contain~ent ove~pressure d~ring the acc~dent injection 

. phase. If bothRHRloops are used for containment cooling, there is no dependency 
on c·ontai nment overpressure for post-LOCA operations. 

'· 
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3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

RHR Suppression Pool Cooling/Spray subsystem p1p1ng and components have the 
potential to develop voids and pockets of entrained gases. Preventing and managing 
gas intrusion and accumulation is necessary for proper operation of the RHR 
suppression pool subsystems and may also prevent water hammer and pump cavitation. 

Selection of RHR Suppression Pool Cooling/Spray subsystem locations susceptible 
to gas accumulation is based on a review of system design information, including 
piping and instrumentatinn drawings, isometric drawings, plan and elevation drawings, 
and calculations. The design review .is supplemented by system walk downs to validate 
the system high points and to confirm. the location and orientation of important 
components that can become sources of g~s or could otherwise cause gas to be trapped 
or difficult to remove during system maintenance or restoration. Susceptible 
locations depend on plant and system configuration, such as stand-by versus operating 
conditions. 

The RHR Suppression Pool Cooling/Spray subsystem is OPERABLE when it is 
sufficiently filled with water. Acceptance criteria are established for the volume 
of accumulated gas at susceptible locations. If accumulated gas is discovered that 
exceeds the acceptance criteria for the susceptible location (or the volume of 
accumulated gas at one or more ~usceptible locati~ns exceeds an acceptance criteria 
for gas volume at the suction or discharge of a pump), the Surveillance is not met. 
Accumulated gas should be eliminated or brought within the acceptance criteria 
limits. 

RHR Suppression Po~l Cooling/Spray subsystem locations susceptible to gas 
accumulation a,re monitored and, if gas is found, the gas volume is compared to the 
acceptance criteria for the location. Susceptible locations in the same sYstem flow 
path which are subject to the same gas intrusion mechanisms may be verified by 
monitoring a representative subset of susceptible locations .. Monitoring may not be 
practical for locations that are inaccessible due to radiological or environmental 
conditions, the plant configuration, or personnel safety. For these locations 
alternative meth6d~ (e.g., operating parameters, remote monitoring) may be used to 
monitor the ~usceptible locatio~. Monitorin~ is not required for susceptible 
locations where the maximum potential accumulated gas void volume has been evaluated 
and determined t6 not challenge system OPERABILITY. The accuracy of the method used 
for monitoring the susceptible locations and trending of the results should be 
sufficient to.~ssure system OPERABILITY during the Surveillance interval. 

One of the surveillance requirements for the suppression pool cooling CSPC) 
mode of the RHR s~stem is to demonstrate that each RHR pump develops a flow rate 
3 10,000 gpm while operating in the SPC mode with flow through the heat 
exchanger and its associ~ted closed bypass valve, ensuring that pump performance 
has not degraded during the cycle and that the flow path is operable. This test 
confirms one point on the pump design curve and is indicative of overall 
performance. Such inservice inspections confirm component operability, trend 
performance and detect incipient failures by indicating abnormal performance. The 
RHR heat exchanger bypass valve is used for adjusting flow through the heat 
exchanger, and is not designed to be a tight shut-off valve. 'With the bypass 
valve cl6sed 1 a poftion of the tota1 flow still travels through the bypass, which 
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3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

can affect overall heat tr~n~fer. However, no heat transfer performance 
requirement of the heat exchanger is intended by the current Technical 
Specification surveillance requirement. This is confirmed by the lack of any flow 
requirement for the RHRSW system in Technical Specifications Section 3/4.7.1. 
Verifying an RHR flowrate through the heat exchanger does not demonstrate heat 
removal capability in the absence of a requirement for RHRSW flow. LGS does 
perform heat transfer testing of the RHR heat exchangers as part of its response 
to Generic Letter 89-13, which verified the commitment to meet the requirements of 
GDC 46. 

Experi~ental data indicate that excessive steam condensing loads can be 
avoided if the peak lOcal temperature of the suppression pool is maintained below 
200°F during any period of relief valve operation for T-quencher devices. 
Specifications have been placed on the envelope of reactor operating conditions so 
that the reactor can be depressurized in a timely manner to avoid the regime of 
potentially high suppression chamber loadings. 

Because nf the large volume and thermal capacity of the suppression pool, 
the volume and temperature normally changes very slowly and monitoring these 
parameters daily is sufficient to establish any temperature trends. By requiring 
the suppression pool temperature to be frequently recorded during periods of 
significant ~~at addition, the tempera~ure trends 0ill be. closely followed so 
that appro~riate action can be taken. 

Ih addition to the limits·on temperature of the suppression chamber pool 
water, operating procedures define the action to .be taken in the event a safety
relief ~alve inadvertently opens br sticks open. As a minimum this attion shall 
include: (1) use of all availabie means to close the valve, (2) initiate suppres
sion pool water cooling, (3) initiate reactor shutdown, and (4) if other safety
relief valves are used to depre5surize the reactor, their discharge shall be 
separated from that of the stuck~open safetyJrelief valve to assure.mixing and 
uniformity of energy insertion to the pool. · · 

During a LOCA, potential leak paths between the drywell· and suppression chamber 
airspace could_result in excessive containment pressures, since the steam flow into 
the airspace would ·bypass the heat sink. capahi l itles :of the chamber. Potential sources 
of bypass l~aka~e are the suppTes~ibn c~amber-to-drjwelT vacuum breakers (VBs), 
penetrations ttTttie· dfaphragm floor: and cracks in. thedtaphragm floor an_d/or iiner plate and 
downcomers located in the sbppression chamber airspace .. The containment pressure 
response .. tq the postulated bypass leakage can be. mi ti gated.: by manua 11 y actuating the 
suw1ression chamber sprays. An ~nalysis was. performed for a d~s~gn bypass le~k~g~ area of 
A/.fk equal to ,0;0500 ft 2 to verify•that the operator has suff1c1ent time to rn1t1ate the 
sprays prior .ta exceeding the ·coritainment design pressure of 55 psig. ·The limit of 10% of 

.the design yal0e of 0.0500 ft 2 ensures that the desigh basis for the steam-bypass analysis 
is met. 
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DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

The drywell-to-suppression chamber bypass test at a differential pressure of at 
least 4.0 psi verifies the overall bypass leakage area for simulated LOCA conditions is 
less than the specified limit. For those outages where the drywell-to-suppression chamber 
bypass leakage test in not conducted, the VB leakage test verifies that the VB leakage area 
is less than the bypass limit, with a 76% margin to the bypass limit to accommodate the 
remaining potential leakage area through the passive structural components. Previous 
drywell -to-suppression chamber bypass test data indicates that the bypass leakage through 
the passive structural components will be much less than the 76% margin. The VB leakage 
limit, combined with the negligible passive structural leakage area, ensures that the 
drywell-to-suppression chamber bypass leakage limit is met for those outages for which 
the drywell~to-suppression chamber bypass test is not scheduled. 

3/4.6.3 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES 

The OPERABILITY of the primary containment isolation valves ensures that 
the containment atmosphere will be isolated from the outside environment in 
the event of a release of radioactive material to the containment atmosphere 
or pressurization of the containment and is consistent with the requirements 
of GDC 54 through 57 of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 50. Containment isolation 
within the time.limits specified for those isolation valves designed to close 
automatically ensures that the release of radioactive material to the environ
ment will be consistent with the assumptions used in the analyses for a LOCA. 

The·scram •ischarge volume vent and drain valves serve a dual function, one of 
which is pri~ary ~ontainment isolation. Since the other safety functions of the scram 
discharge volume vent and drain v~lves would.not be available if the normal PCIV 
actions were taken, actions are provided to direct the user to the scram discharge 
volume vent and drain operability requirements contained in Specification 3.1.3.1. 
However, since the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves are PCIVs, the 
Surveillance Require~ents of Specification 4.6.3 still apply to these valves. · 

' . 

The ope~ing of a containme~t isolation Valv~ th~t was locked or sealed closed 
to satisfy Technical Specification 3.6.3 Action statements, may be reopened on an 
intermittent basis under administrativ~ controls. These contrbls consist of stationing 
a dedicated individual at the ·controls of the VC!lve, who is in continuous communication. 
with the corit~ol room. In this ~ay, the penetration can be rapidly-isolated when a need 
for primary containment isolation is indicated. 

Pri~a~y co~tainment~isolation valVes governed by this 1echnical ·specification 
are identified· in Table 3.6.3-l:~f the TRM. · · · · 

This Su~vetllance Req~iremeht requires a d~monstr~tion that a r~presentative 
sample of reactor instrument li'ne exce~s flow check valves CEFCVs) is OPERABLE by 
verifying t_hat the valve. actuates to the i sol atfon position on a simulated instrument 
line break signal. The representative sample, consists of an approximately equal number 
of EFCVs, such that each EFCV is t_ested in ac;:cbrdance with the SLirvei 11 ance Frequency . 
Control Program~ In addition, the £FCVs in the sample are representative of the ~arious 
plant confi9urations, models~ size~. ~nd operating environments. This ensures that 
any potentially common problem w.ith a specific type or application of EFCV is detected 
at the earliest pdssible time. Thi~ SurVeill~nce Requirement provides assurance that 
the instrumentation line EFCVs Will perform so. that. predicted radiological consequences 
will not be ~xceeded during a postulated.instrument line brea~ event. Furthermore, any 
EFCV failu·re·s will be evaluated to determine if additional testing in the test interval 
is war~anted to ens~re overall reliabilitj is maintainedL .Operating experience has 

. demonstrated that .these comp6h~nts are highly reli~ble and that failures to iscilate are 
. very. infrequent. Therefore, testing of a representative ·sample was cbncluded to be 

acceptable from·are]iability standpoint. For some EFCVs,this Su'.rveillance can be 
performed with the rea~tor at powef. 
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3/4.6.4 VACUUM RELIEF 

'vacuum relief valves are provided to equalize· the pressure between the 
suppression chamber and drYwell. . . This system will maintain the struct'ilral 
integrity of the primary containment under conditions of large differential 
pressures~ 

The vacuum breakers between the suppression.chamber and the drywell must 
not be inoperable 1n the open position since this would allow bypassing of the 
suppression pool .in case of an accident. Two pairs of valves are required to 
protect contaimnen~ structural integrity .. There are four pairs of valves 
(three to.provide minimum redundancy) so that operation may continue for up to 
72 hours with no more than two pairs of vacuum breakers inoperable in the closed 
position. 

Each vacu~·breaker valve;s pbsition ~dication·system is of great enough 
sensitivity to ~urethat the maximilln steam bypass leakage coeffieient of 

b 
..Jk = o.os ft2 

for the vacuum relief System (assuming one valve'fully open) will not be exceeded. 

.... '.· 
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314~6.5 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT 

Secondary containment is designed to minimize any ground level release of 
radioactive· material which may result from an accident. The Reactor Enclosure · 
and associated structures pr6vide secondary containment during normal operation 
when the drywell is sealed and in service. At other times th~ drywell may be 
open· and, when required, secondary containment integrity is specified. 

Establishing and maintaining a vacuum iri the re~ctor enclosure secondary 
containment with the standby gas treatment system in accordance with the 
Surveillance Frequency Control Program, along with the surveillance of the doors, 
hatches, dampers and valves, is adequate to ensure that there are no violations 

. of the integrity of the secondary containment. 

The OPERAaIUTY of the reactor enclosure recirculation system and the standby 
gas treatment systems ensures that sufficient iodine remo~al capabtl1ty will 
be available in the event of a LOCA. The .reduction in containment iodine 
inventory reduces the resulting SITE BOUNDARY arid Control Room radiation doses 
associated with containment leakage. The operation of these sy~tems and 
resultant iodine removal capacity ~re consistent with the assumptions used in the 
LOCA analYsis. Provisions hav~ been macte to continuously purge the filter 
plenums with instrument air· when the filters are not in use to prevent buildup of 
moisture on the adsorb~rs. and th~ HEPA filters. 

As a result of the Al.ternative Source Term (AST) project, secondary 
containm~nt integrity Df the refue~ing area is not·required during certain 
conditions when handling irradiated fuel or during CORE ALTERATIONS and alignment 
of the Standby Gas Treatment System to the refueling area is not required. The 
control roqm dose analysis fpr the Fuel Handling Accident (FHA) is based on 
unfiltered releases from the South Stack and therefore, does not require the 
Standby Ga~ Treatment System-to be aligned to the refueling area. 

However, when handling RECENTLY IRRADIATED FUEL or during operations with a 
potential for draining the reactor vesse1 with th~ ~essel head removed.and fUel in 
the vessel, secondary containment integrity of th~ refueling area is required and 
alignment of the Standby Gas treatment System to the refueling area is required. 
The AST foeJ handling anafysis does not include an accident involving RECENTLY 
IRRADIATED f:UEL or an accident involvirig~drainlng the. reactor vessel .. 

._the standby. Gas Treatment System is reqlli re'd to be OPERABLE when handling 
irradiated fue1, handling RECEfii°fLY IRRADIATED FUU, during CORE ALTERATIONS and 
during operations witti a potentiar to drain the vessel with the vessel head 
~emoved ~rid fuel in the ~essel.,FUel Handllng A~Ci~ent releas~s fro~ the North 
stac~ must .be fi.ltered through the Standby Gas Treatment System to maintain. 
tohtrol ~bo~ doses wi.thin tegul~tory limits. The OPERABILITY of the Standby Gas 

. Tre~tment Sy~tem a~sutes that ~~leases, if made through the Nrirth Sta~k. are· 
filt~red pri~r to releas~~ 

LlMERICk ~ UNIT 1 e 3/4 6-s . Amendment No; .&,4-0,-4;~.~. 
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SECONDARY CONTAINMENT (Continued) 

Surveillances 4.6.5.1.1.b.2 and 4.~-5.1.2~b.2 require verifying that one 
secondary containment personnel access door in each access opening is closed 
which provides adequate assurance that exftltration from the secondary 
containment will not occur. An access opening contains at least one inner and 
one outer door. The intent is to not breach the Secondary containment, which is 
achieved by maintaining the inner or outer personnel access door closed. 
Surveillances 4.6.5.1.1.b.2 and 4~6.5.1.2.b.2 provide an allowance for brief, 
inadvertent, simultaneous openings of redundant setonda~y containment personnel 
access doors for normal entry and exit conditions. 

Although the safety analyse~ assumes that the rea~tor enclosure secondary 
containment draw down time will take 930 seconds, these surveillance require
ments specify a draw down time of 916 se~onds. This 14 second difference is 

-due to the diesel generator starting and sequence loading delays which is not 
part of this surveillance requirement. 

The reactor enclosure setondary containment draw down time analyses assumes 
a starting point of 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge and worst case SGTS_ dirty -
fiiter flow rate of 2800 cfm. The surveillance requirements satisfy this as~ 
sumption by starting the drawdownfrom ambient conditions and connectihgthe· ., 
adjacent reactor enclosure and refueling area to the SGTS to split the exhaust 
flow between the three zones and verifying a minimum flow rate of 280.0 cfm from 
the test zone. This simulates the worst case flow alignment and verifies ade
quate flow is available to drawdown the test zone.within the ~equired time. 
The Technical· Specification Surveillance Requirement 4_6.5.3.b.3 is intended 
to be a multi-zone air balance verification without isolating any te~t zone. 

The SGTS fans are sized. for three·zones and therefore, when aligned to a 
single Zone or two zones, will have excess capacity to more quickly drawd()wn 
the affected zones. There is no maximum flow-limit to individual zones or 
pairs of zones and the ·air balance and drawdown time are verified when all -
three ~ones are c6nnected to the.SGTS. 

. " . : . . 

The thre~ zo~e air balance verfiication and drawdown test ~ill be done 
affer any major system alteration, which is any modification which will have 
an effect on ,the SGTS fl owrate. such that the ability of the SGTS to drawdown 
the reactor enclosure to greater than or equal to 0.25 inch of vacuum water 
gage in less than or equal to 916 seconds could be aff-ected~ 
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3/4,6~5 ·SECONDARY CONTAINMENT (Continued) 

The Held tests for bypass leakage across .the SGTS charcoal adsorber·and 
HEPA filter banks are performed at a.flow rate of 5764 ± 10% cfm. The laboratory 
analysis performed on the SGTS.carbon samples will be tested at a velocity of 66 
fpm. based tin the system residence time. 

The SGTS filter train pressure drop is a function of air flow rate and 
filter conditions~ Surveillance testing is performed Osing either the SGTS or 
drywell purge fans to provide operating convenience~ 

Each ~eactor enclosure secondary containment zone. and refueling ·.area 
secondary containment zone is tested independently to verify the design leak 
tightness. A. design leak tightness of 2500 cfm or less for ea.ch reactor ·· 
enc lo sure and 764. cfm or 1 ess for the refueling area at a 0 .25. inch of. vacuum 
water gage will ensure that conti3inment integrity is mafntained at an . 
. acceptable level if all zones are connected to the SGTS at the same time. 

The ·Reactor Enclosure Secondary Containment Automatic Isolation :Valves 
a'.nd Refueling Area Secondary Containment Automati.c. Isolation Valves can be 
found in the UFSAR. . .. 

Th~ post:-LOCA offsite dose analysis assumes a reactor enclosure secondary 
~ontainment pc)st-draw down leakage rate. of 2500 cfm and certain post-acC:ident . 
X/Q value·s. While the post-accident X/Q values represent a statistical inte·r~ 

! 
I 

pretatiqn of historiCal meteorological data., the highest ground, level wind . l 

speed which can be associated. with these values is 7 mph (Pasquill-Gifford ·.· , .·. \ 
stability Class G for a g,round level .release). Therefore, the ·surveillance 
requirement assures that the reactor enclosure secc:indarycontainnierit is verified 

··.under meteorological conditions cons·rstent.wi.th the assumptions utilized in the 
.design basis analysis .. · RE!actor·Enclosure Secondary Containment.leakage tests that 

· are successfully performec:I at wind speed~ in excess' of 7 mph would al so satisfy 
'' the leak rate.:surveillance requireme.nts, since it shows comp.Hance with more .. 

conservative test condi tiOns. . . .. . . ' . 

.. 314 ~6 .6 )RJMARY. CONTAlNME.NT, ATMOSPHERE CONTROh . 
-:·.. . . . . . 

. . .. The primary containment atmospher-ic mixing system is provided .to ensure r 
adequate mixing of the containment atmosphere to .prevent localized accumulations .. · 
of hydrogen and oxygen .frqm exceeding ·the lower flammability .liinit during post-
LOCA conditi6ns~: · · · · · · 

·. .. . AllnucYear. readers must be desigriedt9 .wlthstand e~entsfhat· gen~ra~e 
· . hydrogen either. due to the zirconium meta 1 water reaction in the core or due to 

,·'· ., 

. radiolysis •. ·The primary method to control h,Ydrogen h to<inert the primary .. · . 
containment:. With the primary containment inert, that is, oxygen ¢oncentration 
<4.0 volume percent Jv/o), a combustible mixture cannot be present i .. 11 the primary · 

.·cor:itainment:for any hydrogen conce.ntration. :The capabjlity to·inert the primary·.·· 
·containment and maintain oxygen c;:4.0 V/o works together with Drywell Hydrogen . 
Mixing·System·to .. provide. redundant and diverse me_thods to.mitigate events.that·>· 
produc;e hydrog~n.. · .; 

·:·. ,· 
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

BASES · --· -

~/4.7.l SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS - COMMON SYSTEMS 
The OPERABILITY of th1 service water systems ensures that sufficient cooling \ 

capacity is ,avaOable far can.tinued operation of safety-related equipment during 
normal and •accident conditions. The redundant cooling capacity of thtst systems, 
assuming a s;ngle failure, is consistent with the assumptions used in the accident 
conditions within acceptable limits. . 

The RHR and ESW systems ar1 camon to Units 1 and 2 and consht af two 
independent subsy!tems each with two pumps. One p~ per subsystem (loop) is 
powered from a Un1t l safeguard bus and the other pwnp is powered from a Unit 2 
safeguard bus. In order to ensure adequate onsite power sources to the systems 
during a loss af offsite power event, the inaperability of th1s1 supplies are 
restricted in system ACTION statemen~s. 

RHRSW is a manually operated system used far care and containment heat 
removal. . Each of two RHRSW subsystems has one heat exchanger per unit. Each 
RHRSW pump prov;des adequate cooling for one RHR h11t exchanger. By limiting 
operation w;th less· than three OPERABLE RHRSW pumps w;th OPERABLE Di1s1l 
Generators, each unit is ensured adequate heat removal capability fo.r the • 
design scenario of LOCA/LOOP on on1 unit and simultaneous safe shutdown of th1-
_oth1r unit. 

Each ESW pump provides adequate flow to the cooling loads in its 
associated loop. With only two divisions of power required far LDCA 
mi.tigation of one un;t and ant.division of power requ;red for safe shutdown cf 

. the other unit, cn1 ESW pump provid1s sufficient_ capacity to fulfill design 
requirements •. ESW pumps 1r1 automatically started upon start of the · 
assochted Diesel· Generators. Therefore, the 1l lowabl1 out af servic1 times 
for OPERABLE ESW. pumps and their associated Diesel Generators is 1i11ited to 
ensure· adequat1 caoHng during a loss of offsit1 power event. 

. . 
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PLANT SYSTEMS 

3/4.7.2 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FRESH AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM - COMMON SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the control room emergency fresh air supply system 
ensures that the control room will remain habitable for occupants during and 
following an uncontrolled release of radioactivity, hazardous chemicals, or 
smoke. Constant purge of th~ system at 1 cfm is sufficient to reduce the buildup 
of moisture on the adsorbers and HEPA filters. The OPERABILITY of this system 
in conjunction with control room design provisions is based on limiting the 
radiation exposure to personnel occupying the control room to 5 rem or less 
Total Effective Dose Equivalent. This limitation is consistent with the 
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.67, Accident Source Term. 

Since the Control Room Emergency Fresh Air Supply System is not credited 
for filtration in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5, applicability to 4 and 5 is 
only required to support the Chlorine and Toxic Gas design basis isolation 
requirements. 

The Control Room Envelope (CRE) is the a~ea within the confines of the CRE 
boundary that contains the spaces that control room occupants inhabit to control 
the unit during normal and accident conditions. This area encompasses the ·control 
room, and other noncritical areas including adjacent support offices, toilet and 
utility rooms .. The CRE is protected.during normal operation, natural ev~nts, and 
accident conditions. The CRE boundary is the combination of walls, floor, 
ceiling, dutting~ v~lves,. doors, penetrations and equipment that.physically form 
the CRE. The OPERABILITY of the CRE boundary must be maintained to ensure that 
the inleakage of unf1ltered air into the CRE will not e~ceed the inleakage 
assumed in the licensing basis analysis of design basis accident CDBA) 
consequences to CRE occupants: the {RE and it~ boundary ~re ·defined in the 
Control Room Envelope Habitability Program. 

In addition, The CREFAS S~stem ~rovides protection frbm smoke and haza~dous 
chemicals to ~he CRE occupants, The analysis of hazardous chemical releases 
demonstrates that the foxidty lirnlts are not exceeded in the CRE fol·lowing a 

·hazardous chemical releas~ (Ref. 1)~ The evaluation of a smoke challenge 
demonstrate~ th~t it will not re~ult. in the inability,of the CRE occupant~ to 
control the reactor either.from the control room or from the remote shutdown· 
panels (Ref. 2L. · . ., 

. In order for the· CREFAS subsystems to be ccinsi dered OPERAB~E; the CRE 
bo~ndary musi be maintained s~ch that the £RE occupant-dose from a large 
radioactive releas~~doe~ not e~ceed the c§lculated·dose in the li~ensing basis 
consequen.ce analyses for DBAs, .and that CRE·occupants ;·are protected from 
hazardous chemicals and smqke., · · · ., · · · · · 

The. LCD ,is modified by a Note a.11 owi rig the CRE boundary to be opened 
intermittently under ~dministrative controls. This Note ~nly applies to opening~ 
in the CRE bounoary that can be rapidly restored to the design condition, such as 
doors~ h~tches, 1loor plugs, ~nd ac~ess.~anels. For entry and exit through 
doors, the administraUve:coritrol of the opening is performed by the person(s) 
entering o~ exiting the area~ for other ripening~. these cont~ols should be · 

. pnceduralized and c:onsist of statiohiog a dedicated:.indivtdiial at the opening 
·who is. in continuous communfcat-ioh with the operators· in, the CRE. This individuaJ 
will have a method to rapidly close 'the opening and to restore the CRE boundary 
to a conditiOn equivalent to the·'des}gn cond-itio.n when a need for CRE isolation 
is indicated. · · 
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PLANT SYSTEMS 

3/4.7.2 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FRESH AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM - COMMON SYSTEM (Continued) 

If the unfiltered inleakage of potentially contaminated·air past the 1CRE 
boundary and into the CRE can result in CRE occupant radiological dose greater 
than the calculated dose of the licensing basis analyses of OBA consequences 
(allowed to be up to 5 rem TEDE), or inadequate protection of CRE occupants from 
hazardous chemicals or smoke, the CRE boundary is inoperable. Actions must be 
taken to restore an OPERABLE CRE boundary within 90 days. 

During the period that the CRE boundary is considered inoperable, action 
must be initiated immediately to implement mitigating actions to lessen the 
effect on CRE occupants from the potential hazards of a radiological or chemical 
event or a challenge from smoke. Actions must be taken within 24 hours to verify 
that in the event of a OBA, the mitigating actions will ensure that CRE occupant 
radiological exposures will not exceed the calculated dose of the licensing basis 
analyses of OBA consequences, and that CRE occupants are protected from hazardous 
chemicals and smoke. These mitigating actions (i.e., actions that are taken to 
offset the consequences of the inoperable CRE boundary) should be preplanned for 
implementition upon entry into the condition, regardless of Whether entry is 
intentional or unintentional. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on 
the low probatiility of a OBA occu~ring during this time period, and the ·use of 
mitigating actions. The 90 day Ccimpletion Time is reasonable based on the 
determination. th~t the mitigatihg actions will ensure protection of CRE occupants 
within analyzed limits while limiting the probability that _CRE occupants will 
have to implem~nt prcitective measutes that m~y adversely affect their ability to 
control the reactor and mai.ntain it in a safe shutdown condition in the event of 
a OBA. In addition, the 90 day Completion Tim~ is a reasonable time to diagnose, 
plan and possibly repai~~ and.test most problems with the .CRE boundary. 

. - . . - . ' . 

SR 4. 7. 2 .. 2 verifies the OPERABILITY of the CRE boundary by testing for· 
unfiltered air inleakage past theCRE boundary and into the CRE. The details of 
the testing are specified in theControl Room Envelope Habita_bility Program. 

. . . -. . . 

The CRE is considered habitable wheri the radiological dose to CRE occupants 
calculated i"n the licensing basis analyses of OBA consequences is no more than 5 · 
rem Total Effective Dose Equivalent and the CRE occupants are protected from 
hazardous chemi'cals and smoke .. SR4.7.2.2 ·verifies· that the ·unfiltered air 
inl eakage into the CRE i.s no greater than the fl ow rate assumed in the licensing 
basis analyses of OBA consequences. When unfiltered air i nl eakage is greater 
than the assumed flow rate, Required AcHon J;7~2.a.2 must be entered. Required 
Action 3.7.2:a.2.c allows time to restor~ the C~E .boundary to OPERABLE status 
provided'mitigating action.s can ensure that the CRE remains within the licensing 
basis habitability limits for the occupari:ts follow.ing an accident. Compensatory· 
measures· are discussed in Regulatory Gui.de 1.196, Section C.2.7.3-, (Ref. 3) which 
endorses,with'·exceptions, NEI 99~03;· Section 8·.4 and Appendix F (Ref. _4). These 
compensatory measures may also be used as mitigating actions as required by 
Required Action 3".7.2.a.2.b. Temporary analytic.al methods may also be used as 
compensatory measures to _.restore• OPERABI LHY (Ref. 5). :· Optj ons for.restoring the 
CRE. boundary ·to OPrnABlE stat.us· include changing the H censi ng .basis OBA 
consequence analysis; repairing the.·CRE boundary, or ,a combination of these 
acti ans. Depending upon the nature of the problem and the :corrective acti_oh, a. 

· ful 1 scope inl eakage test may hot.be necessary to .establish that the:CR( boundary 
has been restored_ to OPERABLE: status:. · ··· ·· 
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3/4.7.2. CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FRESH AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM - COMMON SYStEM (Continued) 

·REFERENCES 
1. UFSAR Section 6.4 

2. UFSAR Section 9.5 

3. Regulatory Guide 1.196. 

4. NEI 99-03, "Control Room Habitability Assessment Guidance, "June 
2001. 

5. Letter fr6m Eric J. Leeds CNRC) to James W. Davis CNEI) dated 
January 30, 2004, "NEI Draft White Paper, Use of Generic Letter 
91-18 Process and Alternative Source Terms in the Context of Control 
Room Habitability." (ADAMS Accession No. ML040300694). 

3/4.7.3 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM 

Th~ reactor core isolation cooling CRCIC) system is provided to assure 
adequate core cooling in the event of reactor isolation from its primary heat 
sink and the 16ss of feedwater flow to the reactor vessel without requiring 
actuation ~f any of the emergency core cooling system equipment. The RCIC 
system is conservatively requir~d to be OPERABLE whenever reactor pressure ex
ceeds 150 psig. This pressure is substantially below that for which low 
pressure core cooling systems can provide ad~q~~te core cooling. Management 
of gas voids is important to RCIC System OPERABILITY. 

The RCIC system specifications are applicable during OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
1, 2, and· 3 when r'eactor vessel pressure .exceeds 150 psig because RCIC is the 
primary non-ECCS source of emergency core cooling when the reactor is 
pressurized. 

With the RCIC system inoperable, adequate core cooling is assured by the 
OPERABILITY of the HPCI system and justifies the specified 14 day out-of-service 
peri6d .. A Note prohibits the application of Specifi~ation 3~0.4.b to an 
inoperable RGIC system: There. is an i hcrea,sed h sk associated with entering an 
OPERATIONAL CONDIT ION or other specified condi ti o_n in the Appl i ca bi l ity with an 
inoperable -RcIC subsystem and the prov-i-sloris ot:specificatfon 3.0.4.b, which 
allow entry into an OPERAT10NAl tONDITION or·other specified condition in the 
Appli.cabiJitY with the. Limiting Condition for Or:>'eration not met after performance 
of a risk.assessment ad.dr-essing_inoperable systems .. and components,_ should not be 
applier;l in this circumstance,· - · -

The .surveillance re~uirenients provid;ad~~uate assurance that RCIC ~ill 
be OPERABLE when r~quired·. Although all active components are testable and 
full fl ow can be demonstrated by re'ci rcul ati on during reactor opera ti on, a 
comp.l ete Juncti ona.l test requires reactor shutdown. -

. ' -
.· ·., ,· 
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3/4.7.3 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM (Continued) 

The RCIC System flow path piping and components have the potential to 
develnp voids and pockets of entrained gases. Preventing and managing gas 
intrusion and accumulation is n~cessary for proper operation of the required RCIC 
System and may al~o prevent water hammer, pump cavitation, and pumping of 
noncondensible gas into the reactor vessel. 

Selection of RCIC System locations susceptible to gas accumulation is based 
on a review of system design information, including piping and instrumentation 
drawings, isometric drawings, plan and elevation drawings, and calculations. The 
design review is supplemented by system walk downs to validate the system high 
points and to confirm the location and orientation of import~nt components that 
can beccime sources of gas or could otherwise cause gas to be trapped or difficult 
to remove during system maintenance or restoration. Susceptible locations depend 
on plant arid sy~tem configuration, such as stand-by versus operating conditions. 

The .RCIC System is OPERABLE when it is sufficiently filled with water. 
Acteptance criteria are established for the volume of accumulated gas at 
susceptible l~cations .. If accumulated gas is discovered that exceeds t~e 

. acceptance criteria for the susceptible ·location (or the ~olume of accumulated gas 
at one or ~o~e susceptible locations exceeds an acceptance criteria for gas vol um~ 
at the suction or discharge of a pump), the Surveillance is not met. Accumulated 
.gas should be _eliminated or brought within the acceptance criteria limits. 

RCIC System locations susceptible to gas accumulation are monitored and, if 
gas is found, .the gas volume is compared to the acceptance criteria for the 
_location. ·Susceptible lOcatio_ns in the same system flow path .which are subject to 
the same gas intrusion mechanisms may be verified by monitoring a representative 

. subset of susceptible locations. Monitoring may not be practical for locati6ns 
fhat are i~accessible due to radiological or environmental conditiohs, the plant 
configuration; or-personnel safety. For these locations alternative methods 
(e.g., operating parameters, remote monitoring) may be used to monitor the 
susceptible lotation. Monit6ring is not required for susceptible locations where 
the maximum p6tential ·~ccu~ulated gas void volume has been evaluated and 
determined to not chal 1 enge system OPERABILITY.. The accuracy of the- method used 
for monitoring· the susceptible locations and trending of the results should be 
suffi-cient to assure system OPERABILITY d~ring the Surveillance interval. 

. . 

Surveillan~e 4.7.3.a.2 is modified by a Note which exempts system vent flow 
path·s opened uhder admi_nistrative cont.rol. The administrative control should be 
proceduralized and includ~ stationing a dedicated indi_vidual ~t the system vent 
flow path who is in continuous communication with the operators in the control 
room. Thi~ individual will have a method to rapidly clos~ ihe system vent f~ow 
path if directed. 

, LIMERICK _, UNIT 1, Associated with Amendment 216·1 
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3/4.7.4 SNUBBERS 

The "Snubber Program" manages the requirement for demonstrating snubber 
operability (examination, testing and service life monitoring) as reflected in TS 
Section 6.8.4.k thereby ensuring the TS remains consistent with the ISI program. The 
program for in service testing of snubbers in accordance with ASME OM Code and the 
applicable addenda as required by 10 CFR 50.SSa(g) is required to' include evaluation of 
supported components/systems when snubbers are found to be inoperable. 

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 B 3/4 7-2 Amendment No., H, 46, 5±, · 223 I 
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. SNUBBERS '(Conti~ued) 
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3/4.7.5 SEALED ·SOURCE CONTAMINATION 

The limitations on removable contamination for sources requiring leak testing, 
including alpha emitters, is based on 10 CFR 70.39(c) limits for plutonium. This 
1 imitation wi 11 ensure that 1 eakage from byproduct, source, and speci a 1 nu cl ear. 
material sources will not exceed allowable ,intake values. Sealed sources are 

. classified into three groups according to their use·, with surveillance 
requirements commensurate.with the probability of damage to a source. in that 
group; Those sources which are frequently handled are required to be tested more 
often than those which are not. Sealed sources which. are continuously enclosed· 
within a shielded mechanism, i.e,,-sealed sources within radiation monitoring 
devices, are considered to be stored and need not be tested unless they are 
removed from the .shielded mechanism. 

• I • •' 
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3/4 7.6 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE TRM. 

3/4.7.7 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE TRM. 

DEC 2. 0 1fii. 
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BASES -

3/4-7.8 MAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

The required OPERABILITY of.the main turbine bypass system is consistent with the 
assumptions of the feedwater controller failure analysis in the cycle specific 
transient analysts. 

The main turbine bypass ~ystem is required to be OPERABLE to limit peak pressure 
in the main steam lines and· to maintain reactor pressure within acceptable limits 
during events that cause rapid pressurization such that the Safety Limit MCPR is 
not exceeded. With the main turbine bypass system inoperable, continued operation 
is based on the cycle specific transient analysis which has been performed for the 
feedwater controller faflure, maximum demand with bypass failure • 

. .. 
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.3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES . 

3/4.8.1. 3/4.8.2. and 3/4.8.3 A.c: SOURCES. D;c. SOURCES; and ONSITE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

'Th~ OPER~BILITY of the A.c. and D.C. power sources.and associated distribution 
systems during operation e~~ures that. sufficierit power ~ill be available to supply 

·the safety~relatea equipmeht required for (1) the safe sh~tdown of the facility and 
(2) the mitigation and control of accident conditions within the facility.· The 
minimum specified independent and redundant A.C. and D.C. power sources and 
distribution systems satisfy the requirements of _General Design Criterion 17 of 
Appendix ~ t~ 10 CFR Part 50. 

. . . . - . . 

. An offsite power sourc·e consists of all breakers, transformers, switches, 
interrupting devices, .cabling. and controls required tb transmit power from the 
offsite transmission network to the orisite Class. lE emergency bus or buses. The 
determina:t1 on of the OPERABI LIIV' of an off site source of power is dependent upon grid 
and plant factors that, when taken together, .dE:scribe the design basis calculation 
requirements for ·voltage regulation. The cciinbi nafi on of these factors ensures that 
the offsite sourte(s); which provide power to{he plaht emergericy buses, wiJl be fully 
ca pa bl e of s4pporti ng the equi pmen(.requi red to a.chi eve and maintain safe shutdown 
during postutat~d_ accidehts ·and transients:. · · 

. The pla~t- factors consist of'_ the status of the Startup Transformer C#iO ·and 
#20) .. load tap changers CLTCs), the· status of ·the Safeguard Transformer (#101 and #201) 

. 1 oad tap·. cha.ngers ( LTCs),. and, the!' alignment of .emergency buses on. the Safeguard Buses 
· (101-Bus and ?Ol~BusL ··For _ah offsite source to be·c_onsidered operable, both'of its 
• · respect-i ve L.,T~s (#10 .AND #101 for the source to the iOl.- Bus, #20 AND #201 for the 

source tothe201-BusLmu'st'be.in se.rvice, and in automatic .. For.the third offsite 
sourc~ cf ro~ 66 *v System) to·be. considered operabl~-. the conneeted Safeguard 
Trans former.· (#101 or' .#201) LTC rriust be l n service and· i ri 'atifomati c I • There is a 
dependency between th~··alignrnent Of the :emergency ~.Uses. and the all OWabl e post . 

. contingency \iql t_age dfop p~rcenfage. ' · .. · ..... . 

r" ., ~ .-

-... - r·, 

. The ·po-st f~i p· -conti ngenc:y p~rceht,age v.Q}tage: drop {s. a ca] cul ated vatue .. _ . 
.. . .. determined by.the TSO that wouid,'pc.cur a:s·:a.r:esultcJfthetrfpp;ng of one of the \: 

L im~ri ck: geherators I The TSO ~n,l nofi fy LGS wnen an 'agreed upon 1 imit j s exceeded I.· • 

. ··.The:voltage· regulation calculation establ-1sh.es the acceptable perce~tage voltage,.drop . 
. . based upon pl ant• cbnfi gu ration;_ the acceptab 1 e. val ,ue is dependenf upon pl ant •' . 
· corifigurati.on~<·' ... . .. ··· 

·, .... --

·•.: ... Due'-t6tt1e 2os·ou~ce· p_~irig;derivecl.Trotn tt1e-t~rtiar,Y.6fthe·4A and 4B ·· 
tra;is·former,.:its op_era·bil_it}j{in:fluenced by .both .the 23Q,kV system and.the500 kV ... 

. , system. - Jhe 10.Sci-ur~e operab,l}Hy is· only influenc.ed by,·the 230--k·V system~ 
:· : : .": .·. -- ··-;; ~ ·.~ :. :.;.·- - ·- - . . : "· ... ·. " ... 

LIMERICK UNIT 1 ·s·3/4S-l ._ ·. .. Amendment No. ~. 4Q., ™ , 
. . ~t'R QQ QQQ~], [GR 99· QQe82, ECR 05~00297 · .. ... -·. 
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3/4.B ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.B.1~ 3/4.B.2. and 3/4.B.3 A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

The anticipated post trip contingency voltage drop for the 66 kV Source 
(Transformers BA/BB) is calculated to be less than the 230 kV and 500 kV systems. 
This is attrib~ted to the electrical distance between the output of the Limerick 
generators and the input to the BA/BB transformers., Additionally, the Unit Auxiliary 
Buses do not transfer to the BA/BB transformers; this provides margin to the 
calculated post trip contingency voltage drop limit. · 

There are various means of hardening the 10 a~d 20 Sources to obtain additional 
margin to th~ post trip contingency ~oltage drop limits. These means include, but are 
not limited to, source alignment of the 4 kV buses, preventing transfer of 13 kV 
buses, limiting transfer of selected 13 kV loads, and Operation with 13 kV buses on 
the _offs ite sources. The specific post trip contingency voltage drop percentage 
limits fo~ these alignments are identified iri the voltage regulation calculation, and 
controlled via plant procedures. There ate also additional restricticins that can be 
applied to th.ese limits in the event that an LTC is taken to manual, or if the bus 
alignment is outside the Two Source rule set. 

LGS unit post trip contingency voltage drop percentage calculations are 
performed by·the PJM Energy Management System (EMS). The PJM EMS consists of a 
primary and bai:kup system. LGS will be notified if the real .time contingency analysis 
capability of PJM is lost. Upon receipt of this notification, LGS is to request PJM 
to provide an assessm~nt of the-current condition of the grid ba~ed 6ri the tools that 
PJM has available. The determination of the operability of the offsite ·sources would 
consider the assessment provided by PJM and whether the current condition of the grid 
is bounded by the grid studies previously performed for LGS. 

Based on specific design .ana·lysis, variations to any of these parameters can 
be det~rmined~ usually at the sacrifice of another par~m~ter, based on plant 
conditions. Specifics regarding these variations must be controlled by plant 
procedures or by operibility determinations, backed by specific design calculations. 

The ACTION requirement~ specifi ~d Jar. the levels of degradation of the 
power sources provide restriction upon continued facility operation commensurate 
with the level bf degradation. The OPERABILITY o.f the power source·s are con
sistent wjth .the initial condition assumptions of·the safety analyses and are 
based upon maintaining at l~ast ~woof the onsife A.C. and the corresponding 
D.C. power sources and associated distribution ~ystems OPERA&LE duririg'accident 
conditions coincident with.an assumed-loss~of,offsite power and single failure-·· 
of the other onsite A.C. or D.C squrce. At leasttwo on.site A.C. atidthe.ir 
corresponding D. C .: power sources and di stri but ion systems providing power for 
at least two EC-CS di visions O Core Spray loop, 1 LPCI pump and 1. RHR pump in 
suppression 'ppol cooling) are required for design basis. accident mitigation as 
discus~ed in.UFSAR Table 6~j-3;~ ·· · I.· 

LIMERICK - UNrr'1 Ei 3/4 B-la Amendment No. ¥, ~. 4-64. 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

Onsite A.C. operability requirements for common systems such as RHRSW and ESW 
are addressed in the appropriate system specification action statements. 

A.C. Sources 

As required by Specification 3.8.1.1, Action e, when one or more diesel 
generators are inoperable, there is an additional ACTION requirement to verify 
that all· required systems, subsystems, trains, components, and devices, that 
depend on the remaining OPERABLE diesel generators as a source of emergency power, 
are also OPERABLE. The LPCI mode of the RHR system is considered a four train 
systemi of which only two trains are required. The verification for LPCI is not 
required until two diesel generators are inoperable. This requirement is intended 
to provide assurance that a loss-of~offsite power event will not result in a 
c9mplete loss of safety function of critical systems during the period when one or 
more of the diesel generators is inoperable. The term verify as used in this 
context mearis to administratively check by exa~ining logs or other information to 
determine if certain componehts ~re out-of-service for maintenance or other 
reasons. It does not mean.to perform the surveillance requirements needed to 
demonstrate the OPERABILITY .of the component. 

Specification 3.8.1.1, Action i, prohibits the application of Specification 
3.0.4.b to an inoperable diesel generator. There is an increased risk associated 
with entering an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other spetified conditi6n in the 
Applicability with an inoperable diesel generator subsystem and the ,provisions of 

· Specificatjon 3.0.4.b, which allow entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified·conditicin in the Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation 
not met afte~ performance of .a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and 
components, should not be applied in this circumstance.. · 

If it can be determined that the cause bf the inoperable EOG does not exist on 
the remaining operable EDG(s), based on a ~ommon-m6de evaluation, then the EOG start 
te.st CSR 4.8.LL2.a.4) .does.not ha_ve to be performed. If it cannot otherwise be 
d.etermi ned .that th'e cause of the i niU al i rioperabl e EOG does not exist on the 
remaining EDG(s), then satisfactory ~erf6rmance o~the start.test suffices to ptovid~ 
assurance of _continued operabn ity of th.e r.emqfni ng EOG Cs). If -the cause of the 
initia) inoperability exists ori the remaining operable EOG(s), the EDG(s) shall be 

-. declared inoperable upon discovery and the appropriate-action statement for multiple 
inoperable EDGs shall be entered; In the event the· inoperable EOG i.s restored to 
operable status prior tci completin·g the EO.G start test CSR 4.8.1.1.2<a.4) or common
mode faiJur~ evaluation as required in Specification 3.8.1.L, the plant corrective
action program shall_ continue to evaluate the common·mode fai.lure possibility. -
However, this.continued evaluation is not subject to the time .constraint imposed by 
the action statement. The provisions contained in the inoperable EOG action · 
requirements that .avoiq_ unnecessary EOG Jesting are based on Generic Letter 93-05, 
"Linedtem Technical. Specifi.cations Improvement- to Reduce Surveillance Requirements 
forTesting During Power Operation," dated September--27, 1993. - · 

tIMERICK ~ UNIT 1 B 3/4 8-lb - -ECR 06'009~7, ICR 99-b0fi82, 
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. 3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS. 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES; and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Cont-1nued) · 

Thetime, voltage,.and frequency acceptance criteria.specified for the EOG 
single largest·post-accident load rejection test CSR 4.8.1.1.2.e.2) are deriv.ed 
from Regulatory Gui de 1. 9, Rev. 2, December i979, recommendations. The test i ~ 

. . I 

acceptable if the EOG speed does not exceed the nominal (synchronous) speed plus · ·., 
75% of tliedifference between nominal speed and the overspeed trip setpoint, or 
115% af·naminal, whichever is 1.ower. This com.putes to·be 66.5 .Hz for the LGS 

· EOGs. The RHB pump motor represents the single largest post-accident load. The , 
1.8 seconds specified is equal to 60% of the J.,setond load sequence interval 
associated. with sequencing the next load following·the·RHR pumps in response.to an 
undervoltage: on the elec;trical bus concurrent with a LOCA. This provides · 
assurance that EOG frequency does not exceed predeterini ned limits and that 
frequency.stability is sufficient to support proper load sequencing following a 
reJection of the largest single load. · · · · · ·· · 

D.C. ··Sources·· I 
. . 

With one division \'lith orie or two battery. chargers inoperable (e.g. 1 the 
voltage limit of4.8.2.La.2is not maintajned), the ACTIONS provfde a tiered 
response· that focuses on returning the battery to the fully charged state and. .. 
restoring-a fully qualified charger to OPERABLE -sta-tus in a reasonable time period .. 

. Action a.r requires that the be)ttery terminal voltage be restored to greater than 
or equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours .. This time . 
provid~s f.or. returning the inoperable charger to OPERABLE status or providing an 

· .. al te.rnate means of· restoring battery terminal VO ltage to greater; thari or equal to 
the mi nimun(establ i shed float voltage~ .Restoring the battery terminal voltage to 
greater. tnan or equal to the-minimum estapliShed float voltage pto~ides good 
assuraricethat, w"ithfn 18 tiours; the battery wnl be restored to Hs fu1ly·ctiarged 
condition (Action a.2) .from any discharge that might have -occurred due to.the 
charger .inoperabj.l ity. : · · · · ··· 

. ··•· .. · _· •. ·. A aischcfrged. batte.ry •having· terminal voltage of. at least the mi niJlium .• 

.. establ'ished 'float voltage indicates that the battery. is on the exponent~al charging 
cur.rent portion <the second part) of its recharge cycle. The time to return a · 

· batter.Y: to its fully charged. state ·under this condition is simply a function of the 
.. amount of the pr,evi ous discharge. and the recharge characterj sti_c of the battery . 
Thus there is good as~ura.nce of fully retha rgi ng . the battery within 18 hours, 

. avoiding a premature shutdown with its own attendant risk.. .. . 

if established battery terminal fl oat voltage cannot be restored to greater 
' than ot equal to the minimum established float voltage within 2 hours. and the 

charg·er is not operating i.n the current-limiting mode, a faulty charger is 
.·.indicated. A faulty charger that. is incapable of maintaining establislled battery 
. terminal float voltage do!:!s·natprcivide assurC!nce~that.it can revert to and operate 

properly i.n the current limit mode that is necessary during the recovery period · 
·following a·batterx discharge'eyent.that the D~ system is designed for. · 

.; .. 

·'LIMERICK ' - 'UNIT 1 . .. EGR 'QQ QQQ~it- ECR QQ oofis2L : : 
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1/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWE~ SYSTEMS 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION.SYSTEMS (Continued) 

If the ch~rger is operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours that is an 
.indication that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity margins will be 
reduced. The time to return the battery ·to its fully charged condition in this case is a 

.function of the battery charger capacity, the amount of loads on the associated DC 
system, the amount .of the previ6us discharge, and the recharge characteristic bf the 
battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not adequate assuranc.e that i.t 
can be recharged ~ithin 18 hours (Action a.2). · 

Action a.2 ~equires that the battery float, current be verifi~d for.Divisions 1 and 
2 as 5 2 amps~ and for Dfvisions 3 and 4 as 5 1 a~p. This indicates that, if the battery 
had been discharged-as the resuit of the.inoperable battery charger, it has now been 
fully recharged. If at the expiration of the initial 18 hour period .the battery float 

,current is not within limits this indicates there may be additional battery problems. 
. ' ~ . 

. Action a.3 limits the.restoration time for the inoperable battery charger to 7 
:days. This. action ;·s applicable .;f an alternate means of restoring battery terminal 
voltage to greater ;than or equal to the minirnum established flbat voltage has been used 
(e;g.; balance of plant non-Class.IE battery charger)~ ·The 7 days reflects a reasonable 
ti me to effect. restoration of the quaU fi ed battery charger to OPERABLE status. · 

' . . .· .. . ' . . . -~ ' . . . . . . . . 

With one or· m~r~ 1;:e.lls in on~ or. more batteries .in ·one division ,C: 2.07 V;. the 
·· ·ttery cell is degraded. PerAct1on.b~l. within 2 hours~ verification of the required 

ttery charger OPERABILITY· is made 'by m()nitoring the .battery terminal voltage 
lq..8.2.1.a.2> and o.fthe overalJ·battery·state of charge by·mon.itoring the battery float 
charge~current C4.a.2;1:a.l)/·Thfs·assures that there ls still sufftdent·battery · 
capacity to per.form· the intended fun·ction ... Therefore,· with one or more cells -in one or 
mo.re batteries·< 2~07 V,. coritt11ued opera ti ~m. is permitted for a· li'mi ted peri op up to 24 · 

· .hours. · · · · ·· · · · · · ·. · . ··· ·. · · . · . . 

. . .. . Division -1 or 2 with floa(.curr_ent ;_ 2.amps(·o'r Division 3 or lw.ith float current 
> 1 amp, indkates that a p_artial discharge of the battery capacity has occurred. ·This ·. 
may bedue.toa.tempcirary loss qf a.battery charger.c.or.possiblY;dUe to .one or· •. more 

· .•. battery .cells in a fow voltage ~bndi~iol1 reflecMn~_.some loss bfcapacitf. Per Action .•.. 
b.-2, within 2 hours .verifi,cati on of the required battery charger ·oPERABlLITY is madEL-by: 
moni taring the b·attery termtna l voltage:- · ··. . ! • .: >· >\ · ·. · ·•·· · < · . ·.. · . · 

... ·since ·Action~ b.'t:andb-.2 onlycspeC'ify.!~perf6~m>"•a faii~re of:4~8•2.t.a.l'or .. 
·. :i:LS;2.1.a.2 a·cceptance criteria does·.·notre~ulJ.in'· thts'Action nOt being.met_:;· However,.·.· : ··. 
if ·one of th.e;Sur;ve.Hlance Requirements ,is JaUed tne·appropriate Ac:tio~Cs). 9 depending on· .. 

. the ·cause Of the: fifil Li res; is ·al so entered. · · . ·.· / .· . · > ·. .... · . · .. · .· ..... · · . ·.. < ·. · 

. If 'the Acti·on b .2 ·cpndi:tion·i·s>due tci one ·.or, D)Ore cells in. a l ~wvol ~age condition .. ' .. · 
· but still greate·r, than 2·.07· V and'.floafvqltage.is found to be satisfactary, this is not 
'.fndiq1tion·of a s,ubs.tahtia.lly dfscbarged.battery .. andl8,h0urs is a reasonable>time prior· 

. to declaring· the battery .. i nqpe~able.~ · ~· · '· · · ' .. ). · · 
.. ···· .. -·· ,·,-, •' .. 

· .. ·. ·. ···: ·.:'. With one. 0~ more hafteri es. in ~ne"divi ?ion with. qrie :or more cell~ el ectrolyt·~ ·.. ·· 
_,:level ·above the top:>of :t~e .plates, but below the miriirnum,,esta.blfs'hed .design limits(Le.\· 

.( . 
. :..eater than niinimurn·~e·vel indication)ilark'),·the ·battery still retains sufficient .> .. 

pactty to 'perform the intended funcbfon.· . Per Action b.3~ ~ithin 31 days the mini'mum 
. __ tablished design limi~s for electrolyte level ~niust be .. re;.established. · · ·. · " · 
' ... ' ' - .::-·'. . . ·- -.-. . ·'. .- . '' .... •·. ._ -

' .. -· 
. : .... ' ' ~· 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

With ele~trolyte lever below the top of the plates there is a potential for dryout 
and plate degradation. Action b.3 addresses this potential (as well as provisions in 
Specification 6.8.4.h, "Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program"). Within 8 hours 
level is required to be restored to above the top of the plates. The Action requirement 
to verify that there is no leakage by visual inspection and the Specification 6.8.4.h 
item to initiate a.ction to equalize and test in accordance with manufacturer's 
recommendation are taken from Annex D of IEEE Standard 450-1995. They are performed 
following the restoration of the electrolyte level to above the top of the plates. Based 
on the results of the manufacturer's recommended testing the battery may have to be 
declared inoperable and the affected cell Cs) replaced. 

Per Action b.4, ~ith one or more batteries in one division with pilot cell 
temperature less than the minimum established design limits, 12 hours is allowed to 
restore the temperature to withi~ limit~. A low electrolyte temperature limits the 
current and power a.vailable. Since the battery is sized with margin, while battery 
capatity is ~egraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function and the 
affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of the 
pilot cell temperature not met. · 

Per Actibn b.5~ with one or more batteries in more than one division with battery 
parameters not within limits there is not sufficient assurance that battery capacity has 
not been affected to the degre~ that·the batteries· can still perform their required 
function, given that multiple divisions are involved: With multiple divisions involved, 
this potential could result in a total loss of functibn on multiple systems that rely 
upon the batteries. The longer restciration times specified for battery parameters on one 
division not within limits are therefore not appropr.iate, and the parameters must be 
restored to within limits on al] but one division within 2 hours:. · · 

When any'battery parameter is 01.Jtsidethe allowances of Actions b.l, b.2, b·.3, 
b.4, or b.5, sufficient capacity to supply the maximum expected load requi.rement is not 
ensured ·and a 2 hou~ restoration~time is ~ppro~riate. Additionally, discovering one or 
more batteries in one division with one or more battery cells float voltage less than 
2. 07 V and fl oat current greater than· limits i nd1 cat es that the battery capacity may· not 
be sufficient to perform the ·intended functions. · The battery must therefore be restored 
within 2 hours. · · · 

·The OPERABILITY of the minimum specified A.C. and D .. c. power sources and 
associated distribution systems during shutdown and refueling ensures th9t Cl) the 
facility can be.mairitained'·inthe·s'hutdown pr refueling condition for.extended time 
periods and (Z) sufficient i nstruineri.tati.on. and control capability is ·avai_l able for 
monitoring and maintaining the unit statqs. · ·· _ · . . . . . · . 

The surveillance requiremerit.s for demonst~ati ng the OPERABILITY of the. diesel 
generators are in accordance with the -recommendations of.Regulatory Guide L9, 
"Selection of bjesel Generator Set Capacity. fbr Sta~dby Power Su~plies,~ March 10; 
197_1, Regulatot.Y Gui de 1, 137 "Fuei cOi l Systems for~ Standby Di es el Generators;,; 
Revision 1, Oc'tober 1979 and Regulafory Guide·Ll08, . 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

"Periodic Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite Electric Power 
Systems at Nuclear Power Plants," Revision 1, August 1977 except for 
paragraphs C.2.a(3), C.2.c(l), c:2.c(2), C.2.d(3) and C.2.d(4), and the periodic 
testing will be performed in accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. 
The exceptions to Regulatory Guide 1.108 allow for gradual loading of diesel generators 
during testing and decreased surveillance test frequencies (in response to Generic Letter 
84-15). The single largest post-accident load on each diesel generator is the RHR pump. 

The Surveillance Requirement for removal of accumulated water from the fuel oil 
storage tanks is for preventive maintenance. The presence of water does not 
necessarily represent failure of the Surveillance Requirement, provided the 
accumulated water is removed during performance of the Surveillance. 
Accumulated water in the fuel oil storage tanks constitutes a collection of water 
at a level that can be consistently and reliably measured. The minimum level at 
which accumulated water can be consistently and reliably measured in the fuel 
oil storage tank sump is 0.25 inches. Microbiological fouling is a major cause of 
fuel oil degradation. There are numerous bacteria that can grow in fuel oil and 
cause fouling, but all must have a water environment in order to survive. 
Removal of accumulated water from the fuel storage tanks once every (31) days 
eliminates th~ necessary environment for bacterial survival. This is the most 
effective means of controlling microbiological fouling. In addition, it eliminates 
the potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may 
crime from any .of several sources, including condensation, ground water, rain 
water, contaminated fuel oil, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria. 
Frequent checking for and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and 
provides data regarding the watertight integrity of the fuel oil system. The 

·Surveillance Frequencies are established by Regulatory Guide 1.137. 

The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the 
units batteries are in accordance with the recommeridations of IEEE Standard 450-
1995, "IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented 
Lead-Acid Batteries for Stationary Applications.~ · · 

Verifying battery float current.while on float charge (4.8.2.1.a.1) is used to 
determine the stat~ of charge of the battery. Float charge is the condition in 
which the charger is supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the 
internal l~~ses of a b~tterj and maintain the battery in a charged state. The float 
£urrent requirements are based on the float current indicative of a charged battery. 
·Use of float cur~ent tri determine the st~te of charge of the battery is consistent . 

. . with IEEE Standarci 450-1995. · · ·I 
. This Survei 11 ance Requirement (4.8.2 .1.a. D states the fl oat current 

requirement is not required to be met when battery terminal voltage is less than the 
minimum established float voltage of 4.8.2.1.a.2. When this float voltage is not 
~aint~ined, the Actions of 3.8.2.1 Action a., ~rovi.des the necessary ~nd appropriate 
verifi cations of the battery condition_, Furthermore, the fl oat current limits are 
est~blished based nn the float voltage range and is not directly applicable when 
~this ~oltage is nbt ~aintained. · · 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

Verifying, per 4.8.2.1.a.2, battery terminal voltage while on float charge for 
the batteries helps to ensure the effectiveness of the battery chargers, which 
support the ability of the batteries to perform their intended function. Float 
charge is the condition in which the charger is supplying the continuous charge 
required to overcome the internal losses of a battery and maintain the battery in a 
fully charged state while supplying the continuous steady state loads of the 
associated DC subsystem. On float charge) battery cells will receive adequate 
current to optimally charge the battery. The voltage requirements are based on the 
minimum float voltage established by the battery manufacturer (2.20 Vpc, average, or 
132 Vat the battery terminals). This voltage maintains the battery plates in a 
condition that supports maintaining the grid life (expected to be approximately 20 
years). 

Surveillance Requirements 4.8.2.1.b~l and 4.8.2.1.c require verification that 
the cell float voltages are equal to or greater than 2.07 V. 

The limit specified in 4.8.2.1.b.2 for electrolyte level ensures that the 
plates suffer no physical damage and maintains adequate electron transfer 
capability. 

Surveillance Requi~ement 4.8.2.1.b.3 verifies that the pilot cell temperature 
is greater than or equal to the minimum established design limit (i.e., 60 degrees 
Fahrenheit). Pilot cell electrolyte temperature is maintained above this 
temperature to assure the battery can provide the required current and voltage to 
meet the design requirements. Temperatures lower than assumed in battery sizing 
calculations act to inhibit .or reduce battery capacity. 

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.1.d.1 verifies the design capacity of the 
battery chargers. According to Regulatory Guide 1.32, the battery charger supply is 
recommended to be based on the largest combined demands of the various steady state 
loads and.the charging capacity to restore the battery from the design minimum 
charge state td the fully charged state; irrespective bf the status of the unit 
during these demand occurrences. The minimum required amperes and duration ensures 
that these requirements can be satisfied. 

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.1.d.1 requires that each battery tharger be 
capable of supplying the amps listed for the specified charger at the minimum 
established float voltage for 4 hours. The ampere requirements are based on the 
output rating of the chargers. The voltage requirements are based on the charger 
voltage level after a response to a loss of AC power. This time period is 
sufficient for the charger temperature to have stabilized and to have been 
maintained for at least 2 hours. 

A battery service test, per 4.8.2.1.d.2, is a special test of the battery's 
capability, as found, to satisfy the design requirements (battery duty cycle) of the 
PC electrical power system. The discharge rate and test length corresponds to the 
design duty cycl.e requirements as specified in the UFSAR. 

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 B 3/4 8-2a Amendment No .. ~. ±M,186 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS CC6ntinued) · 

A battery performance discharge test (4.8.2.1.e and f) is a test of constant 
current capacity of a battery, normally done in the as found condition, after having 
been in service, to detect any change in the capacity determined by the acceptance. 
test. The test is intended to determine overall battery degradation due to age and 
usage. Degradation (as used in 4.8.2.1.f) is indicated when the battery capacity 
drops more t.han 10% from its capacity on the previous performance test, or is below 
90% of the manufacturer's ratin~. · 

Either the battery performance discharge test or the modified performance 
.discharge test is acceptable for satisfying 4.8.2.1.e and 4.8.2.1.f; however, only 
the modified perfo.rmarice cti scharge test may be used to sati.sfy the battery servi te 
test requirem~hts of 4.8.2~1.d.2~ 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3/4.8.4 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES 

The RPS Electric Power Monitoring System i~ provided to isolate the RPS bus 
from the RPS/UPS inverter or an alternate power supply in the event of 
overvoltage, undervoltage, or underfrequency. This system protects the loads 
connected to the RPS bus from unacceptable voltage and frequency conditions. The 
essential equipment powered from the RPS buses includes the RPS logic, scram 
solenoids, and valve isolation logic . 

. The Allowable Values are derived from equipment design limits, corrected for 
calibration and instrument errors. The trip setpoirits are then determined, 
accciunting for the ~emaining. instrument errors (e.g., drift). The trip setpoints 
derive~ in this manner. provide adequate protection and include allowances for 

. instrumentation uncertainties, calibration tolerances, and i~strument drift. 

·The Allowable Values for the instrument settings are based on the RPS 
providing powerw.ithin the design ratings of the associated RPS components (e.g., 
RPS logic, scram solenoids). The most limiting voltage requirement and associated 
line losses determine the settings of the electric power monitoring instrument 
channels. . · · 
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BASES 

3/4.9.1 REACTOR MODE SWITCH 

Locking the OPERABLE reactor mode switch in the Shutdown or Refuel position, 
as specified, ensures that the restrictions an cantrol rad vithdrawal and refueling 
platform movement during the refueling operations are properly activated. These 
condi.tions reinforce the refueling procedures and reduce the probability of 
inadvertent criticality, damage tD reactor internals or fuel assemblies, and 
exposure of personnel to excessive ~adioactivfty. 

3/4.9.2 INSTRUMENTATION 

.·The OPERASlUTY of. at least two source range aonitoT"s ensures that. redundant 
monitoring capability is available to detect changes in the reactivity condition 
of the core. The minimum count rate is not required vhen sixteen or fewer fuel 
assemblies are in the core. During a typical care reloading, two, three or four 
irradiated fuel assemblies will be loaded ~djacent to each SliM u,· produce greater 
than the minimum required count rate. Loading sequences are selected to provide 
for a conti.nuous multiplyfog medium to be estatilished between the required oper
able SRHs and the location of the core alteration. This enhances the ability 

. of the SRHs to respond to the loading cf each fuel assembly. During a core un
. loading, the last fuel to be removed is that fuel adjacent to the SRHs. 

3/4.9.3 CONTROL ROD POSITION 
' ' 

The requirement that all control rads be inserted during other CORE 
ALTERATIONS ensures that fuel will nat be loaded into a cell without a control 
rod .. 

3/4. 9.4, DECAY TIME 
' ' 

~ The mini•m requirement for reactOr subcrftica1fty prior ta fuel 110vement 
ensures that sufficient ti111 has elapsed to allow the r1dio1cthe decay af the 
short 1 ived fission products. This decay ti• ts consistent with the assump-
tions used in the accident analyses. · · · · 

3/4.9.5 COlltruNICATIOHS 

The requirement for comunications capability ensures that refueling station. 
personnel can be prmptly infol"'llled of significant changes in the facility status 
or core reactivity condition during mov~nt of fuel within the reactor pressure 
vessel. 
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REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BASES (Continued) 

3/4.9.6 REFUELING PLATFORM 

The OPERABILITY requirements ensure that (1) the refueling platform will 
be used for handling control rods and fuel assemblies within the reactor pressure 
vessel, (2) each hoist has sufficient load capatity for handling fuel assemblies 
and control rods, (3) the core internals and pressure vessel are protected from 
excessive lifting force in the event they are inadvertently engaged during 
lifting operations, and (4) inadvertent criticality will not occur due to fuel 
being loaded into a unrodded cell. 

Inadvertent criti~ality is prevented by the refueling interlocks that block 
unacceptable operations (e.g., loading fuel into a cell with a control rod withdrawn 
or withdrawal of a rod from the core while the grapple is over the core and loaded . 
with fuel). The hoist loaded values identified in Sections 4.9.6.lb and 4.9.6.lc 
support the refueling· interlock logic by ensuring that the hoist fuel loaded switches 
function with a load lighter than the weight of a single fuel assembly in water. 
Load values represent ·foel (load) on the grapple. The values of 485 +/" 50 pounds 
and 550 + 0, -115 pounds are both less than the weight of a single fuel assembly in 
water attached to the grapple. These load values ensure that as soon as a fuel 
assembly is grappled and lifted, the·refueling interlocks. (control rod block and 
bridge motion interlock) are enforced as required. The hoist load weighing system is 
~ompen~ated for mast weight to ensure that lifting of components other than fuel 
assemblies (e.g., blade guides) do not cause inadvertent control rod blocks or bridge 
motion stops. · · 

3/4.9.7 CRANE TRAVEL - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL 

. The rest~ictio~ on movement of loads in excess of the nominal weight of a 
fuel assembly and associated lifting device over other fuel assembli'es in the 
storage pool ensures that in the event this load is dropped 1) the activity 
release wi11 _be limited to that contained in. a single fuel a~sembly, and 2) any 
possibl~ distortion of fuel in the storage racks will not result in a critical 
array. This assumption is consisteht with the activity release assumed in the 
safety-analyses. · 

: :· : ' 

3/4.9.8 and 3/4.9.9 WATER LEVEL - RE~CTciR·VESSEL and WATER LEVEL ~ S~ENT FUEL 
STORAGE. POOL 

The restrictions on mi.nimum wciter level ~nsur~ that sufficient water depth 
is available to remove 99% of the assumed 10% iodine gap actiVity-released 
from the rupture of an irradiated fuel assembly.· This minimum water. depth is 
consistent with the assumptibns of the accident analysis. 

J/4.9.10 CONtROL ROD REMOVAL 

. These· specifications ensure that maintenance or ·repair of. control rods or 
c.ontrol rod t;Jrives will be performed under conditions that limit the probability 
of inadvertent criticality:· The requirements for simulta~eous removal of more 
tha'n one .c.oritroi. rod are rhbre stringent since Jhe SHUTDOWN MARGIN specification 
p~ovide~ for the core to remain sLlbcrtttcal with only one cbritrol rod fully 
withdrawn. 

LIMERICK·_ UNIT 1 ·B .3/4 9-2 Amendment ~o. ECR 06-00~89 



REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BASES CContinuedl 

3/4.9.11 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION 

Irradiated fuel in the shutdown reactor core generates heat during the decay of 
fission products and increases the temperature of the reactor coolant. This decay heat 
must be removed by the RHR system to maintain adequate reactor coolant temperature. 

RHR shutdown cooling is comprised of four (4) subsystems which make two (2) 
loops. Eac~ loop consists of two (2) motor driven pumps, a heat exchanger, and 
associated piping and valves. Both lciops have a commdn suction from the _same 
recirculation loop. Two (2) redundant, manually controlled shutdown cooling subsystems 
of the RHR system provide decay heat removal. Each p~mp discharges the reactor 
coolant, after circulat{on through the respective heat exchanger, to the reactor Via 
t~e. associated recirculation lciop. The RHR heat exchangers transfer heat_ to the RHR 
Se~vite Water System. · -

An OPERABLE RHR sh~tdown cooling subsystem consists of one Cl) OPERABLE RHR pump, 
one ( 1 ). heat exchanger, and the associated piping and va 1 ves. The .requirement for 
having one Cl) RHR shutdown cooling subsystem OPERABLE ensures that 1) sufficient 
cooling capacity is available to remove detay heat and maintain the water in the 
reactor pressure vessel below 140°F, and 2) sufficient coolant circulation would be 
available through the reactor core to assure accurate temperiture indication. 
Minagement of gas voids is important to RHR Shutdown Cooling Sub~ystem OPERABILITY. 

The requirement to have two (2) RHR shutdown cooling subsystems OPERABLE when 
there is les~ than 22 feet of water above the reactcir Vessel flange ensures that a 
single f~ilure Of the operating loop will not_ result in a complete loss of residual 
heat removal capab~lity. With the reactor vessel head removed and 22 feet 
of water ~bove the reactor vessel flange, a large heat sink is available for 
core c~6ling. T~us, in. the event of a failure of the operating RHR subsystem, ~dequate 
time is prci~ided to initiate alternate methods capable of decay heat removal or 
emergency procedures to cool -the core. 

To_ meet- the LCD of the two (2) subsystems OPERABLE when there is 1 ess than 22 
feet bf~water above the rea~tor vessel flange, both pumps in one (1) _loop or one (1) 
pump in each -of the two (2) lrio~s must be OPERABLE. The two (2) subsystems have a 
commcin suc~ioh sburc~ ~nd are allowed to have a common heat exchanger and common 
dis~harge piping. Additionally, each shutdown cooling subsystem can provide the 
required decay heat removal capability; however, ensuring operability of the other 
shutdown cooling subsystem provides redGndancy. 

The required cooling capacity of an alternate method of decay heat removal should 
be ensured by verifying its capability to maintain or reduce reactor coolant 
temperature either by calculation (which includes a review of component and system 
availability to verify that an alternate decay heat removal method is available) or by 
demonstration. Decay heat removal capability by ambient losses can be considered in 
evaluatihg ilternate decay heat removal capability. 

LIMERICK - UNIT 1 B -3/4 9-2a -AmendmenLNo. B&, SJ+, -±+9-, 
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REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BA E 

3/4.9.11 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION (Continued) 

RHR Shutdown Cooling System piping and components have the potential to develop 
voids and pockets of entrained gases. Preventing and managing gas intrusion and 
accumulation is necessary for proper operation of the RHR shutdown cooling subsystems 
and may also prevent water hammer, pump cavitation, and pumping of non-condensible gas 
into the reactor vessel. This surveillance verifies that the RHR Shutdown Cooling 
System piping is sufficiently filled with water prior to placing the system in 
operation when in OPCON 5. The RHR Shutdown Cooling System is OPERABLE when it is 
sufficiently filled with water to ensure that it can reliably perform its intended 
function. · 

The RHR Shutdown Cooling System is .a manually initiated mode of the RHR System 
that is aligned for service using system operating procedures that ensure the RHR 
shutdown cooling suction and discharge flow paths are sufficiently filled with water. 
An RHR Shutdown Cooling sub-system that is already in operation at the time of entry 
into the APPLICABILITY is OPERABLE. For an idle RHR Shutdown Cooling subsystem, the 
surveillance is met through the performance of the operating procedures that place the 
RHR Shutdown.Cooling subsystem in service. · 

With the required decay heat removal subsystem(s) inoperable and the required 
altern~te method(s) of decay heat removal not ~vailabl~ in accordance with Action "a", 
additional a~tions are required to minimize any potential fission product release to 
the environment. This includes ensuring Refueling Floor Secondary Containment is 
OPERABLE; one (1) Standby Gas Treatment subsystem is OPERABLE; ~nd Secondary 
Containment isolation capability (i.e., one (1) Secondary Containment isolation valve 
and associated i·nstrumentation are OPERABLE or other acteptable. administrative controls 
to assure i.solation capabi.lity) in·each associated penetration not isolated that is 
as~umed to be isolated to ~itigate radioactive releases. Th~s may be performed as ari. 
administrative check, by examining logs or other information to determine whether the 
components ar~ out of service for maint~nanc~ or other reason~. ·rt is not nece~sary 
to perform the Surveillances needed tq demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the components. 
If, howeve~; any required ccimponent is in6perable, then it must.be restpred to OPERABLE 
status. Iri this case, the surveillance may need to be performed to restore the 
component to OPERABLE stat0~. Actions must continue until all requ~red £omponents ~re 
OPERABLE. 

If no RHR subsystem· is in operation, an alternate method· of coolant circulation is 
required to be established within one (1) hour. The Corripletio11 Tlme is modified. such 
~hat one (1) hour is appJicable separately for each occurrenc~ involving a loss of· 
coolarit circulation. · 

LIMERICK - UNIT) B 3/4 9-3 Am~ndment No. m, 
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3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS 

BASES. 

3. 4 .10. l PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 

. . The requirement for PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is not applicable during 
the period when open vessel tests are being performed during the low power · 
PHYSICS TESTS. . 

3/4.10.2 ROD WORT~ MINIMIZ,ER 

In order to perform the tests required in the technical specifications 
it is necessary to bypass the sequence restraints on control rod movement. The 
additional surveillance requirements ensure that the specifications on heat 
generation rates and shutdown margin requirements are not exceeded during the 
period when these tests are being performed and that individual rod worths do 
not exceed the values assumed in the safety analysis. 

3/4.10.3- SHUTDOWN MARGIN QEMONSTRATIONS 

Performance of shutdown margin demonstr~tions. with the vessel head removed 
requires additional restrictions in order to ensure that criticality does not 
occur. These additional restrictions are specified in this LCO. 

3/4.10.4 RECIRCULATION LOOPS 

This spechl test exception permits reactor criticality under no flow 
conditions and is required to perform certain ·startup and PHYSICS TESTS while 
at low THERMAL POWER levels. 

3/4. JO. 5 OXYGEN CONCENTRATION. 

Relief from the oxygen concentration specifications is necessary in order 
to provide access to the primary containment during the initial startup and 
testing phase of operation. Without thi~ access the startup and·test program 
could be restric;ted and delayed. · 

3/4.10.6 TRAINING STARTUPS 

This special test exception permits training startups to be performed w;th 
the reactor vessel depressurized at low THERMAL POWER and temperature while· 
controlling RCS temperature with one RHR subsystem aligned in the shutdown 
cooling mode in order to minimize contaminated water discharge to the 
radioactive waste disposal system. 

3/4.10;7 RES&RVEP - CURRENTLY NOT USED 
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3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS 

BA E 

3/4.10.8 INSERVICE LEAK AND HYDROSTATIC TESTING 

This special test exception permits certain reactor coolant pressure tests to be 
performed in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 when the metallurgical characteristics of the 
reactor pressure vessel CRPV) or ·plant temperature control capabilities during these 
tests teqUire the pressure t~sting at temperatures greater than 200°F and less than 
or equal to 212°F (normally corresponding to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3). The 
additionally imposed OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 requirements for SECONDARY CONTAINMENT 
INTEGRITY provide conservatism in response to an operational event. 

Invoking the requirement for Refueling A0ea Secondary Containment Integrity along 
with the requirement for Reactor Enclosure Secondary Containment Integrity applies 
the requirements for Reactor Enclosure Secondary Containment Integrity to an 
extended area encompassing Zones 1 and 3. Operations with ~he Potential for 
Draining the Vesse1, Core alte~ations, and fuel handiing are prohibited in this 
secondary containment configuration. Drawdown and inleakage testing performed for 
the combined zone system alignment shall be considered adequate to demonstrate 
integrity of the combined zones. 

Inservice hydroitatic testing and inservice l~ak pressure tests required by Section 
XI of the Amerj~an Society of Mechanical Engineers CASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code are performed prior _to the ·reactor going critical after a refueling outage. The 
minimum temperature~ (at the required pressures) allowed for these tests are 
determined from the RPV pressure and temperature CP/T) limits required by LCD 3.4.6, 
Reactor Cool ant System Pressure/Temperature Umi ts, These l imi.ts are ccinservati vely 
based on the-fracture to~ghness of the reattor Yessel, taking into account 
anticipated ve.ssel neutron fluence. With ihcreased reactor fluence over time, the. 
minimum allowable vessel temperature increases at a given pressure. 

:-· . . - -
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3/4.11 RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS 

BASES 

3/4.11.1.l and 3/4.11.1.2 (Deleted) 

·.,_ ·. 

.. -THE INFORMATION .. FROM- THESE. SECTIONS 
'HAS BEEN RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS 

. 3/4.11.1.3 . (Deleted).~ INFORMATION .FROM lHIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 

3/4.11.1;4 LIOUIQ HOLDUP TANKS 

The t.anks iisted in thi~ specification include all those outdoor radwaste 
tanks that are not surroun~ed by line~s. dikes, or walls capable of holding 
the tank contents and that do not have tank overflows and surrounding area 
drairis connected to.the liquid radwaste treatment system. 

Restric~ing thequantityof radioactive material contained in the specified 
tanks provides assurance that in the event of an.uncontrolled release of the 
·tank~' ~ontents, the resulting contentrations -wbuld be less than 10 times the 
limits bf 10.CFR Pa~t 20, Appendix B,. Table 2, Column 2, at the nearest potable 
water · .. supply and the nearest surface water supply in an UNRESTRICTED AREA . 

. 3/4.11.2.1 (Deleted) - INFORMATION. FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO TH~ ODCM~ 
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS 

BASES 

3/4.11.2.2 thro_ugh 3/4.11.2.4 (Deleted) 
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3/4.11. 2~ 5 EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE . 

This specification is·provided to ensure that the concentration of poten
tially explosive gas mixtures contained in the .main co.ndenser offgas treat
ment system is maintained below the flammability limit.s of hydrogen and oxygen.· 
Maintaining.the. concentrC1t~on of hydrogen-below its flammabiritylimit provides 
ass~rante.that'the release~ of radioactive materi~ls will.be controlled iri 
conformance with the requir!!m'!nts of General Design Criterion 60 of Appendix A 

. to 10 CFR Part 50. . . .. . . . . 
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3/4.11.2.~ MAIN CONDENSER 

Restricting the gross radioactivity rate of noble gases from the main condenser 
provides reasonable assurance that the total body exposure t~ an individual at the 
exclusion area boundary will not exceed a small fraction of the limits of 10 CFR Part 
100 in the event this effluent is inadvertently discharged directly io tha 
environment without treatment. This specification implements the requirements of 
General Design Criteria 60 and 64 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. 

3/4 11.2.7, 3/4 11.3, and 3/4 11.4 {Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THESE SECTIONS 
RELOCATED TO THE ODCM OR PCP • 
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3/4.0 APPLICABILITY 

BASES 

Specifications 3.0.1 through 3.0.4 establish the general requirements 
applicable to Limiting Conditions for Operation. These requirements are based 
on the requirements for Limiting Conditions for Operation stated in the Code 
of Federal Regulations, 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2): 

"Limiting Conditions for operation are the lowest functional capability 
or performance levels of equipment required for safe operation of the 
facility. When a limiting condition.for operation of a nuclear reactor 
is not met, the licensee shall shut down the reactor or follow any 
remedial action permitted by the technical specification until the 
condition can be met. 11 

· 

Specification 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within each 
individual specification as the requirement for when (i:e., in which 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions) conformance to the 
Limiting Conditions for Operation is required for safe operation df the 
facility. The ACTION requirements establish those remedial measures that must 
be taken within specified time limits when the requirements of a Limiting 
Condition for Operation are not met. It is not intended that the shutdown 
ACTION requirement be used as an operation convenience which permits (routine) 
voluntary removal of a system(s) or component(s) from service in lieu of other 
alternatives that would not result in redundant systems or compone.nts being 
inoperable. 
There are two basic types of ACTION requirements. The first specifies the 
remedial measures that permit continued operation of the facility which is not 
further restricted by· the time limits of the ACTION requirements. In this 
case, conformance to the ACTION· requirements provides an acceptable level of 
safety for .un 1 i mi ted continued ope rat ion· as 1 ong as the ACTION requirements 
continue to be met. The second type of ACTION requirement specifies a time 
limit in which. conformance to the conditions of the Limiting Condition for 
Operati6n must be met. This time limit is the allowable outage time to 
restore an inoperable system or component to OPERABLE status or for restoring 
parameters within specified limits. If these actions are not completed within 
the allowable outage time limits, a shutdown is required to place the facility 
in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in which the 
specification no longer applies. · 
The specified time limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable from the 
point of time it is identified that a Limiting Condition for Operation is not 
met. The time limits of the ACTION requirements are also applicable when a 
system or component is removed from service for surveillance testing or 
investigation of operational problems. Individual specifications may include 
a specified time limit for the completion of a Surveillance Requirement when 
equipment is removed from service. In this ~ase, the allowable outage time 
limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable when this limit expires if 
the surveillance has not been completed. When a shutdown is required to 
comply with ACTION requirements, the plant may have entered an OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION in which a new specification becomes applicable. In this case, the 
tim~ limits of the ACTION requirements would apply from the point in time that 
the new specification becomes applicable if the requirements of the Limiting 
Condition fqr Operation are not met. 

LIMERICK -:UNIT 2 B 3/4 0-1 
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Specification 3.0.2 establishes that noncompliance with a specification exists 
when the requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation are not met and 
the associated ACTION requirements have not been implemented within the 
specified time interval. The purpose of this specification is to clarify that 
(1) implementation of the ACTION requirements within the specified time 
interval constitutes compliance with a specification and (2) completion of the 
remedial measures of the ACTION requirements ·is not required when compliance 
with a ·Limiting Condition of· Operation is restored within the time interval 
~pecified in the associated ACTION requirements. 

Specific~tion 3.0.3 establishes the shutdown ACTION requirements that must be 
implemented when a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met and the 
cond,ition is not specifically addressed by the associated ACTION requirements. 
The purpose of _this specification is to delineate the time limits for placing 

- the unit in a safe shutdown CONDITION when plant operation cannot be maintained 
within the limits for safe operation defined by the Limiting Conditions for 
Operation and its ACTION requirements. It is not intended to be used as an 
operational convenience which permits (routine) voluntary removal of redundant 
systems or components from service in lieu of other alternatives that would 
not result.in redundant systems or compoMents being inoperable. One hour is 
allowed to prepare for an orderly shutdown before initiating a change in plant 
operation. This time permits the operator to coordinate the reduction in 
electrical generation with the load i;:lispatcher to ensure the stability and 
availability of the electriC:al grid.- The time limits ·specified to reach lower 

-CONDITIONS. of operation permit the shutdown to proceed in a controlled and 
orderly manne~ that is well within the specified maximum cooldown rate and 
within the cooldown capabilities of the facility assuming only the minimum -
requfred equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal stresses on components 
of _the primary coolant system arid the potential for a p·lant upset that could 
challenge safety systems undt;!r ·conditions for which this specification appl'ies. 

If remedial measures pe.rmitting :1imited continued oper~tio-n of the. facility 
under the provisions of th~·ACTION requirements are completed, the shutdown may 
be terminated. The time limits of' the ACTION requirements are applicable 
-from the point in time there was a failure to meet a Limiting Condltion for -
Operation. Therefore, the shutdown-may bet~rminated if the ACTION requirements 
have _-been met or time-1 imits· of the }\CTION requirements have not expired, thus 
providing an allowancefor·the completion.of the-required actions~ 

. . ~ ' -~ , 

The time liinit_s of Specification 3.0;:3 allow-37 hours for the plant t~ be in 
COLD SHUTDOWN when a shutdown.is·requi~ed during POWER operation. If the 
plant is fna,.,.lower CONDITION_ of operation when a shutdown is required, the 
time ·limit for reachin-g the next lower -CONDITION of operation app·lies. 
However, if a lower CONDITION of operation is reached in less time than_ 
alloweC:t,-the:totaf·allowable t1nie to.reach COLD SHUTDOWN, or other OPERATIONAL 
CONDITION,_is not reduced.-:>For example,.if STARTUP is reached in 2 hours, the 
ti ine a 11 owed to-reach -HOT SHUTDOWN is the next 11 hours because the _total ti me 
to reach HOT SHUTDOWN is n'ot reduced from the allowable limit .of 13 hours·. -

-Therefore, {fremedia l measures~: are cornp 1 eted.that would permlt a return to 
-. POWER ope rat ion, a penalty is not i ncurredby haying to reach a lower 
- CONDITION of operatio.n in less than the .tota1 time allow~d. 
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The same principle appli_es with regard to the allowable outage time limits of 
the ACTION r~quirements, if compliance ~ith the ACTION requirements for one 
specification results in entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or condition of 
operation for another specification in which the requirements of the Limiting 
Condition for Operation are not met. If the new specification becomes_ 
applicable in less time than specified, the difference may be added to the 
allowable outage time limits of the second specification. However, the 
allowable outage time of ACTION requirements for a higher CONDITION of 
operation may not be used to extend the allowable outage time that is 
applicable when a Limiting Condition for Oper~tion is not met in a lower 
CONDITION of operation. 

The shutdown requirements of Specification 3.0.3 do not apply in CONDITIONS 4 
and 5, because the ACTION requirements of individual specifications define the 
remedial measures to be taken. 

Specification 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
or other specified conditions in the Applicability when a Limiting Condition for 
Operation is not met. It allows placing the unit in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or 
other specified condition stated in that Applicability (e.g., the Applicability 
desired to be entered) when unit conditions are such that the requirements of the 
Limiting Condition for Operation would not be met~ in accordance with 
Specification 3.0.4.a, Specification 3.0.4.b, or Specification 3.0.4.c. 

Specification 3.0.4.a allows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition in- the Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation 
not met when th~ associated ACTION requirements to be entered permit continued 
operation in the OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the 
Applicability for an unlimited period of time~ Compliance with ACTION 
requirements that permit continued operation of the unit for an unlimited period 
of time in an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition provides an 
acceptable level of safety for continued operation. This is without regard to the 
status of the unit before or after the OPERATIONAL CONDITION change. Therefore, 
in such cases, entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in 
the Applicability may be mad~ in accordance with the provisions of the ACTION 
requirements. 

Specification 3.0.4.b allows entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition in the Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation 
not met after performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and 
components, consideration of the results, determination of the acceptability of 
entering the OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the 
Applicability; arid establishment of risk management actions, if appropriate. 

The risk assessment may use quantitative, qualitative, or blended approaches, and 
the risk assessment will be conducted using the plant program, procedures, and 
criteria in place to implement 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4), which r·equires that risk 
impacts of maintenance activities be assessed and managed. The risk assessment, 
for the purposes of Specification 3.0.4.b, mu~t take into account all inoperable 
Technical Specification equipment regardless of whether the equipment is included 
in the normal _10 CFR 50.65(a)(4) risk assessment scope. The risk assessments will 
be conducted using the procedures and guidance endorsed by Regulatory Gui-de 1.182, 
"Assessing and Managing Risk Before Maintenance Acti.vfties at Nuclear Power 
Pl ants." Regulatory Guide 1.182 endorses the guidance in Section 11 of NUMARC 93-
01, "Indus~ry Guideline for Monitoring the Effecti0eness of Maintenance at Nuclear 
P6wer Plant~." These documents address general guidance for conduct of the risk 

- assessment, quantitative and qualitative guidelines-for establishing risk 
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management actions, and example risk management actions. These include actions to 
plan and conduct other activities in a manner that controls overall risk, 
increased risk awareness by shift and management personnel, actions to reduce the 
duration of the condition, actions to minimize the magnitude of risk increases 
(establishment of backup success paths or compensatory measures), and 
determination that the proposed OPERATIONAL CONDITION change is acceptable. 
Consideration should also .be given to the probability of completing restoration 
such that the requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation would be met 
prior to the expiration of the ACTION requirement's specified time interval that 
would require exiting the Applicability. 

Specification 3.D.4.b may be used with single, or multiple systems and components 
unavailable. NUMARC 93-01 provides guidance relative to consideration of 
simultaneous unavailability of multiple systems and components. 

The results of the risk assessment. shall be considered in determining the 
acceptability of entering the OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in 
the Applicability, and any corresponding risk management actions. The 
Specification 3.0.4.b risk assessments do not have to be documented. 

The Technical Specifications allow continued operation with equipment unavailable 
in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 for the duration of the specified time interval. Since 
this is allowable, and since in general the risk impact in that particular 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION bounds the risk of transitioning into and through the 
applicable OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions in the 
Applicabil5tY of the Ltmiting Conditio~ for 'Operation, the use of the 
Specification 3.0.4.b allowance should be generally ~cceptable, as long as the risk 
is assessed arid managed as stated above. However, there is a small subset of 
systems and components that have been determined to be more important to risk and 
use of the Specificati~n 3.0:4.b allowance i~ prohibited. The Limiting Condition 
for Operations governi n·g these system and components contain Notes prohi biting the 
use of Specification 3.0.4.b by stating that Specification 3.0.4.b is not 
applicable. · · 

Specification 3.0.4.c allows enfry into a OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition in the Applicability11ith the Limiting Condition for Operation not met 
based on a. Note in the Specification which states. Specification 3.0.4.c is 

·applicable: These specific allowances permit-entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or 
other specified conditions in· the Applicability when the as~ociated ACTION 
requi~ements t6 be entered do~ot provide for con~inued operation for an unlimited 
period of t~me and a -~isk ~ssess~ent has not been performed. This allowance may 
apply to all the ACTION requirements or to a specific-ACTION requirement of a 
Specification. The risk assessments performed.to justify the use of 
Specification.3.0.4.b usually orily consider systems and components. For this 
reason, Specification 3.0.4.c is typically applied tci. Specifications which 
describe values· and parameters (e.g., ·Reactor Coo.lanf Specific Activi-ty), and may 
be applied to_ other Specifications bas~~ on NRC plant-specific approval· .. 

The provisions of this Specific~tion should not be interpreted as endorsing the 
failure to exercise the good prai::ti ce. of restoring systems or components to 
OPERABLE status before ~nte~ing an as~ocia~ed OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified coriditio~ in·the Appli~ability. · 

The provisions of Specification 3.0.4 shall not prevent :changes in OPERATIONAL 
CONDI_TIONS or other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to 
comply with ACfION requirements. In addition, th_e provisions of Specification 
3.0.4 shall not prevent changes iY, OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified 
conditions.in the Appl i ca bi l ity that. result from any unit shutdown.. In this 
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context, a unit shutdown is defined as a change in OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition in the Applicabiiity associated with transitioning from 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2, OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 to 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3, and OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4. 

Upon entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the 
Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation not met, Specification 
3.0.1 and Specification 3.0.2 require entry into the applicable Conditions and 
ACTION requirements until the Condition is resolved, until the Umiting Condition 
for Operation is met, or until the unit is not within the Applicability of the 
Technical Specification. 

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated inoperable equipment 
(or on variables outside the specified limits), as permitted by Specification 
4.0.1. Therefore, utilizing Specification 3.0.4 is not a violation of . 
Specification 4.0.l or Specification 4.0.4 for any Surveillances that have not 
been performed on inoperable equipment. However, SRs must be met to ensure 
OPERABILITY prior to declaring the. associated equipment OPERABLE (or variable 
within limits) and restoring compliance with th~ affected Limiting Condition for 
Operation. 

Specification 3.0.5 establ1shes the allowance for restoring equipment to service 
under administrative controls when it. has been .removed from service or declared 
inoperable to comply with ACTIONs. The sole purpose ·of this Specification is to 
provide an exception to Specifications 3.0~1 and 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with 
the applicable ACTION(s)) to allow the performance of required testing to 
demonstrate': 

a.. The OPERABILITY of the equipment being .returned to service, or 

.. b. · The OPERABILITY of ·other equipment.~· 

The administrative contr6ls ensure the time the equipmerit is returned to service 
in conflict wit~ the requirements of the ACTIONs is limited to the time necessary 
to perform the required testi rig to demonstrate· OPERABI LilY. · This Speci fi ca ti on 
does not provide time to perf6rm a~y:other p~eventive or corrective m~intenance .. 

An: example .of d~monstrating.the OPERABILlTY'ofthe0 eq~ipment being.returned to 
service is reopening a containment isolation valve that has been closed to comply 
with r'equir-ed· ACTIONs and must be reopened to perform -the required te.sting. · 

An example of demonstrating -the ·bPERABI LITY Of _other equipment is taking an 
inoperable channel or trip system out of the tripped condition to prevent the trip 
functi ori from occurring during th.e performance of required testing on another 
channel in the othet trip system. A ~im~lar example of demonstrating the. 

· OPERABILITY of other equipment is taki hg an inoperable channel . or trip system out 
of the tripped condition to permit the logic to function and indicate the 
appropriate response during the performance of required testi rig·_ on another channel 
in the same trip system.·· · 

'-: . 
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Specification 3.0.6 establishes an exception to Specifications 3.0.1 and 3.0.2 for 
supported systems that have a support system Limiting Condition for Operation 
specified in the Technical Specifications CTS). The exception to Specification 
3.0.l is provided because Specification 3.0.1 would require that the ACTIONs of 
the associated inoperable supported system Limiting Condition for -Operation be 
entered ~olely due to the inoperability of the support system. This exception is 
justified because the actions that are required to ensure the plant is maintained 
in a safe condition are specified in the support system Limiting Condition for 
Operation's ACTIONs, These ACTIONs may include entering the supported system's 
ACTIONs-or may specify other ACTIONs. The exception to Specification 3.0.2 is 
provided because Specification 3.0.2 would consider not entering into the ACTIONs 
for the supported system within the specified time intervals as a TS 
noncompliance. 

When a support system is inoperable and there is a Limiting Condition for 
Operation specified for it in the TS, the supported system(s) are required to be 
declared inoperable if determined to be inoperable as a result of the support 
system inoperability. However; it is not necessary to enter into the supported_ 
systems' ACTIONs unless directed to do so by th~ support system's ACTIONs. The 
potential confusion and inconsistency of requirements related to the entry into 
multiple support and supported systems' Limiting Condition for Operations' ACTIONs 
are eliminated by providing all the acticins that are necessary to ensure the plant 
is maintained in a safe condition in the support system's ACTIONs. 

However, there are instances where a support system's ACTION may either direct a 
supported system to be declared inoperable or direct entry into ACTIONS for the 
supported system. This may occur immediately or after some specified delay to 
perform some other ACTION. Regardless of whethef it is immediate or after some 
delay, when a support system's ACTION directs a supported system to'be declared 
inoperable or directs entry into ACTIONs for~ ~upported system, the applicable 
ACTIONs shall-be entered in accordance with Specification 3.0.1. 

Specificati_on 6.17, "Safety Function Determination Program CSFDP)," ensures loss 
of safety function is detected arid appropriate actions are taken. Upon entry into 
Specification 3.0.6, an evaluation shall be made to determine if loss of safety 
function exists. Additionally; other limitations, remedial actions, or 
·compensatory actions may be identified as a result of the support system 
inoperability and- corresponding exception to entefing supported system ACTIONs. 
The SFDP implements the requirements of Specification 3;0.6. 

The following examples use Figure B 3.0-1 to illustrate loss of safety function 
conditions that may result when a TS support system is inoperable. In this 
figure, the fifteen systems that comprise Train A are independent and redundant to 
the fifteen systems that comprise Train B. To correctly use the figure to 
illustrate.the SFDP provisions for a ~ro~s train check, the figure establishes a 
relationship between support and supported· systems as follows: the figure shows 
System 1 as a support system for System 2 and_ System 3; System 2 as a support 
system for System 4 and System 5; and System 4 as a support system for System 8 
and System 9. Specifically, a loss of safety function may exist when a support 
system is inoperable and: 

- -

a. A system redu~dant to system(s) supported by th~ inoperable support 
system is also inqperable (EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-1), 
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b. A system redundant to system(s) in turn supported by the inoperable 
supported system is also inoperable (EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-2), or 

c. A system redundant to support system(s) for the supported systems 
(a) and (b) above is also inoperable (EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-3). 

For the following examples, refer to Figure B 3.0-1. 

EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-1 
If. System 2 of Train A is inoperable and System 5 of Train B is inoperable, 
a loss of safety function exists in Systems 5, 10, and 11. 

EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-2 

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and Sy~tem 11 of Train B is inoperable, 
a loss of safety function exists in System 11. · 

EXAMPLE B 3.0.6-3 

If System 2 of Train A is inoperable, and System 1 of Train B is inoperable, 
a loss of safety function exists in Systems 2, 4, 5, 8, 9,·10 and 11. 

System 2 

System 1 

System 3 

5ystem4 

I.,, ..... 
System 9 

System 2 

System 5 

I.,, ...... 
System 11 

Syst.em 1 

System 6 

1 ..... ,, 

System 13 

System 3 

System 7 

1., .... ,. 
System 15 

Figure B 3.0-1 
Configuration of Trains and Systems 

System 4 1-·· 
System 9 

System 5 I"'"••" 
System 11 

System 6 1-·" 
System 13 

System 7 r···,. 
System 15 

If. an evaluation determines that a loss of safety function exists, the 
appropriate ACTIONs of the Limiting Condition for Operation in which the loss of 
safety function exist~ are required to be entered. This loss of safety function 
does not require the assumption of additional single failures or loss of offsite 
power. Sine~ operations are being restricted in accordance with the ACTIONs of 
the support system, any resulting temporary loss of redundancy or single failure 
protection is taken into account: 

.. ' . 
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When loss of safety function is determined to exist, and the SFDP requires entry 
into the appropriate ACTIONs of the Limiting Condition for Operation in which the 
loss of safety function exists, consideration must be given to the specific type 
of function affected. Where a loss of function is solely due to a single 
Technical Specification support system (e.g., loss of automatic start due to 
inoperable instrumentation, or loss of pump suction source due to .low tank level), 
the appropriate Limiti~g Condition for Operation is the Limiting Condition for 
Operation for the support system. The ACTIONs for a support system Limiting 
Condition for Operation adequately address the inoperabilities of that system 
without reliance on entering its supported system Limiting Condition for 
Operation. When the loss of function is the result of multiple support systems, 
the appropriate Limiting Condition for Operation is the Limiting Condition for 
Operation for the supported system. 

Specification 4.0.1 through 4.0.5 establish the general requirements applicable 
to Surveillance Requirements. These requirements are based on the Surveillance 
Requirements stated in the Code of Federal Regulations 10 CFR 50.36(c)(3): 

"Surveillance. requirements are requirements relating t6 test, ·calibration, 
or inspection to ensure that the necessary quality of systems and components 

·is maintained, that facility operation will be within safety limits, and that 
the limiting conditions of operation will be met." 

Specification 4.0.l establishes the requirement that SRs must be met during the 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions in the Applicability for 
which the requirements of the Limiting Condition for Operation apply, unless 
otherwise specified in the individual SRs. This Specificati.on is to ensure that 

· Survei 11 ances a re performed to verify the OPERABILITY of systems and components; 
and that variables are within specified limits. Failure to meet a Surveillance 

·within the specified Surveillance time interval and allowed extension, in 
accordance with Specifitation 4.0.2,.constitutes a failure to meet the Limiting 
.Conditibn ior Operation. 

Systems ~nd components are assumed to be OPERABLE when the associated SRs have 
been met. Nothing in this Specification, however, is to be construed as implying 
that systems or components are OPERABLE when: 

a. . The systems or components are known to be inoperable; although still 
. meeting t.he SRs;· or. . . 

b. The requi~ements of the Surv~ill.ance(s) ate· known to be not met· 
between required Surveillance perfor~ances. 

Surveillances do nbt have tci be p~rformed when the unit is in ~n OPERATIONAL 
CONDIT10N or other s~ecified condition for which ~he re~uirements of the 
associated .Li.miti ng Condi ti on. for Operation a re not appl i.cabl e, unless otherwise 
specified. The SRs associated with a Special Test Exception Limiting Conditio~ 
for Operation are only applicable when the Special Test Exception Limiting · 
Condition for D~eration is used as an allowable exception to the requirements of. 
a Speci fi cation.. . 
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Unplanned events may satisfy the requirements (including applicable acceptance 
criteria) for a given SR. In this case, the unplanned event may be credited as 
fulfilling the performance of the SR. This allowance includes those SRs whose 
performance is normally precluded in a given OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition. 

Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by ACTION requirements, do not 
have to be performed on inoperable equipment because the ACTIONS define the 
remedial measures that apply. Surveillances have to be met and performed in 
accordance with Specification 4.0.2, prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE 
status. 

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenance testing is required 
to declare equipment OPERABLE. This. includes ensuring applicable Surveillances 
are not failed and their most recent performance is in accordance with 
Specification 4.0.2. Post maintenance testing may not be possibl~ in the 
current OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified conditions in the Applicability 
due to the necessary unit parameters not having been establish~d. In these 
situations, the equipment may be considered OPERABLE provided testing has been 
satisfactorily completed to .the extent possible and the equipment is not · 
otherwise believed to be incapable of performing its function. This will allow 

. operation to proceed to an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition 
whe~e other necessary post maintenan~e tests can be compl~ted. 

Some exampJes of this process are: 

a. Control Rod Drive maintenance during refueling that requires scram 
testing at> 950 psi. Howe~er, if other appropriate testing is 
satisfactorily completed and the scram time testing of 
Specification 4.1.3.2 ~s satisfied, the control rod can be 
ctinsidered OPERABLE. This allows startup to proceed to reach 
950 psi to perform other necessa~y testing. 

b. High pressure CDolant injection CHPCI) maintenance during shutdown 
that requires system functional tests at a specified pressure. 
Provided oth~r approprjate testing is satisfactorily completed, 
startup can proceed with HPCI. considered OPERABLE. This allows 
_operation to .reach the specified pressure to ccimplete the necessary 
post m~intenance testing. 
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APPLICABILITY 

BASES 

Specification 4.0.2 establi~hes the limit for which the specified time interval 
frir Surveillance Requirements may be extended. It permits an allowable extension 
of the normal surveillance interval to facilitate surveillance scheduling and 
consideration of plant operating conditions that may not be suitable for 
conducting· the surveillance; e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing 
surveillance or maintenance activities. -rt also provides flexibility to 
.accommodate the length of a fuel cycle for surveillances that are performed at 
each refueling outage and are specified with an 24-month surveillance interval. 
It is not intended that this provision be used repeatedly as a convenience to 
extend the surveillance intervals beyond that specified for surveillances that 
are not performed during refueling outages. Likewise, it is not the intent that 
REFUELING INTERVAL surveillances be performed during power operation unless it is 
consistent with safe plant operation. The limitation of Specification 4.0.2 is based on 
engineering judgment and the recognition that the most probable result of any particular 
surveillance being performed is the verification of conformance with the Surveillance 
Requirements .. This provision is sufficient to ensure that the reliability ensured through 
surveillance activities is not significantly degraded beyond that obtained from the specified 
surveillance interval. 

Specification 4.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring affected 
equipment inoperable or an affected variable outside the specified limits when a 
Surveillance has not been completed within the specified Surveillance time 
interval and allowed extension. A delay period of up to 24 hours or up to the 
limit of the specified Surveillance time interval, whichever is greater, applies 
from the point in time that it is discovered that the Surveillance has not been 
performed in accordance ~ith Specification 4.0.2, and not at the time that the 
specified Surveillance time interval and allowed extension was not met. 

This delay period provides adequate time to complete Surveillances that have 
been missed. This delay period permits the completion of a Surveillance before 
complying with ACTION req~irements or other remedial measures that might 
preclude completion of the Surveillance. 

The basis for this delay p~riod includes tonsideration of unit conditions, 
adequate planning, availability of personnel, the time required to perform the 
Surveillance, th~ safety significance of the delay in completing the required 
Surveillance, and the recognition .that the most probable result of any 
particular Surveillance being performed is the verification of conformance with 
the requirements. When a Surveillance with a Surveillance time interval based 
not· on time intervals, but upon specified unit conditions, operating situations, 
or requirements of regulations (e.g., prior to entering OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 
after each fuel loading, or in accordance with 10 CFR 50, Appendix J, as 
modified by approved exemptions, etc~). is discovered to have not been performed 
when specified, Specification 4.0.3 allows for the full delay period of up to 
the specified Surveillance time interval to perform the Surveillance. However, 
since th~re is not a time interval specified, the missed Surveillance should be 
performed at the first reasonable opportunity. 

Specification 4'.0.3 provides a time limit for, and allowances for the 
performance· of, Surveillances that become applicable as a consequence of 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION changes imposed by ACTION requirements. 

Failure to tomply with specified Surveillance time intervals and allowed 
eXtensi6ns for SRs· is expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay 
period established by ·specification 4 .. 0.3 is a flexibility which is not intended 
to .be used as an o~er~ti~nal convenience to extend Surveillance intervals. 
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While up to 24 hours or the limit of the specified Surveillance time interval is 
provided to. perform the missed Surveillance, it is expected that the missed 
Surveillance will be performed at the first reasonable opportunity. The 
determination of the first reasonable opportunity should· include. consideration 
of the impact on plant risk (from delaying the Surveillance as well as any p-lant 
configuration changes required or shutting the plant down to perform the 
Surveillance) and impact on any analysis assumptions, in addition to unit 
conditions, planning, availabilHy of personnel, and the· time required to 
perform the Surveillance. This risk impact should be managed through the 

. program in place to implement 10 CFR 50.65(a)(4) and its implementation 
guidance; NRC Regulatory Gui de 1.182, 'Assessing and Managing Risk Before. 

"Maintenance Activities.at Nucl~ar Power Plants.' This Regulatory Guide 
addresses consideration. of temporary and aggregate risk impacts, determination 
of risk management action thresholds, and risk management action up to and 
including pla~t shutdown. The.missed Surveillance should be treated as an 
emerge~t condition as discussed ~n the Regulatory Guide. The risk evaluation 
may use quantitative, qual·ititiv~. or bJended methods. The degree of depth and 
rigor of the· evaluation should be commensurate with the importance of the 
component. Missed Surveillances for important components. should be analyzed 
quantitatively. If the results of the risk evaluation determine the· risk 
increase is significant,.this evaluation should be used·to determine the safest 
course of action. All missed Surveillances will be placed in the Corrective 
Action Program .. 

If a Surveill~ncE{is not .completed·within the allowed delay peribd, then the. 
equipment.js.corisidered inoperable or the variable h consider.ed outsjde the· .. 
specified limits ~nd the ACTION requirements for the applicable Limiti~g 

; Condition for Operation begin immediately upo.n expiration of the delay period. 
If a. Surveinance is failed within the delay period or the variable is outside 
the specified limits~ then the equipment·is inoperable and the Completion Times 
of the Required Actions for .the applicable LCO Conditions begin imniediately 
upon the failure of the Surveillance. 

Co~pl~tion of the Surveillance within the delay ~eriod allowed by this 
Specification; .or ~ithin :the allowed times specified in the ACTION requ"irements, 
restores compliance with Specification 4.0.1. · 

Specif-I catj on 4. 0. 4 es tab 1 i shes the requirement that all app 1icab1 e SRs must be 
met before entry· i.nto ah OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified cond~ ti on in the 

. Applicability. · 

This Specification ensures that system and c6mponent OPERABILITY requirements and 
variable limits are met before entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other 
specified conditions in the Applicability .for which these systems and components 
ensure safe oper~tion of the unit. · The provisions of this Specification should 
not be interpreted as ~ndorsing the failure to exercise the good practice of 
restoring systems or· components to OPERABLE status before entering an associated 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the App 1 i cabil i ty. 

A prov.ision is included to allow entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
. specified condi tiOn in 'the Applicability when a Limiting Condit i ori for Opera ti on 
is not met .due to a Surveillance not being met in accordance with Specification 
3.0.4 .. ;, .. 

Howe~er, in c~rtai~ circumstanc~s,_fai1ing to .meei an SR will not result in 
, Specifi ca ti on 4 .0 A restricting an ·oPERATIONAL CONDITION change or other specified 
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condition change. When a system, subsystem, division, component, device, or 
variable is inoperable or outside its specified limits, the associated SR(s) are 
not required to be performed, per Specification 4.-0.1, which.states that · 
surveillances dci not have to be performed on inoperable equipment. When equipment 
is inoperable, . Specifi ca ti on 4. O. 4 does not apply to the associated SR( s) s i.nce 
the requirement for the SR(s) to be performed is removed. Therefore, fail in~ to 
perform the Surveillance(s) within the specified Surveillance time interval does 

. not result.in a Specification 4.0.4 restriction to changing OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
or other specified conditions of the Applicability. However, since the Limiting 
Condition for Operation is not met in this instance, Specification 3.0.4 will 
govern any restrictions that may (or may not) apply to OPERATIONAL CONDITION or 
other specified condition changes. Specification 4.0.4 does not restrict changing 
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified conditions of the Applicability when a 
Survei 11 ance has not been performed within the specified Survei 11 ance time 
intervalr_provided the ~equirem~nt to declare the Limiting Condition for Operation 
not met ~as.been ·delayed in accordance with Speciftcation· 4.0.3. 

The provisions of Specification 4.0.4 shall not prevent entry into OPERATIONAL 
·coNDITIONS or'.o'ther specified conditions in the Applicability that are r.equired to 
comply with ACTION: requirements .. In .addition, the provisions of Specification 
4.0.4 shall riot. prevent changes in ·OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS or other specified 
condition.s in the Applicability that result from any unit shutdown. rn this· 
context,. a unit shutdown is defined as a change in OPERATIONAL· CONDITION or other 

.specified condftiori in ttie Applicability asso~iated.with transitiOningfro111 
OPERATIONAL. CONDITION 1 to OPER~TIONAL CONDITION 2, .OPERATIONAL CONDITION. 2 to 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3, and_ OPERATIONAL CONDITION :3 to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4. 

Specfrtcatiori'A.o.s estiiblfshesth~ requireme~t that inservice :inspection ofASME.: 
Code Class l. 2 and 3 coin'ponents a11~ inservice_.testing of ASME.(:ode 'Class .1, 2 and 
3 puinps and.v·alves shall·beperformec;!.in acco_rdance.·w;th·a periodically updated 
version of Sectfon XI of the ASME ~o.iler and .Pressure Vessel Code and Addend11~ and. 
the ASME Code .. for Opera ti on and Ma.i n:tenance of Nuclear Power Pl ants CASME OM Code) and 
applicable Addenda asrequired,bylQ:CERSO.SSa~ Additionally, the:Inserv.ice 
Inspection Program conforms: to the NRC staff pos.itions identified in NRC ... Generi-c . 
Letter ss~·or, ."NRC Position-on lGSCC in BWR Austinetic'Stainless Steel Piping,"as 
approved in.c NRC Safety.· Evalu1)tions .dated March 6, 1990. and .. October. 22-,. · 1990, .or in 
accordance with alternate.measure~ i!PPrbved by the- _NRC staff. · · < .. ··· · 

·Thi; :speci fi .cat 1611 .. incluqes< ~ -c'larifi ca ti on. C:»f th.e freq:ue~cies forperform'i ng 
the· inservti::e inspection ancj:testing activities req_ujred b'y .Section XI of.the· 
ASME Boi 1 e·r. and, Pressure Vessel Code and appli sable. Jl.ddenp.a, :a·nd: the ASME Code . 
for Operation- qnd Ma.inten~nce ,of'llJucl e~r PoW,er Pl ant.$ (ASME OM Code) and applicable · .. 
Addenda·; ,.This cJar-ification 'ts prov.tcted to.ensure consJstencYAn·sun1eillance 
.intervals throughout the. Techni c.a.l Speci fi,cat i oris\and to remove any. 
ambi gutties <relati ve·to'';the ·frequencies· :fqf perfohnfogn·the requlred i nser~i ce •· ·. 
inspect fan arid. testing activi.:t,ies .. ,: • · ··· · ·· · · · · · · · 

Unde'r the terrns of this spe'~ifi~atio11, the more ·reshi~tive requirement.s of 
·, the Technicql ,Specifications take precedence over the· ASME Code and ·appli cable.• I 

Addenda. Ihe··re~ui rement:? of Specifi c.ati on 4·;Q ;4 'tq perform· surv,ei ll ance · ... · .. · ·. . 
activities.-.b~fore en_t;ry·:'intb :an·npE_RATIONAL•CONDITION or other specified conditt.on · 

· · ,.. takes .prec;edence over the ASME Code prov.fsion that<allows pumps and valves to be · 
.· tes.ted .up to .one wee_k after return·· to. normal' op~r:at:i on·. · The Technical · · 
· · Specification .definition of· OPERABLE-doe~ not ·a now:. a grace period before .a . 

·component, which. is not ca pa bl e of, perfprming its spei:i.fi ed fuilcti on,. 'ls declared 
inoperable ·and -~akes precedence.- over the ASME· Code provision that ailows a' Nal ve 

. to be incapable~of performing its specified function for µp tn 2~ hours before 
"qeing declare~ inoperable. - . · - , · ·· . .,, 
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314 .1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3/4.1~1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN 

A sufficient SHUTDOWN.MARGIN ensures that Cl) the reactor can be made 
subcritical from all operating conditibns, (2) the reactivity transients. 
associ_ated with postulated accident conditions are controllable within 
acceptable limits, and (3) the reactor will be _maintained sufficiently 
subcritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the shutdown condition. 

Since core reactivity values will vary through core life as a function of 
fuel depletion and poison ·burnup, the demonstration of SHUTDOWN MARGIN will be 
performed· in the cold, xenon-free condition and sha'll show the core to be 
subcritical by at least R + 0.38% A k/k or R.+ 0.28% A k/k, as appropriate. 
The 0~38%·A k/k includes uncertainties and calculation biases. The value of R 
in units of % A k/k is the difference between th~ calculated value of minimum 
.shutdown margin during the· operating cycle and the calculate_d shiJtdown margin 
at the time of the. shutdown margin test at the beginning of cycle._ The value 

·of R must be positive or zero and must be determined for each fuel loading cycle. 

Jwb dif_ferent values are sup.plied in the Limiting Condi ti on for Operation 
to provide for the different methods bf demonstration of the SHUTDOWN MARGIN~ 
'The highest worth rod may be determined analytically or by test. The SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN· ·i'S demonstrated by Cari insequence) control rod withdrawal· at the 
beginning.of life fuel cycle conditions, and,.if necessary, at any future time 
iri the cycle if the first demonstration indicates that the required margin could, 
be reduced as a function of exposure.-. Observation of subcrititality in this
condition assures subcriticality with the most reactive control rod fully 
withdrawn: - · · .- - ·-- - -

Thi.s reactivity characteristic has been a basic assumptionin the analysis 
of plant ~erformance and can be best de~onstr~ted at the time~~ fl.tel loading, 
but the margin must also be determined anyttme a_ control rod is incapable of 
insertibri. -

3/4 .1. 2 REACTIVITY ANOMALIES .· 
.·:. 

_ . Sir:tce the SHUTDOWN;MARGIN reqLti-~emen'f-fot'the reactor is sma:li, a careful 
chetk:on actual condft;Jbi1s t6 the prediCted conditions is necessary, and the 
chcirige_s>frf reactivity can be '.inferred from 'these'tomparisons of core k~ffective 
Ckeft>. :·since the ccirriparis_ons are easily done, frequent checks ar.e not an - _ 
impo$it1cin on .normal ~operations~.- A 1%_change ·;5 la'rger than i's expected for 
normaFoperatiOn so a Change of-thi's':magnitude should be thoroughly evalUatE!d· _ 
A change as 1 arge as 1.% w_ould not .exceed the- design conditions of the rea.C:tor -
arid is ::oh the'. saf_e, side' o( the~· posJUl-~ted transients.· · --- . · 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

A 

3/4.1;3 CONTROL RODS 

The specification of this section ensure that (1) the m1n1mum SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN is maintained, (2) the control rod insertion times are consistent with 
those used in the accident analysis, and (3) the potential effects of the rod 
drop accident are limited~ The ACTION statements permit variations from the basic 
requirements but at the same time impose more restrictive criteria for continued 
operation. A limitation on inoperable rods is set such that the resultant effect 
on total.rod worth and scram shape will be kept to a minimum. The requirements 
for the various scram time measurements ensure that any indication of systematic 
problems with rod drives will be investigated on a timely basis. 

Damage within the control rod drive mechanism could be a generic problem, 
therefore with a control-rod immovable because of excessive friction or 
mechanical interference, operation of the reactor is limited to a time period 
which is reasonable to determine the cause of-the inoperability and at the same 
time prevent operation with ~ large number of inoperable control rod~. 

- . 

Co~trol rods that are inoperable for other reasons are permitted to be 
taken out of ~ervice provided that those in the nonfully-inserted position are 
consistent with the SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements. · 

The number of control rods permitted to be inoperable could be more than 
the eight ~llowed by the specification, but the uccurrence of eight inoperable 
rods could be indicative of a generic problem ~nd the reactor must be shutdown 
for investigation and resolution of the problem. 

The coritrol rod system is designed to bring the reactor subcritical at a 
rate fast enough tb prevent the MCPR from becoming less than the fuel cladding 
safety limit during th~ limiting power transient analyzed in Section 15.2 of 
the tSAR. - This analysis shows that the negative reactivity rates resulting 
from the_ scram with the average response of all the drives as given in the 
sp~cifications, provided the required ~rotection and MCPR remains greater than 
the fuel cladding safety limit. T_he occurrence of scram times loriger then-. 
those specified should be viewed as an indication of a systemic problem with 
the rod drives_ and therefore the surveillance interval is reduced in order to 
prevent ope~ation of the reactor for long periods of time with a potentially 
serious problem. · - · · · 

Scram time testing at zero psig reactor coolant pressure is adequate to 
ens~re that the control rod ~ill perform its intended scram function d~ring startup 
of the plant until scram time testing at 950 psig r~actor coolant pressure is 
performed prior to exceeding 40% rated core thermal power. · 

The scram discharge volum~ is required to be OPERABLE so that it will be 
·available when needed to accept discharge water from the control rods during a 
reactor scram and will isolate the reactor coolant system from the containment 
when r~quired. - ·· -

The OPERABILITY of al.1 SDV vent and drain valves ensures that. the SDV vent 
and drain valve~ will close du~ing a scram to contain reactor water discharged to 
the SDV piping. The SDV has oh~common drain line and one'common vent line. 
Since _th~ vent and drain line~ are provided with two valves in series, the single 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 

CONTROL RODS (Continued) 

failure of one valve in the open position will not impair the· isolation function 
of the system. Additionally, the.valves are required to open on 'scram reset to 
ensure that a path is available for the SDV piping to drain freely at other 
times. · 

Wheh one SDV vent or dra~n valve is i~riperable in one or more lines, the 
valves must be restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days: The allowable outage 
time is reasonable, given the level of redundancy in the lines and the low 
.Probability· of a scram occurring while the valve(s) are inoperable. The SDV is 
still is'olable since the redundant valve in the affected line is OPERABLE. During 
thes~ periods, t~e single failure criterion may not be preserved, and a higher 
risk exists to allow react.or water out of the primary system during a scram. 

If. b~th valves in a ·11ne· a.re inoperable, .:the line must be isolated to 
contain ~he reactor coolant during a scram. When a line is isolated; the 
potential for an i~advertent scram.due to high SDV level is increased. 
ACTION "e" 'is modified by a note ("tr***") that allows periodic draining and 
~enting of the SDV when a lirie'is isolated~ During thes~ periods, the line may be 
unisrilated under administra.tive control. This .allows any accumulated water in the 
lin~ to be:drained~ to preclude a reactor scram on SDV high level. This is · 
acteptable·since the administrative controls.ensu~e the valve can be closed 
quickly, by a dedicated operator~ if a scram.occurs with the valve open. The 8 
hour allowable outage time to isolate the line is .. based. on the low probability of 
a scram occurring while the, 1 ine is not i sol ate~Land t;he unlikelihood of 
significant CRD seal leakage; · · · . 

. ··· . - '• ' 

Col'.ltrol rods with inoperable acc~mulators. are declared inoperable and " · 
Spec1fication 3.1.3.1 then appHes. · Thfs prevents a· pattern of inoperable 

. accumulator·s that would result in less reactivjty i.nsertion on a scram than 
has been analyzed even though control rods with· i_noperabl e accumulators may 
still be inserted with normal.dri~e ~ater pressure. The drive water.pressure 
normal operati~g rahge is specifted in system operat;ing procedures Which provide 
ranges for system alignment and coritrolrod moti'on (exercising). Operability of 
the accuinulator.e.nsures thaf-there i.s a means available to insert the control 
rods even·under ·the most. unfavorable dep:res~uri zation of. the reactor. A control -
rod is considered trippable· if it i_s capable pf·:JulJy inserting as a result of a. 
scram ·signaT; · - . ·- .· . .· - .. · . . .. . . .. < .-. -
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

CONTROL RODS (Continued) 

Control rod coupling integrfty is required to ensure compliance with the 
analysis of the rod drop accident in the FSAR. The overtravel position feature 
provides t.he only positive means of determining that a rod is prop.erly coupled 
and therefore this check ~ust be performed prior to achieving criticality after 
completing CORE .ALTER.ATIONS that could have affected the control rod coupling 
integrity .. The subsequent check is performed as a backup to the initial demon
stration. 

In order to ftniure that the control rod patterns can be followed and there
fore that other parameters are within their limits, the control rod positibn 
indication system must be OPERABLE. · 

. . 

The control rod housing support restricts the o~tward move~ent of a tontrol. 
rod to less than 3'inches in the event of a housing failure. The amount of 
rod reactivity which could be added by this small amount of rod withdrawal is 
fess than .a normal withdrawal·increment and will not contribute to any damage 
to the primary" coolant system. The support is not requi.red when there is no 
pressure to act as a driving force to rapidly eject a drive housing. · 

The required surveillances are adequate to determine that the rods are OPERABLE 
and noi so frequent as to ca~se excessive we~r on the system components. 

3/4.1.4 CONTROL ROD PROGRAM CONTROLS . - ' . , . . . . 

:Control rod withdrawal and insertion sequences are established to assure .. 
·that the ma~imum insequence individual control rod or control rod segments which 
. are withdrawn ·at a'ny time during the fuel cy~le .could nb't be worth enough to 
.··.result in a peak fuel enthalpy greater than 280 cal/gm ·ih the event.of a control 
· r6d drop accident. The .. specified sequences are characterized by homog~neous,. 

·. scattered patterns of control .rod withdrawal .. When THERMAL POWER .is greater 
. · than HJ% of RATED THERMAL POWER, there is' no possible rod wor'th which, if 

dropped at the design rate'oLthe vela.city limiter, could result i~ a peak 
_enthalpy of 280 i::al/gm .. Thu:s·requiring the'RWM to be OPERABLE wheri · · 
THERMAL POWER is less th~n or equal to 10% of RATED THERMAL POWER prpvides 
adequate control.. . · · · · 

. . The' RWM provides automatic: supervi.sicin to assure that out-cif-
·. seque.nce rods.·wi 11 not be withdrawn· or inserted; .. · 

.The ~n~lysjs':9f the rod dtop accident is presented in Section 15.4.9 of 
the FSAR and~th~ .. techniques of the analysi~ are prese'nted id a topica'i report, 
·Reference 1, and ·two supplements, References 2 arid 3. Add it ion al pertinent 
a.nalysis isals.o contained in Amendment 17 to the Reference 4 Topical Report.· 

, . . .. 

·· .. -. 

.. ~ .. ·.TheRBM is .d.esign~d to a.utornatically. prevent fuei dama.ge in the event of. 
erroneous rod .wi thdrawa]' from l ocati ans df high· power density· over .the· range of 
power· operation.· .Two channels are provXded~ Tripping one of .the channE!ls w1fl· 

: block erroneous .rod ;wi thqrawal to ii.revenL fuel damage.·. This. system. backs up the 
'written se'quente used by the operator for withdrawal ·of contra l rods ... RBM OPERA- . 

· BILITY is required when the ljmiting .. condi.tion desc.r:ibed in Specification 3.1.4.3 ex·i~ts:·. 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3/4.1.5 STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM 

The standby liquid control system provides a backup capability for bringing 
the reactor from full power to a ~old, Xenon-free shutdown, assuming that the 
withdrawn control rods remain fixed in the rated power pattern. To meet this 
objective it is necessary to inject a quantity of boron which produces a concen
tration of 660 ppm in the reactor core and other piping systems connected to the 
reactor vessel. To allow for potential leakage and improper mixing, this con
centration is increased by 25%. The required concentration is achieved by having 
available a minimum quantity of 3,160 gallons of sod1um pentaborate solution 
containng a minimum of 3,754 lbs of sodium pentaborate having the 
requisite Boron-10 atom% enrichment of 29% as determined from Reference 5. 
This quantity of solution is a net amount which is above the pump suction 
shutoff level setpoint thus allowing for the portion which cannot be injected. 

The above quantities calculated at 29% Boron-10 enrichment have been 
demonstrated by analysis to provide a Boron-10 weight equivalent of 185 lbs in 
the sodium pentaborate solution. Maintaining this Boron-10 weight in the net 
tank contents ensures a sufficient quantity of boron to bring the reactor to a 
cold, Xenon-free shutdown. · 

The pumping rate of 41.2 gpm p~ovides a negative reactivity insertion rate over 
the permissible solution yolume range, which adequately compensates for the 
positive reactivity effects due to elimination of steam voids, increased water 
density from hot to cold, reduced doppler effect in uranium, reduced neutron 
leakage from boiling to cold, decreased control rod worth as the moderator cools,. 
and xenon decay. The temperature requirement ensures that the sodium pentaborate 
always remains in solution. 

With ·redundant p~mps and explosive injection valves and with a highly 
reliable control rod sc~am system, operation of the reactor is permitted to 
continue for short periods .of time with the system inoperable or for longer 
periods of time with one of the redundant components inoper~ble. 

The SLCS system consists of three separate and independent pumps and 
explosive valves. Two of the separate and independent pumps and explosi,ve valves 
are required to meet the minimum requirements of this technical specification 
and, where applicable, satisfy the single failure criterion. To ensure that SLCS 
pump discharg~ pressure does not exceed th~ SLCS relief valve setpoint during 
operation followfng an anticipated transient without scram CATWS) event, no more 
than two pumps shall be aligned for automatic operation in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
1, 2, and 3. This maintains the equivalent control capacity to satisfy 10 CFR 
50.62 (Requirements for reduction of risk from anticipated transients without 
scram (ATWS). With three pumps aligned for automatic operation, the system is 
inoperable and ACTION statement (b) applies. 

The SLCS must have an equivalent control capacity of 86 gpm of 13% weight 
sodium pentaborate in order to satisfy 10 CFR 50.62. As part of the ARTS/MELLL 
program the ATWS analysis was updated to reflect the new rod line. As a result 
of this it was determined that the Boron 10 enrichment was required to be 
increased ta 29% to prevent exceeding a suppression pool temperature 
of 190°F. This equivalency requirement is fulfilled by having a system 
which satisfies the equation given in 4.1.5.b.2. 

The upper limit concentration of 13.8% has been established as a reasonable 
limit to prevent precipitation of sodium pentaborate in the event of a loss of 
tank heating, which allow the sol~tion"to cool r 
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

BA E 

STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM (Continued) 

Sufveillance requirements are established on a frequency that assures a high 
reliability .of the system. Once the solution is established, boron concentration 
will not vary unless more boron or water is added, thus a check on the temperature 
and volume assures that the solution is available for use. 

Replacement of the explosive charges in the valves will assure that these valves 
wi 11 not fail because of deteri or a ti on of the charges. 

The Standby Liquid Control System also has a post-OBA LOCA safety function to 
buffer Suppression Pool pH in order to maintain bulk pH above 7.0. The buffering of 
Suppression Pool pH is necessary to prevent iodine re-evolution to satisfy the 
methodology for Alternative Source Term. Manual initiation is used, and the minimum 
amount· of to.tal boron required for Suppression Pool pH buffering is 256 lbs. Given 
that at least 185 lbs of .Boron-10 is maintained in the tank, the total boron in the 
tank will be greater than 256·lbs for the range of enrichments from 29% to 62%. 

ACTION Statement (a) applies only to OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2 because a 
single pump can satisfy both the reactor control function and the post-OBA LOCA 
function to control Suppression Pool pH since boron injection is not required until 
13 hours post-LOCA. ACTION Statement (b) applies to OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2 and 
3 to address the post-LOCA safety function of the SLC system. 

1. C. J. Paone, R. C. Stirn and J. A. Woolley, "Rod Drop Accident Analysis 
for Large BWR's," G. E. Topical Report NED0-10527, March 1972. 

2. C. J. Paone, R. C. Stirn, and R. M. Young, Supplement 1 to NED0-10527, July 
1972. 

3. J.M. Haun, C. J. Paone, and R. C. Stirn, Addendum 2, "Exposed Cores," 
Supplement 2 to NED0-10527, January 1973. 

4. Amendm~nt 17 to General Electric Licensing Topical Report NEDE-24011-P-A, 
"General Electric Standard Appl i cat.ion for Reactor Fuel". 

5. "Maximum Extended Load Line Limit and ARTS Improvement Program Analyses for 
Limerick Generating Station Units 1 and 2," NEDC-32193P, Revision 2, October 

.1993 . 
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3/4.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

BASES 

3/4.2.l AVERAGE PLANAR LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE 

This specification assures that the peak cladding temperature (PCT) 
following the postulated design basis Loss-of-Coolant Accident (LOCA) will not 
exceed the limits specified in 10 CFR 50.46 and that the fuel design analysis 
limits i~ecified in NEDE-24011-P-A (Reference 2) will not be exce~ded. 

Mechanical Design Analysis: NRC approved methods (specified in · 
Reference 2) are used to demonstrate that all fuel rods in a lattice operating 
at the bounding power history, meet the fuel design limits specified in 
Reference 2. No single fuel rod follows, or is capable of following, this 
bounding power history~ This bounding power history is used as the basis for 
the fuel design analysis MAPLHGR limit. · · 

LOCA Analysis: A LOCA analysis is performed in accordance with 10CFR50 
Appendix K to demonstrate that the permissible planar power (MAPLHGR) limits 
comply with the ECCS limits specified in 10 CFR 50.46. The analysis is performed 
for the most limiting break. size, break Jotation, and singl~ failure combination 
for the plant, using the evaluation model described in Reference 9. 

The MAPLHGR 1 imit as shawm in the CORE OPERATING LIMITS REPORT is the 
most limiting composite of the fuel mechanical design anaylsis MAPLHGR and the 
ECCS MAPLHGR limit. . . . . 

Only the most limiting MAPLHGR values are shown .in the CORE OPERATING 
LIMITS REPORT for multiple lattice fuel.· Compliance with the specific latti.ce 

· MAPLHGR operating limits, which. are available in Reference 3, is ensured by use 
o~ the process computer. · 

As ~ result of: no lOng.et utilizing anAPRM t~ip setd~wn require~ent,. 
additional cons'l;ra.ints are .placed on the MAPLHGR limits to assure adherence-·· 
to the fu~l~mechanical des~gn bises.· These tonstraints are. introduced through 
the MAPF,(\C(P~ and MAPFAC(F) factors as defined in the COLR~ · .. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

BASES 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMIT$ 

3/4.2.3 MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO 

The required operating. limit.MCPRs at·.Steady-state-operating conditions 
as specified in Spe~ification 3.2.3 are deri~ed from the-established fuel 
cladding integrity SafetY Limit MCPR, and an analysis of abnormaloperational 
transients. For any abnormal operating transient analysis ev~luation with the 
initial. condition of the reactor being at the steady-state operating limit, it 
is required- that less than 0.1%of fuel rods in the core are susceptible to· 
transition boiling or that the resulting MCPR does not ~ecrease below the Safety 
Limit MCPR at any time ~uring the transient assuming instrument t~ip setting · 
gjven in Specification 2.2.. · · - · · 

. To assure that the fuel cladding integrity Safety Limit is not exceeded 
during any anticipated abnormal operational transient, the most limiting tran
sients h~ve been analyied.to determine which result in. the largest reduction -
in CRITICAL POWER RATIO <CPR). The type of transients evaluated were loss of· · 

. flow .. increase in pressure and_ power, positive reactivHy in_sertion, and 
cool a-nt _temperature decrease._ · 

The 'evaluation o.f a given transient be~ins with the sys-tern initial para
meters shown in FSAR Table 15,0-2 that are input to a BWR system dynami~ 
behavior transient computer program~ The .c6des ~sed to ~valuate transients are 
discussed i.n Reference 2. · · 

•The MCPR operating 11.mits derived from the transient ·analysis are dependent 
onthe operating core flow and powerstate (MCPR(F), and MCPR(P), respectively) to 
ensure adherence to fuel de.sign 1 im_i ts d.uri ng .. the worst ,transient that occurs . 
wi _th moderate frequency <Ref. 6). Fl ow dependent MCPR l imi t:s <M:CPR( F)) are 

_determinec! by steady.state· thermal hydraulic methods with·keyphysics response 
input~ Bench~ark~d using the three.dimensional BWR simulator code (Ref. 7) to 

·.·-analyze slow flow runout transients.·· 

. --. ~. 

. : ~' . ·.: 

_ . , . Power dependent MCPR li.rriits <MCPR(P)) a.re determined by the codes used to 
evaluat'e transients as described in·Reference·2.- Due to the sensitivity of the 
_transient, response to in.i_tial cor~ flow levels;at power levels below thos.e at 
.which the-"turbi rie stop _valve closure and turbine contror valVe fast closure 
serarns are.bypassed, high .and low flow MCP~(P), operating limits are· provided 
for_· operating between 25% RTP and 30% RTP. · · 

· The MCPR ciperqting limits .Specified in the COLR are the .result of the 
__ DesignBasis· Accident CDBA> and transient analysis. The operating limit MCPR 

is determine_d by the larger of the MCPR(f), and MCPR(P) limtts .. 
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POWER DISTRIBUTION LIMITS 

BASES 

MINIMUM CRITICAL POWER RATIO (Continued) 

.. At THERMAL POWER levels less than or equal to 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER, 
the reactor will be operating at m.inimum recirculation pump speed and. the moderator 
·void content will be very small. For all designated .control rod patterns which may 
be employed at this point, -operating ·plant experience indicates .that the resulting 
MCPR value is in excess of requirements by a considerable margin. During initial. 
startup testing of the plant, a MCPR evaluation will be made at 25% of RATED THERMAL -
POWER level _with minimum recirculation pump speed. The MCPR margin will thus be 
demonstrated such that future MCPR evaluation below this power level will be shown to 
be unnecessary. The daily requirement for calculating MCPR when THERMAL POWER is. 
greater than or equal to 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER is sufficient since power -
distribution shifts are very slow when there have not been significant power or 
control rod changes. The requirement for calculating MCPR when a limiting control 
rod pattern is approached ensures that MCPR will be known following a change .in · 
THERMAL POWER or power shape, regardless of magnitude, that could place operation: at 
a thermal limit. 

3/4.2.4 LINEAR HEAT GENERATION RATE 

·· This Specification assures that the Linear Heat Generation Rate ( LHGR) 
in any rod is less than the design linear heat generation even if fuel pellet 
densificatton is postulated. · 

Reference:. -

- 1. .- Deleted. 

2. _."General Electric ·standard Application for Reactor Fuel," NEDE...:24011-P-
A (1 ate st -approved rev.is i ori). · - · 

·3~ ~Basis of MAPLHG~ Technical Speciff~ations for limerick Unit 2,~·NEDC-
31930P (as amended); 

4. - Deleted· 
. . . >. . :·'. 

5~. Iricrea~·ed Core'Flow and .Partial Feedwater.Heating Analysis for Limerick -
Generating ·staffori Unit 2 Cycl~ l, NEDC-31578P, March l989' including 

._Errata and Adden.da Sheet No._ I dated -May 31, 1989 ~ _-. _ 

6. _ NEDC-'32193P, "Maximum.'Extended Load·~tJn~ Limit and ARTS Jmprovemenf 
__ Program .Analyses for Limerick Generating Station Uni'ts 1 and 2," 
- Revision 2, .October 1993. · -· -

L - NED0-30130-A, 11 Steady State. Nu cl ear Methods ,11 May 1985 · .. · 

8. NED0--24154·, "Qualification of the One-Dimension~l Core Transi~nt Model for. 
Boi 1 i ng .Water Reactors,,; October 1978. -· 

··.. ... . . - . · .. 
··.· -: : . . ' . 

9. _.NEDC~_32i70.P, "'Limerick Generating Station Linits 1. and 2 SAFER/GESTR:-LOC~/ 
Loss:...of-Coolant Accident Analysis,n June 1993. 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION 

The reactor protection system automatically initiates a reactor scram to: 

a. Preserve the integrity of the fuel cladding. 

b. Preserve the integrity of the reactor coolant system. 

c. Minimize the energy which must be adsorbed following a 
loss-of-coolant accident, and 

d. Prevent inadvertent criticality. 

This specification provides the limiting conditions for operation 
necessary to preserve the ability of the system to perform its intended 
function even during periods when instrument channels.may be out of service 
because of maintenance. When necessary, one channel may be made inoperable 
for brief intervals to conduct required surveillance. 

The reactor protection system is made up of two independent trip systems. 
There are usually four channels to monitor each parameter with two channels in each 
trip system. The outputs of the channels in a trip system are combined in a logic so 
that either channel will trip that trip system. The tripping of both trip systems 
wil 1 produce a reactor scram. The APRM system is divided into four APRM channels and 
four 2-0ut-Of-4 Voter channels. Each APRM channel provides inputs to each of the 
four voter channels. The four voter channels are divided into two groups of two 
each, with each group of two providing inputs to one RPS trip system. The system is 
designed to a 11 ow one APRM channel , but no voter channe 1 s ,· to be bypassed. 

· The system meets the intent of IEEE-279 for nuclear power plant protection 
systems. Surveillance intervals are determined in accordance with the Surveillance I· 
Frequency Control Program and maintenance outage times have been determined in· . 
accofdance with NEDC-30851P-A, "Technical Specification Improvement Analyses for BWR 
Reactor Protection System" and NEDC-32410P-A, "Nuclear Measurement Analysis and 
Control Power Range Neutron Monitor (NUMAC PRNM) Retrofit Plus Option III Stability 
Trip Function." The bases for the trip settings of the RPS are discussed in the 
bases for Specification 2.2.1. · 

The APRM Functions include five Functions accomplished by the four APRM 
channels (Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, 2.d, and 2.f) and one accomplished by the four 2-
0ut-Of-4 Voter cha~nels (Function 2~e). Two of the five Functions accomplished by 
the APRM channels are based on neutron flux only (Functions 2.a and 2.c), one. 
Function is based on neutron flux and recirculation drive flow (Function 2.b) and one 
is based on equipment status (Function 2.d). The fifth Function accomplished .by the 
APRM channels. is the Oscillation Power Range Monitor COPRM) Upscale trip Function 
2.f; which is based on detecting oscillatory characteristics in the neutron flux; 
The OPRM Upscale Function is also dependent on average neutron flux (Simulated 
·Thermal Power) and recirculation drive flow, which are used to automatically enable 
the output trip. · 

The Two-Out-Of-Four L6gic Module includes 2-0ut-Of-4 Voter hardware ~nd the 
APRM Inteff~te hardware. The 2-0ut-Of-4 Voter Function 2.e votes APRM Functi-0ns 2.a, 
2.b, 2.c, and 2_.Q independently of Function 2.f. This voting is accomplished by the 
2~0ut-Of-4 Voter hardware in the Two-Out-Of~Four Loqic Module. The voter includ•s 
separate outputs to RPS for the two independently voted sets of Functions, each of 
which is redundant (four tot~l outputs). The analysis in Reference 2 took credit for 
this redundancy in the justification of the 12-hour allowed out-of~service time f6r 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

Action b, so the voter Function 2.e must be declared inoperable if any of its 
functionality is inoperable. The voter Function 2.e does not need to be declared 
inoperable due to any failure affecting only the APRM Interface hardware portion of 
the Two-Out-Of-Four Logic Module. . 

Three of the four APRM channels and all four of the voter channels are 
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that no single failure will preclude a scram on a 
valid signal. To provide adequate coverage of the entire core, consistent with the 
design bases for the APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, and 2.c, at least 20 LPRM inputs, with 
at least three LPRM inputs from each of the four axial levels at which the LPRMs are 
located, must be operable for each APRM channel. In addition, no more than 9 LPRMs 
may be bypassed between APRM calibrations (weekly gain adjustments). For the OPRM 
Upscale Function 2.f, LPRMs are assigned to "cells" of 3 or 4 detectors. A minimum 
of 23 cells (Reference 9), each with a minimum of 2 OPERABLE LPRMs, must be OPERABLE 
for each APRM channel for the OPRM Upscale Function 2.f to be OPERABLE in that 
channel. LPRM gain settings are determined from the local flux profiles measured by 
the TIP system. This establishes the relative local flux profile for appropriate 
representative input to the APRM System. The 2000 EFPH frequency is based on 
operating experience with LPRM sensitivity changes. 

References 4, 5 and 6 describe three algorithms for detecting thermal
hydraulic instability related neutron flux oscillations: the period based detection 
algorithm, the amplitude based algorithm, and the growth rate algorithm. All three 
are implemented in the OPRM Upscale Function, but the safety analysis takes credit 
only for the period based detection algorithm. The remaining algorithms provide 
defense in depth and additional protection against unanticipated oscillations. OPRM 
Upscale Function OPERABILITY for Technical Specification purposes is based only on 
the period based detection algorithm. 

An OPRM Upscale trip is issued from an APRM channel when the period based 
detection algorithm in that channel detects oscillatory changes in the neutron flux, 
indicated. by the combined signals of the LPRM detectors in any cell, with period 
confirmations arid relative cell amplitude exceeding specified setpoints. One or more 
cells in a channel exceeding the trip conditions will result in a channel trip. An 
OPRM Upscale trip is also issued from the channel if either the growth rate or 
amplitude based algorithms detect growing oscillatory changes in the neutron flux for 
one or more c~lls in that channel . 

. The OPRM Upscale Function is required to be OPERABLE when the plant is at 
·~ 25% RATED THERMAL POWER. The 25% RATED THERMAL POWER level is selected to provide 
margin in the unlikely event that a reactor power increase transient occurring while 
the plant is operating below 29.5% RATED THERMAL POWER causes a power increase to or 
beyond the 29.5%.RATED THERMAL POWER OPRM Upscale trip auto-enable point without 
operator action. This OPERABILITY requirement assures that the OPRM Upscale trip 
automatic-enable function will be OPERABLE when required. 

Actions a, b and c define the Action(s) required when RPS channels are 
discovered to be inoperable. For those Actions, separate entry condition is allowed 
for each inoperable RPS channel. Separate entry means that the allowable time 
clock(s) for Actions a, b or c start upon discovery of inoperability for that 
specific channel. Restoration of an inoperable RPS channel satisfies only the action 
statements for that particular channel. Action statement(s) for remaining inoperable 
channel(s) must be met according to their original entry time. 

Because of the diversity of sensors available to provide trip signals and the 
redundancy of the RPS design, an allowable out of service time of 12 hours has been. 
shown.to be acceptable CNEDC-30851P-A and NEDC-32410P-A) to permit restoration of any 
inoperable channel to OPERABLE status. However, this out of service time is only 
acceptable prbvided that the associated Function's (identified as a "Functional Unit" 
in Table 3.3.1-1) inoperable channel is in one trip system and the Function still 
maintains RPS trip capability.. · - - · 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

The requirements of Action a are intended to ensure that appropriate actions 
are.taken if multiple, inoperable, untripped channels within the same trip system for 
the same Function result in the Function not maintaining RPS trip capability. A 
Function is·considered to be maintaining RPS trip capability when sufficient channels 
are OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip system is in trip), such that both 
trip systems will generate a trip signal from the given Function on a valid signal. 
For the typical Function with one-out-of-two taken twice logic, including the IRM 
Functions and APRM Function 2.e (trip capability associated with APRM Functions 2.a, 
2.b, 2.c, 2.d, and 2.f are discussed below), this would require both trip systems to 
have one channel OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip system in trip). 

For Function 5 (Main Steam Isolation Valve--Closure), this would require both 
trip systems to have each channel associated with the MSIVs in three main steam lines 
(not necessarily the same main steam lines for both trip systems) OPERABLE or in trip 
(or the associated trip system in trip). 

For Function 9 CTu~bine Stop Valve-Closure), this would require both trip 
systems to have three channels, each OPERABLE or in trip (or the associated trip 
system in trip). 

The completion time to satisfy the requirements of Action a is intended to 
allow the operBtor time to evaluate and repair any discovered i.noperabilities. The 1 
hour Completion Tim~ is acceptable because it minimizes risk while allowing time for 
restoration or tripping of channels. 

With trip capability maintained, i.e., Action a satisfied, Actions band c as 
applicable mu~t still be satiified~ If the inoperable channel cannot be restor~d to 
OPERABLE status within the allow~ble_out of service time, Action b requires that the 
channel- or the associated trip ~ystem must be.placed in the tripped ~onditinn. 
Placing the inoperable channel 1rt trip (or ·the associated trip system in trip) would 
conservatively -compensate for.the inoperability, restore capability to accommodate a 
single failure, and allow operation to conti~ue. 

As nqted, placing the trip ~ystem in trip is not applicable t6 satisfy Action 
b for APRM Fun!=tions 2.a, .2.b, 2.c, 2.d, or 2.f.- Inoperability oJ one required APRM 
channel affects both trip system$. For that conditi6n, the Action b requirements can 
only be satisfied by placing the inoperable APRM channel in trip. Restoring 
OPERABILIT~Dr placing the inoperable APRM channel in trip are the only actirins that 
will ~estore capability to accommodate a single APRM ~harinel failure. Inoperability 
of more than one required APRM channel al the saine trip function results in loss .of 
trip capability and tne requirement to s.a.tisfy Action a. 

The requirements of Act1 on c must be satisfied when, for any one or more· 
Functions, at .. least one required cha_nnel is inoperable in each trip system. In this 
condition, pr6vided at least one channel·per trip system is O~ERABLE, normally the 
RPS sti 11 mai n"ta~i ns trip capabi l i_ ty for that F'uncti on, but cannot accommodate a 
single fail~re in either trip syst~m (see additional bases discussion ~bove related 
to loss oftr:ip capab_ihty and the requirements of Action a, and ~pecial cases for 
Functions 2;a, 2.b, ,2.c, 2:d, 2.f,. 5 and 9). 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

The requirements of Action c limit the time the RPS scram logic, for any 
Function, would not accommodate single failure in both trip systems (e.g., one-out
of-one and one-out-of-one arrangement for a typical four channel Function). The 
reduced reliability of this logic arrangement was not evaluated in NEDC-30851P-A for 
the 12 hour Completion Time. Within the 6 hour allowance, the associated Function 
must have all required channels OPERABLE or in trip (or any combination) in one trip 
system. 

Completing the actions required by Action c restores RPS to a reliability 
level equivalent to that evaluated in NEDC-30851P-A, which justified a 12 hour 
allowable out of service time as allowed by Action b. To satisfy the requirements of 
Action c, the trip system in the more degraded state should be placed in trip or, 
alternatively, all the inoperable channels in that trip system should be placed in 
trip _(e.g., a trip system with two inoperable channels could be in a more degraded 
state than a trip system with four inoperable channels if the two inoperable channels 
are in the same Function while the four inoperable channels are all in different 
Functions). The decision of which trip system is in the more degraded state should 
be based on prudent judgment and take into account current plant conditions Ci .e., 
what OPERATIONAL CONDITION the plant is in). If this action would result in a scram 
or RPT, it is permissible to place the other trip system or its inoperable channels 
in trip. 

The 6 hour allowable out of service time is judged acc·eptable based on the 
remaining capability to trip, the diversity of the sensors available to provide the 
trip signals, the low probability of extensive numbers of inoperabilities affecting 
all diverse Functions, and the low probability of an event requiring the initiation 
of a scram. 

As noted, Action c is not applicable for APRM Functions 2.a, 2.b, 2.c, 2.d, or I 
2.f: Inoperability of an APRM channel affects both trip systems and is not associated 
with a specific trip system as are the APRM 2-0ut-Of-4 voter and other non-APRM 
channels for which Action c applies. For an inoperable APRM channel, the requirements 
of Action b can only be satisfied by tripping the inoperable APRM channel. Restoring 
OPERABILITY or placing the inoperable APRM channel in trip are the only actions that 
will reitore·capability to ~ccommodate a single APRM channel failufe. · 

If .it is not desired to. place the channel: (or trip system) in trip to satisfy 
the requirement~ of Actidh ~. Attion b or Actiori t (e.g., as in the case where 
placing the inoperable channel in tri~ would result in a full scram), Action d 
requires that the Actioh_defined by Table 3.3.1-1 for the appli~able Function be 
initiated immediately _upon expir_atioh of the aT.lowable out of service time. 

Table 3.3.1-1, Functjon'2.f, referencei Action 10, which defines the action 
required if OPRM Upscale tri~ ~apability is not maintairied. Action lOb i~ 
required to address identified equi~meht failu~es .. Action lOa is tp address 
common mode vendor/industry identified issues that render all four OPRM channels 
inoperable-·atonce. For this condition, References 2 and 3 justified use of 
alternate methods to detect and suppress oscillations for a'lirriited perio·d -of -
time; up to 120 days. The alternate methods are procedurally ~stablished 
consiStent-with the guidelines .identified in Reference 7 requiring manual 

· operator action to scram the pl ant if certain predefined events o_ccur. The_ 12- · 
lwur allowed completion time to implement the ·alterriate methods is based on 
engineering.'judgment to allow orde~ly transi.tion to the alternate methods while 

_ limitirig the period of time during which no automatic or alternate detect and 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.l REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

suppress trip capability is formally in place. The 120-day period during which 
use of alternate methods is allowed is intended to be an outside limit to allow 
for the case .where design changes or extensive analysis might be required to 
understand or correct some unanticipated characteristic of the instability 
detection algo~ithms or equipment. The evaluation of the use of alternate 
methods concluded, based on engineering judgment, that the likelihood of an 
instability event that could not be adequately handled by the alternate methods 
during the 120-day period was negligibly small. Plant startup may continue while 
operating within the allowed completion time of Action lOa. The primary purpose 
of this is to allow.an orderly completion, without undue impact on plant 
operation, of design and verification activities in the event of a required 
design change to the OPRM Upscale function. This exception is not intended as an 
alternative to restoring inoperable equipment to OPERABLE status in a timely 
manner. 

Action lOa is not intended and was not evaluated as a routine alternative 
to returning failed or inoperable equipment tb OPERABLE status. Correction of 
routine equipment failure or inoperability is expected to be accomplished within 
the completion times allowed for LCO 3.3.1 Action a or Action b, as applicable. 
Action lOb applies wheri foutine-equipment OPERABILITY cannot be restored within 
the allowed completion times of LCO 3.3.1 Actions a orb, or if a common mode 
OPRM deficiency cannot be corrected and OPERABILITY of the OPRM Upscale Function 
restored within the 120-day allowed completion·time of Action lOa. 

The OPRM Upscale trip output shall be automatically enabled (not-bypassed) 
when APRM Simulated Thermal Power is~ 29.5% and recirculation drfve flow is< 60% 
as indicated by APRM measured recirculation drive flow. NOTE: 60% recirculation 
drive flow is the recirc~lation drive flow that corresponds to 60% of rated core 
flow. This is the operating region where actual thermal-hydraulic instability and 
related rieutron flux oscillations may bccur. As noted in Table 4.3.1.1-1,_ Not~ 
c, CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the OPRM Upscale trip Function 2.f includes confirming 
that the auto-enable (not-bypassed) setpoints are correct. Other surveillances 
ensure that the APRM Simulated Thermal Power properly correlates with THERMAL 
POWER_ (Table 4.3.1.1-1, Note d) and that recirculation drive flow properly 
correlates· with core flow (Table 4.3.1.l°-l, Note g). ' 

I~ any OPRM Upscale trip auto-e~abl~ .set~oint- is exceeded-and the OPRM 
Upscale ~rip is not enabled, i.e., the OPRM Upsc~le trip is by~aised wh~n APRM 

· Simulate·d Thermal Power is~ 29.5% and recircu-lation drive flow_ is-< 60%, then the 
affect~d ~h~nnel is cohsidered inoperable for th~ OPRM Upscale Function. 
Alternatively, the OPRM Upscale trip auto-enab.le setpoint(s) may' be adjusted to 
place the channel in the enabl.ed condition· (not-bypassed). If the OPRM Upscale 
trip is placed in the enabled conditionr the iurveillance requirement is met and_ 
the chan_nel is considered OPERABLE. - · 

_ As noted in Table-4.3.1.1-1, Note g, CHANNEL CALIBRATION for the APRM 
Simulated Thermal Power - Upscale.Function 2-.b and the OPRM Upscale Function 2·.f, 
include~ the recirculation ~~ive flow input function. The APRM Simulated Thermal 
Power - __ Upscale Functi.on andthe OPRM Upscale Func.tion both require a.valid drive 
flow si~nal. The APRM Simul~ted Therm~l Power - Upscale FunctiDh uses drive flow 
to vary ihe trip setpoint. - The OPRM- Upscale Function uses drive ~low to 
automati~ally enable or b~~~ss the OPRM U~scale trip output td RPS: A CHANNEL -
CAL[BRATION of the APRM recirculation drive.flow input f~nction requires both~ 
calibrating the dr.ive flow trammitters and establishing a valid drive flow/ 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.·l REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

core flow relationship. The drive flow I core flow relationship is established 
once per refuel cycle, while operating within 10% of rated core flow and within 
10% of RATED THERMAL POWER. Plant operational experience has shown that this 
flow correlation methodology is consistent with.the guidance and intent in 
Reference 8. Changes throughout the cycle in the drive flow I core flow 
relationship due to the changing thermal hydraulic operating conditions of the 
core are accounted for in the margins included in the bases or analyses used to 
establish the setpoints for the APRM Simulated Thermal Power - Upscale Function 
and the OPRM Upscale Function. 

For the Simulated Thermal Power - Upscale Function (Function 2.b), the 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION surveillance requirement is modified by two Notes. The 
firs~ Note requires evaluation of channel performance for the condition where 
the as-found setting for the channel setpoint is outside its as-found tolerance 
but conservative with respect to the Allowable Value. Evaluation of channel 
performance will verify that the channel will continue to behave in accordance 
with safety analysis a~sumptions and the channel performance assumptions in the 
setpoint methodology. The purpo~e of the a~sessment is to ensure confidence in 
the channel performance prior to returning the channel to service. For channels 
determined to b~ OPERABLE but degraded, after returning the ch~nnel to service 
the performance of these channels will be evaluated under the plant "Corrective 
Action Program. Entry into the Corrective Action Program will ensure required 
review and documentation of the condition. The second Note requires that the 
as-left setting for the channel be within the as-left tolerance of the Trip 
Setpoint. The as-left and as-found tolerances, as applicable, will be applied 
to the surveillance procedure setpoint. This will ensure that sufficient margin 
to the Safety Limit and/or Analytical Limit is maintained. If the as-left 
channel setting cannot be returned to a setting within the as-left tolerance of 
the Trip Setpoint, theh the channel shall be declared inoperable. The as-left 
to~eranc~ for this funttinn is calculated using the square-root-sum-of-squares 
of the reference accuracy and the measurement and test equipment error 
(including readabilit°y). The as-found tolerance for this function is calculated 
using the square-root-sum-of-squares of the· reference accuracy, instrument 
drift, and the measurement and _test equipment error (including readabi 1 i ty). 

· As:n~t~d in.Table 3.3.1-2, Note "*", the redundant outputs from the 
2-0ut-Of-4.Voter channel are considered part of the same channel, but the 
OPRM and APRM outputs are considered to be separate channels, so N = 8 to 
determine the interval between tests for application of Specification 
(.3.1.3 (REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME). The not"e further 
requires that testing of OPRM and APRM outputs shall be alternated. 

Each test of an OPRM or APRM output tests each of th~ redundant outputs 
from the 2-0ut-Of-4 Voter channel for that function, and each of the 
corresponding relays in the RPS. Consequently, each of the RPS relays is tested 
every fourth cycle. This testing ·frequency is twice the frequency justified by 
References 2 and 3. 

Automatic reactor trip upon receipt of a high~high radiation signal 
from the Main_ Steam Line Radiation Monitoring System was removed as the result 
of an analysis performed by General Electric in NED0-31400A. The NRC approved 

, the results of this analysis as documented in. the SER (letter to George J. Beck, 
BWR Owher's Group from A.C. Thadani, NRC; dated May 15, 1991). 
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3/4.3 INSTRUMENTATION 

·3/4.3.1 REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION (continued) 

The measurement of response time at the frequencies specified in the 
Surveillance Frequency Control Program provides assurance that the protective 
functions associated with each channel are completed within the time limit 
assumed in the safety analyses. No credit was taken for those channels with 
response times indicated as not applicable except for the APRM Simulated Thermal 
Power - Upscale and Neutron Flux - Upscale trip functions and the OPRM Upscale 
trip function (Table 3.3.1-2, Items 2.b, 2.c, and 2.f). Response time may be 
demonstrated by any series of sequential, overlapping or total channel test 
measurement, provided such tests demonstrate the total channel response time as 
defined. Sensor response time verification may be demonstrated by either (1) 
inplace, onsite or .offsite test measurements, or (2) utilizing replacement 
sensors with certified response times. Response time testing for the sensors as 
noted in Table 3.3.1-2 is not required based on the analysis in NED0-32291-A. 
Response time testing for the remaining channel components is required as noted. 
For the digital electronic portions of the APRM functions, performance 
characteristics that determine response time are checked by a combination of 
automatic self-test, calibration activities, and response time tests of the 2-0ut
Of~4 Voter (Table 3.3.1-2, Item 2.e). 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.2 ·ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

This specification ensures the effectiveness of the instrumentation used to 
mitigate the consequences of accidents by prescribing the OPERABILITY trip 
setpotnts and response times for isolation of the reactor systems. When 
necessary, one channel may be inoperable for brief intervals t6 conduct required 
surveillance. · 

Surveillance intervals are determined in a6cordance with the Surveillance ·1 
Frequency Control Progam and maintenance outage times have been determined in 
accordance with NEDC-30851P, Supplement 2, "Technical Specification Improvement 
Analysis for BWR Instrumentation Common to RPS and ECCS Instrumentation" as 
approved by-the NRC and documented in the NRC Safety Evaluation Report tSER> 
(letter to D.N. Grace from C.E. Rossi dated January 6, 1989) and NEDC-31677P-A, 
"Technical Specification Improvement Analysis for BWR Isolation Actuatinn . 
Instrumentation," as approved by the NRC and documented in the NRC SER (letter to 

· S.D. Fl6yd from C.E~ Rossi dated June 18, 1990). · 

. Automatic closure of the MSIVs upon receipt of a high-high radiation . 
·signal from the Main Steam Line Radiation Monitoring System was removed as the 
result 6f an analysis performed by General Electric in NED0-31400A. The NRC . 
approved the results of this analysis as documented in the SER (letter to 
George J. Beck, BWR Owner's Group from A.C. Thadani, NRC, dated May 15, 1991). 

Some rif the t~ip settings may have tolerances explicitly stated whe~e both 
the high ~nd low values are critical and may have a substantial effect on · · . 
safety ... The setpoints of .other instrumentation, .where only the high or low end 
of the setting have a direct bearing.on safety, are established at a. level away.· 
from th~.normal operating range to prevent inadvertent actuation of the systems 
involved; · 

Except for the MSIVs, the ~afety analysis.does not ~ddres~ individual sensor 
response times or the response times of the logic systems to wh1ch the sensor~ · 
are .con netted. For .D. C. operated valves, a 3 second de 1 ay· is assumed before the 
valve starts to move. For A.C. operated valves, it is assumed that the }\.C. · · 
power supply is lost and is restored by startup of the emergency diesel · 
generators. In this event, a time of 13 seconds is assumed before the valve 
starts tri·~ove. In addition to the pipe·break, the failure of·the D.C~ operated . 

. valve is assumed; thus the signal delay (sensor response) is concurrent with the·· 
10-second dlesel startup and the 3 s~cond 1 oad center 1 oadi ng. delay .. The safety 
analysi.s considers an allowable· inventory loss in each case;which in_ turn··. . 
deter~inei the v~lve.speed in conjunction With the 13-second delay. It follows 
that checking the valve speeds and the 13-second time for emergency power. , 
establishment will establish the response time.for the i~ol~tion'functions. 

Response time testing.for sensors are not required based on the.analysis in· 
NED0-32291-A .. Respon·se time testing of the r·emaining chann·e1 components is 
required as note.din Table 3.3.2-3; · . . __ · ·· 

Operafion ·with a trip set less co~servative than ~ts Tri~ ~etpoint b~t 
within its specified-Allowable Value is acce~table on the basis that the 
difference ~etween each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is ~n allowance 
for inst~ument drift specific~lly allocated for each trip in.the safety .. _ 

··... analyses. Primary ·containment isolation valves that are actuated by the isolation 
..... · signa1·s specif1ed in Technical SpecHication Table 3.3.2-1 are i.dentified .in . 

· TechnJcal: Requirements Manual .Tal:Jle 3.6.3-_L · .·· · · · ·. ·. . . 

. . :3/4.3.3--EMERGENCY CORE COOLING.SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMEN!ATION . 

The emergen~y core cooi fng-·sf~tem actuatiori i nstrlimentati oh is provided fo 
initiate actions to miti"gate .the c·o_nsequences.of accidents. that are beyond the._· 
abil 1 ty of t~e OP,erator ~o control. Th.is SP,eciffcati o~ provi.des the OP~R~BILITY . . 
requ1 r~ments, tr1 p setpo1 nts and response times that w111_ ensure effectiveness · .·· 
of ,the sy"ste"ms to provide _the design protectiori. Although.the instruments ·are · . 
listed by system, in some cases the same instrument m~y be u~ed;to send the · · 
actuation sig_nal Jo-more than one system ·at· t.he same time. · 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

.. BASES 

3/4.3.3 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) 

Surveillance intervals are determined in accordance with the Surveillance I 
Frequency Control Program-and maintenance outage times have been dete~mined in . 
accordance with NEDC-30936P~ Parts 1 and 2, "Technical Specification Improvement 
Methodology (with Demonstration for BWR ECCS Actuation Instrumentation)," as 
appro~ed by the NRC_and documented in the SER (letter to D. N. Grace from A. C. 
Thadani dated December 9, 1988 (Part 1) and letter to D. N. Grace from C. E. 
Rossi dated December 9, 1988 (Part 2)). 

Sl!ccessful operation of the required safety functions of the Emergency Core 
Cooling Systems CECCS) is dependent upon the availability of adequate power for 
energizing various components such as pump motors, motor operated valves, and the 
associated control components. If the loss of power instrumentation detects that 
voltage levels are too low, the buses are disconnected from the offsite power 
sources-~nd connected to the onsite diesel generator COG) power so~rce~. The loss 
of power relays in each channel have sufficient overlapping detection 
charac.teristics and functionality to permit operation subject to the conditions in 
Action Statement 37. Bases 3/4.8.1; 3/4.8.2, and 3/4.8.3 provide discussion 
regarding parametric bound~ for determining operability of the offsite sources. 
Those.Bases assume that the loss of power relays are operable. With an inoperable 
127Z-11XOX relay, the grid voltage i~ monitored to 230kV (for the 101 Safeguard 

·.Bus Source) or 525kV (for the 201 Safeguard Bus Source) to increase the margiri for 
the· operation of the 127Z-11XOX relay. · 

O~eration ·with a trip set less conservative than its T~ip Setpoint but 
within its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the. 
difference- between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is an allowance 
for instrument.drift· specifically allocated for each trip in the safety 

. analyse~~ · · 

·. 3/4.3.4 RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 
. . . . -. . . 

The. antiCipated transient without scram CATWS> recirculation pump trip. 
system provides a means·of limiting the consequences of the,Llnlikely occurrence 
of a failure to scram ~uring an anticip~ted transient .. The response of the · 
plant to: this postulated event falls within the envelope of stl!dY events in · 

·General. El~ttri~ Co~pany Topical Report NEDO~l0349, dated March, 1971, NEoo:h · 
24222, dated December 1979, and Section 15.8 of the FSAR. · · · 

The. end-of-cycle recirculati_ori_ pump trip CEOC~RPT) sy"stem is a -supplement to 
the. reactor trip. Duri rig turbine._ trip and generator load rej~cti on events, ·the 
EOC ~ RPT· .wi 11 reduce· the like 1 i hood of reactor ves se 1 l eve 1 decreasing to 1 evel 
2. Each. EOC-_RPJ'systemtrips both rec:lrculation pumps, reducing coolant flow-in ,._. · 
ord~r to re~~ce the Void collapse in the core du~ing tw~ of the most limiting· 
pressurization events. The t~o event~ for ~hi ch the EOC-RPT. protective feature 
~ill function are closure of ~he turbine stop valves and fast closure bf the 
turbine ~ont~al ~alves. · 

. ~ . 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.4 RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) 

tach EOC-RPT system may be manually bypassed by use of a keyswitch which is 
administratively controlled. The manual bypasses and the automatic Operating 
Bypass at less than 29.5% of RATED THERMAL POWER are annunciated in the control 
room. 

The EOC-RPT system response time is the time assumed in the analysis between 
initiation of valve motion and complete suppression of the electric arc, i.e., 
175 ms. Included in this time are: the response time of the sensor, the time 
allotted for breaker arc suppression, and the response time of the system logic. 
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INSTRUMENTATION 
BASES 

Surveillance intervals are determined in accordance with the Surveillance 
Frequency Control Program and maintenance outage times have been determined in 
accordance with GENE-770-06-1, "Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test Intervals 
and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for Selected Instrumentation Techni.cal 
Specifications," as approved by the NRC and documented in the SER (letter to R.D. 
Binz, IV, from C.E. Rossi dated July 21, 1992). 

Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but 
within its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the 
difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is an allowance 
for instrument drift specifically allocated for each trip in the safety 
analyses. 

3/4.3.5 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

The reactor core isolation cooling system actuation instrumentation is 
provided to initiate actions to assure adequate core cooling in the event of 
reactor isolation from its primary heat sink and the loss of feedwater flow to 
the reactor vessel. This instrumentation does not provide actuation of any of 
the emergency core cooling equipment. 

Surveillance intervals are determined in accordance with the Surveillance 
Frequency Control Program and maintenance outage times have been specified in 
accorqance with recommendations made by GE in their letter to the BWR Owner's 
Group dated. August 7, 1989, SUBJECT: "Cla~ification of Techn~cal Specification 
changes given in ECCS Actuation Instrumentation Analysis." 

· Operat1on with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but 
within its specified Allowable value is acceptable an the basis that the . 
difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is an allowance 
for instrument.drift specifically.allocated for each irip in the safety 
analyses. 

3/4.3.6 CONTROL ROD BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION . 

The control rod block functions are provided consistent with the 
requirements bf the specifications in Section 3/4.1.4~ (antral. Rod Program 
Controls and Section 3/4.2 Pdw~r·oistribution Limits and Sectibn 3/4.3 
Instrumenta~ion.· The trip lo~ic is arran~ed io that a trip in any one of th~ 
inputs wi:ll result in a control rod block. 

. Suritei 11 ance i nterV'a ls a re determined in accordance w·i th the Surv~i 11 ance 
Freq~ency.Control Program a~d maintenance outage ~ime have beeri determined in·· 
acco.rdance with NEDC~30851P, Supplement 1; ''Technical Specification Improvement 
Analysis for BWR Control Rod Bl cick Instrumentation,'.' as approved by the NRC and 
documented:in the SER <letter to _D. ·N. Grace from C. E. Rossi dated September 22, 
1988) . 

Operation with ct trip s~t less conservative than its Trip Setpoi nt but 
within its specified.Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the 
differehte between each Trip S~tpoint and the Allowable Value i~ an allowance 
for instrument drift specifically allocated for .each trip in the safety 
analyses. . 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.7 MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

3/4.3.7.1 RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

The OPERABILITY of the radiation monitoring instrumentation ensures that: 
(1) the radiation levels are continually measured. in the areas served by the 
individual channels, and (2) the alarm or automatic action is initiated when the 
radiation level trip setpoint is exceeded, and (3) sufficient information is 
available on selected plant parameters to monitor and assess these variables 
following an accident. This capability is consistent with 10 CFR Part 50, 
Appendix A, General Design Criteria 19, 41, 60, 61, 63, and 64. 

The surveillance interval for the Main Control Room Normal Fresh Air Supply 
Radiation Monitor is determined in accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control 
Program. 

3/4.3.7.2 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE UFSAR. 

3/4.3.7.3 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 

3/4.3.7.4 REMOTE SHUTDOWN SYSTEM INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS 

The OPERABILITY of the remote shutdown system instrumentation and controls 
ensures that sufficient capability is available to permit shutdown and maintenanc.e of 
HOT SHUTDOWN of the unit from locations outside of the control room. This capability 
is required in the event control room habitability is lost and is consistent with 
General Design Criterion 19 of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A. The Unit 1 RHR transfer 
switches are included only due to their potential impact on the RHRSW system, which is 
common to both units. 

3/4.3.7,5 AtCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

The OPERABILITY of-th~ accident monitoring instrumentation ens~res that 
sufficient in~ormation· is available on selected plant parameters to mon~tor and 
assess important variables following an accident. This capability is consistent with 
the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.97, "Instrumentation for Light Water Cooled 
Nuclear Power:- Plants to-Assess Plant Conditions During and Following an Accident," 

_December 1975 and.NUREG-0737~ riClarificatibn of TMI Actibn Plan Requirements," 
November~i9so. · 

. . . . - . . 

Table.3.J.7.5-1, AcCident Monitoring Instrumentation, Item 2, requires two 
OPER~BLE channels of Reactor Vessel Water Level mo~itoring from each of two -
overlapping· instrumentation -1 oops·· to ensure· inoni tori ng of Reactor Vessi:=l Water Level 
over the range of -350 inches to +60 inches. Each channel is comprised of one 
OPERABLE Wide Range Level instrument -loop (-150 i~ches to +60 inches) and one OPERABLE 
Fuel Zone ~ange instrument loo~ (-350 inches to -100 inches). Both instrument loops, 
Wide Range and Fu~l Zone Range, a~e required by Tech. Spec. 3.3.7.5 to provide 
sufficient overlap to b_ound th_e required range as described in UFSAR SectiOn 7.5~ 
Action 80 .is applic::able if the required number of instrument loops per channel (Wide 
Range and Fuel Zorie Range) is not· maintained. 
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INSTRUMENTATION. 

BASES 

3/4.3.7.5 ACCIDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION· (continued) 

Table 3.3.7.5-1, Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, Item 13, requires two 
OPERABLE channels of Neutron. Flux monitoring from each of three-overlapping 
instrumentation loops to ensure monitoring of Neutron Flux over the range of 10-6% to 
100% full power. ·Each chann_el is comprised of one OPERABLE SRM 00-9% to 10-3% power), 
one OPERABLE IRM 00-4% to 40% power.) and one OPERABLE APRM (0% to 125% power). All 
three instrument loops, SRM, IRM and APRM, are r~qui·red by Tech. Spec. 3.3.7.5 to 
provide sufficient overlap to bound the required range as described in UFSAR Section 
7.5. Action 80 is applicable if the required number of instrument loops per channel 
(SRM, -IRM, and APRM) is not maintained. 

3/4.3.7.6 SOURCE RANGE MONITORS 

The source range monitors provide the aper.a tor ·with information of the status 
o~ the ~~utron ·1eveJ in the car~ at very lo~ power levels during startup and shutdown. 
At these power levels, reactivity ~ddition~ ·shall not be made without this flux level 
information ava1lable to the ciperatqr_. When the intermediate range monitors are on 
scale,~adequate information is available without the SRMs and they can be retracted. 
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INSTRUMENTATION 

BASES 

3/4.3.7.7 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE TRM. 

3/4.3.7.8 CHLORINE AND TOXIC GAS DETECTION SYSTEMS 

The OPERABILITY of the chlorine and toxic gas detection systems ensures 
that an accidental chlorine and/or toxic gas release will be detected promptly 
and the necessary protective actions will be automatically initiated for chlo
rine and manually initiated for toxic gas to provide protection for control 
room personnel. Upon detection of a high concentration of chlorine, the control 
room emergency ventilation system will automatically be placed in the chlorine 
isolation mode of operation to provide the required protection. Upon detection 
of a high concentration of toxic.gas, the control room emergency ventilation 
system will manually be placed in the chlorine isolation mode of operation to 
provide the required protection. The detection systems required by this speci
fication are consistent with the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.95, "Pro
.tection of Nuclear Power Plant Control Room Operators against an Accidental 
Chlorine Release," February 1975. 

There are three toxic gas detection subsystems. The high toxic chemical 
concentration alarm in the Main Control Room annunciates when two of the. three 
subsystems detect a high toxic gas concentration. An Operate/Inop keylock switch is 
provided for each subsystem which allows an individual subsystem to be placed in the 
tripped condition. Placing the keylock switch in the INOP position initiates one of 
the two inputs required to initiate the alarm in the Main Control Room. 

Surveillance intervals are determined in accordance with the Surveillance 
Frequency Control Program and maintenance outage times have been determined in 
accordance with GENE-770-06-1, "Bases for Changes to Surveillance Test Intervals 
and Allowed Out-of-Service Times for Selected Instrumentation Technical 
Specifications," as approved by the NRC and documented in the SER (letter to R.D. 
Btnz, 1Vi from C;E. Rossi dated July 21, 1992). 

3/4.3. 7 .9 <Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE TRM. 
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3/4.3.7.10 (Deleted) 

3/4.3.7.11 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 

3/4.3.7.12 OFFGAS MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION 

This instrumentation includes provisions for monitoring the concentrations 
of potentially explosive gas mixtures and noble gases in the off-gas system. 

3/4.3.8 (Deleted) -·INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE UFSAR. 

3/4.3.9 FEEbWATER/MAIN TURBINE TRIP SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION 

The feedwater/main turbine trip system actuation instrumentation ts 
provided ~o initiate action of the feedwater system/main turbine trip system 
in the event of failure of feedwater controller under maxi~um demand . 
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3/4.4 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.1 RECIRCULATION SYSTEM 

The impact of single recirculation loop operation upon plant safety is 
assessed and shows that single-loop operation is permitted if the MCPR fuel 
cladding safety limit is increased as noted by Specification 2.1.2, APRM scram 
and control rod block setpoints are adjusted as noted in Tables 2.2.1-1 and 
3.3.6-2, respectively. 

An inoperable jet pump is not, in itself, a sufficient reason to declare 
a recirculation loop inoperable, but it does, in case of a design-basis-accident, 
increase the blowdown area and reduce the capability of reflooding the core; thus, 
the requirement for shutdown of the facility with a jet pump inoperable. Jet pump 
failure can be detected by monitoring jet pump performance on a prescribed 
schedule for significant degradation. 

Additionally, surveillance on the pump speed of the operating 
recirculation loop is imposed to exclude the possibility of excessive 
internals vibration. The surveillance on differential temperatures below 30% 
RATED THERMAL POWER or 50% rated recirculation loop flow is to mitigate the 
undue thermal stress on vessel nozzles, recirculation pump and vessel bottom 
head during the extended operation of the single recirculation loop mode. 

Surveillance of recirculation loop :flow, total core flow, and diffuser-to
lower plenum differential pressure is designed to. detect significant degradation in 
jet pump performance that precedes jet pump failure. This surveillance is required 
to be performed orily when the 1 oop has forced reci rcul ati on fl ow si nee survei 11 a nee 
checks ahd measureme~ts can only be performed during jet pump operation. The jet 
pump failure of concern is a complete mixer displacement due to jet pump ·beam 
failure. jet pump plugging is also of con~ern since it adds flow resistance to the 
reci.rculation loop. Significant degradation is indicated if the specified criteria 
confirm unacceptable deviations from established patterns or re_lationships. Since 
refueling activities (fuel assembly replacement or shuffle, as well as any 
modi fi cati ans to fuel support .orifice size -or core pl ate bypass- fl ow) can affect 
the relitionship between co~e flow, jet pump flDw, and recirculation_loop flow, 
these relationships may need t~ be re-established each cycle. ·Similarly, initial 
entry into extended single. loop operation maj also require establi~hment of these 
relationships. During the initial weeks of.operation uhder such conditions,;while 
base-lining. new "established.patterns·," engineering judgment ·of the daily 
surveil 1 a nee results is used, to detect significant abnormalities which could 
indicate a J~t pump failure. - · · -- - · · -

- The recirculation pump speed operatir19 characteristics (pump flow and loop 
flow versus pump -speed) are determined by the.flow resistance from the loop 
suction through the jet· pump nozzles. A change .in the relationship indicates a 
plug, flow restriction-, 16ss iri pump hydraulic performance, leakage, or new flow. 
pa~h between th~,r~~irculation pump .di~charge and ~~t pump nozile. For this 
criterion, the pump fl ow ar1d loop fl ow versus pump speed_ rel atio_nshi p must be 
verified;· - · - - · 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.1 RECIRCULATION SYSTEM (continued) 

Individual jet pumps tn a recirculation loop normally do not have the same 
flow. The unequal flow is due to the drive flow manifold, which does not 
distribute flow equally to all risers. The flow (or jet pump diffuser to lower 
plenum differential pressure) pattern or relationship of one jet pump to the loop 
average is repeatable. An appreciable change in this relationship is an 
indication that increased (or reduced) resistance has occurred in one of the jet 
pumps. This may be indicated by an increase in the relative flow for a jet pump 
that has experienced beam cracks. 

The deviations from normal are considered indicative of a potential problem 
in the recirculation drive flow nr jet pump system. Normal flow r~nges and 
established jet pump flow and differential pressure patterns are established by 
plotting historical data. 

Recirculation pump speed mismatch limits are. in compliance with the ECCS 
LOCA analysis design criteria for two recirculation loop operation. The limits 
will ensure an adequate core.flow coastdown from either recirculation loop 
following a LOCA. In the case where the mismatch limits cannot be maintained 
during two loop operation, continued operation is permitted in a single 
recirculation loop mode. 

In order to prevent undue stress on the vessel nozzles and bottom head 
region, the recirculation .loop temperatures shall be within 50°F of each other 
prior to startup of an idle loop. The loop temperature must also be within 
50°F of the reactor pressure vessel coolant temperature to prevent thermal shock 
to the recirculation pump and recirculation nozzl~s. · Sudden equalization of a 
temper~ture difference> 145°F between the reactor vessel botto~ head coolant 
and the coolant·in the upper region of the reactor vessel by increasing core 
flow rate would cau~~ undue stress in the reactor ve~sel bottom head. 

3/4. 4. 2 SAFETY /RELIEF VALVES 
.. 

. . ·,. 

The safety valve functioh of the safety/relief ~alves operate~ to prevent 
the reactor coolant system from being pressurized above the Safety Limit of 
1325 psig in accordance with.the~ASME Code. A.total·of i2 OPERABLE safety/ 
relief valves is required to limi~ reactor press~re to withih ASME III ~llow
a.ble values ·for the worst c_ase upset transienL . . - .· . 

- . . . -

Demonst~ation of the safety/r~lief ~alve ltft settings will 6ccur only 
during shutdo'wn; The safety/relief valves wil 1 be removed and either set 
pressure tested or replaced with ·spares which have been previously set pres~ 
sure tested anc! stored i w.acco·rd~nce with manuf(lcturers recommendations at the 
frequency specified in the Surveillance Freqwency Control Program.· 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BASES 

3/4.4.3 REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM LEAKAGE 

3/4.4.3.1 LEAKAGE DETECTION SYSTEMS 

BACKGROUND 

UFSAR Safety Design Basis (Ref. 1), requires means for detecting and, to the extent 
practical, identifying ·the location of the source of Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE. Regulatory Guide 1.45, Revision 0, (Ref. 2) describes 
acceptable methods for selecting leakage detection systems. 

Limits bn leakage from the reactor coolant pressure boundary CRCPB) are required so 
that appropriate action can· be taken before the integrity of the RCPB is impaired CRef. 
2). Leakage detection systems for the RCS are provided to alert the operators when 
leakage rates above normal background levels are detected and also to supply 
quantitative measurement of leakage rates. In addition to meeting the OPERABILITY 
requirements, the monitors are typically set to provide the most sensitive response 
without causing an excessive number of spurious alarms. _ 

Systems for quantifying the leakage are necessary to provide prompt and quantitative 
information to the operators to permit them to take immediate corrective action. 
Leakage from the RCPB inside the drywell is detected by at least one of four (4) 
independently monitored variables which include drywell sump flow monitoring equipment 
with the required RCS leakage detection instrumentation (i.e., the drywell floor drain 
sump flow monitoring system, or, the drywell equipment drain sump monitoring system 
with the drywell floor drain sump overflowing to the drywell equipment drain sump) 
drywell gaseous radioactivity, drywell unit cooler condensate flow rate and dryweli 
pressureltemperature levels. The primary means of quantifying leakage in the drywell 
is the drywell sump monitoring system for UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE and the drywell 
equipment drain tank flow monitoring ·system for IDENTIFIED _LEAKAGE. IDENTIFIED leakage 
is not.gerfuane to this Tech Spec and the associated drywell equipment drain tahk flow 
monitoring system is not included. 

The drywell floor drain sump flow monitoring system monitors UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE 
collected in the floor drain sump. UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE consists of leakage from RCPB 
components inside the drywell whi~h are not normally subject to leakage and otherwise 
routed to the drywell equipment drain sump. The ·primary containment floor drain sump 
has transmitters that supply level indication to the main control room via the plant 
monitoring system. The floor drain sump level transmitters are associated with 
High/Low level switches that open/close the sump tank drain. valves automatically. The 
level instrument processing unit calculates an average leak rate (gpm) for a given 
measurement period which resets whenever the sump drain valve closes. The level · -
processing unit provides an alarm to the main control room each time the average leak 
rate chan~es by a predetermined ~alue since the last time the alarm was reset. For the 
drywell floe~ drain sump flow monitoring system, the setpoint basis is a 1 gpm change · 
in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE. - -

An alternate to the drywell floor drain sump flow monitoring system for quantifying 
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE is the drywell equipment drain sump monitoring system, if the 
drywell floor drain sump is overflowing to the drywell equipment drain sump. In this 
configuration, the drywell equipment drain sump collects all leakage into the drywell 
equipment drain sump and the overflow from the drywell floor drain sump. Therefore, if 
the drywell floor drain sump is overflowing to the drywell equipment drain sump, the 
drywell equipment drain sump monitoring system can be used to guantify UNIDENTIFIED 
LEAKAGE. In this condition, all leakage measured by the drywell equipment drain sump 
.monitoring system is assumed to be UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE. The leakage determination 
process, including the transition to and use of the alternate method is described in 
station procedures. The alternate method would only be used when the drywell floor 
drain sump flow monitoring system is unavailable. 

In addition to the drywell sump monitoring system described above, the discharge of 
. each sump ·is monitored by an independent flow element. The measured flow rate from the 
flow element is integrated and recorded. A main control room alarm is also provided to 
indicate an excessive sump discharge rate ~ea~ured via the flow element. This system, 
referr~d to as the "drywell floor drain flow totalizer", is not credited for drywell 
floor drain sump flow monitoring system operability~ _ : -
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BACKGROUND (Continued) 

The primary containment atmospheric gaseous radioactivity monitoring system 
continuously monitors the primary containment atmosphere for gaseous radioactivity 
levels. A sudden increase of radioactivity, which may be attributed to RCPB steam or 
reactor water leakage, is annunciated in the main control room. 

Condensate from the eight drywell air coolers is. routed to the drywell floor drain sump 
and is monitored by a series of flow transmitters that provide indication and alarms in 
the main control room. The outputs from the flow transmitters are added together by 
summing units to provide a total continuous condensate drain flow rate. The high flow 
alarm setpoint is based on condensate drain flow rate in excess of 1 gpm over the 
currently identified preset leak rate. The drywell air cooler condensate flow rate 
monitoring system serves as an added indicator, but not quantifier, of RCS UNIDENTIFIED 
LEAKAGE (Ref. 4). 

The drywell temperature and pressure monitoring systems provide an indirect method for 
detecting RCPB leakage. A temperature and/or pressure rise in the drywell above normal 
levels may be indicative of a reactor coolant or steam leakage (Ref. 5). 

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

A threat of significant compromise to the RCPB exists if the barrier contains a crack 
that is large enough to propagate rapidly. Leakage rate limits are set low enough to 
detect the 1 eakage emitted from a single crack in the RCPB (Refs. 6 and 7). 

A control room alarm allow the operators to evaluate the significance of the indicated 
leakage and, if necessary, shut down the reactor for further investigation and 
corrective action. The allowed leakage rates are well below the rates predicted for 
critical crack size~ (Ref. 7). Therefore, these actions provide adequate response 
before a significant break in the RCPB can occur. 

RCS leakage detection instrumentation satisfies Criterion 1 of the NRC Policy 
Statement. 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCD> 

This LCO requires instruments of diverse monitoring principles to be. OPERABLE to 
provide confidence that small amounts of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE ~re detected in time to 
allow actions to place the plant in a safe condition, when RCS leakage indicates 
possible RCPB degradation . 

. The LCD requires four instruments to be OPERABLE .. 
. . . 

The required instrumentation to quantify UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE from the RCS consi-sts of 
either the drywell floor drain sump flow monitoring system, or, the ·drywell equipment 
drain sump monitoring system with the drywell floor drain sump overflowing to the 
drywell equipment drain sump. For either system to be considered operable, the flow · . 

. ~onitoring portion of the.system must be operab1e. The: identification of an increase 
in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE w1 ll be delayed by the time required for the UNIDENTIFIED . 
LEAKAGE to trave} to the drywell floor drain sump and it may take longer than one hour· 
to detect a 1 gpm increase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE, depending on the origin and . 
magnitude of the leakage. This sensitivity is acceptable for containment sump monitor 
OPERABILITY. · · 

The reactor c.ool~~t contains radioactiviiy that, when released to the primary . 
containment, can be detected.by the gaseous primary conta~nment atmospheric 
radioactivity monitor. A radioactivtty detection system is included for monitoring 

. g~seous actiyities bec~use of its sensftivity and rapid response to RCS leakage, but it 
.has recognized limitations.· Reactor coolant radioactivity levels will be low during 
initial reactor startup and for a few weeks thereaft~r. until activated corrosion 
products have been formed and fission products appea~ from fuel element cladding 

. contamination or cladding defects~ If there are few fuel element cladding defects a~d 
.low levels·of activation products, it may not be_ possible for the gaseous ·primary 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) (Continued) 

containment atmospheric radioactivity monitor to detect a 1 gpm increase within 1 hour 
during normal operation. However, the gaseous primary containment atmospheric 
radioactivity monitor is OPERABLE when it is capable of detecting a 1 gpin increase in 
UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE within 1 hour given an RCS activity equivalent to that assumed in 
the design calculations for the monitors (Reference 9). 

The LCO is satisfied when monitors of diverse measurement means are available. Thus, 
the drywell floor drain sump monitoring system in combination with a gaseous primary 
containment atmospheric radioactivity monitor, a primary containment air cooler 
condensate flow rate monitoring system, and a primary containment pressure and. 
temperature monitoring system provides an acceptable minimum. 

APPLICABILITY 

In OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3, leakage detection systems are required to be 
OPERABLE to support LCD 3.4.3.2. This appltcabtlity is consistent with that for LCO 
3.4.3.2. 

ACTIONS 

A. 

B. 

With th.e primary containment atmosphere gaseous monitoring system inoperable, grab 
samples of the primary containment atmosphere must be taken and analyzed to provide 
periodic leakage information. [Provided a sample is obtained and analyzed once every 
12 hours, the plant.may be operated for up to 30 days to allow restoration of the 
radioactivity monitoring system. The plant may continue operation since other forms 
of drywell leakage detection are available.] 

The 12 hours interval provides periodic information that is adequate to detect 
leakage. The 30 day Completion Time for Restoration recognizes other forms of 
leakage detection are available. 

With required drywell sump monitoring system inoperable, no other form of sampling 
can provide the equivalent information to quantify leakage at the required 1 
gpm/hour s~nsitivity. However, the primary containment atmospheric gaseous 
monitor [and the primary containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitor] will 
provide indication of changes in leakage. 

With required drywell sump monitoring system inoperable; drywell condensate flow 
rate monitoring frequency increased from 12. to every 8 hours, and UNIDENTIFIED 

.LEAKAGE and total leakage being determined every 8 hours (Ref: SR 4.4.3.2.1.b) 
operation may continue for 30 days. To the extent practical, the surveillance 
frequency change associated with the drywell condensate flow rate monitoring system, 
makes up for the loss of the drywell floor drain sump monitoring system which· had a 
normal surveillance requirement to monitor leakage every 8 hours. Also note that in 
this instance, the drywell floor drain tank flow totalizer will be used to comply 
with SR 4.4.3.2.1.b. The 30 day Completion Time of the required ACTION is 
acceptable, based on operating experience, considering the multiple forms of leakage 
detection that are still available. · · 

C. With the required primary containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitoring 
system inoperable, SR 4.4.3.1.a must be performed every 8 hours to provide periodic 
information of activity in the primary containment at a more frequent interval than 
the routine frequency of every 12 hours. The 8 hour interv~l provides pertodic 
information that is adequate to detect leakage and recognizes that other forms of 
leakage detection are available. The required ACTION has been clarified to state 
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REACTOR COOL_ANT SYSTEM 

ACTIONS (Continued) 

that the additional surveillance requirement is not applicable if the requi~ed 
primary containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitoring system i.s also 
inoperable. Consistent with SR 4.0.3, surveillances. are not required to be 
performed on inoperable equipment. In this case, ACTION State~ent A. and E. 
requfrements.apply. 

D. With the primary containment pressure and temperature monitoring system 
inoperable, operation may continue for up to 30 days given the system's indirect 
capability to detect RCS leakage. However, other more limiting Tech Spec 
requi re.ments associ at.ed with .the primary containment pressure/temperature 
monftoring system will still apply. 

E. With ·both the primary containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitor and the 
primary containment air cooler condensate flow rate monitor inoperable, the only 
means .of detecting leakage is the drywell floor drain sump monitor and the drywell · 
pressure/tem~erature instrumentation. This condition does not provide the. required 
diverse means of leakage detection. The required ACTION is to restore either of the 
inoperable monitors to OPERABLE status within 30 days to regain the intended leakage 
detection diversity. The 30 day Completion Time ensures that the plant will not.be 
operated ·in a degraded configuratiOn.for a lengthy tirne period. While the primary: 
containment atmosphere gaseous radioactivity monitor is INOPERABLE, primary I 
containmen.t atmospheric grab samples will be taken and analyzed every 12 hours since 
ACTION Statement A. requirements also apply.. · 

F.. With the ·drywell floor drain sump monitoring system inoperable and the drywell unit 
coolers condensate flow rate monitoring system inoperable; one of the two remainin~ 
means of detecting leakage is the_primary conta.inment atmospheric gaseous .radiation 
monitor). The primary containment atmospheric gaseous radiation' monitor typically · 

··cannot detect.a 1 gpm leak within one hour when RCS activity is low. Indirect· 
·methods of monitoring RCS leakage must be implemented. Grab samples of the primary 
.containment.atmosphere must be t~ken and analyzed and monitoring of RCS leakage by· 
admi ni strati vemeans must be performed every .12 hours to provide alternate periodic 
information. · · · · 

. Admiriistra:t.ive .means· of. mori1toring RCS leakage include monitoring .and tren,dlng 
pararrieters·that niay_indicate an increase· in RCSlea~age.·.T.here·are divers.e, .. -
alternative inechani sms·. from which appropriate i ndi ca tors may be selected based .on 
plant ·conditions. It is not- necessary-to utilize all of these methods, but a · · 

. method or methods should .be selected consi.dering·the current-plant condition's and 
historical or expected sources of UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE. The ·administrative methods 
are the'd'ryweli cooling fan_·inlet/outlet temperatures, drywei'l··equipment drafn sump:· .. 
temperature·indicator, drywell equipment drain tank hi" temperature indicator, and. --

. · drywell equipment dr~in tank flow· indicator~~ These indications~ coupled with the 
atmospheri.c grab sampl ~s, are suffi ci erit to alert the operating staff to ~n 
unexpected increase ih UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE. . 

In additiorf to the primary containment atmospheric gaseous_·radiation monitor and 
·. ' i ridfre~t methods~ of monitoring RCS leakage, the prim1fry containment pressure arid.-.·. 
· ._temperature .inonitoring system i's aiso avaf}able to"alert the operating staff to: an· 

unexpected-increase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE . . ~, -

.· .. 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

E 

ACTIONS (Cbhtinued) 

' 

The 12 hour interval is sufficient to detect increasing RCS leakage. The Required 
Action provides 7 days to restore another RCS leakage monitor to OPERABLE status 
to regain the intended leakage detection diversity. The 7-day Completion Time 
ensures that the plant will not be operated in. a degraded configuration for a 
lengthy time period. 

G. If any required ACTION of Conditions A, B, C, D, E or F cannot be met within the 
associated Completion Time, the plant must be brought to an OPERATIONAL CONDITION 
in which the LCO does not apply. To achieve this status, the plant must be brought 
to at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 
hours. The allowed Completion Times are reasonable, based on operating experience, 
to perform the ACTIONS in an orderly manner and without challenging plant systems. 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 4.4.3.1.a 
This SR is for the performance 
atmospheric monitoring system. 
is operating properly. 

of a CHANNEL CHECK of the required primary containment 
The check gives reasonable confidence that the channel 

SR 4.4.3.1.b 
This SR is for the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the required RCS leakage 
detection instrumentation. The test ensures that the monitors can perform their 
function in the desired manner. The test also verifies the alarm setpoint and relative 
accuracy of the instrument string, 

SR 4.4.3.1.c 
This SR is for the performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION of required leakage detection 
instrumentation channels. The calibrition verifies the accuracy of the instrument 
string, including the instruments located inside ~ontainment. 

SR 4.4.3.1.d 
This SR provides a routine check of primary containment pressure and temperature for 
indirect evidence of RCS leakage. 

REFERENCES 

1. LGS UFSAR, Section 5.2.5.1. 
2. Regulatory Guide 1.45, Revision 0, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary Leakage 

Detection Systems," May 1973. 
3. LGS UFSAR~ Section 5.2.5.2.1.3 
4. LGS UFSAR, Section 5.2.5.2.1.4 
5. LGS UFSAR, Section 5.2.5.2.1.1(2) 
6. GEAP-5620, April 1968. 
7. NUREG-75/067, October 1975. 
8. LGS UFSAR, Section 5.2.5.6. 
9. LGS UFSAR, Section 5.2.5.2.1.5 
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' REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.3.2 OPERATIONAL LEAKAGE 

The allowable leakage rates from the reactor coolant system have been .based on the 
predicted and experimentally observed behavior of cracks in pip~s. The normally 
expected background leakage due to equipment design and the detection capability of the 
instrumentation for determining system leakage was also considered. The evidence 
obtained from experiments suggests that for leakage somewhat greater than that 
specified for UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE the probability is small that the imperfection or 
crack associated with such leakage would grow rapidly. However, in all cases, if the 
leakage rates exceed the values specified or the leakage is located and known to be 
PRESSURE BOUNDARY LEAKAGE, the ~eactor will be shutdown to allow further investigation 
and corrective action. The limit of 2 gpm increase in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE over a 24-
hour period and the monitoring of drywell floor drain sump and drywell equipment drain 
tank flow rate at least once every eight (8) hours conforms with NRC staff positions 
specified in NRC Generic Letter 88-01, ''NRC Position on IGSCC in BWR Austenitic 
Stainless Steel Piping," as revised by NRC Safety Evaluation dated March 6, 1990. The 
ACTION requirement for the 2 gpm ihcrease in UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE limit ensures that 
such leakage is identified or a plant shutdown is initiated to allow further 
investigation and corrective action. Once identified, reactor operation may continue 
dependent upon the impact on total leakage. 

The function of Reactor Coolant System Pressure Isolation Valves (PIVs) is to 
separate the high pressure Reactor Coolant System from an attached low p~~ssure system. 
The ACTION requirements for pressure isolation valves are used in conjunction with the 
system specificatJons for which PIVs are.listed in The Technical Requirements Manual 
and with primary containment .isolation valve requirements to ensure that plant 
operation is appropriately limited~. 

The Surveillarice Requirements for the RCS press~re isolation valves.provide added 
assurance of valve integrity thereby red~cing the probability of gross valve failure 
and consequent intersystem LOCA, Leakage from the RCS pressure is~lation valves is 
not included in· any other allowable operational leakage specified in Section 3.4:3.2. 

3/4.4.4 (Deleted) INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE TRM 
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.REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.5 SPECIFIC ACTIVITY 

The limitation~ on the specific activity of the primary coolant ensure 
that the 2~hour thyroid and whole body doses resulti~g from a main -steam line 
failure outside the containment during steady state operation will not exceed 
small f~actions of the.dose guidelines bf 10 CFR Part 100. The values for the 
limits on specific activity represent interim limits based upon a parametric 
evaluation by the NRC of typical site locations. These values are conservative 
in that specific site parameters, such as SITE BOUNDARY location ·and meteoro
logical conditions, were not considered in thi~ evaluation. 

The ACTION statement permitting POWER OPERATION to continue for 1 imited 
time p~rfods ~ith the primary coolant's specific activity greater than 0.2 
microcurie per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, but less than or equal to 4 micro
curies per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131, acconnnodates possible iodine spiking 
phenomenon which may occur fo 11 owing changes in THERMAL POWER. This action is 
modified by a Note that permits thi use of the provisioris of Specification 
3.0.4.c._ ;.This allowance permits entry.into the applicable OPERATIONAL CONDITION 
CS) while relying on the ACTION requirements~ Operation with specific activity 
levels exceeding 0.2 mictocurie per ~ram DOSE EQUIVALENT-1-131 but less than or 
equal to 4.rriicrocuries per gram DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 must .be restricted since 
these activity levels increase the 2-ho1,1r'thyroid dose at the SITE BOUNDARY 
following a postulated steam line rupture. 

Clos~~g the m~in-s~~am l~ne i~olati~n.val~es p~events the reJease of _ 
activit.Y.tO the environs should a steam line rupture-occur :9utside containnient .. 
The. survei 11 ance- requirements provide adequate assurance th~t excessive specific 
activity l~vels in the reactor ~oolant will be detected in ~ufficient time to 
take cofrecttve- action~ - · 

314 ,4 I 6 . PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIM ITS-" 

. . All component~ i h tpe ,,reactor coolant _syst.em a~·e .. · designed._to withstand 
the effett~ of:cyclfc load~ due to sYste~ temperature-~nd pressure changes~ _ 
These cyclk. loads are-introduced by riormal,,load transients~ reactor .trips, ..... 

. and startup .·and shutdown operations .. The various· categories ·of· load cycles · · 
·used for· desi.gn purposes· .. are provided _in Sec~ion 3. .. 9 .of the .. FSAR. During . 
startup ·and ;.shutdown',- the rate.s ·of temp_erature and ·pressure. changes are 1 imited · ·· 

. so that' the maximum ?Pecifi ed .heat.up: and -c'po ldow.n r_ates are c_onsi.sterit with -•. 
the" design assumptfon's and satisfy the. sJress-lfmits'for cyclic operat;ion.. · 
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REAC'rOR COOLANT SYSTEM· 

BASES 

PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE LIMITS (Conttnued) 

The operating limit curves of Figure 3.4.6.1-1 are derived from the fracture 
toughness requirements of 10 CFR 50 Appendix G and ASME Code Sect.ion XI, 
Appendix G. The curves are based on the RTNor and stress intensity factor 
i nfor-mati on for the reactor vessel components. . Fracture toughness limits and 
the basis for compli~nce are more fully dist~ssed in FSAR Chapter 5, Para
graph 5.3.1.5, "Fracture Toughness."_ · 

The reactor vessel materials have been tested to determine their initial 
RT~r·· The results of these tests are shown in Table B 3/4.4.6-1. Re~ctor 
operation and ~esultant fast neutron, E greater than 1 MeV, irradiation will · 
cause an· increase in the RT Nor· Therefore, an adjusted reference temperature, 
based upon the fl uence, ni_ckeJ· content and copper content of the material 
in ·question, can be preditted using Bases Figur'e B 3/4.4.6-1 and the recommenda
tidns ·of Regulatory Guide 1.~9; Revisidn 2, "Radiation Embrittlement of Reactor 

. Vessel Materials.'' The pressure/temperature limit cµrve, Figure 3.4.6.1-·l, 
curves A, B and 'c, includes an assumed shift in RTNor for the conditions at 
32 EFpY. In addition, an intermediate A·curve was previously provided for 22 
EFPY; ·· However, the accumulated EFPY for Unit ... 2 wi 11. exceed 22 EFPY during Cycle 
13 for Unit 2~ Therefore, the A22 curve identified·in Tech. Spec. Figure -
3.4.6.1-1 (Pressure/Temperature Curves) can no.longer be used when performing 
the Reactor Vessel Pressure Test for Unit 2.; The A, B and C limit curves are 
predicted to be bounding for all areas· of the RPV until 32 EFPY. · 

. The pre~sure-tempe~aturi limit lines shown 1n Figures 3.4.6.1-1, curves C, 
and A,· for reactor criticality and for.1nse~vice leak and hydro~tatic .testing havs 
been provided .to assur~ coinpl :i ance with the mini mum temperat'ure requirements of_ 
Appendix G to 10 CFR.Part 50- for reactor criticality and for inserVice leak and 
h_ydrostatic testif']g. · -
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

3/4.4.7 MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATION VALVES 

Double isolation valves are provided on each of the main steam lines to 
minimize the potential leakage paths from the containment in case of. a line break. 
Only one valve in each line is required to maintain the integrity of the 
containment, however, single failure considerations require that two valves be 
OPERABLE. The surveillance requirements are based on the operating history of 
this type valve. The maximum closure time has been selected to contain fission 
products and to ensure the core is not uncovered following line breaks. The 
minimum closure time is consistent with the assumptions in the safety analyses to 
prevent pressure surges. 

3/4.4,8 (DELETED) 

3/4.4,9 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL 

The RHR system is required to remove decay heat and sensible heat in order to 
maintain th~ temperature of the reactor coolant. RHR shutdown cooling is ~omprised of 
four (4) subsystems which make two (2) loops. Each loop consists of two (2) motor 
driVeri pumps, a heat exchanger, and· associated piping and valves. Both loops have a 
comMon suction f~om.the same rec~rculation loop. Two (2) redundant, manually 
controlled shutdown cooling subsystems·of the.RHB System can provide the required decay 
heat removal ~apability. Each pump dischafges the reactor coolant, after it has been 
cooled by circulation through the respective··heat exchangers, to the reactor via the 
associated recfrculation loop cir to the reactor via the low pressure cqolant injection 
pathway. TheRHR heat exchangers transfer heat to the RHR Service Water System.· The 
RHR shutdown tooling mode.is mahually controlled. . . . 

An OPERABLE RHR shutdown cooling subsystem consists of an RHRpump, a .heat 
exchariger, valves; piping, instruments, and controls to ensure an .OPERABLE flow path. 
In HOT SHUTDOWN eondition, the· requirement to maintain OPERABLE two (2) independent RHR 
shutdown cooMng subsystems means that each subsystem considered OPERABLE must be 
associated.with a .differ~nt heat exhqnger. loop, ·i.·e.; the "A" RHR heat exchanger with 
.the "A" RHB pump or the "C" RHR pump, .illld. the "B" RHR heat exchanger with the "B" RHR. 
pump or.fhe .. "D" RHR pump are two-(2) independent ·RHR shutdown .cooling subsystems .. Only 
one (1) of t~e two (2) RHR pump~ associated with each RHR heat exchanger loop ~s · 

LIMERICK - UNIT 2 B 3/4 4-.6 AmendmentNo. ~.A.~.g.g.;~. 
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REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM 

BA 

3/4.4.9 RES1DUAL HEAT REMO~AL (Continued) 

required to be OPERABLE for that independent subsystem to b~ OPERABLE. During COLD 
SHUTDOWN and REFUELING conditions, however, the subsystems not only have a common 
suction source, but are allowed to have a common heat exchanger and common discharge 
piping. To meet the LCO of two (2) OPERABLE subsystems, both pumps in one Cl) loop or 
one (1) pump in eath of the two (2) loops must be OPERABLE. Since the piping and heat 
exchangers are passive components, that are assumed not to fail, they are allowed to 
be common to both subsystems. Additionally, each RHR shutdown cooling subsystem is 
considered OPERABLE if it can be manually aligned (remote or local) in the s.hutdown 
cooling mode for removal of decay heat. Operation (either continuous or intermittent) 
of one (1) subsystem can maintain and r~duce the reactor coolant temperature as 
required. However, to ensure adequate core flow to allow for accurate average reactor 
coolant temperature monitoring, nearly ~ontinuous operation is required. Management of 
gas voids is important to RHR Shutdown Cooling System OPERABILITY. 

Alternate decay heat removal methods are available to operators. These alternate 
methods of decay heat removal can be verified available either by calculation (which 
includes a review of component and s~stem availa~ility to verify that an alternate 
decay heat removal method is available) or by demonstration, and that a method of 
coolant mixing be operational. Decay heat removal capability by ambient losses can be 
considered in evaluating alternate decay heat removal capability. 

RHR Shutdown Cooling System piping and components have the potential to develop 
voids and pockets of entrained gases. Preventing and managing gas intrusion and 
accumulation is necessary for proper operation of the RHR shutdown cooling subsystems 
and may also prevent water hammer .. pump cavitation, and pomping of non-condensable gas 
into the reactor vessel. This surveillance verifies that the RHR Shutdown Cooling 
System ~iping is sufficiently filled.with water prior to initially placing the system in 
operatfen ~uring reactor shutdown. The RHR Shutdown Cooling System is OPERABLE when it 
is sufficiently filled with wat~r to ensure that it can reliably perform its intended 
function .. 

The RHR Shutdown Cooling System is a manually initiated mode of. the RHR System· 
whose us~ i~ typic~lly preceded.by system piping flushes that disturb both the RHR pump 
suction and discharge piping~ RHR Shutdown Cboling System is flushed and manually 
aligned fbr service using system operating procedures that ensure the RHR shutdown 
cooling suction and discharge flow paths are sufficiently filled with water. In the 
event that RHR Shutdown Cooling is required for emergency service, the system operating 
procedures that align and start the RHR System in shutdown cooling mode include the 
flexibility to eliminate piping flushes while maintaining minimum requirements to ensure 
that the suctiDn and discharge flow paths are sufficiently filled with water. The RHR 
Shutdown Cooling System surveillance is met through the performance of the operating 
procedures that initially place the RHR shutdown cool~ng sub-system in service. 

This surveillance requirement is modified by a Note allowing sufficient time (12 
hours) to align the RHR System for Shutdown Cooling operation after reactor dome 
pressure is less than the RHR cut-in permissive set.point. 

LIMERICK .- UNIT 2 B. 3/4 4~6a Amendm.ent No. ~. 
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LIMITING 
BELTLINE 
COMPONENT 

Plate 

·Weld 

WELD SEAM I.D. 
OR MAT'L TYPE 

SA-533 Gr. B,CL. 1 

AB (Field Weld) 

HEAT/SLAB 
OR 

· HEAT /LOT 

B 3416-1 

6408.92/ 
J424B27AE 

NOTES:* Based on 110% of original power. 

BASES TABLE B 3/4.4.6-1 
REACTOR VESSEL TOUGHNESS* 

STARTING 
cu ( % } Ni -(%} RTNDT ( o F} 

.14 .65 +40 

.09 1.0 -60 

ART NOT ** ( ° F) 

+48 

+58 

MIN.UPPER 
SHELF 

(LFT-LBS) 

NA 

NA 

ART ( ° F) 

+122 

+54 

**These values are given only for the benefit of calculating the end-of-life CEOL/32 EFPY) RT®r 
.. · NON -BEL TLI NE . 

COMPONENT 

Top Shell Ring 

Bottom Head Dome 

Bottom Head Torus 

Top Head Torus 

Top Head Flange 

Vessel Flange 

Feedwater Nozzle 

Weld 

LPCI Nozzle***. 

Closure Studs 

MT'L TYPE OR 
WELD SEAM I .D,. 

SA 533, G~. B, CL. 1 
II 

II 

II 

SA-508, CL. 2 
II 

Non'-Beltline 

. SA-508, CL. 2 

SA-540, Gr. B-24 

HEAT/SLAB OR 
HEAT/LOT 

C9800-2 

C9245-2 

C9362-2 

C9646-2 

1238300 

2l2058 

Q2Q29W 

All 

Q2Q33W 

All 

***The design of the LPCI nozzl.es results in their experiencing an EOL fluence in excess of 
1017 N/Cm2 which predicts an EOL (32 EFPY) RT Nor of +35°F. 

LIMERICK - UNIT 2 B3/4 4-7 

HIGHEST STARTING 
RTNDT ( ° F) 

-16 

+22 

+28 

-20 

+10 

+10 

0 

-12 

-4 

Meet requirements of 45 ft-lbs 
and 25 mils Lat. Exp. at +l0°F 

Amendment No. -91, 111 
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3/4.5 EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

BA E 

3/4.5.l and 3/4.5.2 ECCS - OPERATING and SHUTDOWN 

The core spray system (CSS), together with the LPCI mode of the RHR system, 
is provided to assure that the core is adequately cooled following a loss-of
coolant accident and provides adequate core cooling capacity for all break 
sizes up to and including the double-ended reactor recirculation line break, 
and for smaller breaks following depressurization by the ADS. Management· of gas 
voids is important to ECCS injection/spray subsystem OPERABILITY. 

The CSS 1s a prim~ry source of emergency core cooling after the reactor 
vessel is depressurized and a source for flooding of the core in case of 
accidental draining. 

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that the CSS will 
be OPERABLE when required. Although all active components are testable and 
full flow can be demonstrated by recirculation through a test loop·during 
reactor operation, a complete functional test requires reactor shutdown. 

The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) mode of the RHR system is 
provided to assure that the core is adequately cooled following a loss-of
coolant accident. Four subsystems, each with one pump, provide adequate core 
flooding for all break sizes up to and including the double-ended reactor 
recirculation line break, and for small breaks following depressurization by 
the ADS. 

The surveillance requirements provide adequate assurance that the LPCI 
system will be OPERABLE when required. Although all active components are 
testable and full flow can be demonstrated by recirculation through a test 
loop during reactor operation, a complete functional test requires reactor 
shutdown. 

The high pressure coolant injection CHPCI) system is provided to assure 
that the reactor core is adequately cooled to limit fuel clad temperature in 
the event of a small break in the reactor coolant system and loss of coolant 
which does not result in rapid depressurization of the reactor vessel. The 
HPCI system permits the reactor to be shut down while maintaining sufficient 
reactor vessel water level inventory until the vessel is depressurized. The 
HCPI system continues to operate until reactor vessel pressure is below the 
pressure at which CSS operation or LPCI mode of the RHR system operation 
maintains core cooling. 

The capacity of the system is selected to provide the required core cooling. 
The HPCI pump is designed to deliver greater than or equal to 5600 gpm at reactor 
pressures between 1182 and 200 psig and is capable of delivering at least 5000 gpm 
between 1182 and 1205 psig. In the system's normal alignment, water from.the 
condensate storage tank is used instead of injecting water from the suppre~sion 
pool into the reactor, but no credit is taken in the safety analyses for 
the condensate storage tank water. 

LIMERICK - UNIT 2 B 3/4 5-1 Amendment No. &f.,.g.g, 
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

BASES 

ECCS - OPERATING and SHUTDOWN (Continued) 

With the HPCI system inoperable, adequate core cooling is assured by the 
OPERABILITY of the redundant and diversified automatic depressurization system 
and both the CS a~d LPCI systems. In addition, the reactor core isolation 
cooling (RCIC) system, a system for which no credit is taken in the safety 
analysis, will automatically provide makeup at reactor operating pressures on 
a reactor low water level condition. The HPCI out-of-service period of 14 days 
is based on the demonstrated OPERABILITY of redundant and diversified low 
pressure core cooling systems and the RCIC system. The HPCI system, and one LPCI 
subsystem, and/or one CSS subsystem out-of-service period of 8 hours ensures that 
sufficient ECCS, comprised of a minimum of one CSS subsystem, three LPCI subsystems, 
and all of the ADS will be available to 1) provide for safe shutdown of the facility, 
and 2) mitigate and control accident conditions within the facility. A Note prohibits 
the application of Specification 3.0.4.b to an inoperable HPCI subsystem. There is an 
increased risk associated with entering an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified 
condition in the Applic~bility with an inoperable HPCI subsystem and the provisions of 
Specification 3.0.4.b, which allow entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other 
specified condition in the Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation not 
met after performance of a risk assessment addressing inoperable systems and 
components, should not be applied in this circumstance. · 

The surveillance requirementi provide adequate assurance that the HPCI 
system will be OPERABLE when required. Although all active components are 
testable and full flow can be demonstrated by recirculation through a test loop· 
during reactor operation, .a complete· functional test with reactor vessel 
injection requires reactor shutdown. 

The ECCS injection/spray subsystem flow path pi~ing and components have the 
potential to dev~lop voids and p6ckets of ~ntrained gas~s. Preventing and managing gas 
intrusion and accumulation is necessary for proper operation of the ECCS injection/spray 
subsystems and rfiay also prevent a water hammer, pump cavitation, and pumping of 
noncondensible.~as.into the react~r·ve~sel ... 

Selection.of ECCS injectioh/spray subsystem 16cations susceptible to gas 
accumulation is based on a review~of'syste~ design information, {nciuding piping and 
instrumentation drawings, i~ometric drawings, plan and elevation drawings, and 

,calculations.· The design review i·s supplementeo by systemwalk downs to validate the 
system high points and to confirm the location and orientation of important components 
that can become sources· of gas or co-ul d other:wi se cause gas to be trapped or difficult 

. to remove dur1~g system maintehante or restoraiiDn. Susceptible locations depend on 
pl ant anci system; cohfi gurati 6~n' such as 5tand-by v~rsus operating conditions . 

. ,,, 
' •J 

The ECCS injection/spray .subsystem is OPERABLE when it is sufficiently filled. with 
water. Ac~eptanci cfiteria are established fo~ th~ volume'Of accumul~~ed g~i at· 
susceptible locations. If accumulated gas is discovered~hat exceeds ttie acceptance 
criteria for the susceptible locatibn {or the volufue of accumulated gas at one or more 
susceptible locatjuns exceeds an acceptance criteria; for gas volume at the suction 6r 
discharge of a pLJmp); theSurveillance.is not met. ·.Accum"ulated gas should be eliminated 

. or brought ·wfthin the _acce.ptance cri.teri a 1. i mi ts. 

. . 

LIMERICK - UNIT 2_~- · ·B3/45-2 Amendment No. g/-J-0/.94 -1::-t-P, .W; .:i..w, 
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

BASES 

ECCS - OPERATING and SHUTDOWN (Continued) 

ECCS injection/spray subsystem locations susceptible to gas accumulation are 
monitored and, if gas is found, the gas volume is compared to the acceptance criteria 
for the location. Susceptible locations in the same system flow path which are subject 
to the same gas intrusion mechanisms may be verified by monitoring a representative 
subset of susceptible locations. Monitoring may not be practical for locations that are 
inaccessibl~ due to radiological or environmental conditions, ~he plant configuration, 
or personnel safety. For these locations alternative methods (e.g., operating 
parameters, remote monitoring) may be used to monitor the susceptible location. 
Monitoring is not required for susceptible locations where the maximum potential 
accumulated gas void volume has been evaluated and determined to not challenge system 
OPERABIL1TY. The accuracy of the.method used for monitoring the susceptible locations 
and trending of the results should be sufficient to assure system OPERABILITY during the 
Survei 11 ance interval. 

Surveillance 4.5.l.a.l.b is modified by a Note which exempts system vent flow 
paths opened under administrative control~ The administrative control should be 
proceduralized and include stationing a dedicated i~dividual at the system vent flow 
path who is in continuous communication with the operators in the control room. This 
individual will have a method. to rapidly close the system vent flow path if directed. 

Upon failure of the HPCI system to function-properly after a small break 
loss-of-coolant accident, the automatic depressurization system (ADS) automa
tically causes selected safety/r~lief valves to open, depressurizing the reactor 
so that flow from the low pressure core cooling systems can ente0 the· core in 
time to limit fuel cladding temperature to less than 2200°F. ADS is conserva
tively required to be OPERABLE whenever reactor vessel pressure exceeds 100 psig. 
This pressure is substantially below th~t for which the low pressure co~e cool
ing systems can provide adequate core cooling for events requiring ADS. 

ADS automatically controis ftve selected safeti-relief valves. The safety 
analysi~ assumes all five ar~ 6perabl~. The allowed out-of-servic~ time for one 
valve for up to fou~teen days is determined in a similar manner to other ECCS 
sub-syst~m out:of-service time allowances. 

Verification that ADS accumulator gas supply header pressure is, ~90 
psi g ensures adeq.uate gas pressure fbr rel fable ADS opera ti on. The-accumulator 
on each ADS val~e provides pneumatic presiufe fo~ Val~e a~tuation. the design 
pneumati~ supp1y pressure requirements for the accu~~lator are such that, 
following a f~ilure of the pneumati~ ~upply to the acc~m~lator at least two 
valve actuations can occur with the drywell at 70%_ Of des1 gn pressure. The 
ECCS. safety analysis assumes O~ly~ne actuation.to cichieve the 
depressu~izatiOn required fo~ Operati·on of-the low pressure ECCS. This minimum 
required pressure of ~90 psig is pro~ided 'by the PCIG supply. -

LIMERICK - ·UNIT 2 B 3/4 5-3 Amendment No. g./+Q./-94 -b-t-F-, -Sg, +±-6-, 
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 

BASE 

ECCS - OPERATING and SHUTDOWN (Continued) 

3/4.5.3 SUPPRESSION CHAMBER 

The suppression chamber is required to be OPERABLE as part of the ECCS to 
ensure that a sufficient supply of water is availabl~ to the HPCI, CS and 
LPCI systems in the event of a LOCA. This limit on suppression ch~mber minimum 
water volume ensures that sufficient water is available to permit recirculation 
cooling flow to the core. The OPERABILITY of the suppression chamber in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 3 is also required by Specification 3.6.2.1. 

Repair work might require making the suppression chamber inoperable. This 
specification will permit those repairs to be made and at the same time give 
assurance that the irradiated fuel has an adequate cooling water supply when 
the suppression chamber must be made inoperable, including draining, in 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 or 5. 

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 and 5 the suppression chamber minim~m required 
water volume is reduced because the reactor coolant is maintained at or below 
200°F. Since pressure suppression is not required below 212°F, the minimum 
water volume is based on NPSH, recirculation volume and vortex prevention plus 
a safety margin for conservatism. 

LIMERICK.-. UNIT 2 · . B 3/4 5-4' . Amendment No. +±-e., 
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3/4.6 CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS 

3/4.6.1 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT 

3/4.6.1.l PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY ensures that the release of radioactive mate
rials from the containment atmosphere will be restricted to those leakage paths 
and associated leak rates assumed in the safety analyses. This restriction, 
in conjunction with the leakage rate limitation, will limit the SITE BOUNDARY 
radiation doses to within t~e limits of 10 CFR Part 100 during accident conditions. 

3/4.6.1.2 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT LEAKAGE 

The limitations on primary containment leakage rates ensure that the total 
containment leakage volume will not exceed the value calculated in the safety 
analyses at the design· basis LOCA maximum peak containment pressure of 44 psig, Pa. As I 
an added conservatism, the measured overall integrated leakage rate (Type A Test) is 
further limited to less than or equal to 0.75 La during performance of the periodic 
tests to account for possible degradation of the containment leakage barriers between 
leakage tests. 

Operating experience with the main steam line isolation valves has 
indicated that degradation has occasibnally occurred in the leak tightness of 
the valves; therefore the special requirement for testing these valves. 

The surveillance testing for measuring leakage rate5 is consistent with 
the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. 

3/4.6.1.3 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT AIR LOCK 

The ]imitatio~s on closure· and leak rate for the primary containment air 
lock ·are required to meet the restrictions on PRIMARY CONTAINMENT· INTEGRITY 
and. the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing Program. Only one closed door in 
the air lock is required to maintain .the integrity of the containment. · 

3/A.6.1.4 MSIV LEAKAGE ALTERNATE DRAIN PATHWAY 

Calculated doses resulting from the maximum leakage allowances fo~ the 
main s~eamline isolation valves in the postulated LOCA situations wfll not 
exceed the criteria of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines, provided the main steam line 
system from the isolation valves up to arid including the turbine condenser remains 
·intact. Operating experience has indicated that degradation has occasionally 
occurred in the leak tightness of the MSIVs such that the specified leakage 
requirements have not always been continuously maintained. The requirement for 
the MSIV Leakage Alternate Drain Pathway serves to reduce the ·offsite dose. 

LIMERICK ~ UNIT 2 Amendment No. &±-, ~. · g+ 
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CONTAINME~T SYSTEMS 

3/4.6.1 .. 5 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT STRUCTURA~ INTEGRITY 

This limitation ensures that the structural integrity of the containment 
will bemaintained comparable to the original design standards for.the life of 
the unit. Structurai integrity is required to ensure that the containment will 
wiihstand the maximum calculated pressure in the event of a LOCA. A visual 
inspection.in accordance with the Primary Containment Leakage Rate Testing 
Program is sufficient to demonstrate this capability. · 

3/4.6.1.6 DRYWELL AND SUPPRESSION CHAMBER INTERNAL PRESSURE 

'· The limitations on drywell and suppression chamber internal pressure ensure 
that the calculated containment peak pressure does not exceed the design 
pressure 6f 55 psig during LOCA conditions or that the external pressure differ
ential does riot exceed the design maximum external pressure differential of 
5.0 psid~ The limit of"" 1.0 to+ 2.0 psig for initial containment pressure 
will limit th~ total pressure to 5 44 psig which is less than the design · 

· pressure and is consistent with the safety analysis. 

3/4.6.1.7 DRYWELL AVERAGE AIR TEMPERATURE 

1he limitation qn drywell average air lemperature ensures that t~e con
tainment peak air temperat~re does not exceed the design temperature of 340°F 
durfog steam ,line break cqnditions and .is consistent with the safety analysis . 

. . 3/4.6.1.8: DRYWELL AND SUPPRESSION CHAMBER PURGE SYSTEM 
' . . . - . . . . 

The drywell and suppression chamber purge.supply and exhaust isolation 
·valves are required to be closed during plant operation except.as required for 

· inerting_, deinerting, pressure control, ALARA or: air quality.considerations for 
.personnel. entry, or Surveillances that require the valves to be open. Limiting 
the ·use of th~ drywell and .suppression chamber purge system to specific criteria 
.is imposed ~to protect the integrity of the SGTS filters. Analysjs indicates . 
that should a LOCA occur while this pathway iS b~ing utilized, the associated . 
pressure surge through the (18 or 24") purge lines will adversely affect the 
integrity of"SGTS> This. condition is not imposed.on. the 1 and 2 inch. valves used 
for pressure control si nee if.surge through these' ii nes does not threaten, the 
operab·i 1 ity of SGTS. · · · · · · · ·· · · · 

Surveillance reqiJi rement 4. 6. LB ensures that the .primary containment purge 
valves are closed as requir.ed or, if open, open for an allowable reason. If 

.. a purge valve is open-in vicilation of this SR, the v·alve :is considered inoperabl_e. · 
··· ... ·The SR is niodifie·d by a Note stating that. primary containment purge valves · 
.. are only required'to be 'closed in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2 and .3~ The SR 

. is also modified by' a Note stating_ that the SR is not require~ to be met when 
the purge va lV.es ~re open for the stated r.easons. ·The Note states that these 

. ·va 1 ves may be opened for Jnerti ng, deinerti ng; pressure contro 1,, ALARA or air· 
... qua-1 ity considerations for personnel entry,· or Survei 11 ancf!s that re_'qui re the 
···valves to be open •. The ·18 or. 24 inch purge valves are capable of clasing ·in 

\he en vi ronmehtfoll owing a. LOCA.· Ther~fore, these valves a re. a 11 owed to be 
-,,. open.for limited periods~of time.·· · 
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3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS 

The specifications of this section ensure that the primary containment 
pressure will not exceed the design pressure of 55 psig during primary system 
blowdown from full operating pressure. Management of gas voids is important to 
Suppression Pool Cooling/Spray Subsystem OPERABILITY. 

The supp~ession chamber water provides the heat sink for the reactor coolant 
system energy release following a postulated rupture of the system. The 
suppression chamber water volume must absorb the associated decay and structural 
sensible heat released during reactor coolant system blowdown from rated conditions. 
Since all of the gases in the drywell are purged into the suppression chamber air 
space during a loss-of-coolant accident, the pressure of the suppression chamber 
air space must not exceed 55 psig. The design volume of the suppression chamber, 
water and air, was obtained by considering that the total volume of reactor 
coolant is discharged to the suppression chamber and that the drywell volume is 
purged to the suppresiion chamber. 

Using the minimum ·or maximum water volumes given in this specification, 
suppression pool pressure during the design basis accident is below the design 
pressure. Maximum water volume of 134,600 ft 3 results in a downcomer submergence 
of 12'3'' and the minim~m volume of. 122,120 ft 3 results in a submergence approximately 
2'3" less. lhe majority of the Bodega tests were run with a submerged length of 4 
feet and with complete condensation. Thus, with respect to the downcomer submergence, 
.this specification is adequate. The maximum temperature at the end of the 
blowdown tested during the Humboldt Bay and Bodega Bay tests was 170°F and this 
is conservatively taken to be the limit for complete condensation of the reactor 
coolant, although condensation would.occur for temperature above 170°F. 

Should it be necessary to make the suppression chamber inoperable, this shall' 
- .only be do~e as specified in Specification 3.5.3. 

Under full power operating conditions, blowdown through saf~ty/relief valves 
assuming an initial suppression chamber water temperature of 95°F results in a 
bulk water temperature of approximately 140°F immediately following blnwdown 
which is b~low the 190°F bulk temperature limit used for complete condensation 
via T-quencher .devices. At this temperature and ~tmospheric pressure, the 
available NPSH exceeds that required by both the RHR and core spray pumps, thus 
there is ~o dependency on containment ov~~pressure ~uring the ac~ident injection· 
phase. If both RHR loops are used for containment cooling, there is no dependency 
on containment overpr~ssure for post-LOCA operations. 

LIMERICK - UNIT'2 B 3/4 6-3 .Amendment No. ~.-4-S,M, 
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3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

RHR Suppression Pool Cooling/Spray subsystem p1p1ng and components have the 
potential to develop voids and pockets of entrained gases. Preventing and managing 
gas intrusion.and accumulation is necessary for proper operation of the RHR 
suppres~ion pool subsystems and may also prevent water hammer and ~ump cavitation. 

Selection of RHR Suppression Pool Cooling/Spray subsystem locations 
susceptible to gas accumulation is based on a review of system design information, 
including piping and instrumentation drawings, isometric drawings, plan and 
elevation drawings, and calculations. The design review is supplemented by system 
walk downs to validate the system high points and to confirm the location and 
orientation of important components that can become sources of gas or could 
otherwise cause gas to be trapped or difficult to remove during system maintenance 
or restoration. Susceptible locations depend on plant and system configuration, 
such as stand-by versus operating conditions. 

The RHR Suppression Pool Cooling/Spray subsystem is OPERABLE when it is 
sufficiently filled with water. Acceptance criteria are established for the volume 
of accumulated gas at susceptible locations. If accumulated gas is discovered that 
exceeds the acceptance criteria for the susceptible location (or the volume of 
accumulated gas at one or more susceptible locations exceeds an acceptance criteria 
for gas volume at the suction or discharge of a pump), the Surveillance is not met. 
Accumulated gas should be eliminated or brought within the acceptance criteria 
limits. 

RHR Suppression Pool Cooling/Spray subsystem locations susceptible to gas 
acc0mulation are monitored and, if gas is found, the gas volume is compared to the· 
acceptance criteria for the location. Susceptible locations in the same system 
flow path which are subject to the same gas intrusion mechanisms may be verified by 
monitoring ·a representative subset of susceptible locations. Monitoring may not be 
practical ~or locations that are inaccessible due to radiological or environmental 
conditi.ons, the-plant configuration, or personnel safety. For these locations 
alternative methods (e.g., operating parameters, remote monitoring) may be used to 
monitor the susceptible location. Monitoring is not required for susceptible 
locations where the maximum potential accumulated gas void volume has been 
evaluated and determined to not challenge system OPERABILITY. The accuracy of the 
method used for monitoring the susceptible locations and trending of the results 
should be sufficient to assure system OPERABILITY during the Surveillance interval. 

One of the surveillance requirements for the suppression pool cooling (SPC) 
mode of the RHR system is to demonstrate that each RHR pump develops a flow rate 
3 10,000 gpm while operating in the SPC mode with flow through the heat 
exchanger and its associated closed bypass valve, ensuring that pump performance 
has not degraded during the cycle and that the flow path is operable. This test 
confirms one point on the pump design curve and is indicative of overall 
performance. Such inservice inspections confirm component operability, trend 
performance and detect incipient failures by indicating abnormal performance. The 
RHR heat exchanger bypass valve is used for adjusting flow through the heat 

•exchanger, _and is not designed to be a tight ·shut-off valve. With the bypass 
val~e closed, a portion of the total flow still travels through the bypass, which 
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3/4.6.2 DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

can affect overall heat transfer. However, no heat transfer performance 
requirement of the heat exchanger is intended by the current Technical 
Specification surveillance requirement. This is confirmed by the lack of any flow 
requirement for the RHRSW system in Technical Specifications Section 3/4.7.1. 
Verifying an RHR flowrate through the heat exchanger does not demonstrate heat 
removal capability in the absence of a requirement for RHRSW flow. LGS does 
perform heat transfer testing of the RHR heat exchangers as part of its response 
to Generic Letter 89-13, which verified the commitment to meet the requirements of 
GDC 46. 

Experimental data indicate that excessive steam condensing loads can be 
avoided if the peak local temperature of the suppression pool is maintained below 
200 6 F during any period of relief valve operation for T-quench~r devices. 
Specifications have been placed on the envelope of reactor operating conditions so 
that the reactor can be depressurized in a timely manner to avoid the regime of 
potentially high suppression chamber loadings. 

Because of the large volume and thermal capacity of the suppression pool, 
the volume and temperature normally changes very slowly and monitoring these 
parameters daily is sufficient to establish any temperature trends. By requiring 
the suppression pool temperature to be frequently recorded during periods of 
significant heat addition, the temperature trends will be closely followed so 
that approprtate action can be taken. 

In addition to the limits on temperature of the suppression chamber pool 
water, operating procedures define the action to be taken in the event a safety
relief valve inadvertently opens or sticks open. As a minimum this action shall 
include: (1) use of all available means to close the valve, (2) initiate suppres
sion pool water cooling, (3) initiate reactor shutdown, and (4) if other safety-
relief valves are. used to depressurize the reactor, their discharge shall be 
separated from that of the stuck-open safety/relief valve to assure mixing and 
uniformity of energy insertion to the pool. 

During a LOCA, po.tenti al leak paths between the drywell and suppression chamber 
airspace could result in excessive containment pressures, since the steam flow into 
the airspace would bypass the heat sink capabilities of the chamber. Potential sourc~s 
of bypass leakage are the suppression chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers CVBs), 
penetrations in the diaphragm floor, and cracks in the diaphragm floor and/or liner plate and 
downcomers located in the suppression chamber airspace. The containment pressure response 
to the postulated bypass leakage can be mitigated by manually actuating the suppre;;..sion 
chamber sprays. An analysis was performed for a design bypass leakage area of A/~k equal 
to 0.0500 ft 2 to verify that the operator has sufficient time to initiate the sprays prior 
to exceeding the containment design pressure of 55 psig. The limit of 10% of the design 
.value of 0.0500 ft 2 ensures that the design basis for the steam bypass analysis is met 
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DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

The drywell-to-suppression chamber bypass test at a differential pressure of 
at least 4.0 psi verifies the overall bypass leakage area for simulated LOCA 
conditions is less than the specified limit. For those outiges where the 
drywell-to-suppression chamber bypass leakage test in not conducted, the VB leakage 
test verifies that the VB leakage area. is less than the bypass limit~ with a 
76% margin to the bypass limit to accommodate the remaining potential leakage area 
through the passive structural components. Previous drywell-to-suppression chamber 
bypass test data indicates that the bypass leakage through the passive structural 
components will be much less than the 76% margin. The VB leakage limit, combined 
with the negligible passive structural leakage area, ensures that the drywell-to
suppression chamber bypass leakage limit is met for those outages for which the 
drywell-to-suppression chamber bypass test is not scheduled. 

3/4.6.3 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES 

The OPERABILITY of the.primary containment isolation valves ensures that 
the containment atmosphere will be isolated from the outside environment in 
the event of a release of radioactive material to the containment atmosphere 
or pressurization of the containment and is consistent with the requirements 
of GDC 54 through 57 of Appendix A of 10 CFR Part 50. Containment isolation 
within the time limits specified for those isolation valves designed to close 
automatically ensures that the release of radioactive material to the environ
ment will be consistent with the assumptions used in the analyses for a LOCA. 

The scram discharge volume vent ~nd drain valves serve a dual function, one of 
which is primary containment isolation. Since the other safety functions of the scram 
discharge volume vent and drain valves would not be available 1f the normal PCIV 
actions were taken, actions are provided to direct the user to the scram discharge 
volume vent and drain operability requirements contained in Specification 3.1.3.1. 
However, since the scram discharge volume vent and drain valves.are PCIVs, the 
Surveillance Requirements of Specification 4.6.3 still apply to these valves. 

The opening of a containment isolation valve that was locked or sealed closed 
to satisfy Technical Specification 3.6.3 Action statements, may be reopened on an 
intermittent basis under administrative controls. These controls consist of 
stationing a dedicated individual at the controls of the valve, who is in continuous 
communi.cation with the control room. In this way, the penettation can be rapidly 
isolated when a need for primary.containment isolation is indicated. 

: . . 
PrimarY containment isolation valves governed.by this Technical Specification 

are identified in Table 3.6.3~1.of the TRM. · ·· · · 

This Survei 11 ance Requirement requires a. dembnstrati on that a tepresentati ve 
sample of reactbr instrument line excess flow check valves CEFCVs) is OPERABLE by 
verifying that. the valve actuates to the isolation position on· a simulated instrument 
line break signal. The re~resentative sample Consists of an approximately equal number 
of EFCVs, such that ~ach.EfCV is tested i~ accorda_nce with the Surveillance Frequency I 
Control Program. In addition, the EFCVs in the sample Bre representative of the · 
various plaht configuration~. m6dels; sizes, and.operating enviroriments.· This ensures 
that any potentially common problem with a specific ty~e or application of EFCV is 
detected at the earli~st possible timei This Surveillance Requirement·provides 
assurance that the .instrumentation Tine EFCVs will perform so that predicted. 
radiological consequences will not b~ exceeded during a postulated instrument line 
break event.. Furthermore,. any EFCV failures· will be evaluated· to determine if. I 
addition~l testing in the test interval is warranted to ensure overall reliability is 
maintained. Operating expetience has derilonstr~ted that these. components are highly. 
reliable and that failures to isolate are very infrequent. Therefore, testing bf a 
representative-sample was concluded to' be acceptable from a reliability standpoint. 
For some EFCVs, this Surveillance can be-performed with the reactor at power_ 
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3/4.6.4 VACUUM RELIEF 
. . 

Vacuum relief valves are provided to eqtia.iize the pre~sure betw~en the 
· suppression chamber and drywell. This system will maintain the structu:r:al 
integrity of the primary .containment under conditions of large dlfferential 
pressures. 

The. vacuum breakers between the suppression chamber and the drywell must 
not .be inoperable in the operi position sinc.e this would allow bypassing of the 
suppression pool in case of an accident.· Two pairs of valves are.required to 
protect containment structural integrity. There are four pairs of valves 
(three to provide ininimum_redundancy) s.o that operation may continue for up to 
72 hours with no more thari two pairs of vacuum breakers inoperable in the c.losed 
position~ 

Each vacuum breaker valve's position indication system is··of great enough 
sensitivity to erisilre that the maximuin steam bypass leakage coefficient of 

A 
~k = 0.05 ft2 

for the vacuum relief system (assuming one valve fully open) ·will_ not be exceeded. 

.. ·1 .',·:. 
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3/4.6.5 SECONDARY CONTAINMENT 

Secondc;iry containment is designed to rnrn1m1ze any ground level release of 
radio13ctiVe material which may result from an accident. The Reactor Enclosure 
and associated structures provide secondary containment during normal opera ti on 
when the drywell is sealed and in service. At other times the drywell may be 
open and, when required, secondary containment integrity is specified. 

Establishing and maintaining a vacuum in the reactor enclosure secondary 
containment with the standby gas treatment system in accordance with the Surveillance 
Ffequency Control Program, along wit~ the surveillance of the doors, hatches, dampers 
and valves, is adequate to ensure that there are no violations of the integrity of: 
the secondary containment. 

lhe DPERABILITY of the reactor enclosure recirculation system and .the standby 
gas treatment systems ensu·res that sufficient iodine removal capability will 
be availabl~ in the event of a LOCA. The reduction in containment iodine inventory 
reduces the resulting SITE BOUNDARY and Control Room radiation doses associated with 
containment leakager The nperation of these systems and resultant .iodine removal 
capacity ar~ consistent with the assumptions used in the LOCA analysis. Provisions 
have be~n made to cohtinuously purge the filter plenums with instrument air when the 
filters are not in use to prevent buildup of moisture on the adsorbers and the H.EPA 
filters. · 

As a result of the Alternative Sburce Term CAST) project, secbndary 
containment integrity of the r~fueling area is not required during certain 
conditions when handling irradiated fuel or during.CORE ALTERATIONS and alignment 
of the Standby Gas Treatment System to the refueling area is not required. The 
control room dose analysis for the Fuel Handling Accident <FHA) is based on 
unfiltered releases ftom the South Stack and therefore, does not require the 
Standby Gas Treatment System to be aligned to the refueling area. 

However, when handling RECENTLY IRRADIATED FUEL or during operations with a 
potential for draining the reactor vessel with the vessei head ~emoved and fuel in 
the vess.el, s·econdary containment integrity of the. refueling area is required and 
align~ent of the Standby Gas ~reatment System to the refueling a~ea is,required. 
The AST f~el Handling analysis doei.not include an accident involving RECENTLY 
rRRADIATED :FUEL or an accident involvin~. draini_ng.the reactor ve.ssel. 

The· Standby Gas Treatment System is requi~e~ to be OPERABLE when handling 
irradi!ted fuel, handling RECENTLY IRRA01ATED FUEL, ·during CORE ALTERATIONS and 
during 6perations with ~ potehttal to drain the vesser with the ve~~el ~ead 

·removed ·and fi.Jel 1 n the vessel .. Fliel H·andJ ing Accident -rel eases from the North 
Stack must be filtered through the Standby Gas Treatment System tci maintain 
controi roorii doses within. regulatory limits. The OPERABILITY of the Standby Gas 
Treatment System ass'ures that rel eases, if made· through the North Stack, are 
filtered pri,.or to release. · 
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SECONDARY CONTAINMENT (Co~tinued) 

Surveillances 4.6.5.1.1.b.2 and 4.6.5.1.2.b.2 require verifying that one 
secondary containment personnel access door in each access opening.is tlosed which 
provides adequate assurance·that exfiltration from the secondary containment will 
not occur.· An atcess opening contains at least one inner and one outer door. The 
interit is to not breach the secondary containment, which is achieved by 
maintaining the inner or' outer personnel access door closed. Surv~i.llances 
4.6.5.1 .. 1.b.2 and 4.6.5.1.2.b.2 provide an allowance for brief, inadvertent, 
simultaneous openings of redundant secondary containment personnel access doors 
for norm~l entry and exit conditions. 

Although the safety analyses assumes that the reactor enclosure secondary 
containment draw down time will take 930 seconds, these surveillance ~equirec 
ments specify a draw down time of 916 seconds. Thi~ 14 second difference is 
d~e tci the diesel generator starting and sequence loading delays which is not 

. part of this surveillance requirement. · 

·The reactor enclosure secondary containment draw down time analyses assumes 
a startirig point of 0.25 inch of vacuum water gauge and worst case SGTS dirty 
filter flow rate of 2800 cfm. The surveillance requirements satisfy this as
sumption by starti·ng the ~rawdown from ambient conditions and connecting the 
adjacent reactor enclosure and refueling area to the SGTS to split the exhaust 
flow between the three zones and verifying a minimum flow rate of 2800 cfm from 
the fest zone. This simulates the worst case flow alignment and verifies ade
quate flow is available to drawdown the test zone within the r~quired time. 
The Technical Specification Surveillance Requirement 4.6.5.3.b.3 is intended 
to be a multi-zone air balance verification witho~t isolating any test zone. 

The SGTS is common to Unit.1 and 2 and ~onsists of two independent 
subsystems. The power supplies for the· common portion~ of the subsystems are 
from Unit 1 safeguard busses .. therefore the inoperability of these Unit 1 
suppli~s· are addressed in the SGTS ACTION statements in order to ensure adequate 
onsite power sources to SGTS for its Unit 2 function during a loss. of offsite 
pow~r ~vent. The allowable ·out of servic~ ti~es are consistent with those in 
the Unit.1 Tec~nical Specificatio~s f~r SGTS and AC electrical pbwer supply out 
of servite con~ition combinations. 
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SECOIQABY CONJAl .. ENJ (Cant1nued) 

The 5GTS fans are sized far three ZDnes and therefore, when aligned ta a 
single zane or ~-.a zones, will have ezcess capacity to 111e1re quietly drawclown 
ttlle af'fec'tl!d zones. There 1s no llU1mua flaw 1ta1t ta ind1v1dual zones or 
pa;l'"s of zones and th• air balance and dratildown t11111e are verified when all 
three zanes ~re cann@Cted to ~he SGTS. 

The three zone air balance verificatian and drallldown test will be done 
af'ter An7 major system altera~ian~ tdtich is any llOdiffcat1an Whtch •111 have 
an effect an the SGTS flowrat• such that the ab11tty of the SGTS to d~illldDlll'I 
the reactor enclosure ta greate~ than or eq~l ta 0.!5 inch of vacuum water 
gage fn less th~n ar equal ta 916 seconds cauld be affected. 

. The field tests far bypass leak1~e •cross the S&TS charcoal 
HEPA ffltar banks are perfa"-CI •t a fl°" rate af 5764 * lOS cfm. 
analys1s perforllltd an the SGTS carbon samples will be tested at a 
66 fpm based on the system l"esidehce tt111111. 

adsarber and 
The 1 abaratory 

velocity af 

The SGTS f,lter train pressure drap is a func~ion af air flow rate and 
f1lter cDnd1?ians. Survei11u.ce testing is performed using either the SGTS ar 
drywel1 purge fans ta pra~ide operating convenience. 

Each reactor enclosure secondary containment zone and r•fueling area 
secondary cantainm.nt.zone is tested independently ta werify the des1gn leak 
~ightness. A design leak tightness af 2500 cfm ar less far each reactor 
enclosure and 7&' cf'lt ar less for the ref~eltng area at a D.ZS ;nch af vacuum 
w.at.i!r gage will erasure tha.t contafoment integrity is mafotained iilt an acceptable 
level tf ~11 zones an connect11d to the SGTS at the SiiiUlle time_ · . 

The lleactar Enclosure Secondar1 Canta;11111ent AUtamatic lsola.~ion Valves 
and Refueling Area Secondary Cofltainment Autamat;c lsalat;anValves can be 
found in the UFSAR. · · · 

The past-LDCA affs1te .dose analysis ri.sslllllf!s a reactor enclos'lre secondary 
cantainmen't PoS't-drei dawn lunge rat.e of, 2500 cfm and certain post--:acciclent 
X/Q values. llll'lle the post-accident J./Q values repres11nt a stat;stical 1nter
preta~1an of hi stor;cal metearolag;cal ·data. the highest ground• level wind 
speed which can be· assac;ated with these values ;s 1 mph (Pasquill-GiffoPd . 

.. stabiHt7 Class G foT a .gr:auncl level release). Therefal"e~ ~h• surveillaance . 
n!QUirement assures that the n.~ctar enclosure secandar.)' contain111e11't is VQrifil!d' 
under 11eteorolag1cal canrUtians consistent with the. assumptions utilized in the 
design basis mal~sis. leictor E11clasure Secondary Canta1uient leakage tests 
that are successfqlly perforlll!d at •;nd speeds in ezcess af 7 mph .Ould alsa 
satisfJ the leak rate survetllance requirements. since ;t shows ca111pl1ance 
with •re canserv1t1ve test c~nditians. . 
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3/4.6.6 PRIMARY CONTAINMENT ATMOSPHERE CONTROL 

Th~ pr~mary containment atmospheric mixing system is provided to ensure 
adequate mixing of the containment atmosphere to prevent localized accumulations 
of hydrogen anq oxygen from exceeding the lower flammability limit during post
LOCA conditions. 

All nuclear reactors must be designed to withstand events that generate 
hydrogen either due to the zirconium metal water reaction in the core or due to 
radiolysis. The primary method to control hydrogen is to inert the primary 
containment. With the primary containment inert, that is, oxygen concentration <4.0 
volume percent (v/o), a combustible mixture cannot be present in the.primary 
containment for any hydrogen concentration. The capability to inert the primary 
containment and maintain oxygen <4.0 v/o works together with Drywell Hydrogen Mixing 
System to provide redundant and diverse methods to mitigate events that produce 
hydrogen. 
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3/4.7 PLANT SYSTEMS 

3/4.7.1 SERVICE WATER SYSTEMS - COMMON SYSTEMS 

The OPERABILITY of the service water systems ensures that sufficient cooling 
capacity is available for continued operation of safety-related equipment during 
normal and accident conditions. The redundant cooling capacity of these systems, 
assuming a single failure, is consistent with the assumptions used in the accident 
conditions within acceptable limits. 

The RHRSW and ESW systems are common to Units 1 and 2 and consist of two 
independent subsystems each with two pumps. One pump per subsystem (loop) is 
powered from a Unit 1 safeguard bus and the other pump is powered from a Unit 2 
safeguard bus. In order to ensure adequate onsite power sources to the systems 
during a loss of offsite power event, the inoperability of the~e supplies are 
restricted in system ACTION statements. 

RHRSW is ~ manually operated system used for core and containment heat 
removal. Each of two RHRSW subsystems has one heat exchanger per unit. Each 
RHRSW pump provides adequat~ cooling for one RHR heat exchanger. By limiting 

·operation with less than three OPERABLE RHRSW pumps with OPERABLE Diesel 
Generators, each unit is ensured adequate heat removal capability for the design 
scenario of LOCA/LOOP on one unit and simultaneous safe shutdown of the other 
unit. 

Each ESW pump provides adequate flow to the cooling loads in its associated 
loop. With only two divisions of power required for LOCA mitigation of one 
unit and one division of power required for safe shutdown of the other unit, 
one ESW pump provides sufficient capacity to fulfill design requirements. ESW 
pumps are automatically started upon start of the associated Diesel Generators. 
Therefore, the .allowable out.of service times for OPERABLE ESW pumps and their 
associated Diesel Gene~ators is limited to ensure adequate cooling during a 
loss of off site power event. 

3/4.7.2 CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FRESH AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM - COMMON SYSTEM 

The OPERABILITY of the control room emergency fresh air supply system 
ensure~ that the control room will remain habitable for occupants during and 
following an uncontrolled release of radioactivity, hazardous chemicals, or smoke. 
Constant purge of the system at 1 cfm is sufficient to reduce the buildup of 
moisture on the.adsorbers and HEPA filters. The OPERABILITY of this system in 
conjunction with control room design provisions is based on limiting the radiation 
exposure.to personnel occupying the control room to 5 rem or less Total Effective 
Dose Equivalenf. This limitation is consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 
Part 50.67, Accident Source Term. 

Since the Control Room Emergency Fresh Air Supply System is not credited for 
filtration in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 4 and 5, applicability to 4 and 5 is only 
required to suppor.t the Chlorine and Tox.ic Gas design basis isolation requirements. 

The CREFAS is common to Units 1 and 2 and consists of two independent 
subsystems_. The power supplies for the system are from Unit 1 Safeguard 
busses, therefore, the inoperability of these Unit 1 supplies are addressed in 
the CREFAS ACTION statements in order to ensure adequate onsite power sources 
to CREFAS during a l~ss of offsite power event. The allowable out of service 
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CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FRESH AIR SUP~LY SYSTEM - COMMON SYSTEM (Continued) 

times are consistent with those in the Unit 1 Technical Specifications for 
CREFAS and AC electrical power supply out of service condition combinations. 

The Control Room Envelope CCRE) is the area within the confines of the CRE 
boundary that contains the spaces that control room occupants inhabit to control 
the unit during normal and accident conditions. This area encompasses the control 
rbom, and other noncritical areas including adjacent ~upport offices, toilet and 
utility rooms. The CRE is protected during normal operation, natural events, and 
accident conditions. The CRE boundary is the combination of walls, floor, 
ceiling, ducting, valves, doors, penetrations and equipment that physically form 
the CRE. The OPERABILITY of the CRE boundary must be maintained to ensure that 
the inleakage of unfiltered air into the CRE will not exceed the inleakage assumed 
in the licensing basis analysis of design basis accident CDBA) consequences to CRE 
occupants. The CRE and its boµndary are defin~d in the Control Room Envelope 
Habitability Program.· 

In addition, the CREFAS System provides protection from radiation, smoke and 
hazardous chemicals to the CRE occupants. The analysis of hazardous chemical 
release~ demonstrates that the toxicity limits are not exceeded in the CRE 
following a haiardous chemical release (Ref. 1). The evaluation of a smoke 
challenge demonstrates that it will not result in the inability of the CRE 
occupants to control the reactor either from· the control room or from the remote 
shutdown panel~ (Ref. 2). · · 

In order for the CREFAS subsystems to be considered OPERABLE, the CRE 
boundary m~st be maintained such that the CRE occupant ciose from a large 
radioactive.r~lease does not exceed the calculated dose in the licen~ing basis 
consequence analyses .for DBAs~ and that CRE occupants are protected from hazardous 
chemic~ls and smoke. · · 

The LCQ is modified.by a Ncite allowing the CRE boundary to be opened 
intermittently under admirristrativ"e. controls .. · This Note only- applies to openings 
in the CRE bo~ndary that can. be· rapidly r~st6~ed ·to the desigri condition, such as 
doors, hatches, floor plugs, and access panels. For entry and exit through doors, 
the admini~irative contrcil of the opening is perform~d by the persort(s) entering 
or exiting the area. For other· openings, these controls should·be ·proceduralized 
and co~sist·p~ stationi~g a dedicate~ individ~al ~t 1he· openirig who is ~n. · 
continuous cqmmunication .with. fhe operators i'n ·the CRL . This-·individual will have. 
a meth6d to rapidly cloi~ the 6pentng'and to restore the;CRE boundary to a· 
condition equ_i\.iaJ ent, to the (jesign condition when a need for CRE i sol ati on is 
indicated. · ·- · · ·· · ·· 

If the unfiltered inleakage of potentially contaminated air past the CRE 
boundary. and.·into.the CRE can re'sul:t in CRE occupant"radiological dose greater 
than the cal cul'ated dose of the l i'censi ng basis an·alyses of DBA consequences· 
Callowed"to:be up to 5 rem TEDE), or inadequate protection of CRE occupants from 

. hazardous chemic~ls or smoke,.·the CRE bo~ndary is i~operable. Action~ must be 
take~ to re~tore: an OPERABLE- CR~ b6~ndary within 90.da~s. · 
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CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FRESH AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM - COMMON SYSTEM (Continued) 

During the period that the CRE boundary is considered inoperable, action 
must be initiated immediately to· implement mitigating actions to lessen the effect 
on CRE occupants from the potential hazards of a radiological or chemical event or 
a challenge from smoke. Actions must be taken within 24 hours to verify that in 
the event cif ·a OBA, the mitigating actions will ensure that CRE occupant 
radiological exposures will not exceed the calculated d6se of the licensing basis 
analyses of OBA consequences, and that CRE occupants are protected from hazardous 
chemicals and smoke. These mitigating actions Ci .e., actions that are taken to 
offset the consequences of the inoperable CRE boundary) should be preplanned for 
implementation upon entry into the condition, regardless of whether entry is 
intentional or unintentional. The 24 hour Completion Time is reasonable based on 
the low probability of·a· OBA occurring during this time period, and the use of 
mitigating ~ctions. The 90 day Completion Time is reasonable based on the 
determination that the mitigating actions will ensure protection of CRE occupants 
within. analyzed limits while limiting the probability that CRE occupants will have 
to implement protective measures that may adversely affect their ability to 
control the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition in the event of a 
OBA. In addition, the 90 day Completion Time is a reasonable time to diagnose, 
plan and possibly repair, and test most problems with the CRE boundary. 

SR 4.7~2.2 verifies the OPERABILITY of the CRE boundary by testing for 
unfiltered air inleakage past the CRE boundary and into the CRE. The details of 
the testing are specified in the Control Room ~nvelope H~bitability Program. 

The CRE is considered.habitable when the radiological dose to CRE occupants 
calculated in.· the liceris~ng basis analyses of OBA consequences is no more than 5 
rem Total Effective Dose Equivalent and the CRE occupants are protected from 
hazardous che~icals and smoke; SR ~.7.2.2 verifies that the unfiltered air 
inleakage into the CRE is no greater than the flow rate assumed in the licensing 
basis analyses of OBA consequences.· When. unfiltered air inleakage .is greater than 
the ass~med flow· rate, Required'. Action 1.7.2.a.2 must be entered. "Req~ired Action 
3.7.2.a.2.c allows time to restore tbe CRE boundary to OPERABLE status provided 
mitigating actioris can en~ure that the CRE re~ains within the licensing basis 
habitability limits for.the occ.upants following an accident. ·compensatory 
measures are discussed in Regulatory Guide 1.196, S~ction C.2.7.3, (Ref. 3) which 
endorses, with exceptions, NEI 99-03, Section 8.4 and Appendix F (Ref. 4). These 
comperi.satory measures may also.be' used as mitigating actions as required by' 
Required Action 3.7.2.a.2.b .. Temporary analytical methods may also be· used as 
compens~tory. mea·sures to ,restore OPERABILITY· (Ref:· s'> •. ·Options for resto\i ng the 
CRE boundary to' OPERABLE staf~s ;ritlude .chariging the litensing basis OBA 
consequence ~n~lysis, repairing t~e .. CRE boundary, or a combination of thes~ 
actions. Depending upon the nature of the p~oblem and the corrective action, a 
full sco'pe i nl eakage test .may not be necessary to establish that the CRE boundary 
has be~n r~stb~ed to OPERABLE stat0s. : 

,.··: 
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CONTROL ROOM EMERGENCY FRESH AIR SUPPLY SYSTEM - COMMON SYSTEM (Continued) 

REFERENCES 
1. UFSAR Section 6.4 

2. UFSAR Section 9.5 

3: Regulatory Guide 1.196 

4. NEI 99-03, "Control Room Habitability Assessment Guidance," June 2001. 

5. Letter from Eric. J. Leeds (NRC) to James W. Davis (NEI) dated January 
30, 2004, "NEI Draft White Paper, Use of Generic Letter 91-18 Process 
and Alternative Source Terms in the Context of Control Room 
Habitabi .l ity'." (ADA~S Accession No. ML040300694). 

3/4.7.3 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING .SYSTEM 

The reactor core isolation cooling CRCIC) system is provided to assure 
adequate Gore cooling in the event of reactor isolation from its primary heat 
sink and the loss of. feedwater fl ciw to the reactor vessel with out requiring 
actuation of any of the emergency core cooling system equipment. The RCIC 
system is conservatively required to be OPERABLE whenever re.actor pressure ex
ceeds 150 psig. ·This pressure is substantially below that for which low 
pressure core cooling systems can provide adequat~ core ·cooling. Management of 
gas voids is important to RCIC System OPERABILITY. 

The RCIC system specifications are applicable during OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 
1, 2, and 3 when reactor vessel pressure exceeds 150 psig because RCIC is the 
primary non-ECCS source of emergency core cooling when the reacto~ is 
pressurized. 

With the RCJC s~stem inope~able, adequate core cooling is assured by the 
OPERABILpY of the HPCI system arid justifies the specified 14 day out-of-service 
period. A Note prohibit~ th~ application of Specification 3.0.4.b t6 an 
inoperable RCIC system. There is an increased risk associated with entering an 
OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other· speci fi·e·d· condition in. the Applicability with an 
inoperable RCIC subsystem and the provisions 'of Specification 3.0A.b, which 
allow entry· into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the 
Applic~bility with the Limiting Condition for Operati6n not met after performance 
of a· ri.sk assessment addressing i-noperabl e systems and components, should. not b_e 
applied in this circumstance. · · 

The survei l l an'ce requirements provide adequate assurance that RCIC wi 11 
be DPERABLE when required. Although all active components afe te~t~ble and 
fUl l fl ow .can be demonstrated by. rec.i rcul ation· during .reactor opera ti on .. a 
compl ete-.functi on al test requ_i res reactor ·shutdown. · l 
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3/4.7.3 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM (Continued) 

The RCIC System flow path piping and components have the potential to 
develop voids and pockets of entrained gases. Preventing and managing gas 
intrusion and accumulation is necessary for proper operation of the required RCIC 
System and may also prevent water hammer, pump cavitation, and pumping of 
noncondensible gas into the reactor vessel. 

Selection of RCIC System locations susceptible to gas accumulation is based 
on a review of system design information, including piping and instrumentation 
drawings, isometric drawings, plan and elevation drawings, and calculations. The 
design review is supplemented by system walk downs to validate the system high 
points and to confirm the location and orientation of important components that 
can become sources of gas or could otherwise cause gas to be trapped or difficult 
to remove during system maintenahce or restoration. Susceptible locations depend 
on plant and system configuration, such as stand-by versus operating conditions. 

The RCIC System is OPERABLE·when it is sufficiently filled with water. 
Acceptance criteria are established for the volume of accumulated gas at 
susceptible locations. If accumulated gas is discovered that exceeds the 
acceptance.criteria for the susceptible location (or the volume of accumulated ·gas 
at one or more susceptible locations exceeds an acceptance criteria for gas volume 
at the su~tion or discharge of a pump), the Surveillance is not met. Accumulated 
gas should be eliminated or brought withi,n the acceptance criteria limits. 

RCIC System locations susceptible t9_gas accumulation are monitored and, if 
gas is found, the gas volume is compared to the acceptance criteria for the 
location. Susceptible locations in the same system flow path which are subject to 
the same gas intrusion mechanisms may be verified by monitoring a representative 
subset of susceptible locations. Monitoring may not be practical for locations 
that are inaccessible due tb radiological or environmental conditicins, the plant 
configura~ion, or personnel ~afety. For these locations alternative methods 
(e.g., operating parameters, remote monitorini) may be used to monitor the 
susceptible location. _Monitqring is not required for susceptible locations where 
the maximum ~otential accumulated gas void volume has been evaluafed and 
determined~to not challenge system -OPERABILITY;. The ~ccuracy of the method used 
for monitoring t.he susceptiqle locatio.ns and .trending of the re·sults should be 
suffi_cient:to assure system OPERABILITY during the Stirveillance interval, 

Su~veillance 4.7.3;a.2:is:~odified bY a Note which ex~mpts'~ystem vent flo~ 
paths opened under administrative control_:·. The _ad.mini strati ve control should be 
proceduralized and include stationing a dedicated individual at. the system yent 
flow path who is·in continu.ous·communication with the operators-in the control 
room. T~is individual will ~ave a m~thod to ~apidly· close the system vent flow 
path.if directed. 
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3/4.7.4 SNUBBERS 

The "Snubber Program" manages the requirement for demonstrating snubber 
operability (examination, testing and service life monitori·ng) as reflected in TS Section 
6.8.4.k thereby ensuring the TS remains consistent with the ISI program. The program for 
in service testing of snubbers in accordance with ASME OM Code and the applicable addenda 
as required by 10 CFR 50.SSa(g) is required to include evaluation of supported 
components/systems when snub~ers are found to be inoperable. 
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SNUBBERS (Continued) 

3/4.7.5 SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION 

. The 1 imitations on removable' contamination for sources requiring leak testing; 
including alpha emitters, is. based or;' 10 CFR 70.39(c) fimi'ts for plutonium. This· · 
limitation will erisure that leakage from byproduct, source; and special nuclear 

.. material sources will not exceed allowable intake values. Sealed 'sources are· 
··classified into th.ree groups according to thefr use, with surveillance · 

requirements comniensurate with the probability of damage to a source iii that 
group; Those sources which are frequently.handled.are required to be tested more 

·often than those which are not. Sealed sou_l'.'ces which are continuously enclosed 
wi.thin a shield-ed mechanfsm, i'.e,, _sealed sources within radiation monitoring 

. devices, are considered td be stored and need not· betesteo .unless· they are 
_', remov'ed from the:shielded mechanism. . . ' 

·., -

: .,_·-

.. ·:.· 
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SEALED SOURCE CONTAMINATION ( Cont·i nued) .. 

· • · The testing. frequency;for start-up sources ·an.d. .fission. detectors· .is based . 
. ·.upon. physiec.il 1 imitations- in leak· testing.· For example, the Californium. 252 

· ·; . · start-:" up· neutron ·source .·.must be. 1 eak, tested by t.he manufacturer. remotely in. a 
·. hot· cell' faCil ity~· Due·.to·: the physical design_ of ·this. source, a· six" month . 

·frequency for contaniination testing ·provides.reasonable assurance that the 
radioactive material is properly contained~ . 

. .. ·: •' .. 

• 

. .; 
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3/4 7.BMAIN TURBINE BYPASS SYSTEM 

The required OPERABILITY of the main turbine bypass system is consistent with the 
assumptions of the feedwater controller failure analysis in the cycle specific · 
transient analysis. . . 

The main turbine bypass system is required to be OPERABLE to lim~t peak pressure 
fo the main steam lines. and to maintain reactor pressure within acceptable limits 

· during events that cause rapid pressurization such that the Safety Limit MCPR is 
·not·exceeded •. With the main turbine bypass system inoperable, continued operation 
is based on the cycle specific 'transient analysis which has been performed for the 
feedwater control.ler failure, maximum .demand with bypass failure·. · 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 
. -

BASES 

3/4.8~1. 3/4.8.2. and 3/4.8.3 A.C .. SOURCES; P.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

The OPERABILITY of the A.C. and .D.C. power sources and-associated 
distribution systems during ope~ation ensures that sufficient power will be 
available-to supply the safety-related equipment required for Cl) the safe 
shutdown of the facility and (2) the mitigation-an~ control of accident 
conditions within the faciltty. The minimum specified independent and 
redundant A.C. and D.C. power sour_ces and distribution systems satisfy the 
requirements bf _General Design Criteri-0n 17 of Appendix A to 10 CFR Part 50. 

An offsite pOwer source consists of all breakers, transformers, switches, 
interrupting.devices, cablin~~ and controls required ·to transmit power from the 
offsite trarisinission network to the onsite Class lE -emergency bus or buses. The 
determination. of the OPERAB I LlTY; of an offs ite sour.ce of power is dependent upon 
grid and plant fa_ctors that, when taken together, describe the design basis 
calculation requirem~nts_for voltage regulation. The co~bination of these factors 
ensures that.- the offsite source(s}, which provide- power to the plant emergency 
buses, will be fully capable of supporting the equipment required to achieve and 

: mat~tain safe shutdown during postul_ated accidents and transi~nts. -

The ·pi ant factors consist~f the status of the Startup iransfbrmer.(#10 and 
#20) 1 oad _tap changers ( LTCs>; .the- status. of the Safeguard Transformer; (#101 and 
#201) · 1 oad tap changers ( LTC's), and th_e ali.gnmen_t o:f emergency buses on the 

- Safeguard Buses c1a1-Bus and 201-Bus1. For an offsite source to b~ considered 
_operable, both of its respectiveLi-Cs (#10.AND #101_ for-the. source to.the101-Bus,· 
#20 AND #201 for the source to. the 201-Bus) must be.in service,. and in ·automatic. 
For the third offslte source ·<from 66 kV Sys-tern) to be considered 'operable, the 
connected .Safeguard Transformer (#101 or #201) LTC in.ust be in· .service and in. . 
automatic.· _There is.a dependency between the alignment of the emerg·ency buses and 
the 'allowable post :contingency voltage. drop percentage. . .. 

. . . .. '. . . ., . 

. The g.rid factors consisfof ~ctual grid voltage levels (real tim~) and' the 
po~t trip contingency V.oltage drop· P.ercentage ,value. 

' - . ' ... - . . . . .. - ··- -

The- minimum offsite source::volt~ge. levels a.r.e, established by the voltage 
-regulation calculation. The 'trarismfssio_rl' systE;!rii. Ope.rator (TSO) .w;J·l notify LGS 
when an agreed upon limit'is approached ... : - - .. . . 

'•. 0 - ••• • •• .... 

.. -The po~t tri-p c~nti_nge~cy'<percentage voltag~ drop is a calcula{ed value 
determ.i ned--by the ·TSO tha~t, would. ·occur as a•:re·sul f of the tripping of one 6f. the. 
Limerick generators ... The TSO ~i.linotif.Y LGS.w.heri.an qgreed upon,lfmit is ·,. 
exceeded I • The voltage· regu:l ati~o'n cal cul at; on establ; shes the acceptable . 

. percentag,e voltage drop b(!Sed ·.uj:)on- pl ant configuration; the accept_abl e_ val Ue i S 
deper\oenf u.pon pl ant. confi Q!J_rat.ion. .. - - - . 

. · . Due t~ the 20 So_urq~ be•i-ng ·derive~ ffom the .terti·ar·y. of th.e ·4A- ~~d4B · .- ·· · -
transform.er·;.-· its ·operqbi 1 i ty. i s.<fnfl uenced -by both .. the 230 kV system· and the . 500 
kV systein.:· the iO Source operab'ility is•o_nly infl\1ericed by ttie 230 kV system:> 

- . '. - . . . . . . . 
. - . 

. . 

. . -·· 
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3/4.S ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

3/4.B.1. 3/4.B.2. and 3/4.S.3 A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER 
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS 

The anticipated post trip contingency voltage drop for the 66 kV Source 
(Transformers BA/SB) is calculated to be less than the 230 kV and 500 kV systems. 
This is attributed to the electrical distance between the output of the Limerick 
generators and the input to the BA/BB transformers. Additionally, the Unit 
Auxiliary Buses do not transfer to the SA/SB transf6rmers; this provides margin to 
the calculated post trip contingency voltage drop limit. 

There are various means of hardening the 10 and 20 Sources to obtain 
additional margin to the post trip contingency voltage drop limits. These means 
include, but are not limited to, source alignment of the 4 kV buses, preventing 
transfer ~f 13 kV buses, limiting transfer of selected 13 kV loads, and operation 
with 13 kV buses on the offsite sources. The specific post trip contingency 
voltage drop percentage limits for these alignments are identified in the voltage 
regulation calculation, and controlled via plant procedures. There are also 
additional rest~ictions that can be applied to these limits in the event that an 
LTC is taken to manual, or if the bus alignment is outside the Two Source rule 
set. 

LGS unit post trip contingency voltage drop percentage calculations are 
performed by the PJM Energy Management System CEMS). The PJM EMS consists of a 
primari and backup system. LGS will be notified if the real time contingency 
analysis capability of PJM is lost. Upon receipt of this notification, LGS is to 
reqOest PJM.to provide an assessment of the current condition of the grid based on 
the tools that PJM has available. The determination 6f the operability of the 
offsite sources would consider the assessment provided by PJM and whether the 
currerit condition of the grid is bounded by the gtid studies previously performed 
for LGS. . . 

Based on specific design analysis, variations to any of these parameters can 
be ~etermined; usually at the sacrifice Of another p~rameter, based on plant 
conditions. Specifics .regarding these variations must be controlled by plant 
procedures or by operability detefminations, backed by specific de~ign 
calculations. 

The ACTION requirements specified for the levels of degradation of the 
power sources provide restriction upon continued facility operation commensurate 
with the lev~l of degradation. The OPERABILITY of the power sources are con
sistent with the initial condition assumptions of the safety analyses and are 
based upon maintaining at least two of the onsite A.C. and the corresponding 
D.C. power sources and associated distribution systems OPERABLE during accident 
condition? coincident with an assumed loss-of-offsite power and single failure 
of the other onsite A.C. br D.C. source. At least two onsite A.C. and their· 
correspcinding D.C. power sources and distribution systems providing power for 
at least two ECCS divisions Cl Ccire Spray loop, 1 LPCI pump and 1 RHR 2Jmp in 
suppressi6n pool cooling) are required for design basi~ accident mitigction as 
discussed in UFSAR Table 6.3-3. 

·. tIMERICK - UNIT 2 B 3/4 S.-la ECR 00 0931, ECR 99 OOfig2, 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

Onsite A.C. operability requirements for common systemi such as CREFAS, SGTS, 
RHRSW and ESW are addressed in the appropriate system specification action 
statements. 

A.C. Sources 

As required by Specificat~on 3.8.1.1, Action e, when one or more diesel generators 
are inoperable, there is an additional ACTION requirem~nt to verify that all remaining 
required systems, subsystems, trains, components, and.devices, that depend oh the 
OPERABLE diesel generators as a source of emergency power, are also OPERABLE. The LPCI 
mode of the RHR system is considered a four train system, of which only two trains are 
required. The verification for LPCI is not required until two diesel generators are 
inoperable. This requirement is intended to provide assurance that a loss-of-offsite 
p~we~ event will not result in a complete loss of safety function of ~ritical s~stems 

. . 

during the period when one or more of the diesel generators are inoperable. The term 
verify as used in this context means to administratively check by examining logs or 
other information to determine if certain components are out-of-service for maintenance 
or other reasons. It does nrit mean to perform the surveillance requirements needed to 
demonstrate the OPERABILITY of the component. 

Specification 3.8.1.1, Action i, prohibits the application of Specification 
3.0.4.b to an inoperable diesel generator. There is an increased risk associated with 
entering an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or·other specified condition in the Applicability with 
an inoperable diesel generator subsystem arid the provisions of Specification 3.0.4.b, 
which aJlow entry into an OPERATIONAL CONDITION or other specified condition in the 
Applicability with the Limiting Condition for Operation not met after performance of a 
risk asse~sment addressi~g inop~rable systems and components, should not be applied in 
this circomstance~ 

lf ~t can be determined ~hat the cause of.the inoperable EOG does not exist on the 
remaining operable EDG(s), based on il common-mode evaluation, then the EOG.start test CSR 
4.8.1.1.2.a.4) d6es not have tQ be performed. If it. cannot otherwise be determined that 
the cause of the initial inoperable EOG does not exist on the remaining EDG(s), then· 
satisfactory performance of the start test suffices to provide assurance of continued 
operability of the remaining EOG(s). If the cause of the initial inoperability exists on 
the remciining operable EOG(s), the EOG(s) shall be declared inoperable upon discovery and 
the appropriate action statement for multiple inoperable EDGs shall be entered. In the 
event the inoperable EOG is restored to operable status prior to completing the EOG start 
test (SR 4.8.1.1.2.a.4) or common-mode failure evaluation as required in Specification 
3.8.1.1, the plant corrective action program shall continue to evaluate the common-mode 
failure possibility. ·However, this continued evaluation is not subject to the time 
constraint imposed by the action statement. The provisions contained in the inoperable 
EOG action requirements that avoid unnecessary EOG testing are based on Generic Letter 
93-05, "line-Item Technical Specifications Improvement to Reduce Surveillance 
Requirements for Testing During Po~er Operation," dated September 27, 1993. 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. O.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

The time, voltage, and frequency acceptance criteria specified for the EOG single 
largest post-accident load rejection test CSR 4.8.1.1.2.e.2) are derived from Regulatory 
Guide 1.9, Rev. 2, December 1979, recommendations. The test is acceptable if the EOG 
speed does not exceed the nominal (synchronous) speed plus 75% of the difference between 
nominal speed and the overspeed trip setpoint, or 115% of nominal, whichever is lower. 
This computes to be 66.5 Hz for the LGS EDGs. The RHR pump motor represents the single 
largest post-accident load. The 1.8 seconds specified is equal to 60% of the 3-second 
load sequence interval associated with sequencing the next load following the RHR pumps 
in response to an undervoltage on the electrical bus concurrent with a LOCA. This 
provides assurance that EOG frequency does not exceed predetermined limits and that 
frequency stability is sufficient to support proper load sequencing following a rejection 
of the largest_ single load. 

O.C. Sources 

With one division with one or two battery chargers inoperable (e.g., the voltage 
limit of 4.B~2.1:a.2 is not maintained), the ACTIONS provide a t~ered response that 
focuses on returning the battery to the fuliy charged state and restoring a fully 
qualified charge·r to OPERABLE status in a reasonable time period. Action a.l requires 
that the battery terminal voltage be restored to greater than or equal to the minimum 
established float voltage within 2 hours. This time provides for returning the 
1noperable charger to OPERABLE status or providing an alternate means of restoring 
battery terminal voltage to greater than or equal to the minimum established float 
voltage. Restoring the battery terminal _voltage to greater than or equal to the. · 
minimum established float voltage provides good assurance that, within 18 hours, the 
battery will be restored to its fully charged condition (Action a.2) from any discharge 
that might ha~e occurred due to the charger inoperability. 

A discharged battery having terminal voltage of at least the minimum established 
float voltage indicates that the battery is on the .exponential charging current portion 
lthe second part) of its recharge cycle. The time.to return a battery to its fully 
charged state under this cbndition is simply a function of the amount of the previous 
discharge and the recharge characteristic of the battery. Thus there is. good assurance 
of fully recharging the battery within 18 hours~ avoiding a preniature shutdown with its· 

-own attendant· risk. - - - · - · 

If established batte-ry terminal float voltage cannot be restored to greater than 
or e~ual to the minimum .established float voltage within 2 hours, and the charger is 
not operating in the current-limiting mode, a faulty charger is indicated. A faulty 
charger that is incapable of maintaining established battery terminal float voltage 
dbes not provide assurarice that it can revert to and operate properly in the current_-

-iimit mode that is necessary during the recovery period following a battery discharge· 
event that the DC system is designed

0

for. 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

if the charger is operating in the current limit mode after 2 hours that is an 
i~dication that the battery is partially discharged and its capacity margins will be 
reduced. Th·e time to return the battery to its fully charged condition in this case is a 

· function of the battery charger capacity, the amount of 1 oads on the associated DC 
system, the amount of the previous discharge, and the recharge characteristic of the 

·battery. The charge time can be extensive, and there is not adequate assurance that it 
can be recharged within 18 hours (Action a.2). 

. . . . ~ ' . . -

Division 1 or 2 .with float current> 2 amps, or. Division 3 or A \'1.ith float current 
> 1 amp, indicates that a partial. discharge of the battery capacity has occurred, ·.rhis 
~ay be due to a~emporary loss of a batterj charge~·ar possibly due to one or more 

·battery cells in a low voltage condhion reflecting some loss of capacity. Per Action 
b.2, within 2 hour's _verification of the required battery charge_r OPERABILITY is made by 
moni~oring the battery terminal voltag~. · · - · 

..... Si.nee Actions b.1 and b,2·only s'pecify "perform," a failure of 4.8.2.1.a.l<;ir ·. 
4.8.2.1.a.2 acceptance criteria does not result in this. Action riot being met. However, 
i-f one of the, Su,rvei_ll ance Requirements is fat 1 ed the appropriate Act i on(s),. depending on 

· the cause of the failures, is a 1 so entered. · · · ·· ' · · · 

. .. ·If the Action b.2 condition f s due to ·one or more cells in a· low voltage condition 
. . but still greatef.:than 2.07 v and float voltage is found to be satisfactory, this is not 
· ·:·indication of .. a ·substantially dischar:ged battery and 18 hours is a reasonable time prior. 

to declaring the.battery inoperable. · 

· . · . With one· or more :batteries· iri orle division WHh one or more cells e)ectrolyt~ , · _.·· :-· 
.level above the top of the.plates, but below the minimum· established design limits, (j .e.·, 
greater than· the minimum leve·1 ·indicafior1·mark), the· battery still retai~s sufficient ·: · . 
capacity to perform the infended function. Per Action b.3, wi.thin 31 days the minimum 

;-:~: established design l ,imi ts for electrolyte 1 eve•l must_ be re-establi'shed I • • 

. . 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

With electrolyte level below the top of the plates there is a potential for dryout 
and plate degradation. Action b.3 addresses this potential (as well as provisions in 
Specification 6.8.4.h, "Battery Monitoring and Maintenance Program"). Within 8 hours 
1 evel is required to be restored t.o above the top of the pl ates. The Action requirement 
to verify that there is no leakage by visual inspection and the Specification 6.8.4.h 
item to initiate action to equalize and test in accordance with manufacturer's 
recommendation are taken from Annex D of IEEE Standard 450-1995. They are performed 
following the restoration of the electrolyte level to above the top of the plates. Based 
on the results of the manufacturer's recommended testing the battery may have to be 
declared inoperable and the affected cell(s) replaced. 

Per Action b.4, with one or more batteries in one division with pilot cell 
temperature less than the minimum established design limits, 12 hours is allowed to 
restore the temperature to within limits. A low electrolyte temperature limits the 
curr~nt and power available. Since the battery is sized with margin, while battery 
capacity is degraded, sufficient capacity exists to perform the intended function and the 
affected battery is not required to be considered inoperable solely as a result of the 
pilot cell temperature not met. 

Per Action b.5, with one or more batteries in more than one division with battery 
parameters not within limits there is not sufficient assurance that battery capacity has 
not been affected ta the degree that the batteries cari still perform their required 
function, given that multiple divisions are involved. With multiple divisions involved, 
this potenti~l coul~ result in a total loss of function on multiple systems that rely 
upon the b~tteries. The longer restoration times specified for battery parameters on one 
di vision not within limits are therefore not appropriate, and the param.eters must be 
restored to within limits on all but one division within 2 hours. 

When any battery parameter is outside the allowances of Actions b.1, b.2, b.3, 
b.4, or b.5, Sufficient capac~ty t~ supply the maximum expect~d load requirement is not 
ensured and a 2 hour restoration time is ~ppropriate. Additionally, discovering one or 
more batt~ries in one division with one or more battery cells float voltage less than 
2.07 V and float current greater than limits indicates that the battery capacity may not 
be sufficient to perform the intended functions. The battery must therefore be restored 
within 2 hours. 

The OPERABILITY of the m1n1mum specified A.C. and D.C. power sources and 
associated di~tribution systems during shutdown and refueling ensures that (1) the 
facility can be maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for extended time 
periods and (2) sufficient instrumentation and control capability is available for 
monitoring and maintaining the unit status. 

The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the 
diesel generators are in accordance with the recommendations of Regulatory 
Guide 1.9, "Selection of Diesel Generator Set Capacity for Standby Power 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

Supplies, March 10, 1971, Regulatory Guide 1.137 "Fuel-Oil Systems for ~tandby 
Diesel Generators," Revision 1, October 1979 and Regulatory Guide 1.108, "Periodic 
Testing of Diesel Generator Units Used as Onsite Electric Power Systems at Nuclear 
Power Plants," Revision 1, August 1977 except for paragraphs C.2.a(3), C.2.c(l), 
C.2.c(2), C.2.d(3) and C.2.d(4), and the periodic testing will be performed in 
accordance with the Surveillance Frequency Control Program. The exceptions to 
Regulatory Guide 1.108 allow for gradual loading of diesel generators during testing 
and decreased surveillance test frequencies (in response to Generic Letter 84-15). 
The single largest post-accident load on each diesel generator is the RHR pump. 

The Surveillance Requirement for removal of accumulated water from the fuel oil 
storage tanks is for preventive maintenance. The presence of water does not 
necessarily represent failure of the Surveillance Requirement, provided the 
accumulated water is removed during performance of the Surveillance. 
Accumulated water in the fuel oil storage tanks constitutes a collection of water 
at a level that can be consistently and reliably measured. The minimum level at 
which accumulated water can be consistently and reliably measured in the fuel 
oil storage tank sump is 0.25 inches. Microbiological fouling is a major cause of 
fuel oil d~gradation. There a~e numerous bacteria that can grow in fuel oil and 
cause fouling, but all must have a water environment in order to survive. 
Removal of accumulated water from the fuel storage tanks once every (31) days 
eliminates the necessary environment for bacterial survival .. This is the most 
effective means of controlling microbiological fouling. In addition, it eliminates 
the potential for water entrainment in the fuel oil during DG operation. Water may 
come from ~ny of several ~ources, includin~ condensation, ground·water, rain 
water; contaminated fuel oi~, and from breakdown of the fuel oil by bacteria, 
Frequent checking for· and removal of accumulated water minimizes fouling and 
provides data regarding the watertight intsgrity of the fuel oil system. The 
Surveillan·ce Frequencies are. established by Regulatory Guidel.137. 

. . . . ~ . 
The surveillance requirements for demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the 

units· batter.ies are iri accordance with the recommendations of IEEE Standard 450-1995, 
"IEEE Recommended Practice for Maintenance, Testing, and Replacement of Vented 
Lead-Acid Batteries for..Stationary Applications." · · . . . '. -

Verifying battery float current while on float char.ge (4.8.2.La.J) is used to 
determine the-state of charge 6f the battery. Float charge is the condition in which 
the charger is supplying the continuous charge required to overcome the internal losses 
of a battery and maintain· the battery ih a charged state. The fl oat current .· · 
requirements are based ·on the fl oat current .i ndi ca ti ve of a char:ged .battery. ·Use of 
float current_:to determine the.state of charge of the b·attery is consistent with IEEE-
450-1995. I · 

This Survei 1 lance Requirement states· .the fl oat current requirement is not 
required to be met when battery terminal voltage is less than tlie minimum established 
f)oat voltage of 4.8.2.1.a.2. Mien this float voltage is not m_aintained the Actions of 
LCD 3.8.2.1," Action b., are.befog taken, which provide the necessary and appropriate 
verifications of· the battery condition.· Furthermore, the float current limits are·· 
established ·based· on the float vdltage r~nge cind is not di~ectly ~pplicable when this 
vqltage is noLmaintained. · 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

Verifying, per 4.8.2.1.a.2, battery terminal voltage whi'le on float charge for 
the batteries helps to ensure the effectiveness of the battery chargers, which support 
the ability of the batteries to perform their intended function. Float charge is the 
condition in which the charger is supplying the continuous charge required to overcome 
the internal losses of a battery and maintain the battery in a fully charged state 
while supplying the continuous steady state loads of the associated DC subsystem. On 
float charge, battery cells will receive adequate current to optimally charge the 
battery. The voltage requirements are based on the minimum float voltage established 
by the battery manufacturer (2.20 Vpc, average, or 132 Vat the battery terminals). 
This voltage maintains the battery plates in a condition that supports maintaining the 
grid life (expected to be approximately 20 years). 

Surveillance Requirements 4.8.2.1.b.1 and 4-.8.2.1.c require verification that the 
cell flo~t voltages are equal to or greater than 2.07 V. 

The limit specified in 4.8.2.1.b.2 for electrolyte level ensures that the plates 
suffer no physical damage and maintaihs adequate electron transfer capability. 

Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.1.b.3 verifies that the pilot cell temperature is 
greater than or equal to the mini'mum established design limit Ci .e., 60 degrees 
Fahrenheit)·. Pilot cell electrolyte temperature is maintained above this temperature 
to assure the battery can provide the required. current and voltage to meet the design 
requirements. Temperatures lower than assumed in battery sizing calculations act to 
inhibit or reduce battery capacity. 

Surveill~nce Requirement 4.8.2.1.d.1 verifies the design capacity of the battery 
chargers. According to Regulatory Guide 1.32, the battery charger supply is 
recommended to· be based on the largest combined demands of the various steady state 
loads and the charging capacity to testore the battery from the de~i~n minimum charge 
state to the fully charged stat~~ irre~p~ctive of the status of the unit during these 
demand occurrences. The minimum retjuired amperes ~nd duration ensures that these 
requirem~nts c~n be satiified. 

Surveillance Requirement 4.8~2.l.d.1 requires that each battery charger be 
capable of supplying the amps ljited f6r the~pecified ch~rger· at the minimum 
established float voltage for 4 hours. The ampere requirements are based on the output 
rating of the chargers; The voltage requirements are based on the charger voltage. 
level after a response to a los.s of AC p_ower. This time period 'is sufficient for the 
charger,temperature to have stabilized arid to hav~ been maintairied for.at least 2 
hours. 

A battery.service test, per 4~8.2.1.d.2, is a sp~cial test of the batteri's 
capability, as found, to satisfy the.de~ign requirements (battery duty cycle) of the DC 
electrical power system. The discharge rate.and test l~ngth corresponds to the design 
duty cycle r~qu;-rements as specified in the UFSAR. _ 
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3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

BASES 

A.C. SOURCES. D.C. SOURCES. and ONSITE POWER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS (Continued) 

A battery performance discharge test (4.8.2.1.e and f) is a test of constant 
current capacity of a battery, normally done in the as found condition, after having 
been in service.. to detect any change in the capacity determined by the acceptance 
test. The test is intended to determine overall battery degradation due to age and 
usage. Degradation (as used in 4.8.2.1.f) is indicated when the battery capacity drops 
more than 10% from its capacity on the previous performance test, or is below 90% of 
the manufacturer's rating. 

Either the battery performance discharge test or the modified performance 
discharge test is acceptable for satisfying 4.8.2.1.e and 4.8.2.1.f; however, only the 
modified performance discharge test may be used to satisfy the battery service test 
requirements of 4.8.2.1.d.2. 

. . ~· ... 

. _--,· 
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS 

3/4.8.4 ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT PROTECTIVE DEVICES -

The RPS Electric Power Monitoring System is provided to isolate the RPS bus 
from th~ RPS/UPS inverter or an alternate power supply in the event of 
overvoltage. undervoltage, or underfrequency; This system protects the loads 
connected to the RPS bus from una~ceptable ~oltage and frequencj conditions.· The 
essential equipment powered from the RPS buses includes the RPS logic; scram 
solenoids, and valve isolation logic. · · · 

The Allowable Values are derived from equipment design limits. corrected for 
calibration and instrument errors. The trip setpoints are then determined, 
atcciunting for the remaining instrument errors (e.g •• drift). The trip setpoints 
derived in this manner_ provide adequate proteCti on and include a i.l owances for · 
instrumentation uncert~inties. calibration tolerances, and instru~ent drift. 

·. . . 

The Allowable Values for the instrument sett~ngs are based b~ the RPS 
providing power within the design ratings·of the associated RPS components (e.g.,· 

-RPS logic, scram solenoids). The most limiting· voltage requirement and associated 
line. l O$ses determine. the settings of the electric power monitoring instrument 

· chan~el~. · · · · · 

. ,;_ 
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BASES 

3/4.9.1 REACTOR MODE SWITCH 

Locking the OPERABLE reactor mode switch in the Shutdown or Refuel position, 
as specified, ensures that the restrictions _on control rod withdrawal and refueling 
platform movement during the refueling operations-are properly activated. These 
conditions reinforce the refueling procedures and reduce the probability of 
inadvertent criticality, damage to reactor internals or fuel assemblies, and 
exposure of personnel to excessive radioactivity. 

3/4.9.2 INSTRuMENTATION 

The OPERABILITY of at least two source range monitors ensures that redundant 
. J10nitorihg capability is avai1ab1e to detect changes in the reacti·vity condition 

of the core .. The minimum count rate is not required when sixteen or fewer fuel 
assemblies are in the core. :ouring a typical core reloading, 'two, three or four 
irradiated fuel-assemblies will be loaded adjacent to each SRM t.o produce greater 
than the minimam required count rate. Loading sequences are selected to provide 
for a continuous multiplying medium to be established between the required oper
able SRMs and the~aation of the core alteration. This enhances the ·ability 
of the SRMs"t.o respond t~ the loading of eac~ fuel assembly. ·During a core un-

·1oading, the last fuel to be removed is that f~el adjacent to the SRMs. 

3/4.9.3 CONTROL ROD POSITION 

The requirement that all control rods be inserted during other CORE 
ALTERATIONS ensures that fuel wil.l not be loaded i_nto a cell without a control 
rod. 

3/4.9.4 DECAY TIME 
. . . : . . 

. The minimum requirement for reactor sUbcriticality prior to fuel movement 
ensures that sufficient time has elaps·ed to allow the radioactive decay of the 
short lived fission products. This decay time is consistent with the assump
tions used in the accident analyses. · 

3/4.9.5 .COMMUNICATIONS 

The requirement for coamunicatians capability ensures that refueling station 
personnel can be promptly informed of significant changes in the facility status 
or core reactivity condition during movement of fuel within the reactor pressure 

·.vessel. · 
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BASES (Continued) 

3/4.9.6 REFUELING PLATFORM 

The OPERABILITY requirements ensure that (1) the refueling platform will 
be used for handling control rods and fuel assemblies within the reactor pressure 
vessel, (2) each hoist has sufficient load capacity for handling fuel assemblies 
and control rods, (3) the core internals and pressure vessel are protected from 
excessive lifting force in the event they are inadvertently engaged during 
lifting operations, and (4) inadvertent criticality will not occur due to fuel 
being loaded into a unrodded cell. 

Inadvertent criticality is prevented by the refueling interlocks that block 
unacceptable op~rations (e.g., loading fuel into a cell with a control rod withdr~wn 
or withdrawal o.f a rod from the core while the grapple is over the core and loaded 
with fuel). The hoist loaded values identified in Sections 4.9.6.lb and 4.9.6.lc 
support the refueling interlock logic by ensuring that the hoist fuel loaded switches 
function with a load li~hter ·than the weight of a single fuel assembly in water. 
Load values represent fuel (load) on the grapple. The values of 485 +/- 50 pounds 
and 550 + 0, -115 ·pounds are both less than the weight of a single fuel assembly in 
water attached to the grapple. These load values ensure that as soon as a fuel 
assembly is grappled and lifted, the·refueling interlocks (control rod block and 
bridge motion interlock) are enforced as required. The hoist load weighing system is 
compensated for mast weight to ensure that lifting of components other than fuel 
assemblies (e.g., blade guides) do not cause inadvertent control rod blocks or bridge 
motion stop~. · 

3/4.9.7 CRANE TRAVEL - SPENT FUEL STORAGE POOL 

The restriction on movement of loads in excess of the nominal weight of a 
fuel assembly ~nd associated lifting device over other fuel assemblies in the 
storag~ pool ensures that in the event this load ~s dropped 1) the activity 
release will be limited to that conta)ned in a single fuel asiembly, and 2) any 
possible distortion of fuel in the storage racks will not result in a critical 
array. This as~umption is consistent with the activity release assumed in the 
safety analyses .. 

3/4.9.8 and 3/4.9.9 WATER LEVEL REACTOR VESSEL and WATER LEVEL - SPENT FUEL 
STORAGE POOL 

The restrictions on minimum water level ensure that sufficient water depth 
is available to remove 99% of the assumed 10% iodine gap activity released 
from the rupture of an irradiated fuel assembly. This minimum water depth is 
consistent with the assumptions of the accident analysis. 

3/4.9.10 CONTROL ROD REMOVAL 

These specifications ensure that maintenance or repair of control rods or 
control rod dri·ves wi 11 be performed under conditions that limit the probability 
of inadvertent criticality. The requirements for simultaneous removal of more 
than one control rod are more stringent since the SHUTDOWN MARGIN specification 
:provid~s fp~ the tore to remain s~bcritical with only one control rod fully 
withdrawn. 
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

BASES (Continued) 

3/4.9.11 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION 

Irradiated fuel in the shutdown reactor core generates heat during the decay of 
fission products and increases the temperature of the reactor coolant. This decay heat 
must be removed by the RHR system to maintain adequate reactor coolant temperature. 

RHR shutdown cooling is comprised of four (4) subsystems which make two (2) 
loops. Each loop consists of two (2) motor driven pumps, a heat exchanger, and 
associated piping and valves. Both loops have a common suction from the same 
recirculation loop. Two (2) redundant, manually controlled shutdown cooling subsystems 
of the RHR system provide decay heat removal. Each pump discharges the reactor 
coolant, after circulation through the respective heat exchanger, to the reactor via 
the associated recirculation loop. The RHR heat exchangers transfer heat to the RHR 
Service Water System. 

An OPERABLE RHR ~hutdown cooling -subsystem consists of one Cl) OPERABLE RHR pump, 
one Cl) heat exchanger, and the associated piping and valves. The requirement for 
having one (1) RHR shutdown cooling subsystem OPERABLE ensures that 1) sufficient 
cooling capacity is available to remove decay heat and maintain the water in the 
reactor pressure vessel below 140°F, and 2) sufficient coolant circulation would be 
available through the reactor core to assure accurate temperature indication. 
Management of gas voids is important to RHR Shutdown Cooling Subsystem OPERABILITY. 

The requirement to have two (2) RHR shutdown cooling subsystems OPERABLE when 
there is less than 22 feet of water above the reactor vessel flange ensures that a 
single failure of the operating loop will not result in a complete loss of residual 
heat removal capability. With the reactor vessel head removed and 22 feet 
of water above the r~actor vesiel flange, a large heat sink is available for 
core cooling. Thus, in the event of a failure of the operating RHR subsystem, adequate 
time is provided to initiate alternate methods capable of ·decay heat removal or 
emergency procedures to cool the core. 

To meet the LCO of the two (2) subsystems OPERABLE when there is less than 22 
feet of water above the reactor vessel flange, both pumps in one (1) loop or one (1) 
pump in each of the two (2) loops must be OPERABLE. The two (2) subsystems have a 
common suction source and are allowed to have a common heat exchanger and common 
discharge piping. Additionally, each shutdown cooling. subsystem can provide the 
required decay heat removal capability; however, ensuring operability of the other 
~hutdown cooling subsystem provides redundancy. 

The required cooling capacity of an alternate method of decay heat removal should 
be ensured by verifying its capability to maintain or reduce reactor coolant 
temperature either by calculation (which includes a review of component and system 
availability to verify that an alternate decay heat removal method is available) or by 
demonstration. Decay heat removal capBbility by ambient losses can be considered in 
evaluating alternate decay heat removal capability. 
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3/4.9 REFUELING OPERATIONS 

B SES 

3/4.9.11 RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL AND COOLANT CIRCULATION (Continued) 

RHR Shutdown Cooling System piping and com.ponents have the potential to develop 
voids and pockets of entrained gases. Preventing and managing gas intrusion and 
accumulation is necessary for proper operation of the RHR shutdown cooling subsystems 
and may also prevent water hammer, pump cavitation, and pumping of non-condensible gas 
into the reactor vessel. This surveillance verifies that the RHR Shutdown Cooling 
System piping is sufficiently filled with water prior to placing the system in 
operation when in OPCON 5. The RHR Shutdown Cooling System is OPERABLE when it is 
sufficiently filled with water to ensure that it can reliably perform its intended 
function. 

The RHR Shutdown Cooling System is a manually initiated mode of the RHR System 
that is aligned for service using system operating procedures that ensure the RHR 
shutdown cooling suction and discharge flow paths are sufficiently filled with water. 
An RHR Shutdown Cooling sub-system that is already in operation at the time of entry 
into the APPLICAB1LITY is OPERA~LE. For an idle RHR Shutdown Cooling subsystem, the 
surve1llance is met through the performance of the operating procedures that place the 
RHR Shutdown Cooling subsystem in service. 

With the required decay heat removal subsystem(s) inoperable and the required 
alternate·method(s) of decay heat removal not available in accordance with Action "a", 
additional acii~n~ are required to minimize any potential fissioh product release to 
the environment. This includes ensuring Refueling Floor Secondary Containment is 
OPERABLE; one (l) Standby Gas Treatment subsystem is OPERABLE~ and Secondary 
Containment isolation capability (i.e., rine (1) Secondary Containment isolat1on valve 
and associated instrumentatioh ar~ OPERABLE or other acceptable administrative c6ntrols 
to assure isolation capability) in each associated penetration not isolated :that is 
assumed to be :1 sol ated to mi ti gate radioactive releases. - This may be performed as an 

. administrative check, ·by examinfog logs or other information to.determine whether the 
_components are .out of servicie ior ~aintenance or othe~ reasons. It is ~ot necessary 
·to perform the-Surveillances neeqed·to demonstrate the OPERABILITY-of the components. 
If, however,~any required com~onent ~s inoperable, then it must be .restored to OPERABLE 
stat.us. Iri this case, the-surveillance may need to.be-performed to-restore the 
component to OPERABLE status. Actions must continue until all required components are 
OPERABLE. 

·, :· 

If no RHR_ subsystem is ·in operation', an alternate method of coolant circulation is. 
require~ to.be established wiih~~ one·(l} hou~. The ~ompletion Time is modified s~ch 
that one (1) h.our·is appltcable sep·arately for each occurr_en.ce in-volvihg a loss of 
cool ant -ci rtul 9tfon. - - - - - - --

'-, 

. ' .. ' ~ 
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3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS 

BASES· 

3/4.10.l PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY 

The requirement for PRIMARY CONTAINMENT INTEGRITY is not applicable during 
the period when open vessel tests are being performed durfog the low power 
PHYSICS TESTS. 

3/4.10.2 ROD WORTH MINIMIZER 
' 

. In order to perform the tests required in the technical specifications 
it is necessary to bypass the sequence restraints on control rod movement. The 
additional surveillance requirements ensure that the specifications on heat 
generation rates and shutdown margin requirements are not exceeded during the 
period when these tests ar~ being performed and that i~dividual rod worths do 
not exceed the values assumed in the safety analysis. 

3/4.10.3 SHUTDOWN MARGIN DEMONSTRATIONS 

Performance of shutdown margin demonstrations with the vessel head removed 
requires additional restrictions in order to ensure that criticality does not 
occur., These addition.al restrictions are speci"fied in this LCO. 

3/4.10.4 RECIRCULATION -LOOPS 
. . 

This special test exception permits reactor critica11ty under no flow 
conditions and is required to perform certain startup and PHYSICS TESTS while 
at low THERMAL POWER levels. 

' . 
3/4.lo~s OXYGEN CONCENTRATION 

Relief from the oxygen concentration specifications is necessary·in order 
to provide access to the primar}t containment during the initial startup and 
testing phase of operatiOn. Without this access the startup and test program 
could be restrkted and delayed .. 

3/4.10 .. 6 TRAINING STARTUPS 

This special test exceptfon permits training startups to be performed with 
. the reactor vessel depressurized at low THERMAL POWER and temperature wMle 
controlling RCS temperature with one RHR subsystem aligned in the shutdown· 

·. cooling mode in order to m.inimize contaminated water discharge to the 
radioactive _waste c;tiSposal system. · 

3/4 .. 10. 7 ·SPECIAL INSTRU.MENTATION - INITIAL CORE . LOADING . 

This special te.st exception permits relief from the requirements for a 
minimunf count rate while- lo_ading the first 16 fuel bundles to allow sufficient 
source-to-detector coupling such that minimum·count rate can be achieved on an 
SRM .. This is acceptable because of the significant margin to criticality 
w~ile l,oading the initial:l6 fuel b_undles. . · . ~ . 

_._ ' __ · . ·. 
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3/4.10 SPECIAL TEST EXCEPTIONS 

BASES 

3/4.10.8 INSERVICE LEAK AND HYDROSTATIC TESTING 

This special test exception permits certain reactor coolant pressure tests to be 
performed in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 4 when the metallurgical characteristics of the 
reactor pressure vessel CRPV) or plant temperature control capabilities during these 
tests require the pressure testing at temperatures greater than 200°F and less than 
or equal to 212°F (normally corresponding to OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3). The 
additionally imposed OPERATIONAL CONDITION 3 requirements for SECONDARY CONTAINMENT 
INTEGRITY provide conservatism in response to an operational event. 

Invoking the requirement for Refueling Area Secondary Containment Integrity along 
with the requirement for Reactor Enclosure Secondary Containment Integrity applies 
the requirement~ for Reactor Enclosure Secondary Containment Integrity to an 
extended area encompassing Zones 2 and 3. Operations with the Potential for 
Draining the Vessel, Core alterations, and fuel handling are prohibited in this 
secondary containment configuration. Drawdown and inleakage testing performed for 
the combined zone system alignment shall be consid~red adequate to demdnstrate 
integrity of the combined zones. 

Inservice hydrostatic testing and inservice leak pressure tests requir~d by Section 
XI of the American Society of Mechanical Engin~ers CASME) Boiler and P~essure Vessel 
Code are performed prior to the reactor going critical after a refueling outage. The 
~inimum temperatures (at the required pressures) allowed for these tests are 
determined from the RPV pressure ~nd tem~erature CP/T) limits required by LCO 3.4.6, 
Reactor Coolant System Pressure/Temperature Limits. These limits a~e conservatively 
based on the fracture toughness of the reactor vessel, taking into account 
anticipated vessel neutron fiuence. With increa~ed reactor fluence over time, the 
minimum allowable vessel temperature increases at a given pres~ure. 

LIMERICK - UNIT ~ B 3/4·10-2 Amendment No. % 
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3/4.11 RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS 

BASES 

3/4.11.1.1 and 3/4.11.1.2 (Deleted) 

LIMERICK~~ UNIT 2 

THE INFORMATION FROM THESE SECTIONS 
HAS BEEN RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 

. B 3/4 11-1 Amendment· No .11 

JAN 0 2 1991 .· . I 
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'RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS 

.3/4.11.1.3 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 

3/4.11.1.4 LIQUID HOLDUP TANKS 

The tanks Hsted in this speci fi cation include all those outdoor radwaste 
tanks that are not surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls capabl~ Of holding 
the tank contents and that do not have.tank overflows ~nd surrounding ~rea 
drains connected to the liquid radwaste treatment syst~m. 

Restricting the quantity of radioactive material contained in the specified 
tanks provides assurance that in the event o_f an uncontrolled rel ease of the· 
tanks' contents, the resulting conc~ntrations would be less than 10 times the 
limits of 10 CFR Part 20, Appendix B, Table.2, Column 2, at the neare~t potable 
water supply and the nearest surface water supply in an UNRESTRICTED AREA. 

3/4.11.2.1 (Deleted) - INFOR.MATION FROM THIS SECTION RELOCATED TO THE ODCM . 

. :\ 

'.LIMERTCK . UNIT 2. 
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS 

BASES 

3/4 11.2.2 through 3/4 11.2.4 (Deleted) 

LIMERICK - UNIT 2 . 

THE INFORMATION FROM THESE SECTIONS 
HAS BEEN RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 

. B 3/4 11-3 ' . . 

Amendment No. 11 
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RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENTS 

BASES 

3/4 .. 11. 2. 5 EXPLOSIVE GAS MIXTURE 

This specification is provided to ensure that the concentration of poten
tially explosive gas mixtures contained in the main condenser offgas treat
ment system is maintained below the flammability limits of hydrogen and oxygen. 
Maintaining the concentration of hydrogen below its flanrnability limit provides 
assurance that the releases of radioactive materials will be controlled in 
conformance with the requirements of General Design Criterion 60 of Appendix A 
to 10 CFR Part SO. 

. LIMERICK - UNIT 2 B 3/4 11"."4 .. Amendment No. 11 
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BASES 

3/4.11.2.6 MAIN CONDENSER 

Restricting the gross radioactivity rate of noble gases from the main condenser 
provides reasonable assurance that the total body exposure to an individual at the 
exclusion area boundary will not exceed a small fraction of tile limits of 10 CFR Part 
100 in the event this effluent is inadvertently discharged directly to the 
environment without treatment. This specification implements the requirements of 
General Design Criteria 60 and 64 of Appendix A to 10 CFR.Part 50. 

3/4.11.2.7, 3/4.11.3, and 3/4.11.4 (Deleted) - INFORMATION FROM THESE SECTIONS RELOCATED 
TO THE ODCM OR PCP. 

··. '· 
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3/4.12 RADIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING 

BASES 

Section 3/4.12 (Deleted) 

LIMERICK - UNIT 2 

THE INFORMATION FROM THIS. SECTION 
HAS BEEN RELOCATED TO THE ODCM. 
BASES PAGE B 3/4 12-2 HAS BEEN 

. · INTENTIONALLY OMITIED. 
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